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This study of eighteenth-century geography books published in the British Isles and 
United States began some years ago when I was an associate rare book librarian at the 
Kenneth Spencer Research Library, University of Kansas.  The Library had an extensive 
collection of 18th-century English books which included some editions of the Guthrie 
and Salmon geographies.  In my naivete I began searching for a bibliography of such 
works as a cataloguing aid, as I was particularly interested in the maps they contained.  
When it finally dawned on me that none existed, the germ of the current project took 
hold.  Someday, I would write it. 
 
At that time I had no conception of the scope of the research, nor the time it would 
consume.  It simply seemed to cry out to be done, and looked to be a straightforward task.  
I stored the idea away but took no action until some years later, when I was working as a 
reference librarian in the library of Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indiana.  That 
library had no separate map collection and virtually no pre-1900 maps, a frustration for 
me.  Casting about for a spare-time project which would keep me involved in the map 
world, the old idea surfaced.  At about that time, in a lovely bit of serendipity, the Lilly 
Library of Indiana University, in Bloomington, offered one-week fellowships to Indiana 
librarians who could come up with a fitting project.  I leapt at it, submitted a proposal, it 
was accepted, and I spent a fruitful week immersed in that wonderful library, setting the 
scope and devising a methodology.  The project as outlined has varied little in the years 
since.   As it now stands, it includes any book with maps (other than atlases, which have 
been well studied) concerned with the geography of the world or a major portion thereof 
(i.e. no geographies of single countries), published 1700-1800 in the British Isles or 
North America.   The scope embraces geographies, gazetteers, geographical dictionaries, 
historical geographies, and larger works containing separate sections on geography. 
 
The journey from that week in the Lilly Library in 1977 to the present publication has 
been at times tedious and frustrating but mostly great fun.  Since no bibliography of 
geographical works then existed1, let alone any guide to their maps, the first order of 
business was to compile a list of likely titles.  In those distant, pre-Eighteenth Century 
Short Title Catalogue (now titled the English Short Title Catalog, ESTC) days, that meant 
slogging through the card catalogues of many libraries, finding clues in subject headings 
and keeping on the trail of known authors.  The arrival of the ESTC has been the single 
most helpful event in the completion of the finished list, and without it I would 
undoubtedly have missed many appropriate entries.   Even with its help I am sure I have 
missed some; I hope not many.  It seemed quite miraculous to be able to sit at a terminal, 
search under the single term "geograph#", and see title after unknown title pop up on the 
screen.    With the excellent ESTC collations, which led me to books with maps and 
allowed me to avoid those without any, and the good title transcriptions, my list 
expanded.  And as more and more libraries added their holdings, elusive volumes were 
located.  Ninety-nine percent of the titles in this bibliography can now be found on the 
ESTC, and when present the ESTC number is given for each entry, rather than noting the 
libraries in which I examined the item.  The ESTC entry includes the symbols for all 
reporting libraries and usually gives the call number of the item at each institution.  This 
last has saved me hours of work. 
 
I decided at the outset that seeing only one copy of a book would not be sufficient.  Some 
volumes had lists of maps to be included; some didn’t.  Therefore it seemed important to 
examine several copies of a work to be sure that the corpus of maps was standard.  As a 
result, I have tried to see at least three copies of every title/edition, and for the most part I 
was successful; I have examined more than 2,000 books.    Even with the invaluable help 
of the ESTC it has not been possible to locate three copies of every title/edition.  Some 
titles have been available in only two, or even one extant copy, and as a result my 
information for such items was limited.  Some have not been located at all.  Are they 
ghosts?  Did an enterprising publisher bring out, for example, the 7th edition of a work, 
just to make it seem up-to-date, when no 6th edition had ever been issued?  Or have the 
missing editions truly vanished?  Gaps in the record are duly noted.  Sadly, in every 
library I have found copies of a desired book which has had some or all of its maps 
removed.  While many 18th century books are now in special collections, for too long 
many were on open shelves, making the books easy prey for thieves.  
 
Except for a handful of quartos and small folios, which I think of as 18th century coffee-
table books, most of the books in this carto-bibliography were octavos or even 
duodecimos, designed for students and those members of the increasingly literate public 
interested in geography and history but not wealthy enough to purchase the larger, more 
expensive geographies and atlases.  Many of the books were quite literally worn out from 
use, or became out-of-date and were discarded.  When they turn up in antiquarian book 
stores or dealer’s catalogues they are rarely in fine condition.  Even those copies which 
have found their way to the sanctuary of a library are often worn and dog-eared.  This 
evidence of use leads me to believe that, small and unimpressive as they were, these 
geographies nevertheless shaped the geographical world vision of countless readers in the 
British Isles and the United States.  
 
Size alone, of course, is no indication of importance.  A far better indication of that can 
be found in a look at the publication history of books of a geographical nature, which this 
study makes possible.  In the first decade of the 18th century, eighteen books were 
published.  By mid-century, the decade 1751-1760, the total had risen to 38.  Numbers 
rose rapidly after that, culminating in 136 such titles 1791-1800, a nearly 500% jump, 
reflecting both an increase in interest in the subject as well as an increase in literacy.   
 
It is also instructive to examine the nature of the geographical books which were 
published, as reflecting the culture of the times.  In this study of 470 titles/editions, three 
main areas of readership were identified.  The earliest was for students of the classics, 
which in the 18th century were still the backbone of the educational curriculum. Six of the 
eighteen books published in the first decade were titles of this nature.  New editions of 
such classical authors as Pomponius Mela and Dionysius Periegetes were published 
throughout the century, as were books titled, e.g. Geographia Classica, or Geographia 
Antiqua.  Children were another major publishing target. Books with titles such as 
Geography Made Familiar and Easy, or Geography for Children went through as many 
as twenty editions.  Other titles, as Geography for Youth, Youth’s General Introduction, 
or even The Young Gentleman and Lady’s Geography were meant to appeal to families 
with children out of the nursery but not yet in University.  For the latter, the 20 editions 
of Patrick Gordon’s Geography Anatomiz’d, 23 editions of William Guthrie’s New 
Geographical . . .Grammar and 25 editions of Thomas Salmon’s similarly titled text 
sufficed.  A practical business man might satisfy reference needs with one of the 
gazetteers, which published geographical information in alphabetical format.  For the 
affluent, handsome quarto and folio volumes were furnished with large, fold-out maps, 
elegantly engraved.   
 
The maps, of course, are the focus of this book, and examining them has led to some 
interesting speculation.  Who controlled map plates?  What was the trade in plates?  Maps 
in Richard Turner’s View of the Earth . . .  London 1762 [entry 390] were subsequently 
used in Daniel Fenning’s New and Easy Guide . . . London 1770 [entry 96].  Where were 
they in the intervening eight years - in the stocks of publisher Stanley Crowder?  The 
maps in Robert Dodsley’s Preceptor, Dublin 1749 [entry 85] were used in the 1760 
Dublin edition of R. Martin’s Geography methodised [entry 264].  They must have been 
stored somewhere in Dublin.  The plates from John Seally’s Complete Geographical 
Dictionary, London 1783 [entry 380] were used in the very odd 1795 publication of 
William Guthrie’s Guthrie’s Universal Geography Improved [entry 187], with no 
apparent tie between publishers.  Even more puzzling was the appearance in the Dublin 
1771 edition of Guthrie’s New Geographical . . . Grammar [entry 177] of the plates from 
the 1754 London and final edition of Patrick Gordon’s Geography Anatomiz’d [entry 
150].  Many maps in Irish books were close copies of those in the English editions, but 
these are from the original English plates.  Were the plates obtained from England, or 
was it a pirated edition printed in England?  And in what seems clear evidence of the 
value of map plates, a J. Rice, in Dublin, published an edition of Daniel Fenning’s New 
and easy guide to the use of the globes in 1796 [entry 102].  Rice apparently emigrated to 
the United States soon thereafter, as a “Rice and Co. Market-Street” published Du 
Fresnoy’s geography for youth in Philadelphia [1799? entry 246].  The same map of The 
World appeared in both the Dublin and Philadelphia books; Rice took it with him on the 
long sail west. 
 
What is the purpose of this carto-bibliography? I see it as two-fold. I hope it will add to 
our knowledge of the work of English and American mapmakers.  Many of the most 
important map makers of their time prepared the maps for these geographies, and that 
aspect of their work is little known.  And as more and more 18th-century books disappear 
and others are disbound for their illustrations and maps, I would hope the book will help 
identify maps long detached from their moorings.  
 
The four indexes should be among the most useful parts of the book.  The geographic 
index shows the wide range of areas covered; the name index lists every cartographer/ 
engraver whose name appears on the face of a map; and the two publisher indexes list the 
name of every publisher connected with a book alphabetically as well as chronologically.  
This should be valuable for researchers of 18th century British publishing history.  For 
much of the century multiple publishers/booksellers names appear in the imprint, but no 
catalogue contains, for example, the complete list of twenty-three names on the imprint 
of Richard Brookes’ General Gazetteer, London 1800.  This bibliography does.  
 
A work of this nature is the result of research in many libraries.  As might be expected, 
the large national and institutional libraries held the most of my sought-for titles, and I 
spent many happy hours mining the riches of the Library of Congress and the several 
libraries at Yale and Harvard Universities.  In England the British Library was the most 
fruitful for me.  Often, however, libraries with smaller holdings of 18th-century 
geographical works turned out to have titles/editions not found elsewhere.  All told, the 
course of my research led me to over 100 libraries in 20 states, 4 Canadian provinces, 
England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales - and even, with e-mail, to libraries in South 
Africa, Australia, and New Zealand.  Most of these were visited in person, and I was met 
everywhere with courtesy and consideration.  It is not possible here to acknowledge all 
those dedicated and helpful librarians who assisted in the work.  They are legion, and I 
owe them a great debt. 
 
I have already noted the help received from the grant given by the Lilly Library.  I owe 
thanks also to a grant from the Special Libraries Association, which made it possible for 
me to visit a number of libraries, and to Yale University, which awarded me a summer’s 
research leave.  
 
Despite all of the help I have received, there will be errors, for all of which I am solely 
responsible. Mea culpa. 
            
 
                                                 
 1.  This lack has now been partially addressed by: Sitwell, O.F.G., Four Centuries of Special Geography.  
Vancouver: UBC Press, 1993. 
 
 
 INFORMATION FOR USERS 
 
Eighteenth-century book titles are notoriously long.  Since this work is concerned primarily with 
the maps in the books, and only secondarily with the books themselves, complete book title 
transcription has not been attempted.  Three elipsis points (...) indicate omitted wording; 
distinctive phrases and edition statements are included, and imprints are given in their entirety, 
which it is hoped will be an aid to future studies of the 18th-century publishing trade.  Map titles 
are complete unless extraordinarily long, in which case enough information is entered to make 
positive identification possible.  Spelling and punctuation is exact except that periods are 
supplied at the end of titles if they are lacking.  As capitalization in the 18th century tended to be 
erratic, only proper nouns are capitalized.   
 
The organization of this cartobibliography is alphabetical by author/title, and chronological 
within titles.  When no author can be identified, entry is by title.  In general, works published in 
England are listed first, followed by those published in Scotland, Ireland, and the United States. 
 
The intention has been to include the title transcription and every geographical name, and every 
personal name, wherever found on a map. A forward slash (/) is used to differentiate information 
found other than in the title cartouche. As an aid to identification of individual loose maps, the 
following list of abbreviations has been used:  
 
 TL (top left)    ab (above border) 
 TR (top right)    bb (below border) 
 BL (bottom left)   ob (outside border) 
 BR (bottom right)   bc (below cartouche) 
 TC (top center)   bh (between hemispheres)  
 BC (bottom center)   bbr (between border rules) 
      inl (inside neat line) 
Example: An exact map of England.  /I. Harris sculpt (BR,inl), indicates that "An exact map of 
England." is the complete title, and "I. Harris sculpt" is found in the lower right-hand corner of 
the map, inside the neat line.  Map measurements record height followed by width to the nearest 
cm., i.e. 10 to 10.4 cm. is recorded as 10cm., 10.5 to 10.9cm. is recorded as 11cm.  
Measurements of particular copies may differ slightly, due to the vagaries of humidity and 
storage conditions. 
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1778 Brookes, Richard.  General gazetteer.  4th  ed.  
 Fenning, Daniel.  New system of geography.  5th ed. 
 North American and the West-Indian gazetteer.  2nd ed. 
 Salmon, Thomas.  New universal geographical grammar.  EDINBURGH 
 
1779 Carver, Jonathan.  New universal traveller. 
 Cellarius, Christoph.  Geographia antiqua. 
 Demarville.  Young gentleman and lady’s geography.  DUBLIN 
 Fenning, Daniel.  New and easy guide.  4th ed. 
 Guthrie, William.  New geographial . . . grammar. 6th  ed. 
   Turner, Richard.  View of the earth . . .ancients.   
 Vyse, Charles.  New geographical grammar.  2nd ed. 
 
1780 Guthrie, William.  New geographical . . . grammar. DUBLIN 
 Guthrie, William.  New system of modern geography.   
 Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.  Geography for children.  12th ed. 
 Salmon, Thomas.   New geographical. . . grammar.  New ed.  EDINBURGH 




1781 Salmon, Thomas.  Modern universal gazetteer.  EDINBURGH 
 Salmon, Thomas.  New universal geographical grammar.  2nd ed.  EDINBURGH 
  
1782 Brookes, Richard.  General gazetteer.  5th ed. 
 Cellarius, Christoph.  Geograhia antiqua 
 Geography for youth.  
 Guthrie, William.  New geographical. . . grammar.  7th ed. 
 Guthrie, William.  New system of modern geography.  New ed. 
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 [Mavor, William Fordyce] Geographical magazine. 
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 Salmon, Thomas.  New universal geographical grammar.  2nd ed.  EDINBURGH 
 Watts, Isaac.  Knowledge of the heavens and the earth.  8th ed. 
 
1783 Geography made familiar and easy.  5th ed. 
 Dodsley, Robert.  The preceptor.  7th ed. 
 Guthrie, William.  New geographical . . .grammar.  8th ed. 
 Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.  Geography for children.  14th ed. 
 Mela, Pomponius.  De situ orbis libri tres.  ETON 
 Millar, George Henry.  New and universal system of geography. 
 Salmon, Thomas.  New universal geographical grammar. 
 Seally, John.  Complete geographical dictionary. 
 Turner, Richard.  Easy introduction to the arts and sciences. 
 Turner, Richard.  Easy introduction to the arts and sciences. DUBLIN 
 
1784 Martin, R.  Geography methodised.  10th ed.  DUBLIN 
 Moll, Herman.  Bowles’s Geographia classica 
 Morse, Jedidiah.  Geography made easy. 
 
1785 Fenning, Daniel.  New and easy guide.  5th ed. 
 
 
 Fenning, Daniel.  New system of geography.  New ed. 
 Guthrie, William.  New geographical . . .grammar. 9th ed. 
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 [Mavor, William Fordyce] Geographical magazine 
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1786 Brookes, Richard.  General gazetteer.  8th ed. 
 Cellarius, Christoph.  Geographia antiqua 
 Dodsley, Robert.  The preceptor.  7th ed.  DUBLIN 
 Guthrie, William.  New system of modern geography.  13th ed. 
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 Salmon, Thomas.  New universal geographical grammar.  New ed.  EDINBURGH 
 Turner, Richard.  New and easy introduction.  3rd ed. 
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 Tytler, James.  New and concise system of geography.  EDINBURGH 
 Walker, John.  Elements of geography.  DUBLIN 
 
1789 Keith, Thomas.  Short and easy introduction..  2nd ed. 
 Gordon, William.  New geographical grammar. 
 Guthrie, William.  New geographical . . .grammar.  DUBLIN 
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 Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.  Geographia antiqua  
 Mair, John.  Brief survey of the terraqueous globe.  EDINBURGH 
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 Morse, Jedidiah.  American geography.  ELIZABETHTOWN 
 Turner, Richard.  New and easy introduction.  4th ed. 
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1791 Anville, J.B.  Compendium of ancient geography 
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 Brookes, Richard.  General gazetteer.  8th ed. 
 Brookes, Richard.  General gazetteer.  7th ed.  DUBLIN 
 Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.  Geography for children.  16th ed. 
 Martin, R.  Geography methodised.  10th ed.  DUBLIN 
 Morse, Jedidiah.  Geography made easy.  3rd ed.  BOSTON 
 Payne, John.  Universal geography. 
 Turner, Richard.  Easy introduction to the arts and sciences. 3rd ed. 
 Turner, Richard.  New and easy introduction.   5th ed.  DUBLIN 
 
1792 Fenning, Daniel.  New and easy guide.  6th ed. 
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Adam, Alexander, 1741-1809.    ESTC T88398 
      A Summary of geography and history, both ancient and modern; containing an account of the political 
state... Designed chiefly to connect the study of classical learning with that of general knowledge.  Edinburgh: 
Printed for A. Strahan and T. Cadell, And. Bell & Bradfute and W. Creech, Edinburgh.  1794. 
 
NOTE: Copies have been found with variant imprint: Edinburgh; printed for T. Cadell and A. Strahan 
London 1794    ESTC T182275 
 
         
  [1]     f t-p Orbis veteribus notus.  /Neele sculpt. Strand.  /Pl.1 (TR,ab)  21 x 31       
  /London, Published May 10th 1795, by Cadell & Davies Strand 
  (BC,bb) 
 
  [2]     fp.131   An Accurate Map of Europe compiled from the best authorities.  19 x 23      
                           /Neele sculpt.  Strand (BL,bb)  /Pl.2 (TR,ab) /London . . .(as above) 
 
  [3]     fp.135        Italia antiqua.  /Neele sculpt.  Strand (BL,bb)  /Pl.9 (TR,ab)        20 x 23 
                             Insets: [Environs of Rome] 
                                        Urbs septicollis 
 
  [4]     fp.191        Orbis Romanus.  /Neele sculpt.  Strand. (BL,bb) /Pl.6 (TR,ab)               20 x 25  
  /London . . .(as above) 
 
  [5]     fp.279        Graeciae antiqua.  /Neele sculpt.  strand (BL,bb) /Pl. 10 (TR,ab)  26 x 21 
                             Inset: Graeciae (lave sumptae) Partes Boreales 
 
  [6]     fp.490        Britannia antiqua.  Auctore Horsley.  /Neele sculpt.   Strand (BL,bb) 23 x 20 
                          /Pl. 7 (TR,ab) /London . . . (as above) 
 
  [7]     fp.534        Gallia antiqua ex aevi Romani monumentis eruta.  Neele Sculpt.   21 x 28 
                         Strand (HL,bb)  /Pl.8 (TR,ab) /London . . . (as above) 
                             Inset: Provinciae Romanae 
 
  [8]     fp.585        A new map of Asia drawn from the best authorities 1795 /Neele     19 x 24       
   Sculpt. Strand (BL,bb)  /Pl.8 (TR,ab)  London . . .  (as above)        
    
 [9]     fp.586        Asiae quae vulgo Minor dicitur et Syriae tabula geographica       21 x 27    
                           quantum per subsidia licuit elaborata oper   si quod aliud in antiqua  
     geographia arduo. /Neele sculpt. Strand (BL,bb)  /Pl.11 (TR,ab) 
     /London . . . (as above) 
                             Insets: [Dardanelles] 
                                             [Bosporus] 
 
 [10]     fp.594      Palaestina.  /Neele sculpt.  Strand (BL,bb)  /Pl.12 (TR,ab)             21 x 25       
   /London . . .(as above) 
                             Insets: Tribus 
                                                Jerusalem 
                                               Distances of the places . .   
 
 [11]     fp.663        A new map of Africa from the best authorities 1795 /Neele sculpt.           19 x 23 





 [12]     fp.664        Aegyptus antiqua.  /Neele sculpt. Strand (BL,bb)   /Pl. 13 (TR,ab)  24 x 19             
  [all copies seen lack the London imprint seen on other maps in this work] 
 
 [13]     fp.684        Map of America with the latest discoveries 1795 /Neele sculpt.  20 x 23               





          
Adam, Alexander, 1741-1809       ESTC T48833 
            A summary of geography and history, both ancient and modern...  The second edition, corrected...Illustrated 
with maps.    London    Printed for A. Strahan, and T. Cadell jun. and W. Davies (Successors  to Mr. Cadell) in the 
Strand; And W. Creech, at Edinburgh.  1797. 
 
NOTE: All maps same as first edition.  Cartouche dates and imprint dates on some maps changed to 1797.  





Adams, Michael.          ESTC T119001 
            The new royal geographical magazine; or, A modern, complete, authentic and copious system 
 of universal geography...    London, Printed  for the Proprietors: Published and sold by Alex. Hogg, at the King's  
Arms, No. l6, Paternoster-Row...  [1794?  Title-page is undated, but ESTC dates “not before 1794" from internal 
evidence] 
  
 NOTE: Michael Adams is a pseudonym.  All of the maps first appeared in John Seally’s Complete 
geographical dictionary, London [1783-84?].  See entry 380.  In Adams’s publication most of the 
attributions to Cary and the original imprint and date have been erased. 
 
  [1]     fp.9          The world in three sections describing the Polar  Regions to the   24 x 42 
               Tropics with all the tracks of Lord   Musgrave and Captain Cook  
                              towards the North and   South Poles and the Torrid Zone or Tropical  
                Regions  with the new discoveries in the South Sea.                  
 
  [2]     fp.165        An accurate map of Asia                                         20 x 26 
 
  [3]     fp.224        The East Indies, from the best authorities.  /J. Cary Sc. (bca)             23 x 27                
 
  [4]     fp.279        A map of Africa from the best authorities                      19 x 27 
 
  [5]     fp.333        Part of North America, containing Canada, the North parts of   2 x 30 
                  New England and New York; Nova Scotia and   Newfoundland 
                       Inset: Supplement for the Lakes of Canada 
 
  [6]     fp.335        Part of North America, comprehending the course of the Ohio,          22 x 30 
                                New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland,  
                  Virginia, Carolina & Georgia. 
                            Inset: Supplement to Carolina 
 
  [7]     fp.383        The West Indies from the best authorities.                      18 x 29 
 
  [8]     fp.407        A map of South America from the latest discoveries.            28 x 22 
 
  [9]     fp.435        A map of Europe from the best authorities.                     21 x 29 
 
 [10]     fp.593        A map of Great Britain and Ireland, with all the adjacent isles.           28 x 23 
                            Inset: [Shetland Isles] 
 
 [11]     fp.593        The British Channel including the coasts of England and France.          21 x 30 
                                     Inset: [cross-section of channel] 
 





Adams, Michael          ESTC N20072 
           ESTC T216654 
            The new royal system of universal geography.  Containing a complete,  full, particular, and accurate           
history and description of all the  several parts of the whole world...Illustrated with a beautiful set  of engravings, 
consisting of maps, charts...    London, Printed for the Proprietors: Published by  Alex. Hogg, at the King's-Arms, 
No. 16 Paternoster-Row...  [1794] 
       
NOTE:  All maps same as his New Royal Geographical Magazine. These two titles seem to be the same 
except for the title-pages and a resetting of the first paragraph.  Otherwise, all pages checked, including 
directions to binders, are identical and appear to be from the same setting of type.  Issued different years?  
Slight rephrasing of dedication, in neither of which the term ‘geographical magazine’ appears. 




             
Addington, Stephen          ESTC N48461  
            The youth's geographical grammar; containing, geographical definitions...    Printed for, and sold by the        
Author at Market-Harborough, and J. Buckland in Pater-noster Row, London.   1770. 
  
 
 [1]      fp. 28        A new map of the world, drawn  from the best authoritie: By Thos. Kitchin        16 x 27 
                            Geogr.  Engraver to H.R.H.  the Duke of York. 
 
 [2]      fp. 30        Europe, drawn from the best authorities; regulated by astronl. observatns.          15 x 18 
                            By Thos. Kitchin Geogr. 
 
 [3]      fp. 58        England and Wales, from the best authorities.                  16 x 20 
 
 [4]      fp. 138       Asia, drawn from the best authorities; regulated by astronl. observatns.            15 x 19 
                          .  By T.Kitchin geogr. 
 
 [5]      fp. 150       A map of the Land of Canaan or the Holy Land. as divided among the              16 x 21 
                             Twelve Tribes. 
                                 Inset: The journeying of the Israelites thru the wilderness to Canaan. 
 
 [6]      fp. 171       Africa, drawn from the best authorities; regulated by astronl. observatns. 15 x 19 
                              By T. Kitchin Geogr. 
 
 [7]      fp. 190       North America drawn from the best authorities; reg ulated by astronl.  15 x 20      
                             observatns.  By Thos. Kitchin  Geogr. 
 
 [8]      fp. 206       South America drawn from the best authorities; regulated by astronl.      15 x 20      





              
Aitchison, Alexander         ESTC N6097 
 Modern gazetteer; being a compendious geographical dictionary . . .  In two volumes.  Illustrated with 
coloured maps . . .    Perth: Printed for R. Morison & Son, Booksellers.  M,DCC,XCVIII [1798] 
 
NOTE: Many maps same as those in Montrose edition of Guthrie’s Geography; some maps have D Ogilvy 
and Son, Holborn instead of R. Morison & Son in imprint statement. 
     
Vol. I [all sizes approximate] 
[1]    ftp A correct map of the World with the latest discoveries 1798.  Neele Sculp.  19 x 27 
 /Geographical Index.  (BL,bh) 
 
[2]  fp AFR A new map of Africa from the best authorities 1799    19 x 22 
 
[3] fp AME [North America; no copy yet seen] 
 
[4] fp AME A correct map of South America with the latest discoveries 1796 Neele Scul. 19 x 23 
 
[5] fp ASI Asia from the best authorities       32 x 35         
 
[6] fp AUS Modern chart of the Cisalpine Republic and Maritime Austria   20 x 22 
 
[7] fp ENG England and Wales from the best authorities. /McIntyre sculpt.   20 x 23 
 Edinr.  (BR,bb) 
 
[8] fp EUR Europe from the best authorities      33 x 36 
 
[9] fp GER Germany engraved for Morison’s Geogr.     22 x 28 
 
Vol. II 
[1] fp IND Indostan   Rymer sc.        20 x 17 
 
[2] fp IRE A correct map of Ireland from the best authorities 1795. /Engd. for   19 x 22 
 R. Morison & Son Booksellers Perth. 
 
[3] fp ITA Italy, engraved for Morison’s geography.     23 x 24 
 
[4] fp POL A new map of Poland, Lithuania & Prussia.  From the best authorities.  18 x 22 
 1798    /engd. for R. Morison & Son Booksellers Perth (bca) 
 
[5] fp RUS Map of Russia engraved for the New System of Universal Geography.  23 x 25 
 Published by R. Morison & Son Booksellers Perth.  1795. 
 
[6] fp SCO A new map of Scotland from the best authorities 1795. /Engd. for    26 x 23 
 R. Morison & Son Booksellers Perth 
 
[7] fp SPA A new map of Spain and Portugal from the best authorities. 1795. /Engd.  19 x 23 
 for R. Morison & Son Booksellers Perth. 
 





7.           ESTC T21817 
            
The American gazetteer.  Containing a distinct account of all the of the New World... Illustrated with proper maps.  




 [1]  ft-p.  A new and accurate map of America drawn from the most approv’d maps &      36 x28  
 charts. /J. Gibson sculp.  (BR,inl)                                                                                        
 
 [2] f CARL A new & correct map of the Provinces of North & South Carolina, Georgia,   28 x 34  
 & Florida. /J. Gibson sculp.  (BR,inl) 
 
Vol. II                            
 [1] ft-p. A new and correct map of the Provinces of New England, New York, and Canada  28 x 35 
                      or New France.  /J. Gibson Sculpt. (BR,inl) 
 
Vol. III 
 [1] ftp A new and correct map of the West Indies, drawn from the best authorities.   28 x 35 
 /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,inl) 
 
[2] f NEW A new & correct map of the Isles of New Foundland, Cape Breton &c: with the  28 x 34 
 Provinces of Nova Scotia. /J. Gibson sculp.  (BR,inl) 
 
[3] f PEN A new and accurate map of the Provinces of Pensilvania, Virginia, Maryland and  28 x 34 








Anville, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’      ESTC T30971 
               Compendium of Ancient Geography, by Monsieur D'Anville... Translated from the French. 
 Illustrated with maps, carefully reduced from those of the Paris Atlas...with a map of Roman  Britain, from the 
learned John   Horsley...  Designed for private Libraries, as well as for the Use of  Schools. ...    London: Printed for 
R. Faulder, New Bond-Street. M.DCC.XCI.    [1791] 
  
NOTE: Sometimes found bound as two volumes, with separate title-page for each part, but with pages 
numbered continuously. 
 
 [1] fp 1 Orbis veteribus notus.  Auctore D’Anville. /To face p. 1.  (TR,ab) /London  21 x 32 
Pubd. June 1st 1791 by R. Faulder New Bond Street.  (BL,bb) /Neele sculpt.  
 352 Strand (BR,bb) 
 
 [2] fp 14 Orbis romani pars occidentalis. /To face p. 14 (TR,ab) /London . . . (as above) 27 x 27 
 /Neele sculpt. 352 Strand (BR,bb) 
 
 [3] fp ? Gallia antiqua.  Auctore D’Anville. /London . . . (as above) /Neele sculpt.  22 x 28 
 352 Strand (BR,bb) 
 
 [4] fp 83 Britannia antiqua.  Auctore Horsley. /To face p. 145 (TR,ab) /London . . .  27 x 25 
 (as above) /Neele . . . (as above) 
 
 [5] fp 145 Italia antiqua, Auctore D’Anville. /To face p. 145 (TR,ab) /London . . . (as   26 x 21 
 above) /Neele . . . (as above) 
  Insets: Urbs Septicollis 
       [area around Rome] 
 
 [6] fp 191 Graecia antiqua.  Auctore D’Anville. /To face p. 191 (TR,ab) /London . . .  25 x 22 
 (as above) /Neele . . . (as above) 
  Inset: Graeciae (laxe sumptae) pars boreales 
 
 [7] fp 235 Orbis Romani pars orientalis. /To face p. 235 (TR,ab) /London . . . (as above) 26 x 21 
 Neele . . . (as above) 
 
 [8] fp 281 Asia quae vulgo Minor dicitur et Syria.  Auctore D’Anville. /To face p. 281  22 x 28 
 (TR,ab) /London . . .(as above) /Neele . . . (as above) 
   
 
 [9] fp 395 Palaestina.  Auctore D’Anville. /To face p. 395 (TR,ab) /London . . .   23 x 26 
 (as above) /Neele . . . (as above) 
  Insets: The Tribes 
        Jerusalem 
 
 [10] fp 571 Aegyptus antiqua.  Auctore D’Anville. /To face p. 571 (TR,ab) /London . . .  25 x 18 









9.           ESTC T91437  
 
 Atlas geographus: or, A compleat system of geography, ancient and modern.  Containing what is of most use in 
Blaeu, Varenius, Cellarius, Cluverius,  Baudrand, Brietius, Sanson, &c. ... Illustrated with about 100 new maps, 
done from the latest observations, by Herman Moll...    [London] Printed  by John Nutt; and sold by Benjamin 
Barker and Charles King in Westminster Hall; Benjamin Tooke at the Middle-Temple Gate; William Taylor at the 
ship  in Pater-Noster-Row; Henry Clements at  the Half-Moon in St. Paul's Church-Yard; Richard Parker and Ralph 
Smith under the Piazza of the Royal Exchange;  and John Morphew near Stationers-Hall.  MDCCXI  [1711] 5v. 
          
NOTE:Volume V has imprint: Printed by Eliz. Nutt, for John Nicholson at the King's Arms in Little 




 [1]  f. 74        A view of ye general & coasting trade winds, monsoons or ye shifting trade  19 x 52 
                       through ye World, variations &c.  According to the newest and most exact  
  observations, by   H. Moll Geographer. /pag 80 (TR,inl) 
 
 [2] fp. 110  A new map of the World according to the new observations by H. Moll  18 x 28      
                      Geographer. /Pag. 110 (TR,below title) 
 
 [3] fp 120  A new map of Europe according to ye newest observations by H. Moll     18 x 26 
 Geographer  /Pag 120 (TR, bbr) 
 
 [4] fp 148 The dominions of Moscovy or Russia.  By H. Moll Geographer. /Pag 120  18 x 26 
 (TR,bbr) 
 
 [5] fp 170 The dominions of Moscovy in Europe.  By Herman Moll geographer.  25 x 18 
 /Pag 170 (Trbbr) 
  
 [6] fp 202    Veteris et novae Regni Poloniae Magniq. Ducatus, Lithuaniae cum suis  20 x 25 
 palatinatibus ac confiniis descriptio /Pag 202 (TR,bbr) 
 
 [7] fp 230 Poland.  According to yhe newest observations by H. Moll geographer.  18 x 26 
 /Pag 230 (TR,bbr) 
 
 [8] fp 243    Prussiae nova tabula /I. Harris sculp (BR,bbr)  /Pag 243 (TR,bbr)   27 x 31 
 
 [9] fp 267 Sweden and Norway.  According to the newest observations by H. Moll  18 x 26 
 geographer  /Pag 267 (TR,inl) 
 
 [10] fp 300 Suecia Dania et Norvegia /page 300 (TR,bbr(     20 x 25     
 
 [11] fp 324 Denmark according to the newest observations by H. Moll geographer  18 x 26 
 /Page 324 (TR,ab) 
 
[12] fp 363 [three maps on one plate]            18 x 15 
 The Islands of Fero or Farro.  By Iacobson Debes. /Pag 362 (TL,inl)  18 x 13 
 The form of the whirlpool . . . of Sumbo       9 x 13 
 Iceland by Herman Moll geographer       9 x 13 
                           
 




 [14] fp 405 Cellarij Germania Antiqua  /Pag 382 (TR, bbr)     20 x 30 
 
 [15] fp 412  [two maps on one plate]       20 x 26 
                           Populorum Germaniae Inter Rhenum et Albim Descriptio ut inter      20 x 12 
                           Caesaris et Trajam imperia incoluerunt 
                           Populorum Germaniae Inter Rhenum et Albimd descriptio ut circa I. Caesaris       20 x 12 
                           Aevum incoluerunt 
 
 [16] fp 429  Nova Totius Germaniae Descriptio      26 x 31 
 
 [17] fp 524 The northwest part of germany; containing ye dominions of ye Arch: and El:     18 x 25 
                       of Cologne, Westphalia. . . .  By H.  Moll Geographer. 
 
 [18] fp 588 The north east part of Germany containing the Dutchies of Meklenburg  18 x 26 
                      and Pomerania...  By H. Moll Geographer. 
 
 [19] fp 602 The south east part of Germany containing ye dominions of ye Dutchy  &      18 x 26 
 Elec. of Bavaria. The Dutchy of Newburg . . .   By H. Moll Geographer.   
 /Page 129 (TR,bbr) 
 
 [20] fp 719  The south west part of Germany: containing ye dominions of ye Archbishops 18 x 26      
  and Electors of Mentz & Treves. . . By H. Moll geographer  /Page 207  
 (TR,bbr) 
 
 [21] fp 786  Hodiernae Belgicae sive Germaniae Inferioris tabula /Cluverius’s mapp of        20 x 25 
 modern Belgium, or Lower Germany (TC,ab) /Pag. 891 (TR,ab) 
 





 [1] fp 927       Flanders or the Spanish Netherlands with ye Archbishoprick of Cambresis           18 x 25 
                         and Bishoprick of Lyege.   By H. Moll G. /Pag  (TR,bbr) 
 
 [2] fp 979       Gallia Antiqua et Nova  /Page 979 (TR,a.b.)                     28 x 31 
 
 [3]fp 1003      A new map of France according to the newest observations.  By H. Moll         18 x 26 
                         Geographer.  /p. [erased] (TR,ab) 
 
 [4] fp 1034      The north part of France containing the goverments[sic]   of Picardy, Normandy. 18 x 26 
                         Bretagne. Isle de France. Cham pagne and Orleanois.  By H. Moll  /P1003 
    (TR,ab.) 
 
 [5] fp 1111 The south part of France containing ye govermets [sic] of Burgundy.   18 x 26 
lyonnois. Guienne. Languedoc. Dauphine and provence.  By H. Moll  
 geographer 
  
 [6] fp 1174 An exact map of the principal rivers in France. /I Senex delint. & sculpt.  21 x 29 
 
 [7] fp 1176 Hispania veteris et novae descriptio fec: Cluverium    27 x 31 
 
 [8] fp 1215 Spain and Portugal.  According to the newest observations.  By H. Moll  18 x 26 
 geographers. /P. 285 (TR,ab) 
 
 
   
 [9] fp 1265 Portugal according to the newest observations.  By H. Moll geographer.  26 x 18.  
 
[10] fp 1286 Suisse or Switzerland together with their allies & subjects &c.  By H. Moll  18 x 26 
 geographer /Pag 255 (TR,inl) 
 
[11] fp 1350 The north part of Italy comprehending the Dutchies of Savoy, Milan, Parma, 18 x 26 
 Mantua, Modena, Tuscany &c.  The Republiques of Venice, Genoa, Luca 
 &c.  By H. Moll geographer 
 
[12] fp 1365 Italia antiqua /Ion. Senex sculp (BR,inl)      27 x 30 
 
[13] fp 1372 Italiae Gallicae sive Galliae cisalpinae conterminarumque terrarum vetus  20 x 25 
 et nova descriptio 
 
[14] fp 1434 Imperium Romanum H. Moll sculp.      23 x 34 
  Inset: Maris inferi seu Tyrrheni pars. 
 
[15] fp 1453 Italia nova /Iohn Senex sculp.  (BL,inl)   /Tab. 22 (TR,bbr)   26 x 30 
 
[16] fp 1459 Italy according to the newest observations.  By H. Moll geography   18 x 26. 
 
[17] fp 1582 Corsicae antiqua descriptio Sardiniae antiquae descriptio /I. Senex sculp.  27 x 11 
 (BL,inl) /Tab.24 (TR,bbr) 
 
[18] fp 1610 Siciliae antiquae descriptio       26 x 31 
 
[19] fp 1628 Hungary and Transilvania.  By H. Moll geographer. /Page 230 (TR,bbr)  18 x 26 
 
[20] fp 1661 Turky in Europe according to the newest observations.  By H. Moll   18 x 25 
 geographer. 
 
[21] fp 1666 Graecia antiqua.  Sophiani.  H. Moll sculp     23 x 34 
 




 [1] fp 1 Asia antiqua et nova /I. Senex sculpt. (BL,inl)  /Tab.35. (TR,ab)   20 x 25 
 
 [2] fp 3 Asia according to ye newest observations.  By H. Moll geographer.   18 x 25 
 
 [3] fp 4 The north part of Turky in Asia.  Containing Asia Minor, Armenia, Syria,  18 x 26 
 Diarbeck, Irac-Arabick &c.  By H. Moll geographer. 
    
 [4] fp 5 Chersonesi quae holdie Natolia descriptio     20 x 25 
 
 [5] fp 66 Syriae sive Soriae descriptio       20 x 24 
 
 [6] fp 94 Totius Terrae Sanctae delineatio      26 x 21 
 
 [7] fp 138 Situs chorographia et flumina Paradjsj in Terra Canaan    14 x 21 




 [8] fp 182 Arabia, according to the newest and most exact observations.  By Herman  18 x 26 
 Moll geographer. 
 
[9] fp 218 Persia sive Sophorum Regnujm cum Armenia Assyria Mesopotamia et  20 x 25 
 Babilonia /Tab.32 [?] (TR,ab, partly erased) 
 
[10] fp 290 Persia according to the newest and most exact observations.  By H. Moll   19 x 26 
 geographer. 
 
[11] fp 407 Scythia et Tartaria Asiatica       21 x 25 
 
[12] fp 420 A map of independent Tartary containing the territories of Usbeck, Gasgar,  18 x 26 
 Tibet, Lassa &c.  By H. Moll geographer.    . 
 
[13] fp 454 The west part of India, or the Empire of the Great Mogul By H. Moll            26 x 18 
                      Geographer. 
 
[14] fp 653 The east part of India, or India beyond the R. Ganges By Herman Moll               25 x 18 
                      Geographer 
 
[15] fp 714 China according to the newest and most exact observations.  By Herman Moll, 18 x 25. 
 geographer. 
 
[16] fp 792 The principal islands of the East Indies, according to ye newest observations. 18 x 26 
 By Herman Moll, geographer.. 
 
[17] fp 818 Iapon or Niphon.  The land of Iesso and Straits of the Vries &c.  By H.  13 x 18 
 Moll geographer 




 [1] fp 2 Africa antiqua et nova /Iohn Senex sculpt (BL,inl) /Tab 43 (TL,bbr)  21 x 25 
 /Pa 385 (TR,bbr) 
 
 [2] fp 33 Africa, according to ye newest and most exact observations.  By Herman  18 x 26 
 Moll geographer. 
 
 
 [3] fp 40 The east part of Barbary containing Tunis.  Tripoli. Barca, Egypt. Nubia.  18 x 26 
 part of Biledulgerid and Zaara or Desart.  By Herman Moll geographer. 
  Inset: I. Malta 
                         
 [4] fp 77 An exact map of the River Nile done by Mr. Lucas    26 x 25 
 
 [5] fp 192 The west part of Barbary. Containing Fez, Marocco. Algier. and part   18 x 26 
 of Biledulgerid the Canary Islands &c.  By H. Moll geographer 
 
 [6] fp 323 A map of Zaara or the Desart, Negroland & Cape Virde Islands &c.  18 x 26 
 By Herman Moll geographer. 
 
 [7] fp 368 A map of Guinea.  Loango &c.  By H. Moll geographer.    18 x 26 
 [8] fp 516 The south west part of Africa containing Congo, Angola Benguela,   26 x 18 




 [9] fp 620 The south east part of Africa containing Zanguebar. Sofala, Sabia, the  18 x 26 
 Island Madagascar &c.  By H. Moll geographer. 
  Inset: The Island of St. Mary’s and . . . Madagascar . . . 
 




 [1] fp 4 New Guinea, New Britain, and New Holland &c.  By H. Moll geographer  13 x 18 
 
 [2] fp 22 A map of America.  according to ye newest and most exact observations.  26 x 18 
 By Herman Moll geographer 
 
 [3] fp 28 A chart of the Streights of Magellan      18 x 27 
 
 [4] fp 76 A map of South America according to ye newest and most exact observations. 18 x 26 
 By Herman Moll geographer 
 
 [5] fp 108 A chart of the South-Sea coast from the steights [sic] of Magellan to Arica  17 x 29 
 
 [6] fp 148 A map of Chili. Patagonia. Part of La Plata &c.  By H. Moll geographer  26 x 18. 
 
 [7]fp 164 A map of Peru and the west part of the country of the Amazons.  By  26 x 18 
 H. Moll geographer 
 
 [8] fp 205 A chart of the coasts of Peru, Quito, Popayan and the Isthmus of Darien  18 x 28 
   
 [9] fp 252 A map of Brasil. and part of La Plata &c.  By H. Moll geographer.   26 x 18                                              
[10] fp 388 The great River Maranon or of the Amazons.  geographically describ’d  16 x 36 
 by Samuel Fritz missioner on the said river 
 
[11] fp 396 A map of Terra Firma Guiana and the Antilles Islands.  By H. Moll  18 x 26 
 geographer 
 
[12] fp 452 A new map of North America according to the newest observations.  18 x 25 
 By H. Moll geographer. /Vol.I Tit. Page (TL,bbr) 
 
[13] fp 460 A new map of the island of Barbadoes, containing all ye parishes, and  18 x 26 
 principal plantations . . . /By H. Moll geographer. /Vol.2. Page 1. (TL,inl) 
 
[14] fp 500 The Island of St. Christophers by Her. Moll geographer. /Vol.2.Page 174  18 x 26 
 (TL,inl) 
  Insets: [Antego Island] 
       Part of ye Islands of America &c. 
 
[15] fp 556 A new map of the island of Jamaica.  By H. Moll geographer. /Vol. 2.  18 x 26 
 page 266.  (TL,bbr) 
     
[16] fp 582 A map of Mexico or New Spain Florida now called Louisiana and part  18 x 26 
 of California &c.  By H. Moll geographer.. 
[17] fp 677 A map of New France containing Canada, Louisiana &c. In Nth America.  18 x 26 




[18] fp 692 [two maps on one plate] 
 Carolina by Herman Moll geographer /Vol 1 Pag. 325 (TL,ab)   18 x 16 
 A map of the island of Bermudos, divided into its tribes . . . by H.M.  18 x 10 
 
[19] fp 700 A new map of Virginia, and Maryland  By H. Moll geographer.   26 x 18 
 /Vol. 1 page 209 (TL,bbr) 
 
[20] fp 722 New England, New York, New Jersey, and Pensilvania &c.  By H. Moll  18 x 26 
 geographer. /Vol.1 page 25 (TL,bbr) 
 
[21] fp 763 A new map of Newfoundland, New Scotland and the Isles of Breton, Anticoste 18 x 26 





Baldwyn, George Augustus       ESTC N20238 
 A new, royal, authentic, complete and universal system of geography; or, A modern history and description 
of the whole world containing new, full, accurate, authentic, and interesting accounts and descriptions of Europe, 
Asia, Africa, and America... By George Augustus Baldwyn... assisted by... Charles Andrew Robertson... Clement 
Walley Oulton... and Henry Hogg...    London: Sold By Alex. Hogg, at (No. 16) Pater-Noster-Row, and by all the 
booksellers...  [1794?] 
  
  NOTE: Many maps same as in Millar, q.v. 
 
[1] fp 1 A new and accurate map of the World, comprehending all the new 
discoveries, in both hemispheres: carefully brought down to the present 
time.  /Engraved for Baldwyn's New and Universal System of 
Geography (BC,bh) 
20 x 46 
(plate size) 
[2] fp? A new & accurate chart of the discoveries of Captn. Cook & other later 
circumnavigators: exhibiting the whole coast of New South Wales 
shewing the situations of Port Jackson, & Norfolk Island, where the 
new settlements are formed; also the new discoveries on the coast of 
North America... /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) /Engraved for Baldwyn's 
New System of Universal Geography (TC,ab) 
 
[3] fp 1 Asia, agreeable to the most approved maps and charts, by Mr. Kitchen. 
/Engraved for Baldwin's New Complete & Universal System of 
Geography. (TC,ab) 
34 x 37 
[4] fp 45 A map of the East India Islands, agreeable to the most approved maps 
and charts, by Mr. Kitchen 
33 x 38 
[5] fp 77 New map of Indostan or East Indies agreable to the latest authorities by 
T. Kitchin geogr. hydrographer to his Majesty  /Engrav'd for [signs of 
erasure] New Complete & Universal System of Geography (TC,ab)   
NOTE; some variant copies have Hindostan and erasure includes 
"new" 
34 x 37 
[6] fp 220 Africa, agreeable to the most approved maps & charts, by Thos. 
Conder.  /Engraved... (as in map #2) 
34 x 38 
[7] fp 457 Europe agreeable to the most approved maps & charts, by Thos. 
Conder.  /Engraved... (as in map #2) 
34 x 37 
[8] fp 546 Poland, shewing the claims of Austria, Russia & Prussia.  /J. Cary 
sculp. (BR,bb) 
20 x 28 
[9] fp 603 A new & correct plan of Hanover, a city in the circle of Lower Saxony, 
and capital of the King of Great Britain's German dominions.  /Lodge 
sculp. (BC,bb) 
NOTE: Lodge's name erased in some copies seen 
20 x 29 
[10] fp 661 A new & accurate map of France, divided into Departments, Districts, 
&c. as decreed by the National Assembly.  /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 
/London. Published Septr. 1st 1794 by Alexr. Hogg (BC,bb) 
  Inset: Corsica  
37 x 36 
 
 
[11] fp 708 A new map of the United States of Nth. America, drawn from the latest 
authorities by Thos. Kitchin geogr. hydrographer to his Majesty.  
/Engraved... (as in map #2) 
34 x 38 
[12] fp 726 A new & accurate map of the Seven United Provinces. 20 x 26 
[13] fp 726 A new & acurate map of the Netherlands from the best authorities 20 x 26 
[14] fp 749 The Kingdom of Naples and Sicily drawn from the most approved 
foreign maps and charts  J. Cary sculpt.  /Engraved for Baldwyn's  
New System of Universal Geography. (TC,ab) /Published by Alexr. 
Hogg April 5 1794 (BC,bb) 
28 x 23 
[15] fp 752 A correct map of antient Greece.  /Conder sculp. (BR,bb) 
  Inset: [Eastern Sicily} 
19 x 32 
[16] fp 776 Corsica 24 x 16 
[17] fp 778 South America agreeable to the most approved maps and charts, by Mr. 
Kitchen.  /[signs of erasure above border] 
34 x 38 
[18] fp 788 A new map of North America agreeable to the most approved maps 
and charts, by Thos. Conder.  /Engraved for Baldwyn's New Complete 
& Universal System of Geography (TC,ab) 
NOTE; "Engraved..." obviously erased on some copies seen 
35 x 38 
[19] fp 801 West Indies, agreeable to the most approved maps and charts, Mr. 
Kitchen 





Bankes, Thomas.       
         
 Uniform Title: New, royal, and authentic system of universal geography. 
  
NOTE: The geographical works of Thomas Bankes are a bibliographical nightmare.  The close similarity 
between the various title-pages of Bankes's work and those of Charles Middleton suggest that Bankes 
intended his work to be a successor to Middleton's.  Not only the title-page is similar; 13 maps are from the 
same plates.  The NUC and BL catalogues give conjectured dates from 1787 to 1810, the ESTC from 1788-
1797.  Since none of the editions carries a date on its title page, dating must be inferred from internal 
evidence.  From a prospectus published in 1793 for "a new edition" to be published "Saturday next," we 
know that at least one edition came out before that date, and from internal evidence several editions were 
probably  published between 1787-92.(1)  The work came out in parts, as did other folio geographical works 
of the period.  Some copies were bound in one large folio.  Some are found in two volumes, with two 
separate title-pages.  As paging is continuous, presence or lack of a title-page is not crucial.  Possibly it was 
left up to the inclination of the original purchaser to decide how he/she wished the work to be bound.  Since 
volume II title-pages often vary from the title-page for volume I, a separate title-page for volume II may 
have been available to purchasers in case they wished the work bound in two separate volumes.  Title-pages 
seem to have been reset several times for minor changes .  `The maps have been found in different states in 
various copies, thus it seemed more logical to list title-page transcriptions and maps separately, as it has not 
been possible, from the many copies seen, to link a particular corpus of maps to any particular edition.  
Because 18th-century title pages often could - and these did - run to extravagant length, full transcription has 
not been attempted.  The title-pages are listed in what seems to be the proper chronological order; distinctive 
changes, clues to that order, are included.   The maps are listed following the title-page listings, in their 
standard order  of appearance, annotated to show changes in the plates. 
 
I. Earliest edition? 
         ESTC T95120 
By the King's royal license and authority.  A new royal authentic and complete system of universal 
geography antient and modern: including all the late important discoveries made by the English, 
and other celebrated navigators... And containing a complete genuine history and description of the 
whole world, as consisting of empires, kingdoms...&c. with the various countries, 
cities...throughout Europe, Asia, Africa and America... Together with their respective situations, 
extent...With an account of the religion, laws, customs...Also exact descriptions of the various kinds 
of beasts, birds, fishes...Likewise the essence of the voyages of the most enterprising navigators of 
different nations and countries from the celebrated Columbus...to the death of our...countryman 
Captain Cook...Together with a concise history of every Empire, Kingdom and State...To which is 
added a complete guide to geography, astronomy, the use of the globes, maps, &c... By the 
Reverend Thomas Bankes...Edward Warren Blake...and Alexander Cook...Enriched with upwards 
of one hundred beautiful engravings...    London: Printed for J. Cooke, No. 17, Pater-Noster-Row.  
[1787?]                
            
This edition seems to be the first edition, as  its title-page is the simplest, with only  53 lines, not including 
imprint; no columnar arrangements. 
 
 
II. Next edition?       ESTC T230585 
          ESTC T230586 
By the King's royal license and authority. A new royal authentic and complete system of universal 
geography antient and modern. . . .  Published   By the royal licence and authority of His Britannic 
Majesty King George III.  And containing...Captain Cook's voyages round the World...Together 
with those of all other modern as well as antient circumnavigators round the globe, particularly 
 
 
those of Byron, Mulgrave, King, Clerke, Gore, Carteret, Wallis, Bougainville, &c . .  .Enriched with 
upwards of one hundred and fifty beautiful engravings. . .  [1789?] 
 
This title-page has 60 lines, not including imprint; no columnar arrangements; first 39 lines same as I, except 
for minor re-setting of type.  The new information on Cook and other navigators dates it after no.I, as does 
the increased number of engravings.  Same imprint. 
 
 
III. Third?        ESTC N42026   
 
A new, royal, and complete system of universal geography, antient and modern... Including all the 
late important discoveries made by the English, and other celebrated navigators...from the 
celebrated Columbus....to the death of our no less celebrated countryman Captain Cook... Likewise 
containing...Captain Cook's voyages round the world. Together with those of other modern 
circumnavigators, particularly Byron, Carteret, Wallis, Clerke, Gore, King, Forrest, and Willson.  
Also containing a particular account of the Pelew Islands, &c.... By the Rev. Thomas 
Bankes...Edward Warren Blake,...Alexander Cook,... and Thomas Lloyd. Embellished with near two 
hundred beautiful engravings...  London: Printed for C. Cooke, No. 17, Peter-Noster-Row; and sold 
by the booksellers of Bath, Bristol, Birmingham, Canterbury, Cambridge, Coventry, Chester, 
Derby, Exeter, Gloucester, Hereford, Ipswich, Liverpool, Leicester, Manchester, Newcastle, 
Norwich, Nottingham, Oxford, Salisbury, Worcester, York; and by all other booksellers in England, 
Scotland, and Ireland.  [1791?] 
 
This title-page has 55 lines, not including imprint.  Lines 17 and 18 consist of four columns, two 
rows, listing empires, kingdoms, etc.  The reference to Columbus and Cook has been moved from 
line 30 to line 10, and the statement of the authority of His Britannic Majesty has been removed. 
The change in the list of circumnavigators' names, the addition of Pelew Island, the addition of 
Thomas Lloyd to the list of authors, and the enlarged imprint would seem to date this edition later 
than the two previous ones. 
 
IV. Fourth?        ESTC N42027 
 
A new, royal, and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern... In which is 
introduced, to illustrate the work, a considerable number of the most accurate whole sheet maps, 
forming a complete atlas...Also containing a particular account of the Pelew Islands. and the latest 
accounts of the English colony of Botany Bay;  with a particular description of Port Jackson, where 
the convicts are now settled... Embellished with near two hundred beautiful engravings...  London: 
Printed for C. Cooke...[30 cities, 1792?]   
 
This title-page has 59 lines, (most of which are quite similar to the one we have listed as the third edition) 
not including  imprint.  The columnar structure for empires, kingdoms... has been eliminated, but lines 20-
22, listing countries, cities, towns, promontories, capes, bays, peninsulas, isthmusses, gulphs, rivers, 
herbours, lakes, mountains, volcanoes, deserts &c. are now arranged in four columns of three rows.  The 
inclusion of maps, accounts of Botany Bay and Port Jackson, and the addition of Hull, Leeds, Northampton, 
Reading, Sherborn, Sheffield, Shrewsbury, and Winchester to the imprint indicate this is a later edition than 
the previous one. 
  
V. Fifth?        ESTC N42049 
 
A new and authentic system of universal geography, antient and modern... With a particular descriptionof 
Port Jackson, Norfolk Island, &c. where the convicts are now settled...  [1792?] 
           
 
 
This title-page also has 59 lines, and is almost identical to the one above, except that Willson is now spelled 
"Wilson", with one "n" and Norfolk Island has been added.  Imprint is the same.  Was this simply a new 
title-page to correct errors?   
 
 
VII.Sixth?        T210741 
           
A modern, authentic and complete system of universal geography... Likewise containing...Cook's voyages.  
Together with all the discoveries made by other mariners since the time of that celebrated circumnavigator.  
Also, a particular description of the improved state of the new colony formed at Port Jackson and Norfolk 
Island...Including a particular account of the excursions and discoveries made in the interior parts of New 
Holland... By the Rev. Thomas Bankes... London: Printed for C. Cooke...[30 cities.  1797?] 
 
This title-page differs considerably from the previous one, having dropped "antient and modern" 
and reference to Columbus.  Columnar structure now on lines 15-17.  Only Bankes is listed as 
author.  The references to the New Colony at Port Jackson and to New Holland indicate that this is 




Maps starred (*) are from the same plates as those in Middleton's New system of Geography, which began publication 
in 1778, see entry 280. 
[1] fp 5 A new & accurate chart of the discoveries made by the late Capt. Js. 
Cook, and other distinguished modern navigators, between the latitudes 
of 80 degs. north, and 50 degs. south, and extending to 260 degs. east 
long. from the meridian of Greenwich exhibiting Botany Bay, with the 
whole coast of New South Wales in New Holland, also New Zealand, 
Norfolk and the various other islands situated in the great Pacific 
Ocean, & the northern & southern hemispheres... /Bowen sculpt. 
(BR,bb) /Engraved for Bankes's New System of Geography, Published 
by the Kings Royal License. (TC,ab) 












[1a] fp 5 [new plate; title now reads:] A new and accurate chart of the 
discoveries of Capt. Cook, and other navigators, exhibiting Norfolk 
Island, and Port Jackson where the new settlement is formed, including 
the whole coast of New South Wales: also the new discoveries on the 
coast of North America, shewing Nootka Sound... Engraved by J. 
Lodge Jnr. Islington 
43 x 44 
[2] fp 100 A new and complete chart of the World; displaying the tracks of Captn. 
Cook, and other modern navigators.  
State 1.  /Engraved for Bankes's New System of Geography, Published 
by Royal Authority. (TC,ab)   /Drawn and Engraved by T. Bowen 
(BL,bb) 
State 2.  Engraved ... erased; /120 H (BL,bb)  /16 G (BR,bb) added. 
34 x 46 
 
 
[3]* fp 107 State 1.  The World, including the late discoveries, by Captn. Cook and 
other circumnavigators.  Carefully laid down to the present time by 
Thos. Bowen. /Engraved... (same as #2)  
State 2.  Ornamentation around cartouche and map border has been 
erased; title has been re-cut; now reads: The World including the 
discoveries made by Capt. Cook.  /82 H (BL)  /8 G (BR) 
29 x 47 
(plate size) 
[4]* fp 107 A new & accurate map of Asia, drawn from the most approved modern 
maps & charts; by thos. Bowen.  
State 1.  /Engraved for Bankes's New System of Universal Geography 
Published by Royal Authority. (TC,ab)  
State 2.  Engraved...  erased. 
State 3.  /84 H (BL,bb)  /32 G (BR,bb) added 
31 x 40 
[5]* fp 208 A correct map of the Ottoman Empire, including all the countries, 
possess'd by, or tributary to the Turks, in Europe, Asia & Africa...  by 
Thos. Bowen.  
State 1.  /Engraved... (same as #2) 
State 2.  Engraved... erased. 
State 3.  /12 G (BR,bb) added. 
31 x 41 
[6]* fp 257 State 1.  An accurate map of the East Indies from the latest 
improvements and regulated by astronomical observations.  [signs of 
erasure where ornamental border has been erased] 
State 2.  /52 (BR,ob) added. 
20 x 29 
[7]* fp 315 A new and accurate map of Africa, drawn from the best authorities.  by 
Thos. Bowen.   
State 1.  /Engraved... (as #2) 
State 2.  Engraved... erased. 
State 3.  /96 H (BL,bb)  /20 G (BR,bb) added. 
33 x 41 
[8]* fp 464 A new & accurate map of North America; with the new discovered 
islands on the north east coast of Asia.  
State 1.  /Engraved... (as # 1) 
State 2.  Title now includes "Including Nootka Sound": Engraved...    
badly erased. 
State 3.  /89 H (BL,bb)  /4 G (BR,bb) added. 
27 x 43 
[9]* fp 464 A new & accurate chart of the Western or Atlantic Ocean drawn from 
the most approved modern maps &c by Thos. Bowen 1788. State 1.  
/Engraved... (as #2)  
State 2.  Engraved... erased; /72 (BR,ob) added. 
21 x 27 
[10] fp 492 A correct map of the United States of North America, including the 
British and Spanish territories, carefully laid down agreeable to the 
Treaty of 1784. by T. Bowen, geogr.  
State 1.  /Engraved ... (as #4) 
State 2.  Engraved... erased. 
31 x 44 
[11]* fp 517 State 1.The West Indies. exhibiting the English French Spanish Dutch 
& Danish settlements with the adjacent parts of North & South 
America, from the best authorities. 
State 2. /56 (BR,ob) added. 
19 x 28 
 
 
[12] fp 541 An accurate map of South America, from the best modern maps and 
charts. by Thos. Bowen, geogr.  
State 1.  /Engraved... (as #2) 
State 2.  Engraved... erased. 
State 3.  /110 H (BL,bb)  /28 G (BR,bb) added. 
32 x 45 
[13]* fp 577 A new & accurate map of Europe, drawn from the best authorities, by 
Thos. Bowen. 
State 1.  /Engraved... (as #1) 
State 2.  Engraved... erased. 
State 3.  /83 H (BL,bb)  /24 G (BR,bb) added. 
32 x 42 
[14]* fp 646 State 1.An accurate map of Sweden, Denmark and Norway, from the 
best authorities by Thos. Bowen  /Engraved...(as #2) 
State 2.  /80 (BR,bb) added 
20 x 27 
[15] fp 668 State 1. The Russian Empire, in Europe & Asia, with the northern 
discoveries between Asia & North America by Thos. Bowen, geogr. 
/Engraved... (as #2) 
State 2.  /44 (BR,bb) added 
31 x 44 
[16]* fp 729 State 1. A new and correct map of Germany. 
State 2.  /48 (BR,bb) added. 
20 x 29 
[17]* fp 818 State 1. A map of the Seven United Provinces: with the Dutch, 
Austrian, and French Netherlands. by Thos. Bowen. 
State 2.  /40 (BR,bb) added. 
21 x 27 
[18]* fp 846 A new and accurate map of France, from the latest improvements and 
regulated by astronomical observations. /Engraved for Bankes's New & 
Complete System of Geography Published by Royal Authority. 
(TC,ab) /T. Bowen sculp: (BR,bb) 
20 x 28 
[19]* fp 887 State 1. A new and accurate map of Spain and Portugal, drawn from 
the best authorities, by Thos. Bowen.   /Engraved... (as #18)  
State 2.  Engraved... erased. 
State 3.  /64 (BR,bb) added 
19 x 29 
[20]* fp 892 State 1. An accurate map of Italy, from the latest improvements. and 
regulated b astronomical observations. /Engraved... (as #2) 
State 2.  /76 (BR,bb) added. 
19 x 28 
[21] fp 907 State 1. A new and correct map of Great Britain from the most accurate 
surveys, by Thos. Bowen. /Engraved ... (as #18) 
State 2. /36 (BR,bb) added. 
43 x 31 
[22]* fp 930 State 1. A new and accurate map of Ireland, drawn from the best 
authorities, by Thos. Bowen. 
State 2. /84 (BR,bb) added. 
29 x 19 
 
(1) Sitwell, O.F.G., Four centuries of special geography.  Vancouver: UBC Press, 1993. pp. 83-89. 
Frost, Alan. "Thomas Bankes's A new royal authentic and complete system of universal geography." In: La 
Trobe Library Journal, 2 (October 1971): 91-100;  "Addendum", La Trobe Library Journal, 3 (October 





Barlow, Percival.         ESTC T97895 
 The general history of Europe; and entertaining traveller.  Comprising an historical and geographical 
account of all the empires, kingdoms, &c. in Europe...  The geographical department is illustrated with a complete 
set of whole sheet maps of all the kingdoms, on so large a scale as to entitle them to the appellation of The European 
Atlas...    London: Printed by and for W. and J. Stratford, No. 112, Holborn-Hill  [1791?]   
[1] fp 1 Europe, accurately drawn from the most approved modern maps and 
charts by Thos. Bowen.  /Engraved for Barlow's General History of 
Europe. (TC,ab) 
33 x 42 
[2] fp 3 Great Britain, from the most accurate surveys with improvements by T. 
Bowen.  /Engraved... (as above) 
42 x 32 
[3] fp 159 Ireland, divided into provinces and counties: from the best authorities.  
By J. Russell.  /Engraved... (as above) 
40 x 32 
[4] fp 176 France from the best authorities. by T. Bowen  /Engraved... (as above) 33 x 42 
[5] fp 236 Spain, from the best authorities, by T. Bowen.   /Engraved... (as above) 32 x 42 
[6] fp 269 Portugal accurately drawn from the most approved modern maps and 
charts by T. Bowen.  /Engraved... (as above) 
32 x 42 
[7] fp 282 Italy, from the best authorities, by T. Bowen  /Engraved... (as above) 32 x 42 
[8] fp 381 Switzerland comprehending the thirteen cantons with their allies and 
subjects drawn from the best authorities by J.C. Russell  /Engraved... 
(as above) 
31 x 41 
[9] fp 407 Germany divided into its circles. accurately drawn by Thos. Bowen  
/Engraved... (as above) 
33 x 42 
[10] fp 546 Bohemia, accurately drawn from the most approved modern maps and 
charts by T. Bowen.  /Engraved... (as above) 
31 x 42 
[11] fp 563 Hungary with part of the adjoining principalities &c. by Thos. Bowen.  
/Engraved... (as above) 
32 x 42 
[12] fp 572 The Seven United Provinces accurately drawn from the most approved 
modern maps and charts by T. Bowen.  /Engraved... (as above) 
32 x 43 
[13] fp 621 Turky in Europe from the latest authorities by T. Bowen.  /Engraved... 
as above) 
32 x 42 
[14] fp 643 Poland exhibiting the claims of Russia, Prussia, & Austria, from the 
most approv'd maps by T. Bowen.  /Engraved... (as above) 
32 x 42 
[15] fp 661 Prussia accurately drawn from the most approved modern maps and 
charts by T. Bowen  /Engraved... (as above) 
32 x 42 
[16] fp 664 Denmark, divided into dioceses and prefectures, compiled from the 
best authorities by J.C. Russell  /Engraved... (as above)  /Publish'd as 
the act directs Feb'y 6, 1790 by W. & J. Stratford.  (BC,bb) 
41 x 31 
[17] fp 674 Norway, from the best authorities. by T. Bowen.  /Engraved... (as 
above) 
32 x 42 
 
 
[18] fp 715 Sweden, from the best authorities by T. Bowen  /Engraved... (as above) 32 x 42 





Barrow, John]         ESTC T39856 
 A new geographical dictionary.  Containing a full and accurate account of the several parts of the known 
world... Illustrated with a new and accurate set of maps...    London: Printed for J. Coote, at the King's Arms in Pater-
noster Row.  MDCCLIX -[MDCCLX] [1759-60]. 2v. 
 
NOTE: Many of the maps were used later in Daniel Fenning's New system of geography, see entry 104.  
 
Vol. I 
[1] fp xi An accurate map of the World, drawn from the best authorities.  
/Engrav'd (by the Kings Authority) for the Geographical Dictionary.  
(BC,bh)  /G. Rollos sculpt. (BR) 
19 x 29 
(plate size) 
[2] fp xii A new map of the World, on Mercators projection.  /Prinald sculp. 
(bca)  /Engraved (by the Kings Authority) for the New Geographical 
Dictionary (TC,ab) 
19 x 28 
[3] fp AFR An accurate map of Africa drawn from the Sieur Robert with 
improvements.   /G. Rollos sculpt. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the King's 
Authority) for the Geographical Dictionary. (TC,ab)   
19 x 28 
[4] fp AGF Plan of the town and mole of Agde with the Fort de Brescou  /F. 
Aaveline sc. (BR,bb)  /Engraved for the New Geographical Dictionary 
(TC,ab) 
20 x 27 
[5] fp AME An accurate map of North America drawn from the Sieur Robert, with 
improvements.  /G. Rollos sculpt. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the King's 
Authority) for the Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
19 x 29 
[6] fp AME An accurate map of South America, drawn from the Sieur Robert, 
geogr. to the French King: with improvements.  /G. Rollos sculp. 
(BR,bb)  /Engraved for the Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
19 x 29 
[7] fp ASH An accurate map of Asia, drawn from the Sieur Robert, geogr. to the 
French King, with improvements.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  
/Engraved (by the King's Authority) for the Geographical Dictionary. 
(TC,ab) 
19 x 30 
[8] fp AUS A new map of the Circle of Austria; from the best authorities.  /G. 
Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the Kings Authority) for the New 
Geographical Dictionary. (TC,ab) 
19 x 29 
[9] fp BOH An accurate map of the Kingdom of Bohemia drawn from the best 
authorities.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engraved (by the King's 
Authority) for the Geographical Dictionary. (TC,ab) 
19 x 28 
[10] fp BOV Plan of the town and harbour of Boulogne.  /Engraved for the 
Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
20 x 27 
[11] fp CAN Part of North America; containing Canada, the north parts of New 
England and New York; with Nova Scotia and Newfound Land.  From 
the Sr. Robert with improvements. 
  Inset: Supplement for the lakes of Canada 
21 x 29 
 
 
[12] fp CHE Plan of Cherbourg with the forts & batteries, when taken by ye English 
in August 1758.  /Hilton sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engraved for the 
Geographical Dictionary (TC,ab) 
19 x 25 
[13] fp CHE A new & accurate map of the Empire of China from the Sieur Robert's 
atlas, with improvements.  /J. Gibson sculp.  (BR,inl)  /Engrav'd for the 
Geographical Dictionary. (TC,ab) 
20 x 29 
[14] fp DEN A new & accurate map of Denmark, from the Sieur Robert's atlas, with 
improvements.  /J. Gibson sculp. (BR,inl)  /Engraved for the 
Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
20 x 29 
[15] fp DIE Plan of Dieppe with the new fortifications and projected works.  
/Engraved for the Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
20 x 30 
[16] fp ENG A new map of England and Wales divided into counties drawn from 
the best authorities.  /G.Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the King's 
Authority) for the New Geographical Dictionary (TC,ab) 
19 x 28 
[17] fp EUR A new & accurate map of Europe, from the Sieur Robert's atlas, with 
improvements  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BR,inl)  /Engraved for the 
Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
20 x 29 
[18] fp FLA A new and accurate map of the Netherlands from the Sieur Roberts 
atlas with improvements  /J. Gibson sculp. (BR,inl)  /Engraved for the 
Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
  NOTE: In some copies seen this map and the map at NET for      
Netherlands are interchanged. 
20 x 29 
[19] fp FRA An accurate map of France drawn from the Sieur Robert with 
improvemts.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the Kings 
Authority) for the New Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
20 x 28 
[20] fp FRA An accurate map of the Circle of Franconia, drawn from the best 
authorities.  /G. Rollos sculp.  (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the King's 
Authority) for the Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
19 x 29 
[21] fp GER A new map of the Empire of Germany divided into circles drawn from 
the best authorities  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the King's 
Authority) for the New Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
20 x 28 
Vol. II 
[1] fp HOF Plan of LaHogue, with the intended works. 19 x 25 
[2] fp HOL Part of North America; comprehending the course of the Ohio, New 
England, New York, New Jersey, Penssilvania, Maryland, Virginia, 
Carolina and Georgia.  From the Sr. Robert, with improvements. 
  Inset: Supplement to Carolina  NOTE: MISPLACED? 
21 x 29 
[3] fp HUN An accurate map of Hungary and Transilvania: drawn from the best 
authorities.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the King's 
Authority) for the Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
20 x 29 
[4] fp IND The East Indies; distinguishing the empires and kingdoms on the 
continent commonly call'd India: by the Sr. Robert with improvements. 
20 x 29 
 
 
[5] fp IRA A new map of Ireland. from the best observations.  /Prinald sculp. 
(BL,inl)  /Engraved (by the King's Authority) for the New 
Geographical Dictionary. (TC,ab) 
28 x 19 
[6] fp ITA An accurate map of Italy drawn from the Sieur Robert geogr. to the 
French King with improvements  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd 
(by the King's Authority) for the Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
19 x 28 
[7] fp MAL Plan of the city and castles of St. Malo.  /Hulett sculp. (BL,inl) 19 x 26 
[8] fp MAR Plan of the city and harbour of Marseille. 21 x 31 
[9] fp MOR An accurate map of the marquisate of Moravia, from the Sieur Robert: 
with improvements.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the 
Kings Authority) for the New Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
19 x 29 
[10] fp NET An accurate map of the Netherlands drawn from the Sieur Robert, with 
improvements.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the King's 
Authority) for the Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab)            NOTE: in 
some copies, this map and map at FLA, Flanders, are    interchanged. 
19 x 28 
[11] fp PUC A new & accurate map of the Kingdom of Prussia and Polish Prussia 
from the Sieur Robert's atlas with improvements  /J. Gibson sculp 
(BR,inl)  /Engraved for the Geographical Dictionary (TC,ab) 
22 x 30 
[12] fp RHI A new map of the Circle of the Lower Rhine; drawn from the best 
authorities.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the Kings 
Authority) for the New Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
28 x 19 
[13] fp RHI An accurate map of the Circle of the Upper Rhine: from the best 
authorities.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)   /Engrav'd (by the King's 
Authority) for the Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
20 x 29 
[14] fp ROC Plan of the town and harbour of Rochelle  /I. Hilton sculp. (BR,bb) 19 x 24 
[15] fp SAX An accurate map of the northern part of Lower Saxony: drawn from the 
best authorities.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the Kings 
Authority) for the New Geographical Dictionary. (TC,ab) 
19 x 29 
[16] fp SAX A map of the southern part of Lower Saxony from the best authorities  
/G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engraved (by the King's Authority) for the 
Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
19 x 28 
[17] fp SCO A new map of Scotland or North Britain.  Compiled from surveys, and 
the most approved maps and charts. being adjusted by astronl. observn.  
/Prinald sculp. (L of cartouche) 
29 x 20 
[18] fp SIL A new map of the Dutchy of Silesia, drawn from the best authorities.  
/G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the Kings Authority) for the 
New Geographical Dictionary (TC,ab) 
29 x 20 
[19] fp SIL A new & accurate map of Naples, and Sicily. drawn from the best 
authorities 
30 x 21 
[20] fp SPA A new & accurate map of the Kingdom of Spain and Portugal from the 
Sieur Robert's atlas. with improvements.  /J. Gibson sculpt.  (BR,inl)  
/Engraved for the Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,inl) 
22 x 30 
 
 
[21] fp SWE A new and accurate map of Sweden and Norway from the Sieur 
Roberts atlas with improvements  /J. Gibson sculp (BR,inl)  /Engraved 
for the Geographical Dictionary. (TC,ab) 
  Inset: [Iceland] 
20 x 29 
[22] fp TUR An accurate map of Turky in Europe drawn from the best authorities.  
/G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the Kings Authority) for the 
New Geographical Dictionary.  (TC,ab) 
20 x 28 
[23] fp ULS A new & accurate map of the Seven United Provinces, from the Sieur 
Robert's atlas. with improvements  /J. Gibson sculp. (BR,inl)  
/Engraved for the Geographical Dictionary. (TC,ab) 
20 x 29 
[24] fp WES A new map of the Circle of Westphalia drawn from the best authorities.  
/G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd (by the Kings Authority) for the 
New Geographical Dictionary. (TC,ab) 




[Barrow, John]        ESTC T186609 
         A new geographical dictionary... the second edition...    London: Printed for J. Coote, at the King's Arms in 
Paternoster Row.  MDCCXLII-[MDCCXLIII, 1762-3].  2v. 
   
NOTE: All maps same as 1st edition, with a few minor changes: World map from same plate, with 
erasure of text BC,bh; map of Netherlands in v. II has J. Gibson (BR,inl) instead of G. Rollos, and 






Bolton, Solomon.        ESTC T184974 
   Geographia antiqua delineata; or, Antient geography, exhibited in a set of thirty-one maps... Engraved by 
the late Mr. Thomas Jefferys...    London: Printed for R. Sayer, and J. Bennett, map and print sellers, No. 53 Fleet 
Street, MDCCLXXV. [1775] 
      
  
 
 1  The World, as known to the antients.  /1. (TR,ab) 17 x 23 
 2  The World, according to Justin [three maps on one sheet] 
Italy by Justin  Greece by Justin  [area of Spain to India] /2 (TR,ob) 
15 x 25 
 3  Antient Greece in its whole extent.  /3 (TR,ob)  18 x 23 
 4  Hellas or Greece with the Kingdom of Croesus according to Herodotus 
/4 (TR,ob) 
19 x 30 
 5  The Roman Empire at its beginning according to Florus.  /5 (TR,ob) 15 x 23 
 6  The Roman Empire in its growing state according to Florus.  /6 
(TR,ob) 
15 x 22 
 7  The Roman Empire according to the Commentaries of Caesar /7 
(TR,ob) 
15 x 23 
 8  The Roman Empire according to Lucan.  /8 (TR,ob) 16 x 31 
 9  The Roman Empire at its highest in the reign of Trajan.  /9 (TR,ob 20 x 31 
 10  The conquests made by Pyrrhus King of Epirus, according to Plutarch. 
Ante christum 280  /10 (TR,ab) 
15 x 22 
 11  The expedition of Hannibal into Italy.  Ante Christum. 216  /11 
(TR,ab) 
15 x 23 
 12  A view of the civil war between Pompey & Caesar  /12 (TR,bbr) 15 x 26 
 13  The African war according to Julius Caesar.  /13 (TR,ob) 
  Inset: Caesars war in Egypt 
15 x 22 
 14  Syria and Assyria, according to Ptolemy, and others.  /14 (TR,ab) 15 x 23 
 15  The Persian Empire under Cyrus the Great.  /15 (TR,ab) 15 x 22 
 16  The Persian Empire divided by Darius Hystaspes into twenty provinces  
/16 (TR,ob) 
15 x 23 
 17  The return of so many of the 10,000 Greeks as survived the battle of 
Cunaxa according to Xenophon. Ante Christum 400.  /17 (TR,ab) 
15 x 22 
 18  The several expeditions of Alexander the Great according to Q. 
Curtius, Arrian and others  Ante Christum 330.  /18 (TR, ob) 
15 x 22 
 19  The dominions that were subdued by Demetrius Poliorcetes; whose 
father Antigonus was killed at the battle of Ipsus in Phyrgia.  /19 
(TR,ob) 
15 x 22 
 
 
 20  The compass of the Trojan war, according to Dictys & Dares.  Ante 
Christum 1184.  /20 (TR,ob) 
15 x 23 
 21  The navigation of Ulysses, according to Homer; from his birth place of 
Ithaca to the siege of Troy.  /21 (TR,ab) 
15 x 22 
 22  The navigation of Aeneas, from Troy to Rome, according to Dionysius.  
/22 (TR,ab) 
15 x 23 
 23  The navigation of Aeneas, according to Virgil. 15 x 22 
 24  The expeditions of Agesilaus King of Sparta, according to Xenophon.  
/24 (TR,ob) 
15 x 23 
 25  Antient gaul according to Caesar. 15 x 22 
 26  Boetica, or the south part of Spain, as described by Caesar in the 
Spanish war.  /27 (TR,ab) 
15 x 22 
 27  Places mentioned in the church history of Eusebius.  /27 (TR,ab) 15 x 28 
 28  Lybia, according to Herodotus. /28 (TR,ob) 15 x 22 
 29  Egypt according to Herodotus.  /29 (TR,ob) 
  Inset: [Nile delta] 
23 x 15 
 30  The journeyings of the Israelites...[7 lines]  /30 (TR,ab) 23 x 15 
 31  The extent of St. Paul's travels mentioned in the New Testament.  /31 
(TR,ob) 
  Inset: A map of ye journeings of our Saviour... 




Bolton, Solomon.        ESTC N18318 
   Geographia antiqua delineata; or, Antient geography, exhibited in a set of thirty-one maps... Engraved by 
the late Mr. Thomnas Jefferys...  London: Printed and published by Robert Laurie and James Whittle, No. 53 Fleet-
Street. 1799.       
 





Bowen, Emanuel.        ESTC T163339 
   A complete system of geography.  Being a description of all the countries, islands [etc.]... of the known 
world... The whole illustrated with seventy maps, all new-drawn and ingraved by Emanuel Bowen...brought down to 
the present time; preserving all that is useful in the fourth and last edition of the Complete Geographer, publish'd 
under the name of Herman Moll, &c.  London, Printed for William Innys, Richard Ware, Aaron Ward, John and Paul 
Knapton, John Clarke, Thomas Longman, Thomas Osborne, Henry Whitridge, Richard Hett, Charles Hitch, Stephen 
Austen, Edmund Comyns, James Hodges, Andrew Millar, John and Henry Pemberton, and John Rivington.  
M.DCC.XLIV. [1744].  2v. 
NOTE:  Like most of the folio geographies published during the 18th-century, the states of the 
maps in the various copies seen differ, probably because these large works were usually published 
in parts, and were assembled from different batches of the engravings.  The maps are described 
below in their several states, designated as A, B and C since it is not possible, at this point, to 
differentiate them chronologically. 
 
 List of publishers for Volume II, dated 1747, varies slightly: William Innys, Richard Ware, Aaron Ward, J. 
and P. Knapton, John Clarke, T. Longman and T. Shewell, Thomas Osborne, Henry Whitridge, Richard 
Hett, Charles Hitch, Stephen Austen, Edmund Comyns, Andrew Millar, James Hodges, Charles Corbett, and 
Jo. and Ja. Rivington. 
 
Vol. I 
[1] fp viii A new & accurate chart of the World.  Drawn from authentic surveys, 
assisted by the most approved modern maps & charts & regulated by 
astronl. observations... about the year 1744.  By Eman. Bowen 
geographer to His Majesty 
State A: State A: no plate # 
State B: /No. 138 (BL,bb) 
State C: /No. 3 (BL,bb) 
37 x 45 
[2] fp 1 A new & accurate map of all the known World drawn from the latest & 
most authentic surveys assisted by the best & most approved modern 
maps charts &c... By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 90 (BR) 
State B: /No. 4 (BL,bb) 
31 x 54 
(plate size) 
[3] fp 1 A new and accurate map of Europe collected from the best authorities, 
assisted by the most approv'd modern maps & charts... By Emanl. 
Bowen 
State A: /No. 36 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 5 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[4] btw 2/3 A new and accurate map of Great Britain & Ireland, together with their 
respective islands &c. ...By Emanl. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 28 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 6 (BL,bb) 
34 x 42 
[5] btw 4/5 A new and very accurate map of South Britain, or England and Wales. 
drawn from a great number of particular surveys... By Eman. Bowen.  
T. Kitchin sculp. 
State A: /No. 24 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 7 (BL,bb) 





A new & accurate map of Scotland or North Britain. drawn from 
surveys and most approved maps and charts... By Eman. Bowen. 
  Inset: Islands of shetland 
State A: /No. 8 (BL,bb) 
no State B found, but variant map at same location in some copies: 
A new and accurate map of Scotland.  Compiled from surveys, and the 
most approved maps and charts... By Emanl. Bowen 






32 x 23 
[7] fp 302 A new and accurate map of Ireland. laid down from the best authorities 
extant, and regulated by astronoml. observatns.  By Emanl. Bowen. 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 9 (BL,bb) 
32 x 23 
[8] btw 
328/329 
A new and accurate map of France with it's [sic] aquisitions.  
Composed from the latest surveys, assisted by the most approved 
modern maps & charts, & regulated by astronl. observatns.  By Emanl. 
Bowen 
  Insets: the city and port of Toulon 
          The harbour of Brest 
State A: /No 10 (BL,bb) 
State B: title varies slightly: no "it's"; ...surveys & improvements and 
adjusted by the most authentic astronl. observations by Eman. Bowen 
(LL)  







32 x 22 
[9] btw 
442/443 
A new & accurate map of Spain and Portugal. drawn from surveys 
assisted by ye most approved modern maps and charts... By Eman. 
Bowen.  /No. 11 (BL,bb) 
  Insets: The harbour of Port Mahon 
          A chart of the Straits of Gibraltar... 
No variant states found  
36 x 44 
[10] fp 449 A new and accurate map of Portugal composed from the latest 
improvemts. and adjusted by the most authentic astronl. observats.  By 
Eman: Bowen. 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 12 (BL,bb) 
31 x 22 
[11] btw 
502/503 
A new & accurate map of the Netherlands or Low Countries. laid down 
from the best authorities... By Eman. Bowen  /No. 13 (BL,bb) 
No variant states found 
36 x 43 
[12] fp 561 A new and accurate map of the Seven United Provinces.  Compiled 
from the most approv'd maps & charts... By Emanl. Bowen. 
  Inset: A chart of part of the sea coast of England, Holland... 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 14 (BL,bb) 
32 x 22 
[13] fp 593 A new & accurate map of Germany, divided into it's [sic] circles. 
drawn from the most approv'd maps &c... By Emanl. Bowen. 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 15 (BL,bb) 
32 x 22 
 
 
[14] fp 611 A new & accurate map of the south west part of Germany... By Emanl. 
Bowen 
  Inset: Exact plans of Old and New Brisac or Brisach... 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 16 (BL,bb) 
32 x 23 
[15] fp 659 A new & acurate map of the south east part of Germany,... By Emanl. 
Bowen.  
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 17 (BL,bb) 
32 x 23 
[16] fp 669 A new & accurate map of the north east part of Germany,... By Emanl. 
Bowen. 
  Inset: A plan of the city of Breslaw capital of Silesia 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 18 (BL,bb)  
32 x 23 
[17] fp 718 A new & accurate map of the north west part of Germany,... By Emanl. 
Bowen 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 19 (BL,bb) 
32 x 23 
[18] fp 749 A new & accurate map of Switzerland with it's [sic] allies and subjects.  
Composed from ye most approv'd maps &c. ...By Emanl. Bowen 
  Inset: A new plan of the city of Geneva 
State A: /No. 24 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 20 (BL,bb) 
32 x 23 
[19] btw 
794/795 
A new and accurate map of Savoy, Piemont, and Montferrat exhibiting 
the present seat of war.  Collected from the best authorities and most 
approved modern maps... By Eman. Bowen. 
  Insets: A draught of the city of Nice and town of Villefranche.. 
          A plan of Coni... 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 60 (BL,bb) 
State C: /No. 21 (BL,bb) 
35 x 43 
[20] fp 803 A new and accurate map of Italy drawn from the latest and best 
authorities, and regulated by the most approved astron:  observations.  
By Eman. Bowen. 
  Insets: A draught of the eruptions of Mt. Aetna in 1669 &c. 
          Mt. Vesuvius two leagues from Naples 
State A: /(BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 22 (BL,bb) 
31 x 22 
[21] fp 816 A new and accurate map of the northern parts of Italy, comprehending 
Savoy, Piemont, Milan, Parma [etc.]  By Emanl. Bowen. 
  Inset: A draught of the road of Leghorn 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 23 (BL,bb) 
32 x 22 
 
 
[22] fp 880 A new & accurate map of the Kingdoms of Naples & Sicily. drawn 
from the most approv'd foreign maps & charts... By Emanl. Bowen. 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 24 (BL,bb) 
32 x 22 
[23] fp 909 A new and accurate map of Scandinavia, or the northern crowns of 
Sweden, Denmark, and Norway... By Emanl. Bowen. 
  Inset: A map of Spitzbergen or Greenland, Iceland and some               
part of Groenland &c. 
State A: /No. 20 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 25 (BL,bb) 
State C: (BL,bb)  blank 
32 x 23 
[24] fp 910 A new and accurate map of Denmark. drawn from the best authorities 
& most approved maps: ... By Emanl. Bowen. 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 26 (BL,bb) 
32 x 22 
[25] fp 930 A new & accurate map of Sweden.  Collected from the latest 
improvemts... By Eman: Bowen 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 27 (BL,bb) 
32 x 22 
[26] fp 955 A new & accurate map of Moscovy, or Russia in Europe, with its 
aquisitions, drawn from surveys & the best modern maps... By Emanl. 
Bowen 
State A: /No. 20 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 28 (BL,bb) 
32 x 22 
[27] btw 
974/975 
A new and accurate map of Poland, Lithuania &c. divided into it's [sic] 
Palatinats, drawn from the best authorities... By Emanl. Bowen.  
State A: /No. 20 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 29 (BL,bb) 
35 x 43 
[28] btw 
1000/01 
A new and accurate map of the Kingdom of Hungary and principality 
of Transilvania with the bordering countries drawn from the best 
authorities... By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 32 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 30 (BL,bb) 
33 x 42 
  
Vol. II 
[1] fp 1 A new & accurate map of Turky in Europe, with the adjacent countries 
of Hungary, Little Tartar &c. ... By Emanl. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 28 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 31 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[2] btw 
38/39 
A new & accurate map of the islands of the archipelago together with 
the Morea and the neighboring countries in Greece &c. ... By Eman. 
Bowen. 
State A: evidence of erasure, (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 90 (BR,bb) 
State C: /No. 32 (BL,bb) 





A new & accurate map of Asia drawn from actual surveys. and 
otherwise collected from journals: ... By Eman. Bowen.  
State A: /No. 52 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 33 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[4] btw 
68/69 
A new & accurate map of Turky in Asia, Arabia &c. drawn from the 
best authorities assisted by the most approved modern maps & charts... 
By Eman: Bowen: 
State A: /No. 52 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 34 (BL,bb) 
State C: /No. 44 (BL,bb) 
35 x 43 
[5] btw 
70/71 
A new and accurate map of Anatolia or Asia Minor with Syria and 
such other provinces of the Turkish Empire as border thereupon... By 
Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 40 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 35 (BL,bb) 
35 x 43 
[6] fp 82 An accurate map of Asia Minor, as divided into its provinces, before it 
became possess'd by the Turks... By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 76 (BR,bb) 
State B: /No. 36 (BL,bb) 
State C: these areas blank 
33 x 23 
[7] fp 109 An accurate map of the Holy Land divided into the XII Tribes of Israel. 
Accomodated to sacred history, & describing the travels of Jesus Christ   
By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 48 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 37 (BL,bb)  
33 x 23 
[8] btw 
170/171 
A new & accurate map of Persia, with the adjacent countries. drawn 
from the most approved modern maps &c... By Emanl. Bowen.  
State A: /No. 39 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 36 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[9] fp 213 A new and accurate map of the Caspian Sea, laid down from the 
memoirs of Soskam Sabbas a Georgian prince... By Emanl. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 48 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 38 (BL,bb) 
32 x 23 
[10] btw 
216/217 
A new & accurate map of the whole Russian Empire, as contain'd both 
in Europe and Asia. Drawn from authentic journals, surveys... By 
Eman: Bowen. 
State A: /No. 48 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 40 (BR,bb) 
35 x 47 
[11] btw 
224/225 
A new & accurate map of China. Drawn from surveys made by the 
Jesuit missionaries, by order of the emperor... By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: (BL,bb) blank 
State B: /No. 41 (BL,bb) 





A new and accurate map of the Empire of Japan. Laid down from the 
memoirs of the Portuguese and Dutch and, particularly from the Jesuit 
missionaries, as publish'd by the Sr. Bellin at Paris... By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 80 (BR,bb) 
State B: /No. 42 (BL,bb) 
35 x 43 
[13] btw 
264/265 
A new and accurate map of the Empire of the Great Mogul, together 
with India on both sides of the Ganges, and the adjacent countries... By 
Eman: Bowen.  
State A: /No. 44 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 43 (BL,bb) 
34 x 43 
[14] btw 
360/361 
A new and accurate map of the East India islands laid down according 
to the latest discoveries, and agreeable to the most approved maps & 
charts... By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 40 (BL,bb) 
State B: /NO. 44 (BL,bb) 
35 x 43 
[15] btw 
376/377 
A new and accurate map of Africa; drawn from the best & most 
approved modern maps and charts... By Eman: Bowen. 
State A: /No. 64 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 45 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[16] btw 
396/397 
A new and accurate map of Nubia & Abissinia, together with all the 
kingdoms tributary thereto, and bordering upon them... By  Emanl. 
Bowen. 
State A: /No. 52 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 46 (BL,bb) 
35 x 43 
[17] btw 
406/407 
[two maps on one plate] 
A new & accurate map of the western parts of Barbary, containing   
Fez, Morocco, Algiers, Tunis & Biledulgerid... By Eman. Bowen. 
A new & accurate map of the eastern parts of Barbary, containing   
Tripoli, Barca, Faisan and the northern parts of Egypt... By          
Emanl. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 60 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 47 (BL,bb) 
 
17 x 42 
 
17 x 42 
[18] btw 
448/449 
A new & accurate map of Negroland and the adjacent countries; also 
Upper Guinea, shewing the principal European settlements, & 
distinguishing wch. belong to England, Denmark, Holland &c. ... By 
Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 56 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 48 (BL,bb) 
35 x 43 
[19] btw 
480/481 
A new & accurate map of the southern parts of Africa. containing 
Lower Guinea, Monoemugi, Zanguebar, the Empire of Monomotapa, 
county. of the Cafres &c. and the isld. of Madagascar... By Eman. 
Bowen. 
State A: /No. 56 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 49 (BL,bb) 





Particular draughts of some of the chief African islands in the 
Mediterranean, as also in the Atlantic and Ethiopic Oceans. 
  [Seven small maps on one plate; Malta Goze & Cuming; Cape de 
Verde Islands; Bay of Agoa de Saldanha; Island of Teneriffe; Fort, 
Cape of Good Hope and Table Bay; Island of Madera; Island of St. 
Hellena.] 
State A: /No. 68 (BR,inl) 
State B: /No. 50 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[21] btw 
520/521 
A new general map of America. Drawn from several accurate 
particular maps and charts, and regulated by astronomical observations.  
By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 138 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 51 (BL,bb) 
35 x 43 
[22] btw 
524/525 
A new & accurate map of Brasil. divided into its captainships drawn 
from the most approved modern maps & charts... by Eman. Bowen. 
  Inset: a draught of the Island of St. Katharine... 
State A: /No. 118 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 52 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[23] btw 
538/539 
A new and accurate map of Paraguay, Rio de la Plata. Tucumania 
Guaria &c. laid down from the latest improvements... By Eman: 
Bowen 
State A: /No. 127 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 53 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[24] btw 
550/551 
A new and accurate map of Chili, Terra Magellanica, Terra Del Fuego 
&c. laid down according to the latest improvements... By Eman: 
Bowen. 
  Insets: A plan of the city of Saint Jago capital of the Kingdom of            
Chili. 
          A chart of the extreme part of South America... 
State A: /No. 127 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 54 (BL,bb) 
36 x 43 
[25] btw 
564/565 
A new and accurate map of Peru, and the country of the Amazones. 
Drawn from the most authentick French maps &c... By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 118 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 55 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[26] btw 
584/585 
A new and accurate map of Terra Firma and the Caribbe islands. 
Drawn from the most approved modern maps & charts... By Eman. 
Bowen. 
State A: /No. 105(BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 56 (BR,inl) 
36 x 42 
[27] btw 
598/599 
A new & accurate map of Mexico or New Spain together with 
California New Mexico &c. drawn from the best modern maps & 
charts... By Eman: Bowen. 
State A: /No. 110 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 58 (BL,bb) 





A new & accurate map of Louisiana, with part of Florida and Canada, 
and the adjacent countries. Drawn from surveys, assisted by the most 
approved English & French maps & charts... By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 100 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 59 (BL,bb) 
34 x 42 
[29] btw 
642/643 
A new & accurate map of the provinces of North & South Carolina 
Georgia &c. drawn from late surveys... By Eman. Bowen 
State A: /No. 76 (BR,bb) 
State B: /No. 60 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[30] fp 647 A new and accurate map of Virginia & Maryland. Laid down from 
surveys and regulated by astronl. observatns. By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 76 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 95 (BL,bb) 
State C: /No. 61 (BL,bb) 
33 x 23 
[31] btw 
654/655 
A new and accurate map of New Jersey, Pensilvania, New York and 
New England, with the adjacent countries. Drawn from surveys, 
assisted by the most approved modern maps & charts... By Eman. 
Bowen. 
State A: /No. 100 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 62 (BL,bb) 
35 x 43 
[32] btw 
682/683 
A new & accurate map of the islands of Newfoundland Cape Breton, 
St. John and Anticosta; together with the neighbouring countries of 
Nova Scotia, Canada &c... By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 95 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 63 (BR,bb) 
35 x 42 
[33] btw 
684/685 
Particular draughts and plans of some of the principal towns and 
harbours belonging to the English, French and Spaniards in America 
and West Indies... By Eman. Bowen. 
  [13 maps on one plate] A draught of Boston Harbor; A draught of 
New York and Perthamboy Harbour; fort Royal in Martinico; The 
Harbour of Placentia; the Harbour of Anapolis Royal; The Havana 
[sic]; Bay of St. Jago de Cuba; A plan of the town and harbour of 
Cartagena; A plan of the town and harbour of Louisbourg; The town 
and harbour of Charles Town in South Carolina; A plan of the harbour 
town and forts of Porto Bello. 
State A: /No. 105 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 68 (BR,bb) 
35 x 43 
[34] btw 
690/691 
[two maps on one plate] 
A new & accurate map of Bermudas or Sommer's Islands, taken     
from an actual survey; wherein the errors of former charts are      
corrected. By Eman. Bowen. 
An accurate map of the Island of St. Christopher, vulgarly called      St. 
Kits. containing all the towns, parishes, forts &c. By Eman.      Bowen. 
State A: /No. 72 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 64 (BR,bb) 





[two maps on one plate] 
A new & accurate map of the island of Cuba. drawn from the         most 
approved maps & charts... By Eman. Bowen. 
A new & accurate map of the islands of Hispaniola or St.              
Domingo, and Porto Rico... 
State A: /No. 80 (BR,bb) 
State B: /No. 65 (BL,bb) 
 
18 x 42 
 
17 x 42 
[36] btw 
698/699 
A new & accurate map of the island of Jamaica. divided into its 
principal parishes... By Eman. Bowen. 
  Insets: A draught of the harbour of Port Antonio & St. Francis...             
Jamaica 
          A draught of Port Royal, or Kingston harbour in Jamaica. 
State A: /No. 64 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 66 (BL,bb)        
34 x 42 
[37] fp 728 A new and accurate map of the island of Antigua or Antego, taken 
from surveys, and...containing all the towns, parish churches, forts, 
castles, windmills, roads &c.  By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 97 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 67 (BL,bb) 
32 x 23 
[38] btw 
740/741 
An accurate map of the West Indies. Drawn from the best authorities, 
assisted by the most approved modern maps and charts... By Eman: 
Bowen. 
State A: /No. 68 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 57 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[39] btw 
744/745 
An accurate map of the island of Barbadoes drawn from an actual 
survey containing all the towns churches fortifications roads paths 
plantations &c. By Eman. Bowen. 
State A: /No. 72 (BL,bb) 
State B: /No. 69 (BL,bb) 
35 x 42 
[40] btw 
756/757 
A new and accurate map of the North Pole, with all the countries 
hitherto discovered situated near or adjacent to it... By Eman. Bowen 
State A: /No. 110 (B,L of c) 
State B: /No. 70 (B, L of c) 
38 x 43 
(plate size) 
[41] fp 760 [four maps on one plate] 
A map of old Greenland or Oester Bygd & Wester Bygd... By Eman. 
Bowen; A map of the islands of Ferro or Farro according to Jacobson 
Debes; A draught of the whirlpool on the south east of Sumbo Rocks...; 
An improved map of Iceland. 
State A: /No. 76 (BR,bb) 
State B: (BR,bb) blank 
 
 










Bowen, Emanuel        ESTC T140529   
 A complete system of geography.  Being a description of all the countries . . .    London: Printed for William 
Innys, Richard Ware, Aaron Ward, J. and P. Knapton, John Clarke, T. Longman and T. Shewell, Thomas Osborne, 
Henry Whitridge, Richard Hett, Charles Hitch, Stephen Austen, Edmund Comyns, Andrew Millar, James Hodges, 
Charles Corbett, and Jo. And Ja.. Riovington.   M.DCC.XLVII. [1747]   2v. 
 







Brice, Andrew.         ESTC N7060 
   A universal geographical dictionary; or, Grand gazetteer; of general, special, antient and modern 
geography: including a comprehensive view of the various countries of Europe, Asia, Africa, and 
America...Illustrated by a general map of the world, particular ones of the different quarters, and of the seat of the 
war in Germany...     London: Printed for, and sold by, J. Robinson and W. Johnston, in Ludgate-street; P. Davey and 
B. Law in Ave-Mary-Lane; and H.  Woodgate and S. Brooks, in Pater-Noster Row.  MDCCLIX.  [1759]  2v.  
  
NOTE: Published simultaneously in Exeter as The grand gazetteer, or topographic dictionary, ESTC 
T35796, but  Sitwell (1) states that Exeter edition is the earlier. 
Maps are from same plates used in editions of Salmon's Universal Traveller, 1752-3? 




Africa  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,inl) 28 x 33 
[3] btw 
40/41 
North America  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BC,inl) 28 x 32 
[4] btw 
40/41 
South America  /J. Gibson sculpt. (bca) 27 x 33 
[5] btw 
84/85 
Asia.  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,inl) 28 x 33 
[6] btw 
534/535 
Europe.  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BR,inl) 34 x 32 
[7] btw 
620/621 
The south part of Germany.  /J. Gibson sculp: (BL,inl) 27 x 40 
[8] btw 
620/621 
The north part of Germany  /J. Gibson sculp: (BL,inl) 27 x 39 
 





Brookes, Richard.        ESTC T40552 
          ESTC N63697 
   The general gazetteer: or, Compendious geographical dictionary.  Containing a description of all the 
empires, kingdoms [etc.]...in the known world...    London: Printed for J. Newbery, in St. Paul's Church-Yard.  
MDCCLXII [1762]     
 
NOTE: All except World map are same as those in Barrow's  Geographical Dictionary, 1759, see entry 13.  
Apparently Brookes had acquired at least some of the plates for that work and used them in the first six 
editions, with changes as noted.  In 2nd  and successive editions he substituted a map of the entire continent 
of North America for the one of part of North America used here. 
Variant edition has imprint: J. Newbery, S. Crowder and Co. and J. Coote; G. Kearsley, and B. 
Collins. 
 
[1] f t-p An accurate map of the World, drawn from the best authorities  /G. 
Rollos sculpt. (BR)  /Engrav'd (by the Kings Authority) for the General 
Gazetteer. (BC,bh) 
15 x 28 
[2] fp AF An accurate map of Africa drawn from the Sieur Robert with 
improvements.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb) 
18 x 27 
[3] fp AM Part of North America; comprehending the course of the Ohio, New 
England, New York, New Jersey, Pensilvania, Maryland, Virginia, 
Carolina and Georgia.  From the Sr. Robert, with improvements. 
  Inset: Supplement to Carolina 
21 x 29 
[4] fp AM An accurate map of South America drawn from the Sieur Robert, 
geogr. to the French King with improvements.  /G. Rollos sculp 
(BR,bb) 
18 x 28 
[5] fp AS An accurate map of Asia, drawn from the Sieur Robert, geogr. to the 
French King, with improvements.  /Engraved (by the King's Authority) 
for the General Gazetteer.  (TC,ab) 
18 x 29 
[6] fp EN A new map of England and Wales divided into counties drawn from 
the best authorities.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb) 
18 x 28 
[7] fp EU A new & accurate map of Europe, from the Sieur Robert's atlas, with 
improvements.  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BR,inl) 
19 x 28 
[8] fp FR An accurate map of France drawn from the Sieur Robert with 
improvements.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb) 
19 x 27 
[9] fp GA A new map of the Empire of Germany divided into circles drawn from 
the best authorities  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb)  /Engraved (by the 
King's Authority) for the General Gazetteer.  (TC,ab) 




Brookes, Richard.       ESTC N7888   
  The general gazetteer: or, Compendious geographical dictionary... The second edition, with great 
additions and improvements.    London: Printed for J. Newbery, in St. Paul's Church-Yard; R. 
Baldwin, in Paternoster-Row; W. Johnston, in Ludgate-Street, S. Crowder, in Pater-noster-Row; B. 
 
 
Law, in Ave-Mary Lane; J. Coote, in Pater-noster-Row; Becket and De Hondt, in the Strand; and B. 
Collins, in Salisbury. M.DCC.LXVI. [1766]  
[1] f t-p World map - same plate as 1st edition; "Engrav'd...", above border, 
erased. 
 
[2] fp AF Africa - same plate as 1st edition, with some evidence of erasure above 
border. 
 
[3] fp AM An accurate map of North America drawn from the Sieur Robert, with 
improvements.  /G. Rollos sculpt (BR,bb) 
18 x 28 
[4] fp AM South America - same plate as 1st edition; clear trace of erasure above  
border. 
 
[5] fp AN Asia - same plate as 1st edition; "Engraved...", above border, erased.  
[6] fp EN England - same plate as 1st edition.  
[7] fp EU Europe - same plate as 1st edition; clear traces of erasure above border.  
[8] fp FR France - same plate as 1st edition; evidence of erasure above border.  









     
Brookes, Richard.        ESTC T122415 
   The general gazetteer: or, Compendious geographical dictionary... Embellished with nine maps... The third 
edition, corrected.    London, Printed for J. and F. Rivington, T. Carnan, and F. Newbery, Junior, in St. Paul's 
Church-Yard; W. Johnston, in Ludgate-Street; T. Lowndes, in Fleet-Street; S. Crowder, and G. Robinson, in Pater-
noster-Row; B. Law, in Ave-Mary-Lane; T. Becket and Co. in the Strand; W. Griffin, in Catharine-Street; and B. 
Collins, in Salisbury.  MDCCLXXIII,  [1773]        
 
NOTE: First edition to introduce new maps, using three by Bowen and one by Gibson in place of the old 
plates. All maps at same locations as previous editions.  Five maps are the same as those in the second 
edition. Only the new maps are listed below. 
[3] fp AME An accurate map of North America from the best authorities by Thos. 
Bowen. 
20 x 23 
[4] fp AME An accurate map of South America from the best authorities by Thos. 
Bowen 
20 x 24 
[7] fp EUP An accurate map of Europe from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen. 20 x 24 
[8] fp FRA A new and correct map of France from the best authorities; by J. 
Gibson. 








Brookes, Richard.        ESTC N30924 
   The general gazetteer: or, Compendious geographical dictionary... The fourth edition, improved, with 
additions and corrections, by Alex. Bisset, A.M.    London: Printed for J.F. and C. Rivington, T. Carnan, F. Newbery, 
and J. Johnson, in St. Paul's Church Yard; S. Crowder, G. Robinson, R. Baldwin, W. Stuart, and Fielding and Walker, 
in Paternoster Row; B. Law, in Ave-Mary-Lane; T. Lowndes, and J. Murray, in Fleet-Street; and T. Becket, in the 
Strand.   MDCCLXXVIII. [1778]        
 
NOTE: More new maps make their appearance with this edition, which repeats only the maps of 
North America, South America, and Europe from the third edition.  New maps described below. 
 
[1] f t-p A map of the World, from the best authorities.  /Engraved for Brookes 
Gazetteer (TC,bh)  /J. Lodge sculp (BC,bh) 
17 x 30 
[2] fp AFR A map of Africa, from the Sieur Robert, geographer to the French 
King, with improvements. Engraved for Brookes Gazetteer.  /J. Lodge 
sculp. (BR,bb) 
19 x 28 
[5] fp ASI A map of Asia from the Sieur Robert, geographer to the French King 
with improvements.  Engraved for Brookes Gazetteer.  /J. Lodge sculp. 
(BR,bb) 
20 x 29 
[6] fp ENG A map of England and Wales divided into counties, from the best 
authorities.  Engraved for Brookes Gazetteer.  /J. Lodge sculp. (BR,bb) 
19 x 28 
[8] fp FRA A map of France, from the best authorities, engraved for Brookes 
Gazetteer.  /J. Lodge sculp. (BR,bb) 
18 x 26 
[9] fp GER A map of the Empire of Germany, divided into circles, from the best 
authorities.  Engraved for Brookes Gazetteer.  /J. Lodge sculp (BR,bb) 






Brookes, Richard.        ESTC T113138 
  The general gazetteer: or, Compendious geographical dictionary... The fifth edition, improved, with 
additions and corrections.    London: Printed for J.F. and C. Rivington, T. Carnan, and J. Johnson, in St. Paul's 
Church Yard; S. Crowder, G. Robinson, and R. Baldwin, in Pater-Noster-Row; B. Law, in Ave-Mary-Lane; T. 
Lowndes, and J. Murray, in Fleet-Street; and C. Dilly in the Poultry.  MDCCLXXXII. [1782]   
   
 






Brookes, Richard.        ESTC T143954 
  The general gazetteer: or, Compendious geographical dictionary... The sixth edition, improved, with 
additions and corrections.    London: Printed for J.F.C. Rivington, T. Carnan, and J. Johnson, in St. Paul's Church 
 
 
Yard; G.G.J.J. Robinson, R. Baldwin, and J. Bent, in Pater-Noster-Row; B. Law, in Ave-Mary-Lane; T. Lowndes, 
and J. Murray, in Fleet-Street; C. Dilly, in the Poultry; T. Vernor, in Birchin-Lane; and S. Hayes, in Oxford-Street.  
MDCCLXXXVI. [1786] 
           
Nine maps, all same as fourth and fifth editions except for new map of North America. 
 
[3] fp AME An accurate map of North America, from the latest authorities; 
including the discoveries of Capt. Cook, and other circum-navigators. 
By T. Bowen. 






Brookes, Richard.        ESTC T151867 
 The general gazetteer: or, Compendious geographical dictionary... Embellished with elegant maps...The 
seventh edition, improved, with additions and corrections.    London: Printed for J.F.C. Rivington, F. Power and Co. 
and J. Johnson, in St. Paul's Church Yard; G.G.J.J. Robinson, R. Baldwin, and J. Bent, in Pater-Noster-Row; B. Law, 
in Ave-Mary-Lane; T. Lowndes, and J. Murray, in Fleet-Street; C. Dilly, in the Poultry; T. Vernor, in Birchin-Lane; 
and S. Hayes, in Oxford-Street.  MDCCXCI. [1791]    
 
Only six maps, all new. 
[1] f t-p A new map of the World with the latest discoveries 1791.  
/Engraved for Brookes Gazetteer (BC,bh) 
15 x 28 
[2] fp AET A new map of Africa from the best authorities 1791  /Engraved for 
Brookes Gazetteer (TC,ab) 
19 x 24 
[3] fp AME A new map of South America from the latest discoveries 1791.  
/Russell sculpt. (bca)  /Engraved for Brookes Gazetteer (TC,ab) 
19 x 24 
[4] fp AME A new map of North America shewing all the new discoveries 1791.  
/Drawn by Arrowsmith (BL,bb)  /Engraved by I. Russell (BR,bb)  
/Engraved for Brookes Gazetteer (TC,ab) 
20 x 24 
[5] fp ASI A new map of Asia, drawn from the best authorities 1791.  /Russell 
sculp. (bca)  /Engraved for Brookes Gazetteer (TC,ab) 
20 x 25 
[6] fp EUP An accurate map of Europe compiled from the best authorities 1791  
/Russell sculpt. (bca) /Engraved for Brookes Gazetteer (TC,ab) 







Brookes, Richard.        ESTC N7868 
 The general gazetteer... Originally written by R. Brookes, M.D.  Eighth edition, with considerable additions 
and improvements.  London: Printed for B. Law and son, C. Dilly, J. Johnson, G.G. and J. Robinson, W. Richardson, 
Ogilvy and Speare, F. and C. Rivington, W. Goldsmith, R. Baldwin, S. Hayes, W. Lowndes, Scatcherd and Whitaker, 
W. Bent, G. and T. Wilkie, W. Miller, Vernor and Hood, and H. Murray.  MDCCXCIV.  [1794] 
           
 
 




Brookes, Richard.        ESTC T113394 
   The general gazetteer... The ninth edition, with corrections and improvements.    London: Printed for B. 
Law, C. Dilly, J. Johnson, G.G. and J. Robinson, W. Richardson, Ogilvy and Speare, F. and C. Rivington, W. 
Goldsmith, R. Baldwin, S. Hayes, W. Lowndes, J. Scatcherd, W. Bent, G. and T. Wilkie, Vernor and Hood, B. 
Crosby, Cadell and Davies, and H. Murray.  MDCCXCV. [1795]      
  
 






Brookes, Richard.        ESTC T113974 
 The general gazetteer... The tenth edition, with additions and improvements.    London: Printed for B. Law, 
C. Dilly, J. Johnson, G.G. and J. Robinson, W. Richardson, Ogilvy and son, F. and C. Rivington, P. Wynne, R. 
Baldwin, W. Lowndes, J. Scatcherd, W. Bent, G. and T. Wilkie, T. Kay, J. Nunn, T.N. Longman, Vernor and Hood, 
B. Crosby, Cadell and Davies, Lee and Hurst, and Murray and Highley.  1797.     
  
First use of eight new plates. 
[1] f t-p World from the best authorities.  /Engraved by B. Baker, Islington. 
(BC,bh) 
18 x 32 
(plate size) 
[2] fp AFR Africa from the best authorities.  /Engrav'd by B. Baker Islington (bca) 20 x 24 
[3] fp AME North America from the best authorities.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 19 x 23 
[4] fp AME South America from the best authorities.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 19 x 24 
[5] fp ASI Asia from the best authorities.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 19 x 24 
[6] fp EUR Europe from the best authorities.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 19 x 24 
[7] fp IND East Indies from the best authorities  /Engrav'd... (as above) 19 x 30 






Brookes, Richard.        ESTC N18348 
 The general gazetteer... The eleventh edition, with considerable additions and improvements.    London: at 
the office of Bye and Law, St. John's Square, Printed for J. Johnson, G.G. and J. Robinson, W.J. and J. Richardson, 
Ogilvy and son, F. and C. Rivington, Wynne and Scholey, R. Baldwin, J. Walker, W. Lowndes, J. Scatcherd, H.D. 
Symonds, W. Bent, G. Wilkie, T. Kay, J. Nunn, C. Law, Longman and Rees, Crosby and Letterman, Cadell and 
Davies, Murray and Highley, J. Wallis, T. Hurst, and J. Mawman.  1800 
.    








Brookes, Richard.        ESTC T113401 
  Brookes' general gazetteer abridged.  Containing a geographical description of the countries...in the known 
world... Illustrated by Maps.    London: Printed for B. Law, C. Dilly, J. Johnson, G.G. and J. Robinson, W. 
Richardson, Ogilvy and Speare, F. and C. Rivington, R. Baldwin, W. Lowndes, J. Scatcherd, W. Bent, G. and T. 
Wilkie, G. Kearsley, T.N. Longman, Vernor and Hood, B. Crosby, Cadell and Davies, H. Murray, and E. Goldsmith. 
1796. 
           
 
 NOTE: new set of six maps. 
[1] f t0p A map of the World with the latest discoveries 1795.  /Engraved (for 
Brookes Gazetteer abridged) by B. Baker Islington. (BC,bh) 
15 x 27 
[2] fp ADO A map of Africa, from the best authorities 1795  /Engraved by B. 
Baker for Brookes' Gazetteer abridged (BC,bb) 
15 x 19 
[3] fp AME A map of South America from the latest discoveries. 1795.  
/Engraved... (as above) 
15 x 19 
[4] fp AME A map of North America from the latest discoveries 1795.  /Engraved... 
(as above) 
15 x 19 
[5] fp ASC A map of Asia, from the best authorities. 1795.  /Engraved... (as above) 15 x 19 
[6] fp EVE A map of Europe from the best authorities. 1795.  /Engraved... (as 
above) 







Brookes, Richard.       ESTC T221383   
 
  The modern gazetteer: or Compendious geographical dictionary... The second edition, carefully 
corrected, with a collection of modern maps...    Dublin: Printed for W. and W. Smith, J. Exshaw 
and T. Dyton. M,DCC,LXV. [1765]     
 
NOTE: maps of World, France, and Spain same plates as in Irish editions of Gordon. 
[1] f t-p A new and correct map of the World from the latest observations.  
/front Page 1 (TR) 
15 x 29 
[2] fp AMB South America drawn from the best authorities: regulated by astronl. 
observatns. by Thos. Kitchin geogr. 
15 x 20 
[3] fp AMB A map of the British dominions in North America as settled by the late 
Treaty of Peace 1763  /I. Ridge scu. (BR,bb) 
28 x 37 
[4] fp EUR Europe, drawn from the best authorities: regulated by astronl. 
observatns.  by Thos. Kitchin geogr. 
15 x 19 
 
 
[5] fp FRA A new map of France from the latest observations  /front Page 81 
(BL,inl) 
15 x 20 
[6] fp GER A new and accurate map of Germany, drawn from the latest surveys 
discribing the post roads & distances from town to town, according to 
the original map of the Prussian routs, publish'd at Berlin, by Richd. 
Bennet engraver.  /S. Wheatley scul. (BR,bb) 
25 x 33 






Brookes, Richard.        ESTC T122068 
 The modern gazetteer: or, Compendious geographical dictionary... The third edition, carefully corrected.  
With...an appendix; containing a description and accurate chart, of the Falkland Islands; which are the cause of the 
present negotiation, and expected war, between the courts of Great-Britain and Spain...    Dublin: Printed for W. and 
W. Smith, J. Exshaw and J. Williams. M,DCC,LXXI.  [1771]       
 
NOTE: Maps of the World, France and Spain same as 1765 ed.; map of Falkland Islands new.  
Two settings of type seen for title-page. 
[4] fp 1 
(app.) 
A draught of Faulklands Islands in latitude 51.22 So. and Longitude 
64.30 Wt. 






Brookes, Richard.        ESTC N7885 
 The general gazetteer: or, Compendious geographical dictionary... Embellished with maps...Revised, 
corrected, and greatly improved, by W. Guthrie and E. Jones... The fourth edition.    Dublin: Printed for J. Williams, 
[No. 21,] Skinner-Row 1776.  
 
NOTE: Most of the maps are close copies of those in the 1771 2-volume edition of Guthrie's A New 
geographical, historical and commercial grammar.  Although the title-page bears the date of 1776, the 
world map, in all copies seen, is dated 1777, and in some copies the map of Ireland is dated 1780. 
 
[1] f t-p A new map of the World, drawn from the latest and best authorities, 
by Thos. Kitchin, 1777.  /Engraved for James Williams, No. 21, 
Skinner Row. Dublin. (BC,bh) 
28 x 52 
(plate size) 
[2] fp AME A new & accurate map of North America. 33.5 x 36 
[3] fp AME A new and accurate map of South America, from the latest 
discoveries. 
34 x 36.5 
[4] fp ASI Asia; drawn from the latest and best authorities. 33 x 35.5 
[5] fp ENG England and Wales; with the roads from the latest surveys. 37 x 34 
 
 
[6] fp IRA Ireland, divided into its provinces & counties from the best authorities. 
1780. 
36 x 33 
[7] fp SCI Scotland, with the roads, from the latest surveys. 
   Inset: [Shetland Isles] 






Brookes, Richard.        ESTC N7869 
 The general gazetteer: or, Compendious geographical dictionary... The seventh edition.    Dublin: Printed by 
P. Wogan, No. 23, Old-Bridge.  1791.    
 
NOTE: maps 3-7 seem to be same as those used in 1749 Dublin edition of Dodsley's Preceptor, which are 
direct copies of maps in the London 1748 edition.  In some copies seen the date and Bowen's attribution on 
these maps have been erased.  Variant world map seen in one copy, as noted below. 
 
[1] f t-p The World with the latest discoveries. [empty cartouche (BC,bh) has 
been erased; can barely read Engraved for Andersons and then 6 (?) 
illegible words, 1789] 
Variant map: The World comprising the latest discoveries 1792 
(TC,bh) 
25 x 48 
(plate size) 
 
30 x 52 
(plate size) 
[2] fp AA A map of the roads of England and Wales publish'd by P. Wogan No. 
23 Old Bridge Dublin 
52 x 44 
[3] fp AFR An accurate map of Africa drawn from the best modern maps & charts 
and regulated by astronl. observatns.  By Eman. Bowen geogr. to his 
Majesty 1747  /S. Wheatley sculpt (BR,bb) 
15 x 21 
[4] fp AME An accurate map of North America drawn from the best modern maps 
and charts and regulated by astronl. observatns.  By eman. Bowen 
geogr. to his Majesty 1747.  /S. Wheatley sculpt. (BR,bb) 
15 x 21 
[5] fp AME An accurate map of South America drawn from the best modern maps 
& charts and regulated by astronl. observatns  By Eman. Bowen geogr. 
to His Majesty 1747.  /S. Wheatley sculpt. (BR,bb) 
15 x 20 
[6] fp ASH An accurate map of Asia drawn from the most approved modern maps 
& charts and regulated by astronl. observations By Eman. Bowen 
geogr. to His Majesty 1747  /S. Wheatley sculpt (BR,bb) 
17 x 23 
 [7] fp EUP An accurate map of Europe drawn from the best modern maps & charts 
& regulated by astronl. observatns.  By Eman. Bowen geogr. to His 
Majesty 1747  /S. Wheatley sculpt. (BR,bb) 
15 x 21 
[8] f List... A new & accurate map of the Kingdom of Ireland, made from actual 
surveys. 





Büsching, Anton Friedrich       ESTC T130253 
 A new system of geography: in which is given, a general account of the situation and limits... of the several 
kingdoms and states in the known world... Illustrated with thirty-six maps...In six volumes...    London: Printed for A. 
Millar in the Strand. MDCCLXII.  [1762] 6v. 
 
Vol. I 
[1] f t-p A new map of Europe, divided into its empires, kingdoms &c. for 
Busching's Geography: By Thos. Kitchin geogr.  /To face the general 
title Vol.I (TC,ab)  /Europe, Plate I. (BC,bb); two sheets 
22 x 45 
(each sheet) 
[2] fp 65 A new and accurate map of Denmark drawn from the best authorities 
by T. Kitchin, geogr.  /Vol.I.page 65 (TC,ab) 
22 x 29 
[3] fp 169 A new and accurate map of Norway, drawn from the best authorities by 
T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.I.p.169 (TC,ab) 
  Inset: the northern part of Norway, reduced to a lesser scale. 
22 x 24 
[4] fp 247 A new and accurate map of Sweden drawn from the best authorities by 
T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.I.p.247 (TC,ab) 
22 x 24 
[5] fp 375 A new and accurate map of Russia in Europe drawn from the best 
authorities by T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.I.p.375 (RC,ob) 
29 x 22 
[6] fp 469 Russia in Asia, containing Siberia, and the governments of Kasan, 
Orenburg & Astracan. for Busching's Geography, from the best 
authorities by T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.I.p.469 (TC,ab) 
22 x 41 
[7] fp 525 An accurate map of the Kingdom of Prussia &c. drawn from the best 
authorities by T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.I.p.525 (TC,ab) 
22 x 30 
[8] fp 565 A map of the Kingdom of Poland, drawn from the best authorities by 
T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.I.p.565 (TC,ab) 
22 x 26 
Vol. II 
[1] fp 1 A map of the Kingdom of Hungary, & its incorporated countries &c. 
for Busching's Geography: by Thos. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.II.p.1 (TC,ab) 
22 x 27 
[2] fp 107 A new and accurate map of Turkey in Europe, for Busching's 
Geography: drawn from the best authorities; by Thos. Kitchin geogr.  
/Vol.II.p.107 (TC,ab) 
22 x 27 
[3] fp 173 A new and accurate map of Portugal, drawn from the best authorities 
by T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.II.p.173 (LC,ob) 
29 x 22 
[4] fp 239 A new and accurate map of Spain, drawn from the best authorities by 
T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.II.p.239 (TC,ab) 
23 x 29 
[5] fp 331 A new and accurate map of France, for Busching's Geography, drawn 
from the best authorities. by T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.II.p.331 (TC,ab) 









[1] fp 1 Map on two sheets: 
A new and accurate map of Italy, for Busching's Geography; drawn 
from the best authorities.  By Thos. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.III.p.1 (TC,ab)  
/Italy Plate I. (BC,bb, top sheet)  /Italy Plate II Vol.III.p.1 (TC,ab, 
bottom sheet)   
25 x 39 
(each sheet) 
[2] fp 225 Map on two sheets: 
A map of England and Wales, divided into counties; for Busching's 
Geography: drawn from the best authorities.  By T. Kitchin geogr.  
/Vol.III.p.225 (TC,ab)  /England Plate I (BC,bb, top sheet).  /England 
Plate II. Vol.3.p.225 (TC,ab, bottom sheet) 
22 x 38 
(each sheet) 
[3] fp 415 A new and accurate map of Scotland, for Busching's Geography: drawn 
from the best authorities; by Tho. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.III.p.415 
(LC,ob) 
  Inset: [Shetland Islands] 
28 x 22 
[4] fp 435 A new map of Ireland, for Busching's Geography: drawn from the best 
authorities. by T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.III.p.435 (LC,ob) 
30 x 22 
[5] fp 447 A new map of the United Netherlands for Busching's Geography by 
Thos. Kitchin geographer  /Vol.III.p.447 (TC,ab) 
22 x 21 
[6] fp 575 A map of the United Cantons or Swisserland with the incorporated 
districts for Busching's Geography: by Thos. Kitchin geogr.  
/Vol.III.p.575 (TC,ab) 
22 x 28 
Vol. IV 
[1] fp 1 Map on two sheets: 
A new map of the Empire of Germany, divided into its circles; for 
Busching's Geography: By Thos. Kitchin geogr.  /Germany Plate I 
(BC,bb, on top sheet)  /Germany Plate II. Vol.IV.p.1 (TC,ab, on 
bottom sheet) 
22 x 48 
(each sheet) 
[2] fp 56 A map of Bohemia and Moravia, for Busching's Geography; drawn 
from the best authorities. By Thos. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.IV.p.56 
(TC,ab) 
22 x 37 
[3] fp 145 A map of the circle of Austria, for Busching's Geography; drawn 
from the best authorities.  By T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.IV.p.145 
(TC,ab) 
23 x 33 
[4] fp 258 A new map of the circle of Burgundy, for Busching's Geography; 
drawn from the best authorities.  By T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.IV.p.258 
(TC,ab) 
23 x 33 
[5] fp 310 A map of the circle of Westphalia, for Busching's Geography; drawn 
from the best authorities.  By Tho: Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.IV.p.310 
(TC,ab) 
22 x 23 
Vol. V 
[1] fp 1 A new map of the Upper, and electoral or Lower Rhenish circles; for 
Busching's Geography: drawn from the best authorities; By T. Kitchin 
geogr.  /Vol.V.p.1 (TR,ab) 
22 x 28 
 
 
[2] fp 150 A new map of the circle of Swabia, for Busching's Geography: drawn 
from the best authorities By Thos. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.V.p.150 
(TC,ab) 
22 x 27 
[3] fp 312 A new map of the circle of Bavaria, for Busching's Geography; drawn 
from the best authorities.  By T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.V.p.312 (LC,ob) 
26 x 22 
[4] fp 386 A new map of the circle of Franconia for Busching's Geography drawn 
from the best authorities  By T. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.V.p.386 (TC,ab) 
22 x 26 
[5] fp 526 A map of the northn. part of the circle of Upper Saxony with the marks 
of Brandenburg, and Pomerania; for Busching's Geography; By Thos. 
Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.V.p.526 (TC,ab) 
22 x 28 
[6] fp527 A map of the southn. part of the circle of Upper Saxony with the 
marquisates of Upper and Lower Lusatia.  For Busching's Geography.  
By Thos. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.V.p.527 (TC,ab) 
22 x 33 
Vol. VI 
[1] fp 171 A map of the circle of Lower Saxony, for Busching's Geography.  By 
Thos. Kitchin geographer.  /Vol.VI.p.171 (TC,ab) 
22 x 25 
[2] fp 511 A map of the dutchy of Silesia with the sovereign county of Glatz; for 
Busching's Geography: By Thos. Kitchin geogr.  /Vol.VI.p.511 
(TC,ab) 






Carver, Jonathan.        ESTC T133709 
 The new universal traveller.  Containing a full and distinct account of all the empires, kingdoms, and states 
in the known World...    London, Printed for G. Robinson, in Paternoster-Row.  MDCCLXXIX [1779]  
     
 
[1] f.p. 1 The World, with the latest discoveries, from the best authorities.  /J. 
Lodge sculpt (bca) 
29 x 50 
(plate size) 
[2] f.p. 1 An accurate map of Asia, according to the best authorities 18 x 23 
[3] f.p. 56 East Indies by Thos. Bowen geogr. 18 x 28 
[4] f.p. 114 An accurate map of Africa drawn from the best authorities /G. Rollos 
sculpt. (BL,inl) 
18 x 22 
[5] f.p. 165 An accurate map of Europe.  Laid down from the best authorities. 18 x 22 
[6] f.p. 207 Germany from the best authorities by Tho. Bowen geogr. 18 x 22 
[7] f.p. 230 Poland, Lithuania and Prussia by Thos. Bowen. geogr. 18 x 22 
[8] f.p. 235 Moscovy or Russia in Europe by T. Bowen geog: 18 x 22 
[9] f.p. 242 Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland. /T. Kitchin sculp (BL,bb) 
  Inset: [Spitsbergen] 
19 x 23 
 
[10] f.p. 271 France from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen geogr. 18 x 22 
[11] f.p. 287 Italy, from the best authorities by T. Bowen geogr. 19 x 23 
[12] f.p. 308 Spain and Portugal by Thos. Bowen, geogr. 18 x 22 
[13] f.p. 330 England and Wales.  /T. Kitchin sculp. (BR,inl) 18 x 20 
[14] f.p. 501 Scotland by Thos. Kitchin 
  Inset: [Shetland Islands] 
18 x 20 
[15] f.p. 552 Ireland from the best authorities.  /Thos. Kitchin sculp. (BR,bb) 18 x 19 
[16] f.p. 575 An accurate map of South America drawn from the best authorities 18 x 22 
[17] f.p. 575 An accurate map of North America drawn from the best authorities.  
/G. Rollos sculp. (BL,bb) 
18 x 22 
[18] f.p. 597 An accurate map of the West Indies drawn from the latest and most 
approved maps & charts 
 
18 x 30 
Two sets of maps have been found, both with the title Geographia antiqua, sometimes catalogued under Christoph 
Cellarius, and sometimes under Nicolas Lenglet Dufresnoy,.  The title-pages of the former are always in Latin, with 













Cellarius, Christoph        ESTC T145222  
   Christophori Cellarii smalcaldensis Geographia antiqua recognita denuo, & ad veterum novorumque 
scriptorum fidem...castiga, & quinta editione plurimis locus aucta & immutata...sextae editioni...    Londini, 
sumptibus S. Ballard, J. Senex, G. Innys, J. Osborn, & T. Longman.  MDCCXXXI [1731]   
   
 
[1] 8/9 [untitled map of Eastern Hemisphere]  /Fol.9 (TR)  /2 (BR) 19 x 19 
(plate size) 
[2] 10/11 [untitled map of Western Hemisphere] /Fol.10 (TR)  /3 (BR) 19 x 19 
(plate size) 
[3] 16/17 Hispania antiqua  /fol.16 (TR,inl) /4 (BR,bbr) 16 x 24 
[4] 18/19 Gallia antiqua transalpina  /fol.18 (TR,bbr)  /5 (BR,bbr) 16 x 21 
[5] 22/23 Insulae Britannicae  /fol.22 (TR,inl)  /6 (BR,bbr) 16 x 21 
[6] 24/25 Germania antiqua.  /Fol 24 (TR,inl)  /7 (BR,bbr) 16 x 23 
[7] 28/29 Vindelicia, Rhaetia, Noricum.  /fol.28 (TR,bbr)  /8 (BR,bbr) 15 x 21 
[8] 30/31 Pannonia, Moesia, Illyricum, & Thracia  /fol.30 (TR,bbr) /9 (BR,bbr) 15 x 21 
[9] 32/33 Cisalpina Gallia, Italiae antiquae pars. /fol.32 (TR,ab) /10 (BR,bbr) 16 x 21 
[10] 34/35 Italia propria.  /fol.35 (TR,bbr)  /11 (BR,bbr) 17 x 21 
[11] 38/39 Latium  /fol.39 (TR,bbr)  /12 (BR,bbr) 16 x 21 
[12] 40/41 Magna Graecia Italiae antiquae pars   /fol.41 (TR,bbr)  /13  (BR,bbr) 
  Inset: [Bay of Naples] 
18 x 21 
[13] 48/49 Sicilia antiqua  /fol.48 (TR,bbr)  /14 (BR,bbr) 
  Inset: [Strait between Sicily and Africa] 
17 x 21 
[14] 50/51 Macedonia, Thessalia, Epirus  /fol.52 (TR,bbr)  /5 (BR,bbr) 14 x 21 
[15] 58/59 Acarnania, Graecia Propria, & Peloponnesus  /fol.58 (TR,bbr)  /16 
(BR,bbr) 
14 x 21 
[16] 64/65 [two maps on one plate] 
Insulae Graeciae & Creta 
Corsica et Sardinia  /fol.65 (TR,bbr)  /17 (BR,bbr) 
 
13 x 21 
[17] 72/73 Asia cis Taurum  /fol.72 (TR,bbr)  /18 (BR,bbr) 14 x 20 
[18] 86/87 Orientis tabula  /fol.86 (TR,bbr)  /19 (BR,bbr) 14 x 21 
[19] 86/87 Colchis, Iberia, Albania, & Sarmatia.  /fol.87 (TR,bbr)  /20 (BR,bbr) 14 x 21 
[20] 88/89 Syria, Coelesyria, Phoenicia, & Mesopotamia  /fol.89, (TR,bbr)  /21 
(BR,bbr) 
16 x 19 
[21] 90/91 Palaestina seu Terra Sancta  /fol.91 (TR,ab)  /22 (BR,bbr) 21 x 14 
[22] 112/113 Aegypti delta et Nili ostia  /Fol.112. (TR,bbr)  /23 (BR,bbr) 16 x 20 
[23] 112/113 Aegyptus, Marmarica, et Cyrenaica  /fol 113 (TR,bbr)  /24 (BR,bbr) 16 x 20 
 
 
[24] 114/115 Syrtes, Byzacium, et Africa Propria.  /Fol.115. (TR,bbr)  /25 (BR,bbr) 14 x 21 
[25] 118/119 Numidia et Mauretania.  /Fol.118 (TR,ab)  /26 (BR,bb) 13 x 21 




Cellarius, Christoph        ESTC T144305 
  ...Geographia antiqua recognita denuo...Editio altera & castigator.    Londini: Sumptibus S. Ballard, M. 
Senex, G. Innys, T. Longman & T. Shewell.  MDCCXLV [1745] 
 
26 maps; titles all same as first edition, but maps #21, 23 and 25  are from new plates, closely 
copied from the earlier edition. 
 
 
 The following editions all have the same set of 26 maps as in the 1745 edition. 
 
40. 
Cellarius, Christoph        ESTC T165950 
   ...Geographia antiqua recognita denuo...    Londini: Sumptibus S. and E. Ballard, M. Senex, G. Innys, T. 
and T. Longman, and J. Richardson.  MDCCLV [1755]  
 
41. 
Cellarius, Christoph        ESTC T145223 
 ...Geographia antiqua recognita denuo...    Londini: Sumptibus J. & T. Pote, E. Ballard, C. Bathurst, J. 
Rivington, S. Crowder, T. Longman, M. Senex, & M. Richardson.  M.DCC.LXIV.  [1764]   
       
 
42. 
Cellarius, Christoph        ESTC T165949 
   ...Geographia antiqua recognita denuo...    Londini: Sumptibus J. & T. Pote, E. Ballard, C. Bathurst, J. & 
F. Rivington, S. Crowder, & T. Longman. MDCCLXXIII [1773]  
 
43. 
Cellarius, Christoph        ESTC T149014 
   ...Geographia antiqua recognita denuo...    Londini: Sumptibus J. & T. Pote, E. Ballard, C. Bathurst, J.F. 
& C. Rivington, T. Longman & G. Ginger. MDCCLXXIX [1779]  
 
44. 
Cellarius, Christoph        ESTC T144718 
   ...Geographia antiqua recognita denuo...    Londini: Sumptibus J. & T. Pote, E. Ballard, C. Bathurst, J.F. 
& C. Rivington, T. Longman, & G. Ginger.  M.DCC.LXXXII.  [1782]       
     
45. 
Cellarius, Christoph        ESTC T145224 
   ...Geographia antiqua recognita denuo...    Londini: Sumptibus  J. & T. Pote, E. Ballard, C. Bathurst, J.F. 
& C. Rivington, T. Longman, & G. Ginger.  M.DCC.LXXXVI  [1786] 
           
46. 
Cellarius, Christoph        ESTC T145225 
   ...Geographia antiqua  recognita  denuo...    Londini:  Sumptibus E. Ballard, J.F. & C. Rivington, T. 





Cellarius, Christoph        ESTC T217828 
 . . . Geographia  antiqua  recognita denuo . . .   Londini: Sumptibus W. and W. Ginger, F. & C. Rivington, 
T.N. Longman, & M. Pote.   MDCCXCVII [1797] 
  
48. 
Cellarius, Christoph        T144498 
   Notitia orbis antiqui, sive Geographia plenior, ab ortu rerumpublicarum ad Constantinorum tempora 
orbis terrarum faciem declarans... Novis tabulis geographicis, singulari cura & studio delineatis, illustravit...    
Cantabrigiae, Impensis Joannis Oweni, typographi.  MD.CCIII  [1703]  2v.  Volume II was published in 
Amsterdam, and is not included in this cartobibliography. 
 
[1] f.p. 12 Veteris orbis climata ex Strabone.  /Tab. 1 (TL,bbr  /Pag.13 (TR,bbr) 21 x 31 
[2] f.p. 41 Hispania antiqua  /Tab.3 (TL,bbr)  /pag.41 (TR,bbr) 21 x 30 
[3] f.p. 103 Gallia Narbonensis Lugdunensis et Aquitania  /Tab.4. (TL,bbr)  /pag. 
103. (TR,bbr) 
21 x 31 
[4] f.p. 162 Gallia Belgica  /Tab.5. (TL,bbr)  /pag.162 (TR,bbr) 21 x 31 
[5] f.p. 254 Insularum Britannicarum facies antiqua  /Tab.6. (TL,bbr)  /pag.254. 
(TR,bbr) 
  Inset: [Orkney and Shetland Islands] 
21 x 31 
[6] f.p. 284 Germania antiqua  /Tab.7. (TL,bbr)  /pag.285. (TR,bbr) 21 x 31 
[7] f.p. 313 Sarmatia  /Tab.8. (TL,bbr)  /pag.313. (TR,bbr) 21 x 31 
[8] f.p. 326 Vindelicia Rhaetia, et Noricum.  /Tab.9. (TL,bbr)  /pag.326. (TR,bbr) 20 x 30 
[9] f.p. 346 Pannonia, Moesia, Dacia, Ilyricum.  /Tab.10 (TL,bbr)  /pag.346 
(TR,bbr) 
20 x 30 
[10] f.p. 397 Italia antiqua  /Tab.11. (TL, bbr)  /pag.397. (TR,bbr) 20 x 30 
[11] f.p. 406 Gallia cisalpina  /Tab.12. (TL,bbr)  /pag.406. (TR,bbr) 21 x 30 
[12] f.p. 449 Italia media sive Propria.  /Tab.13. (TL,bbr)  /pag.449 (TR,bbr) 20 x 31 
[13] f.p. 497 Latii utriusque delineatio  /Tab.14. (TL,bbr)  /pag.497. (TR,bbr) 21 x 31 
[14] f.p.527 Graecia magna sive pars ultima Italiae  /Tab.15. (TL,bbr)  /pag.527 
(TR,bbr) 
20 x 31 
[15] f.p. 593 Regiones Italiae ex Augusti Caesaris divisione.  /Tab. 16 (TL,bbr)  
/pag.593. (TR, bbr) 
20 x 31 
[16] f.p. 619 Sicilia antiqua.  /Tab.17. (TL,bbr(  /pag.619 (TR,bbr) 
  Inset: [Strait between Sicily and Africa] 
21 x 31 
[17] f.p. 656 Graeciae antiquae et insularum conspectus  /Tab. 18. (TL,bbr)  
/pag.657. (TR,bbr) 
20 x 31 
[18] f.p. 661 Macedonia, Thessalia, Epirus.  /Tab.19. (TL, bbr)  /pag.661 (TR,bbr) 21 x 31 
[19] f.p. 704 Hellas sive Graecia Propria. /Tab.20. (TL,bbr)  /pag.704. (TR,bbr)  20 x 31 
[20] f.p. 838 Thracia antiqua  /Tab.21. (TL,bbr)  /pag.838. (TR,bbr) 20 x 31 
 
 
This title, Geography made familiar and easy to young gentle and ladies, was first published by John Newbery as 
one of his important series of books for children and appeared as vol. 6 of the Circle of the Sciences.  It went 
through many editions, some pirated.  Some editions had a  world map, some lacked the map.  All editions located 




[Circle of the sciences.  Geography]      ESTC N7094 
Geography made familiar and easy to young gentlemen and ladies.  Being the sixth volume of the Circle of the 
Sciences...    London: Printed for J. Newbery, at the Bible and Sun, in St. Paul's Church-Yard.  MDCCXLVIII. 
[1748]     
[1] fp 482 The globular projection or A map of the World drawn from the best 
authorities & regulated by astronl. observatns.  /E. Bowen sc. (BC)  
/P.482. (TL) 





[Circle of the sciences.  Geography]      ESTC T112042 
   Geography made familiar and easy to young gentlemen and ladies..St. Paul's Church-yard.  M DCC LXIX 
[1769.    London, Printed for Newbery and Carnan, No. 65, the north side of St. Paul's Church-yard  M DCC LXIX. 
[1769]     




[Circle of the sciences.  Geography]      ESTC T112043 
   Geography made familiar and easy to young gentlemen and ladies... The fourth edition.    London, printed 
for T. Carnan, and F. Newbery, junior, 1776.  
 




[Circle of the sciences.  Geography]      ESTC N7097 
   Geography made familiar and easy to young gentlemen and ladies... The fifth edition.    London, printed 
for T. Carnan, 1783.      
 




[Circle of the sciences.  Geography]      ESTC N7099 
   Geography made familiar and easy; being the sixth volume of the Circle of the Sciences...The fifth edition.    
London, printed for Darton and Harvey, 1793.   
 




[Circle of the sciences.  Geography]      ESTC T112039 
   Geography made easy for children, improved from the Circle of the sciences, containing the new 
discoveries, &c.    London, printed for Darton and Harvey, 1793.  
 
 
[1] f t-p The World.  /Engraved for Geography made Easy (BC,bh) 11 x 16 
(plate size) 




 IRISH EDITIONS 
55. 
 
[Circle of the sciences.  Geography]      ESTC N18598 
   Geography made familiar and easy to young gentlemen and ladies.  Being the sixth volume of the Circle 
of the Sciences... The third edition.    Dublin: Printed for P. Wilson, J. Exshaw, J. Esdall, M. Williamson, and H. 
Saunders, M DCCLII [1752]   
 
 NOTE: no map called for on ESTC entry, but both copies seen have one map. 





[Circle of the sciences.  Geography]      ESTC T112041 
   Geography made familiar and easy to young gentlemen and ladies... The fourth edition.    Dublin, printed 
for H. Saunders, D. Chamberlaine, J. Potts, W. Sleater, and J. Williams..  M DCC LXX [1770]                                            
    
 
NOTE: 1 map, close copy of London first ed. 
[1] f t-p The globular projection or A map of the World drawn from the best 
authorities & regulated by astronl. observatns. 







Clegg, John           ESTC T114391 
 Elements of geography, or An easy introduction to the use of the globes and maps; consisting of a concise 
treatise on the astronomical part of geography, a blank atlas, and... geographical questions... on each of the maps...    
Liverpool, Printed by J. McCreery. 1795. 
* Maps marked with an asterisk are outline maps, to be filled in by student.   
 
[1]  No.1 The World  (keyed) 21 x 24 
[1a] *No. I The World  (unkeyed) 21 x 24 
[2]  No. 2 Europe  (keyed) 20 x 21 
[2a] *No. 2 Europe  (unkeyed) 20 x 21 
[3]  No. 3 Asia  (keyed)      19 x 24 
[3a] *No. 3  Asia  (unkeyed) 19 x 24 
[4]  No. 4 Africa  (keyed) 19 x 21 
[4a] *No. 4 Africa  (unkeyed) 19 x 21 
[5]  No. 5 America  (keyed) 23 x 19 
[5a] *No. 5 America  (unkeyed) 23 x 19 
[6]  No. 6 Scotland (keyed) 23 x 19 
[6a] *No. 6 Scotland  (unkeyed) 23 x 19 
[7]  No. 7 England and Wales (keyed) 22 x 19 
[7a] *No. 7 England and Wales  (unkeyed) 22 x 19 
[8]  No. 8 Ireland  (keyed) 23 x 19 





Cluver, Philipp         ESTC T113001 
   ...Introductio in universam geographiam tam veterem quam novam tabulis geographicis XLVI ac notis 
olim ornata a Johanne Bunone, jam vero locupletata additamentis & annotationibus Joh. Frid. Hekelii & Joh. 
Reiskii. ...Quibus in hac editione Londinensi accedunt additamenta plurima ad historiam & geographiam, cum 
antiquam, tum hodiernam spectantia, ex scriptoribus optimae notae, Cellario...& Luytsio...    Londini, typis M. 
Jenour, Impensis Joannis Nicholsoni bibliopolae, in vico Little-Britain.  MDCCXI [1711]    
 
[1] f.p. 31 Typus orbis terrarum  /page 31 (TL,ab)  /Tab.4 (TR,ab) 16 x 30 
[2] f.p. 45 Summa Europae antiquae descriptio.  Auctore Phil: Cluv.  /page 45 
(TL,ab)  /Tab.5 (TR,ab) 
20 x 25 
[3] f.p. 46 Hispania veteris et novae descriptio fec: Cluverium  /page 46 (TL,bbr)  
/Tab.6 (TR,bbr) 
  Inset: Belearides Ins. duae 
27 x 31 
[4] f.p. 63 Gallia antiqua et nova  /page 63 (TL,ab)  /Tab.7 (TR,ab) 28 x 32 
[5] f.p. 69 Germanie [sic] cisrhenanae ut inter I. Caesaris et Trajani fuit Imperia 
Scaldis item Mosae ac Rheni ostiorum antiqua descriptia  /page.69 
(TL,bbr)  /Tab 8 (TR,bbr) 
24 x 24 
[6] f.p. 75 An exact map of the principal rivers in France  /I. Senex delint. & 
sculpt. (R of cartouche) 
NOTE: not on list of maps and lacking page and tab. nos., but in copies 
seen. 
22 x 28 
[7] f.p. 87 Helvetia conterminarumq terrarum antiqua descriptio Auctore Phil. 
Cluverio.  /page 87 (TL,ab)  /Tab.9 (TR,ab) 
20 x 25 
[8] f.p. 92 Hodiernae Belgicae sive Germaniae Inferioris tabula  Cluverius's mapp 
of modern Belgium, or Lower Germany (TC,ab)  /Page 92. Tab 10 
(TR,ab) 
20 x 25 
[9] f.p. 102 Veteris et novae Britanniae descriptio  /Iohn Senex sculpt (BR,inl)  
/page 102 (TL,ab)  /tab 11 (TR,ab) 
  Inset: Orcades Ins. 
21 x 25 
[10] f.p. 113 Cellarij Germania antiqua  /page 113 (TR,bbr) 20 x 31 
[11] f.p. 114 [two maps on one plate]  /page 115 (TL,ab)  /Tab 12 (TR,ab) 
  Populorum Germaniae inter Rhenum et Albim descriptio ut           
inter Caesaris et Trajani imperia incoluerunt 
  Populorum Germaniae inter Rhenum et Albim descriptio ut           
circa I. Caesaris aevum incoluerunt 
20 x 25 
[12] f.p. 119 Svevia quae cis Codanum fuit sinum Antiqua descriptio  auctore Phil 
Cluverio.  /page 119 (TL,ab)  /Tab 13 (TR,ab) 
19 x 25 
[13] f.p. 120 Vindeliciae et norici conterminarumq terrarum antiqua descriptio 
auctore Phil: Cluverio  /page 120 (TL,ab)  /Tab.14. (TR,ab) 
20 x 25 
[14] f.p. 124 Nova totius Germaniae descriptio  /p.124 (TR,bbr) 26 x 32 
[15] f.p. 166 Regi [sic] Daniae accuratissima delineatio  /pag.166 (TR,bbr) 20 x 25 
[16] f.p. 169 Svecia Dania et Norvegia  /Tab 17 (TL,bbr)  /page 169 (TR,bbr) 20 x 25 
 
 
[17] f.p. 174 Italia antiqua  /Tab 18 (TL,bbr)  /Pa.174 (TR,bbr)  /Ion.Senex sculpt 
(BR,inl) 
27 x 32 
[18] f.p. 176 Italiae gallicae sive Galliae Cisalpinae conterminarumque terrarum 
vetus et nova descriptio  /Ta 19 (TL,bbr)  /p.176 (TR,bbr) 
20 x 25 
[19] f.p. 181 Etruriae Latii Umbriae Piceni Sabinorum et Marsorum vetus et nova 
descriptio /Iohan Senex sculpt. (BL,inl)  /Tab.20 (TR,bbr)  /p.181. 
(TR,inl) 
20 x 25 
[20] f.p. 192 Campaniae, Samnii, Apuliae, Lucaniae, Brutiorum vetus et nova 
descriptio  /Iohan Senex sculpt. (BR,inl)  /Tab.21. (TR,bbr)  /P.192 
(TR,inl) 
25 x 22 
[21] f.p. 203 Italia nova  /Iohn Senex sculp. (BL,inl)  /Tab.23 (TL,bbr)  /Pa.203 
(TR,bbr) 
26 x 30 
[22] f.p. 204 Imperium Romanum H. Moll sculp.  /P.204 (TR, bbr) 
  Inset: [environs of Rome] 
23 x 35 
[23] f.p. 225 Siciliae antiquae descriptio  /Tab 23 (TL,bbr)  /pa.225 (TR,bbr) 26 x 31 
[24] f.p. 230 Corsicae antiqua descriptio   Sardiniae antiquae descriptio  /pa 230 
(TL,bbr)  /Tab. 24 (TR,bbr) 
26 x 11 
[25] f.p. 233 Veteris et nova Pannoniae et Illyrici descriptio  /Io. Senex sculpt. 
(BR,inl)  /Tab.25 P233 (TR,bbr) 
20 x 24 
[26] f.p. 243 Hellas seu Graeci universa  /Tab.26 (TL,ab)  /pag.243 (TR,ab) 23 x 26 
[27] f.p. 244 Graecia antiqua Sophiani. H. Moll sculp.  /p 244 (TR,bbr)  23 x 35 
[28] f.p. 245 Epirus hodie Canina cum Maris Ionii Insulis Corcyra seu Corfu 
Cephalenia seu Cefalogna &c.  /Tab.24 (TR,bbr)  /P.245 (TR,inl) 
20 x 25 
[29] f.p. 246 Peloponnesus nunc Morea  /P.246 (TR,ab)  /Tab.28. (TR,bbr) 
  Inset: Veteris Corinthi ichnographia 
21 x 25 
[30] f.p. 251 Achaia quae et Hellas hodie Livadia  /Tab. 29 (TL,ab)  /pa 251 (TR,ab) 
  Inset: Athenae 
19 x 25 
[31] f.p. 258 Macedoniae et Thessaliae regiones  /p258 (TL,bbr)  /Tab 30 (TR,bbr) 19 x 24 
[32] f.p. 274 Daciarum Moseiarum et Thraciae vetus et nova descriptio  /Iohn Senex 
sculpt. (BR,bbr)  /page274 (TL,bbr)  /Tab.31 (TR,bbr) 
20 x 24 
[33] f.p. 290 Sarmatia et scythia Russia et Tartaria Europaea  /pag.290 (TR,bbr) 23 x 25 
[34] f.p. 294 Veteris et novae Regni Poloniae Magniq Ducatus, Lithuaniae cum suis 
Palatinatibus ac confiniis descriptio  /Tab.33 (TL,bbr)  /Pag.293 
(TR,bbr) 
20 x 25 
[35] f.p. 302 Prussiae nova tabula  /I. Harris sculpt (BR,bbr)  /Tab.34 (TL,bbr)  
/Page 302 (TR,bbr) 
27 x 33 
[36] f.p. 310 Asia antiqua et nova  /I. Senex sculpt (BL,inl)  /Tab 35 (TL,ab)  /pa 
310 (TR,ab) 
20 x 25 
[37] f.p. 311 Scythia et Tartaria Asiatica  /Tab 36 (TL,bbr)  /pa 320 (TR,bbr) 20 x 25 
[38] f.p.320 Imperii Sinarum nova descriptio  /Tab.37 (TL,bbr)  /pa 320 (TR,bbr) 20 x 25 
 
 
[39] f.p. 323 Indiae Orientalis et insularum adiacentium antiqua et nova descriptio  
/Tab 30 (TL,bbr)  /p.223 [sic] (TR, R ofborder) 
21 x 26 
[40] f.p. 335 Africa antiqua et nova  /Iohn Senex sculpt. (BL,inl)  /Tab.43  
(TL,bbr) /pa 335 (TR,bbr) 
21 x 25 
[41] f.p. 336 Persia sive Sophorum Regnum cum Armenia Assyria Mesopotamia et 
Babilonia  /Tab. 39(TL,ab)  /p 336 (TR,bbr) 
20 x 25 
[42] f.p. 351 Chersonesi quae hodie Natolia descriptio  /Ta 40 (TL,bbr)  p.351 
(TR,bbr) 
20 x 25 
[43] f.p. 363 Totius Terrae Sanctae delineatio  /Tab 41 (TL,ab)  /pa 363 (TR,ab) 26 x 21 
[44] f.p. 372 Syriae sive Soriae descriptio  /Tab 42 (TL,ab)  /pa 372 (TR,ab) 20 x 24 
[45] f.p. 378 Situs chorographia et flumina Paradisi in Terra Canaan  /378 (outside 
right corner) 
14 x 21 
[46] f.p. 386 Aegyptus et Cyrene  /Tab.44 (TL,ab)  /pa.386 (TR,ab) 13 x 21 
[47] f.p. 395 Mauritana et Africa Propria nunc Barbaria  /Tab.45 (TL,bbr)  /pa 395 
(TR,bbr) 
13 x 21 
[48] f.p. 415 America  /Iohn Senex sculpt.  (BL,inl)  /Tab.46 (TL,ab)  /pag 415 
(TR,ab) 





 A compendious geographical and historical grammar: exhibiting a brief survey of the terraqueous globe... 
Embellished with maps...    London: Printed for W. Peacock No. 18 Salisbury Square 1795.   
     
 
Note: All maps have "Engraved for the Compendious Geographical Grammar" (TC,ab).  This title 
and the one following seem to have been designed as companion volumes.  The map formats are 
the same, and maps in neither title overlap those in the other. 
[1] f. t-p. Chart of the World  /Russell del. et sculp. Constitution Row Grays Inn 
Lane. (BL,bb)  /London. Publish'd as the Act directs May 4, 1795 by 
W. Peacock Salisbury Square (BC,bb) 
13 x 16 
[2] f.p. 29 East Indies.  /Russell del. et sculp. (BR,bb) 12 x 15 
[3] f.p. 118 Spain and Portugal.  /Russell del. et sculp. (BL,bb) 12 x 16 
[4] f.p. 130 France.  /Russell del. et sculp. (BL,bb) 12 x 15 
[5] f.p. 139 Italy.  /Russell del. et sculp 9 Constitution Row Grays Inn La. (BL,bb) 12 x 14 
[6] f.p. 160 Netherlands.  /Russell del. et sculp. (BL,bb) 12 x 16 
[7] f.p. 164 United Provinces.  /Russell del. et sculp. (BR,bb) 12 x 15 
[8] f.p. 169 German Empire and Switzerland.  /Russell del. et sculp. (BL,bb) 12 x 16 
[9] f.p. 190 Prussia, and Poland.  /Russell del. et sculp: (BL,bb) 12 x 16 
[10] f.p. 202 Dominions of Russia.  /Russell del. et sculp. (BR,bb) 12 x 16 
[11] f.p. 207 Sweden, Denmark, and Norway.  /Russell del. et sculp. (bca)  
  Inset: Iceland Isle 
12 x 15 
[12] f.p. 229 Great Britain, and Ireland.  /Russell del. et sculp. (bca) 
  Inset: Shetland Isles 
15 x 12 
[13] f.p. 295 States of America.  /Russell del. et sculp: 9 Constitution R. Grays Inn 
L. (BL,bb) 




          ESTC N63940 
 A compendious geographical dictionary, containing a concise description of the most remarkable places, 
ancient and modern, in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America... Embellished with maps.    London: Printed for W. 
Peacock, No. 18, Salisbury Square. 1793. 
 
 Note: All maps have "Engraved for the Compendious Geographical Dictionary", (TC,ab). 
 
[1] f. t-p. The World 1792.  /Drawn and Engraved by I Russell Constitution 
Row, Gray's Inn Road (below hemispheres) 
10 x 16 
[2] f.p. AFR Africa.  /Russell del. et sculp. (BL,bb) 12 x 16 
[3] f.p.AME North America.  /Russell... (as above) 12 x 16 
[4] f.p.AME South America.  /Russell... (as above) 12 x 16 
 
 
[5] f.p. ASH Asia.  /Russell... (as above) 12 x 16 




          ESTC T30957  
 A compendious geographical dictionary... The second edition...    London: Printed for W. Peacock, No. 18, 
Salisbury-Court. 1795.       








Curson, Henry.         ESTC T113286 
   A new description of the World.  Delineating Europe/Africa and Asia/America.  with a mapp and tables...    
London: Printed for John Nutt, near Stations-Hall. 1706.  




Curson, Henry.         ESTC N10018 
  A new description of the World.  Delineating Europe/Africa and Asia/America.  with a mapp and tables... 
The second edition.    London: Printed and sold by Benj. Barker, at the White hart in Westminster-Hall. 1715. 
      






Demarville         ESTC T110161 
   The young ladies geography: or, Compendium of modern geography; a work equally useful to youth, and 
masters and mistresses of schools;  Illustrated with all the necessary maps and cuts, laid down in the most familiar 
method, requisite to beginners...    London, Printed by J. Haberkorn, in Gerrard-Street, St. Ann's, Soho; and sold by 
H. Chapelle, in Grosvenor-street.  1757.          
 Geographie: des jeunes demoiselles: ou Abrege de la geographie moderne; ouvrage egalement utile aux 
jeunes gens, aux maitres & aux maitresses d'ecole;  Ornée de toutes les cartes & figures necessaries [sic] redigée 
avec toute la facilité, requise pour les commençans...    A Londres, de l'Imprimerie de J. Haberkorn; et se vend chez 
H. Chapelle, dans la Rue de Grosvenor.  1757.  
  Facing title-pages in English and French; text in English and French. 
 
Volume I 
[1] f.p. 38 Mappe-monde planisphere ou carte generale du monde 13 x 21 
(plate size) 
[2] f.p. 50 L'Europe suivant Mr. de Lisle de L'Academie Royale des Sciences. 13 x 17 
[3] f.p. 60 L'Angleterre selon ses divisions. 17 x 14 
[4] f.p. 84 L'Ecosse 13 x 11 
[5] f.p. 92 L'Irlande suivant ses divisions  /p.64 (TR,ab) 13 x 11 
[6] f.p. 122 La Scandinavie ou les royaumes de D'Anemark [sic] de Norvege de 
Suede et Laponie avec les pais et isles qui en dependent 
14 x 17 
[7] f.p. 162 France 13 x 16 
[8] f.p. 236 L'Allemagne 13 x 17 
[9] f.p. 300 Pologne 13 x 16 
[10] f.p. 312 Les XVII provinces des Pais-Bas 14 x 12 
 
Volume II 
[1] f.p. 4 L'Espagne 14 x 16 
[2] f.p. 58 Italie 13 x 16 
[3] f.p. 146 Turquie en Europe 12 x 10 
[4] f.p. 208 L'Asie 13 x 17 
[5] f.p. 268 L'Afrique selon les autheurs les plus modernes 14 x 17 
[6] f.p. 286 LAmerique [sic] Meridionale 14 x 18 
[7] f.p. 286 L'Amerique Septentrionale 14 x 17 











Demarville         ESTC T65410 
   The young lady's geography; containing, an accurate description of the several parts of the known 
World... compiled from the writings of the most eminent authors... To which is prefixed, an introduction to 
geography...explained in so concise a manner, as to render the whole perfectly easy to be attained without the 
assistance of a teacher...   London, Printed for R. Baldwin, in Pater-noster-Row, and T. Lowndes, in Fleet-Street, 
1765  
 
NOTE: World map same as that in Salmon's Modern Gazetteer, 1759 ed.; maps 3-6 later reused  in 
Geography for Youth, 1782 ed. 
 
[1] f. t-p. A new map of the World drawn from the best authorities by T. Kitchin 
geo: 
 
Variant found in several copies seen: 
A correct map of the World drawn from the best discoveries by J. 
Procktor 




15 x 28 
(plate size) 
[2] f.p. ii Map of a country exemplified  /Plate III (TL,ab)  /Page II. (TR,ab) 14 x 16 
[3] f.p. 1 A correct map of Europe, from the best authorities  /J. Gibson sculpt. 
(BR,bb)  /To front Page 1 (TR,ab) 
14 x 18 
[4] f.p. 79 A correct map of Asia, from the best authorities  /J. Gibson sculpt. 
(BR,bb)  /To front Page 79 (TR,ab) 
14 x 18 
[5] f.p. 102 A correct map of Africa, from the best authorities  /J. Gibson sculpt. 
(BR,bb)  /To front Page 102 (TR,ab) 
14 x 19 
[6] f.p. 130 A new and accurate map of America, from the latest discoveries  /J. 
Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) /To front Page 130 (TR,ab) 








[Demarville]         ESTC T119093 
   The young gentleman and lady's geography; containing, an accurate description of the several parts of 
the known World...Compiled from the writings of the most eminent authors... To which is prefixed, an introduction 
to geography...explained in so concise a manner, as to render the whole perfectly easy to be attained without the 
assistance of a teacher...    Dublin: Printed for J. Hoey, sen. S Cotter, W. Sleater, J. Hoey, jun. and J. Williams.  
M,DCC,LXVI [1766]  
           












Demarville, Mr.         ESTC T212370 
   The young gentleman and lady's geography...   Dublin, printed for W. Sleater, J. Potts, J. Hoey, J. 
Williams, and P. Hoey, M,DCC,LXXIX [ 1779] 
 
 [1]               f. t-p            A new map of the world drawn from the best authorities by Thos.              15 x 26 
                                        Kitchin geogr. (TC,bh)                                                                                 (plate size) 
      
 [2]              f.p. 177        [Map of a country exemplified] /To face Page 177 (TR,ab)                         13 x 8 
  (Map in copy in British Library: 10 x 15) 
 
 
The following six editions of Dionysius Periegetes' ...geographia emendata & locupletata..., published in both 




Dionysius Periegetes        ESTC T145732 
   [title in Greek]... sive Dionysii geographia emendata & locupletata, additione scil. geographiae 
hodiernae Graeco carmine pariter donatae: cum 16 tabulis geographicis.  Ab Edv. Wells, A.M. aedis Christi alumn.    
Oxonii, E. Theatro Sheldoniano A.D. MDCCIV [1704] 
           
 NOTE: Text in Greek; notes in Latin. 





Orbis terrarum cognitus hodiernis Europaeis  /Nobili juvenie Jacobo 
Dno: Compton honmi: comitis Northamptoniae filio natu maximo 
tabulam hanc geographicam D.D.D. Edvardus Wells. (BC, bh)  /Pag:3. 
(BL) 
 
9 x 17 
(plate size) 
[2] f.p. 2 Orbis terrarum cognitus veteribus Graecis et Latinis /[dedication as 
above] (BC,bh)  /Pag:2. (BL) 
9 x 17 
(plate size) 
[3] f.p. 4 Maris Mediterranei tabula  /Nobilis juveni Danieli Dno. Finch honmi 
comt. Nottinghamiae filio natu maximo tabulam hanc geogm. D.D. E: 
Wells. (TR,inl)  /Pag: 4. (BR,bb) 
9 x 16 
[4] f.p. 6 Antiquae Europae tabula  /[dedication as above] (TL,inl)  /Pag:6 
(BL,bb) 
9 x 14 
[5] f.p. 7 Hodiernae Europae tabula  /[dedication as above] /Pag: 7 (BL,bb) 9 x 14 
[6] f.p. 8 Antiquae Italiae tabula  /Nobili juveni Gulielmo Finch armigo honmi 
comitus Nottinghamiae filio tabulam hanc geographicam D.D. 
Edvardus Wells. (BL,inl)  /Pag:8 (BL,bb) 
9 x 16 
[7] f.p. 9 Hodiernae Italiae tabula  /[dedication as above]  /Pag:9. (BL,bb) 9 x 16 
[8] f.p. 10 Antiquae Graeciae tabula  /[dedication to Henrico Finch, worded as 
above] (BL,inl)  /Pag:10 (BL,bb) 
9 x 16 
[9] f.p. 18 Antiquae Africae tabula  /Ornatissimo juveni Brownio Willis armigo. 
aedis Xti. Oxon: commens: sup: ord. tabulm. hanc geogrm. D.D. 
Edvardus Wells. (BL,inl)  /Pag:18 (BL,bb) 
9 x 16 
[10] f.p. 18 Hodiernae Africae tabula  /[dedication to Gulielmo Pulteney, worded 
as above] (BL,inl) /Pag:19. (BL,bb) 
9 x 16 
[11] f.p. 22 Antiquae Asiae tabula  /Ornatisso. juveni Johanni Trelawney Rev: 
admodum Dni. Episcopi Exon: filio natu maximo tabulam hanc 
geographicm. D.D. Edvardus Wells. (TR,inl) 
9 x 16 
[12] f.p. 22 Hodiernae Asiae tabula  /[dedication as above] 9 x 16 
[13] f.p. 24 Antiquae Asiae Minoris &c. tabula  /Ornatisso. juveni Philippo Talbor 
armiero tabm. hanc geogrm. D.D. Edv. Wells. (BL,inl)  /Pag: 24 
(BL,bb) 
10 x 17 
[14] f.p. 38 Americae Septentrionalis tabula  /Ornatisso. juveni Thomae Trevor 
armigo. aedis Xti. Oxon: commens: sup: ord: (TL,inl)  /Pag 38 (BL,bb)  






f.p. 39 Americae Australis tabula  /[dedication as above to Henrico Trelawney 
(BR,inl)]  /Pag:39 (BL,bb) 
9 x 16 
[16] f.p. 41 Insularum Britannicarum tabula  /Ornatisso. juveni Cloberio Bromeley 
armigi. deBagington in com: Warwic: filio natu maximo tabm. hanc 
geogrm. D.D. Edvs. Wells. (TR,inl)  /Pag.41 (TL,ab) 




Dionysius Periegetes        ESTC T124170 
   [Greek title]...sive Dionysii geographia emendata & locupletata...Editio Secunda.    Oxonii, E. Theatro 
Sheldoniano, A.D. MDCCIX  [1709]  Impensis A.& J. Churchill, ad insigne Nigri Cygni, in Pater-Noster Row, 
Lond.      
70. 
 
Dionysius Periegetes        ESTC T145733 
   [Greek title]...sive Dionysii geographia emendata & locupletata... Editio Tertia.    Londoni: E 
Typographaeo Mariae Matthews.  Impensis W. Churchill, ad insigne Nigri Cygni, in vico Pater-Noster Row.  




Dionysius Periegetes        ESTC T145734 
   [Greek title]...sive Dionysii geographia emendata & locupletata... Editio Quarta.    Londini: Typis Guil. 
Bowyer.  Impensis J. & J. Knapton, R. Knaplock, J. & B. Sprint, D. Midwinter, G. & J. Innys, J. Osborn & T. 




Dionysius Periegetes        ESTC T145735 
   [Greek title]...sive Dionysii geographia emendata & locupletata... Editio Quinta.  Londini: Typis T. 
Wood, Impensis H. Knaplock, D. Midwinter, R. Robinson, W. Innys & R. Manby, C. Rivington, A. Ward, J. & P. 
Knapton, & T. Longman.  M DCC XXXVIII  [1738]   
           
Variant edition has imprint lacking Rivington's name and adding "and the executors of J. Sprint." 




Dionysius Periegetes        ESTC N26207 
   [Greek title]...sive Dionysii geographia emendata & locupletata... Editio Sexta.    Londini: Typis H. 
Woodfall, Impensis J. Knapton, C. Hitch & L. Hawes, J. Rivington, W. Johnston, J. Richardson, T. Caslon, T. 















Dionysius Periegetes        ESTC T145303 
   [Greek title]...Dionysii mundi descriptio Stephano interprete.  In usum scholarum denuo excusa, cuiq; 
tabula prioribus emendatior adjungitur.    Londini, Prostant  apud J. Goudge in Aula Westmonasteriensi: 
MDCCVIII  [1708]     
[1] f. t-p. [two maps on one plate]  
Orbis tabula secundum Dionysium   Orbis tabula secundum 
Ptolemaeum  /I. Harris sculp (BR,inl) 
14 x 10 
[2] f. A3 Lybyae seu Africae tabula Dionysio accommodata  /Harris sculp. (BL, 
R of ca) 
15 x 25 
[3] f. A6 Europae tabula antiqua Dionysio accommodata  /Harris sculp (BL,inl) 14 x 23 
[4] f. A7 Graeciae tabula antiqua Dionysio accommodata.  Adjecta sunt partes 
Italiae et Minoris Asiaw  /Harris sculp. (R of ca) 
15 x 28 




Dionysius Periegetes        ESTC T146892 
 Dionysii Orbis descriptio; cum commentariis Eustathii, Archiepiscopi Thessalonicensis.    Oxoniae, E 
Theatro Sheldoniano. MDCCX [1710]     
 
NOTE: All maps similar to those in his ...mundi descriptio, but not from same plates.  These are the same 
plates that appeared two years later in Geographiae Veteris Scriptores Graeci Minores, Vol. IV, 1712 (see 
entry 125) but in that work the dedicatory cartouches have all been erased and left blank. 
  
[1] f.p. 30 Libyae seu Africae tabula Dionysio et Eustathio accommodata  /Harris 
sculp. (BR,inl)  /pag 30 TR,inl)  /Summae Spei Juveni Joanni Dugdale 
e Coll.Univ.Oxon. (TR)  
16 x 25 
[2] f.p. 49 Europae tabula antiqua Dionysio et Eustathio accommodata  /Harris 
sculp. (BL,inl)  /(pag.48)  (TL,bbr) /Spectatissimo Juveni Gulielmo 
Handasyd e Coll.Univ.Oxon. (bca) 
18 x 25 
[3] f.p. 62 Graeciae tabula antiqua Dionysio et Eustathio accommodata  /Harris 
sculp. (BR,bbr)  /Ornatissimo Juveni Thomas Handasyd a 
Coll.Univ.Oxon. (CL) /pa:62 (TL,bbr) 
16 x 29 
[4] f.p. 114 Asiae tabula antiqua Dionysio et Eustathio accommodata  /pag.115 
(TL,ab)  /Egregio Iuveni Marco Thurs   e Coll.Univ.Oxon. (TR) 
18 x 29 
   
76. 
 
Dionysius Periegetes        ESTC N2888 
 [Greek text]...Dionysii orbis descriptio, cum Eustathii commentariis et anonymi paraphrasi Graeca.  
Accedunt antiquae versiones Prisciani & R. Festi Avieni.  Editio novissima & locupletissima.    Oxoniae, E Theatro 
Sheldoniano, An. MDCCXVII  [1717]  Prostant apud Jonam Bowyer bibliopolam Londinensem. 
 






[Dodsley, Robert] 1703-1764, comp.      ESTC T79284 
   The preceptor: containing a general course of education.  Wherein the first principles of polite learning 
are laid down in a way most suitable for trying the genius, and advancing the instruction of youth.  In twelve parts.  
Illustrated with maps and useful cuts... In two volumes.  London: Printed for R. Dodsley, at Tully's-Head in Pall-
Mall.  MDCCXLVIII [1748].  2v.  
 
NOTE: All maps in volume I. 
 
[1] f.p. 155 An accurate map of the World.  Laid down from the most approved 
maps and charts and regulated by astronl. observations: by Eman. 
Bowen geographer to His Majesty  1747  /to face page 171 Vol:I 
(TR,bbr) 
16 x 28 
(plate size) 
[2] f.p. 171 An accurate map of Europe drawn from the best modern maps & charts 
& regulated by astronl. observatns.  by Eman. Bowen geogr. to His 
Majesty 1747  /to face page 171 Vol:I. (TR,bbr) 
16 x 21 
[3] f.p. 197 An accurate map of Asia drawn from the most approved modern maps 
& charts & regulated by Astronl. observations  by Eman. Bowen geogr. 
to His Majesty 1747.  /to face Page 197 Vol:I. (TL,bbr) 
17 x 23 
[4] f.p. 207 An accurate map of Africa drawn from the best modern maps & charts 
and regulated by astronl. observatns. by Eman. Bowen geogr. to His 
Majesty 1747  /to face P.207 Vol:I. (TR,bbr) 
15 x 21 
[5] f.p. 213 An accurate map of North America, drawn from the best modern maps 
and charts and regulated by astronl: observatns.  by Eman. Bowen 
geogr. to his Majesty 1747.  /to face p.213 Vol:I. (TL,bbr) 
15 x 21 
[6] f.p. 213 An accurate map of South America drawn from the best modern maps 
& charts and regulated by astronl. observatns.  by Emanl. Bowen 
geogr. to his Majesty 1747.  /to face p.213 Vol:I. (BL,bbr) 




[Dodsley, Robert] 1703-1764, comp.      ESTC T79283 
  The preceptor...The second edition, with additions and improved [sic].    London: Printed for R. Dodsley, 
at Tullys-Head in Pall-Mall.  MDCCLIV [1754]   
 
All maps same as 1st edition; page numbers corrected to match position in text, as follows: 
[1]  187 
[2]  207 
[3]  233 
[4]  267 
[5]  281 
[6]  293 
 
79. 
Dodsley, Robert] 1703-1764, comp.      ESTC T134131 
  The preceptor...The third edition, with additions and improvements...    London: Printed for R. 
and J. Dodsley, at Tully's-Head in Pall-Mall. M DCC LVIII. [1758]  
 
All maps same as earlier editions; plate location changes same as on second edition, except that map [6] has 
 
 
Vol.II instead of I. 
80. 
 
[Dodsley, Robert] 1703-1764, comp.      ESTC T79285 
 The preceptor... The fourth edition, with additions, and improvements...    London: Printed for R. and J. 
Dodsley, at Tully's Head in Pall-mall.  MDCCLXIII  [1763]  
 
All maps same as earlier editions, with plate location changes as on 2nd and 3rd London editions;  map [6] 




[Dodsley, Robert] 1703-1764, comp.      ESTC N23347 
 The preceptor... The fifth edition, with additions, and improvements...    London: Printed for J. Dodsley, in 
Pall-mall.  MDCCLXIX  [1769]     
 
All maps same as earlier editions; plate location changes vary in copies seen;  indicatation of  use of stock 




[Dodsley, Robert] 1703-1764, comp.      ESTC T78581 
  The preceptor... The sixth edition...    London: Printed for J. Dodsley, in Pall-Mall.  M.DCC.LXX.V  [1775] 





[Dodsley, Robert] 1703-1764, comp.      ESTC N20388 
 The preceptor... The seventh edition, with corrections, and improvements...    London: Printed for J. 
Dodsley, in Pall-Mall.  M.DCC.LXXXIII.  [1783]    
 





[Dodsley, Robert]  1703-1764, comp.      ESTC N20385 
 The preceptor... The eighth edition...    London: Printed for J. Dodsley, in Pall-Mall.  M.DCC.XCIII.  
[1793]        




 IRISH EDITIONS 
85. 
 
[Dodsley, Robert] 1703-1764, comp.      ESTC N20380 
 The preceptor: containing a general course of education.  Wherein the first principles of polite learning are 
laid down in a way most suitable for trying the genius, and advancing the instruction of youth.  In twelve parts. ...    
Dublin.  Printed by George Faulkner, in Essex-street.  MDCCLIX  [1749]  2v.     
   




All maps are direct copies of London first edition, with the addition of the name S. Wheatley sculpt 
(BR,bb) on all plates.  Page designations have been changed to match location in text, but copy even the 
wording and capitalization of the English edition: 
[1]  to face Page 153. Vol.I 
[2]  to face page 169 Vol.I 
[3]  to face P.195.vol.I 
[4]  to face P.205.Vol.I 
          [5]  to face p.211.Vol.I 





[Dodsley, Robert] 1703-1764, comp.      ESTC N20381 
 The preceptor... The fourth edition...    Dublin: Printed by George Faulkner, in Essex street, MDCCLXI 
[1761]        
All maps same as 1749 edition; locations vary.  Vol. II dated 1765, and indicates Faulkner's address change 




[Dodsley, Robert] 1703-1764, comp.      ESTC T207248 
 The preceptor... Seventh edition...    Dublin: Printed by P. Wogan, No. 23, Old-Bridge, opposite Usher's-
Quay.  M,DCC,LXXXVI.  [1786] 
 
All maps same as 1749 edition, except that Bowen’s name has been erased on the World map and replaced 
by that of Thos. Jefferys; date changed to 1767; S. Wheatley’s name erased on all plates. 
 
[Entirely different set of maps in copy seen at Trinity College, Hartford, noted below.  This set of maps 
may not have been original to the volume.] 
[1] f.p. 179 South America 18 x 21 
[2]   " North America 18 x 21 
[3]   " Africa 17 x 21 
[4]   " Asia 18 x 22 
[5]   " Europe 18 x 22 





          ESTC T217278 
 An easy method of learning geography: or, The situation of the countries of the earth...by copying 
them...upon a prepared plan of meridians and parallels... plans are borrow'd from the Atlas Minor of Mr. Moll.    
London: Printed for Robert Wilkinson, No. 58, Cornhill; [1795?]  
 
NOTE: Only one copy seen, in the BL.  All maps from Moll's Atlas Minor?  Some still have same numbers.  
Maps paired with blank maps, to be filled in by student.  Blank maps are marked with an asterisk.  Was 
book supposed to include map of West Indies? Only blank graticule present.  Two blank untitled graticules 
follow maps and titled graticules. 
 
[1]  A new map of the whole World with the trade winds according to ye 
latest and most exact observations and discoveries.  /1 (TR,ab)  
/Printed for R. Wilkinson, No. 58, Cornhill. (BC,bb) 
20 x 26 
[1a]*  A new map of the World according to the latest observations. 18 x 28 
[2]  Europe.  By H. Moll geographer.  /3 (TR,ab) 20 x 26 
[2a]*  Europe. 19 x 26 
[3]  Asia By H. Moll geographer.  /39 (TR,ab) 20 x 26 
[3a]*  Asia. 20 x 26 
[4]  Africa.  By H. Moll geographer.  /40 (TR,ab) 20 x 26 
[4a]*  Africa 20 x 26 
[5]  America.  By H. Moll geographer.  /45 (TR,ab) 26 x 20 
[5a]*  America. 26 x 20 
[6]  Map lacking - should be Moll map of West Indies?  






Echard, Laurence.        ESTC R228679 
 The most complete compendium of geography, general and special; describing all the empire, kingdoms, 
and dominions, in the whole world. . . . Fifth edition.  London, Printed for J. Nicholson, at the King’s-Arms in Little-
Britain,  [1700] 
[1] fp 8 [two maps on one plate] 
Europa. 
Asia.  /Sold by T. Salisbury (BL) 
12 x 7 
 6 x 6 
 6 x 6 
[2] fp 151 [two maps on one plate] 
Africa. 
America.  /Sold by T. Salisbury (BL)  /H. Moll fecit (BR,inl) 
12 x 7 
 6 x 6 





Echard, Laurence.         ESTC T137778 
  A most compleat compendium of geography. . .  The sixth edition, corrected and much improved.  London, 
Printed for J. Nicholson, at the King's Arms; and Sam. Ballard, at the Blue-Ball, in Little-Britain.  1704.  
      





Echard, Laurence        ESTC T137780 
  A most compleat compendium of geography. . .  seventh edition...    London, Printed for J. Nicholson, at 
the King's-Arms, and Sam. Ballard, at the Blue-Ball, in Little Britain, 1705. 
          
All maps nearly identical to those in sixth edition, but from a new set of plates.  They can be distinguished 





Echard, Laurence        ESTC T137779 
  A most compleat compendium of geography...eighth edition...    London, Printed for J. Nicholson, at the 
King's-Arms: and S. Ballard, at the Blue-Ball, in Little-Britain, 1713.              
     






Edwards, S         ESTC N5843 
  A new compendium of geography; or An attempt to make that science more entertaining: and consequently 
to adapt it better to the intention of instructing the youth of both sexes, particularly in the schools.    Dublin: Printed 
by S. Powell and son, and sold by the author; also, by A. Ewing, W. Smith and Son, J. Watson, G. Faulkner, J. 
Jackson, P. Wilson, J. Exshaw, H. Bradley, B. Grierson, T. Dyton, H. Saunders, W. Watson, S. Watson, J. Fisher; 
and the rest of the booksellers in town and country.  M DCC LXV.  [1765]   
 
NOTE: Stated in the Introduction: "This compendium is chiefly taken from Bowen's Geography, in 2 Vol. 
Fol. compared with the 6 Vol. of Dr. Busching's more elaborate work in 4to. which are all that have come 
into Ireland."  
 
 1 f. t-p. A map of the World.  /Plate 1st: facing title (BC,bh) 16 x 26 
(plate size) 
 2 f.p. 41 Europe  /Plate 2 facing Lect.1. (BC,bb) 15 x 18 
 3 f.p. 50 Ireland  /Pl.3. facing p.50 (BC,bb) 15 x 17 
 4 f.p. 72 England and Wales.  /Pl.4 facing p.72  (BC,bb) 15 x 18 
 5 f.p. 80 Scotland.  /Pl.5. facing p.80 (BC,bb) 
  Inset: [Shetland Islands] 
15 x 20 
 6 f.p. 100 Spain and Portugal  /Plate 6 Facing Pg 100. (BC,bb) 15 x 20 
 7 f.p. 118 France  /Pl.7 facing p.118 (BC,bb 16 x 20 
 8 f.p. 140 The Seven United Provinces with the Austrian French and Dutch 
Nether-Lands.  /Pl.8 facing p:140  (BL,bb) 
15 x 17 
 9 f.p. 192 Germany and Switzerland  /Plate 9 Facing Pg.194. (BC,bb) 15 x 18 
10 f.p. 220 Savoy and Italy  /Plate 10 Facing Pg: 220 (BC,bb) 15 x 20 
11 f.p. 236 Denmark Norway and Sweden.  /Pl.11 facing p.236 (BL,bb) 
  Inset: [North Cape and Spitsbergen] 
15 x 20 
12 f.p. 248 Poland.  /Pl.12.facing p.248 (BL,bb) 15 x 19 
13 f.p. 266 Hungary and Turkey in Europe  /Pl.13 facing p.266 (BL,bb) 15 x 19 
14 f.p. 267 Asia.  /Pl.14 facing p.267 (BL,bb) 15 x 19 
15 f.p. 292 Turky in Asia.  /Pl.15 facing p.292 (BL,bb) 15 x 20 
16 f.p. 292 A map of the Holy Land.  /Pl.16.facing p.292. (BL,bb) 15 x 17 
17 f.p. 362 Africa  /Plate 17 facing Pg:335 (BC,bb) 15 x 20 
18 f.p. 363 South America.  /Pl. 18 facing p. 363 (BL,bb) 16 x 19 





 The elements of geography, short and plain.  Designed as an easy introduction to...Mr. Daniel Fenning's 
Use of the Globes, Dr. Watts's Geography and Astronomy, Dr. Jennings on the Globes and Orrery, Mr. Gordon's 
Geographical Grammar, and Mr. Holmes's Grammarian's Geography and Astronomy. Illustrated with seven copper 
plates...    London: Printed by J. and W. Oliver, in Bartholomew Close.  MDCCLXIII [1763]   
     
Only copy seen, in Osborne Collection at the Toronto Public Library, has note on title-page "by John 
Ryland";  DNB does not list this among Ryland's known works. 
[1] fp 5 Europe, drawn from the best authorities; regulated by astron'l 
observatns. By Thos. Kitchin geogr. 
15 x 18 
[2] fp 5 A new map of the World, drawn from the best authorities; By Thos. 
Kitchin geogr engraver to H.R.H. the Duke of York 
16 x 27 
[3] fp 9 Asia drawn from the best authorities: regulated by astron'l 
observations. By T. Kitchin geogr. 
15 x 18 
[4] fp 12 Africa, drawn from the best authorities; regulated by astron'l 
observatns.  By T. Kitchin geogr. 
15 x 19 
[5] fp 15 North America, drawn from the best authorities; regulated by astron'l 
observatns. By Thos. Kitchin geogr. 
15 x 20 
[6] fp 16 South America drawn from the best authorities; regulated by astron'l 
observatns. By Thos. Kitchin geogr. 








  Geographical exercises; calculated to facilitate the study of geography, and, by an expeditious method, to 
imprint a knowledge of the science on the minds of youth.  With a concise introduction, explaining the principles of 
geography.    London: Printed for the Proprietor (successor to the late Mr. Jefferys...) at the Corner of  St. Martin's Lane, 
Charing-Cross.  MDCCLXXVII  [1777] 
 
There is no ESTC number for this book.  It seems to be entirely engraved, with no letter-press work, and hence 
falls outside the parameters of the ESTC. 
 
18 maps, following four leaves of text and arranged in facing pairs.   Maps marked with an asterisk carry only 






Europe. Engraved by William Faden  /London Publish'd according to 
Act of Parliament, 29th May, 1775, by William Faden, Corner of St. 
Martins Lane, Charing Cross (BL,inl) 
 






Europe  /London. Published by Jefferys and Faden, Corner of St. 
Martin's Lane, Charing Cross (BL, inl) 
 






Asia.  Engraved by William Faden  /London. Published as the Act 
directs 29th May, 1775, by William Faden, St. Martin's Lane, Charing 
Cross (BC,inl) 
 






Asia.  /London. Publish'd by Jefferys & Faden, Corner of St. Martins 
Lane, Charing Cross (BL,inl) 
 






Africa.  Engraved by William Faden  /London: Publish'd according to 
Act of Parliament 29th May, 1775. by William Faden, Corner ofSt. 
Martins Lane Charing Cross (BR,inl) 
 






Africa  /London. Publishd by Jefferys and Faden, corner of St. Martins 
Lane, Charing Cross (BR,inl) 
 






America, engraved by Willm. Faden Charing Cross  /London, Publish'd 
according to Act of Parliament, 27 Apr. 1776; by Wm. Faden, the 
Corner of St. Martins Lane; Charing Cross (BC,bb) 
 






[untitled grid of longitude and latitude lines, matching that for the 
facing map of America]  /London, Published as the Act directs 27 
April, 1776, by Wm. Faden, The Corner of St. Martins Lane, Charing 
Cross (BC,bb) 
 






Northern hemisphere Engrav'd by Willm. Faden  /London: Publish'd 
according to Act of Parliament, 29th May, 1775, by William Faden, the 
Corner of St. Martin's Lane, Charing Cross  (BC,bb) 
 






thern [sic] hemisphere  /London, Publish'd by Jefferys & Faden, Corner 
of St. Martins Lane, Charing Cross (BC,bb) 
 






Southern hemisphere engrav'd by Willm. Faden  /London: Publish'd 
according to Act of Parliament, 29th May, 1775, by William Faden, the 
Corner of St. Martin's Lane, Charing Cross (BC,bb) 
 






Same plate as #[5a] 
 








Eastern hemisphere  /Engrav'd by Willm. Faden (BC,inl)  /London, 
Publish'd according to Act of Parliament, 17 Novr. 1773. William 
Faden, Corner St. Martin's Lane (BC,bb) 
 






Eastern hemisphere  /London, Published by Jefferys, & Faden, Corner 
of St. Martins Lane, Charing Cross (BC,bb) 
 






Western hemisphere  /Engrav'd by Willm. Faden (BC,inl)  /London 
Publish'd according to Act of Parliament, 28th February 1775 by 
William Faden, the Corner of St. Martins Lane 
 






Western hemisphere  /London, Publish'd by Jefferys & Faden, Corner 
of St. Martins Lane, Charing Cross (BC,bb) 
 






A chart of the World upon Mercator's projection.  Describing the tracks 
of Capt. Cook in the years 1768, 69, 70, 71, and in 1772, 73, 74, 75, 
with the new discoveries  /London, Published according to Act of 
Parliament, 26 June, 1775; by William Faden, the Corner of St. Martins 
Lane (BC,bb) 
 






A chart of the World, upon Mercator's projection  /London, Published 
by Jefferys & Faden, Corner of St. Martins Lane Charing Cross 
(BC,bb) 
 






Fenning, Daniel.        ESTC T113098 
  A new and easy guide to the use of the globes; and the rudiments of geography.  Wherein the knowledge of the 
heavens and earth is made easy to the meanest capacity... third edition, with large corrections and improvements, 
particularly six large and accurate maps of the world and its different parts.    London, Printed for S. Crowder, in 
Paternoster-Row, 1770. 
 
NOTE: First edition with maps. 







The World agreeable to the latest discoveries  /I. Gibson sculp (BC,bh) 
 







Europe  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) 
 






Asia  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) 
 






Africa  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) 
 






Sth. America  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) 
 






Nth. America  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) 
 





Fenning, Daniel         ESTC T133341 
 A new and easy guide to the use of the globes... Fourth edition...    London, Printed for S. Crowder, in 
Paternoster-Row, 1779.      
 






British Empire  /Thos. Bowen sculpt. (BR,bb) 
 





Fenning, Daniel         ESTC N4787 
 A new and easy guide to the use of the globes; and the rudiments of geography... Fifth edition...    London, 
Printed for S. Crowder, in Paternoster-Row.  1785.  
 
NOTE: Seven maps, all same as fourth edition, with the following changes: T.K. Powell's name replaces that of 





Fenning, Daniel         ESTC T146015 
A new and easy guide to the use of the globes; and the rudiments of geography...Sixth edition.  Corrected and 
improved, by Joseph Moon...    London: Printed for S. Crowder, in Paternoster-Row, 1792.   
      







Fenning, Daniel         ESTC T199289 
A new and easy guide to the use of the globes: and the rudiments of geography... Seventh edition.  Corrected 
and improved, by Joseph Moon...    London: Printed for J. Johnson; G.G. and J. Robinson; F. and C. Rivington; G. 
Wilkie; J. Scatcherd; T.N. Longman; and C. Law.  1798.       
   
Seven maps all same as previous two editions. 
 




Fenning, Daniel         ESTC N4786 
 A new and easy guide to the use of the globes; and the rudiments of geography.  Wherein the knowledge of the 
heavens and earth is made easy to the meanest capacity... Third edition, with improvements by the author.    Dublin: 
Printed for H. Chamberlaine, at No. 5, in College-Green. 1787.      






The World  /[numbers on map keyed to legend surrounding 
hemispheres] 
 





Fenning, Daniel         ESTC N4788 
 A new and easy guide to the use of the globes... Sixth edition.  Corrected and improved, by Joseph Moon...    







The World  /Engrav'd for Leech's geography (BC,bh)  [same plate as in 
1787 Dublin edition, with Engrav'd... added] 
 







[two maps on one plate] 
A map of the World 
Terms used in geography exemplified 
 
 
10 x 14 






Europe  /Engraved for Leech's geography (TR,ab) 
 






Asia  /Engraved... (as above) 
 






Africa  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






North America  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






South America  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






Ireland.  /Engraved'd... (as above) 
 






England and Wales.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
 



















Fenning, Daniel         ESTC T174474 
 A new and easy guide to the use of the globes; and the rudiments of geography...Seventh edition...    Dublin: 
Printed by P. Wogan, No. 23, Old Bridge. [1797]  
 
NOTE: three copies seen; two have same set of maps, one differs.  Set from LC (described below as set I) 
consists of world map as in the two editions above, and maps used in Irish editions of Dodsley, with Bowen's 
name and all following erased.  The copies found in University of Illinois and Columbia have same maps as in 
variant Irish edition of Dodsley (described below as set II) with additional maps in the same style, probably all 















World [lacking in copy seen; if same as that in the Irish Dodsley, 
measurements would be as noted.] 
 














England and Wales 
 













































Fenning, Daniel         ESTC T149482 
A new system of geography: or, A general description of the world.  Containing a particular and circumstantial 
account of all the countries,, kingdoms, and states of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America... Embellished with a new and 
accurate set of maps, by the best geographers...   By D.Fenning...J. Collier... and others...    London: Printed for S. 
Crowder, at the Looking-Glass, in Pater-noster-Row; and sold by Mr. Jackson, at Oxford; Mr. Merril, at Cambridge; 
Mess. Smith, in Dublin; and all other booksellers in Great Britain and Ireland.  M DCC LXIV.  [1764-65]  2v.                  
                                                     
Fenning's New System of Geography appeared in five editions, 1764-1787.  Dates for the several editions vary, 
e.g. title-pages have been seen for the first edition for 1764, 1765, and 1766, with the title-page for volume II 
usually dated a year previous to that for volume I.  The same pattern has been seen for all subsequent editions.  
The corpus of maps, however, seems to have been fairly stable, although variant maps have been found in most 
copies seen, which may relate to the fact that these folio editions (Bowen, Bankes, and Middleton as well as 





NOTE: Maps starred (*) same as those in Barrow's New Geographical Dictionary, published 1759-60. 
See entry 13.  These maps show evidence of erasure (TC,ab) where Engraved... had been on the maps 








An accurate map of the World, drawn from the best authorities.  
/Engrav'd for the New System of Geography. (BC,bh)  /G. Rollos 
sculpt. (BR) 
 







An accurate map of Asia, by Geo. Rollos. geographer. 
 






An accurate map of the Empire of China: by Geo: Rollos, geographer. 
 






An accurate map of India by G. Rollos geogr. 
 






An accurate map of Persia: by George Rollos, geogr.  
 






An accurate map of Turky in Asia: by G. Rollos, geogr. 
 






An accurate map of Africa by Geo. Rollos geogr. 
 






A new & correct map of Negroland and Guinea: by G. Rollos, geogr. 
 






An accurate map of Barbary by Geo. Rollos, geogr. 
 








A new & accurate map of Europe, from the Sieur Robert's atlas, with 
improvements  /J. Gibson sculpt (BR,bb)   
 






A new & accurate map of the Kingdom of Prussia and Polish Prussia 
from the Sieur Robert's atlas with improvements.  /J. Gibson sculp 
(BR,bb) 
 






A new and accurate map of Sweden and Norway from the Sieur 
Roberts atlas with improvements.  /J. Gibson sculp (BR,bb) 
 






A new & accurate map of Denmark, from the Sieur Robert's atlas, with 
improvements.  /J. Gibson sculp (BR,bb) 
 






A new map of the Empire of Germany. divided into circles drawn from 
the best authorities  /G. Rollos sculp (BR,bb) 
 






A new map of the Circle of Austria; from the best authorities.  /G. 
Rollos sculp (BR.bb) 
 






An accurate map of the Kingdom of Bohemia drawn from the best 
authorities.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb) 
 






A new map of the dutchy of Silesia, drawn from the best authorities.  
/G. Rollos sculpt (BR,bb) 
 






A map of the southern part of Lower Saxony from the best authorities.  
/G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb) 
 






An accurate map of the circle of Franconia, drawn from the best 
authorities.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb) 
 
19 x 29 
    
 
 
[11]* fp 247 A new map of the circle of Westphalia drawn from the best authorities. 
 /B. Williams sculp (BR,bb) [replaces G. Rollos] 






A new and accurate map of the Netherlands, from the Sieur Roberts 
atlas, with improvements.  /J. Gibson sculp (BR,bb) 
 






An accurate map of Italy drawn from the Sieur Robert Geogr. to the 
French King with improvements.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb) This 
appears to be from same plate as in Barrow, with title re-cut 
 






A new & accurate map of Naples and Sicily, drawn from the best 
authorities 
 






A new & accurate map of the Kingdom of Spain and Portugal from the 
Sieur Robert's atlas, with improvements.  /J. Gibson sculpt.  (BR,inl) 
 






A new map of England and Wales divided into counties drawn from the 
best authorities.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,bb) 
 






A map of the north part of Great Britain, called Scotland.  /G. Bickham 
fecit. (BC,bb) 
 






A new map of Ireland, from the best observations.  /Prinald sculp. 
(BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of North America drawn from the Sieur Robert, with 
improvements.  /G. Rollos sculpt. (BR,bb) 
 







An accurate map of South America, drawn from the Sieur Robert, 
geogr. to the French King: with improvements.  /G. Rollos sculp 
(BR,bb) 
 




Fenning, Daniel         ESTC T133336 
 A new system of geography: or, A general description of the world...    London: Printed for S. Crowder, at the 
Looking-Glass, in Pater-noster-Row; and sold by Mr. Jackson, at Oxford, Mr. Merril, at Cambridge; Mss. Smith, in 
Dublin; and all other booksellers in Great Britain and Ireland.  MDCCLXVI [1766]  Volume II dated MDCCLXV [1765] 
 [title-pages also seen dated 1766; see above]       
 
Is this second edition?  No such statement on t-p, and all maps seem to be same as previous edition.  
ESTC has note: “no trace of a 1766 vol. 1 in NUC + GK & supps.  As the work was publ. in parts, the 
t/p & preface to vol.1 may have been printed in 1766 when all 109 parts were available, for the benefit 





Fenning, Daniel         ESTC N62942 
A new system of geography: or, a general description of the world . . .  The second edition.  London: printed for 
S. Crowder, and Johnson and Payne, 1769.  2v. 
 
NOTE:All of the maps in vol. I are the same as those in vol I, first edition.  Three new maps have been added to 
vol. II, replacing those in vol. I; the other maps are the same as first edition. 
 
    
 
 
[1] fp 3 A new and accurate map of Europe from the best authorities. (BR,ab) 
/J.Gibson sculpt (BR,bb) 






An accurate map of the Netherlands, drawn from the Sieur Roberts 
with improvements.  (BL,ab)  /J. Rollos sculpt. (BR,bb) 
 






Scotland from the best authorities by Thos. Kitchin geographer.  (BL) 
 





Fenning, Daniel         ESTC T133335 
 A new system of geography: or A general description of the world...  The third edition, revised, corrected, and 
much improved.    London: Printed for J. Payne, and sold by J. Johnson, No. 72. St. Paul's Church-Yard.  MDCCLXXI. 
[1771]     
 
NOTE: one copy seen had t-p for volume I dated 1770, from an entirely different setting of type.  Maps in 



















An accurate map of Turkey in Europe from the best authorities by J. 
Gibson 
 






The Russian Empire from the best authorities by Thos. Kitchin 
geographer. 
 








































































































Italy.  Same as 1st edition 
 
 
    
 
 














A new and correct map of France from the best authorities; by J. 
Gibson. 
 




























fp 624  
 
North America drawn & engraved from the best maps & charts  /T. 
Kitchin sculp. (bca) 
 






South America, drawn and engrav'd from the best maps & charts.  /T. 
Kitchin sculp (Rca) 
 




Fenning, Daniel.        ESTC N42242 
A new system of geography: or, A general description of the whole known world... The fourth edition, revised, 
corrected, and enriched with the latest discoveries...    London: Printed for J. Payne, and sold by J. Johnson, No. 72, in 
St. Paul's Church-Yard.  MDCCLXXII [-III]. [1772-1773]       
   
NOTE: Exists with variant t-ps, slightly different setting, some re-wording.  A title-page for Vol. II has been 
seen which has added the following: The fourth edition, revised and corrected throughout; with several new and 
additional maps: including the latest accounts of the Empire of Hindostan...Bengal...the English East-India 
Company...the several voyages round the world [by] Great Britain and France. 
 








A map of the World, from the latest authorities 1771.  /T. Kitchin 
sculp. (BC,bh) 
 






Asia, drawn and engraved from the best maps & charts.  /T. Kitchin 
sculp. (BL,bca) 
 






































Africa, drawn and engraved from the best maps and charts  /T. Kitchin 
sculp. (BL,bca) 
 






























Europe, drawn and engraved  from the best maps and charts.  /T. 
Kitchin sculp (BR,bb) 
 












































































































































fp 448  
 








































West Indies drawn and engraved from the best maps and charts  /T. 
Kitchin sculp. (BL,inl) 
 












Fenning, Daniel.        ESTC N64140 
A new system of geography: or, A general description of the world... The fifth edition, revised and corrected 
throughout: with several additional maps... Including the latest accounts of the Empire of Hindostan...Bengal...the 
 
 
English East-India Company's settlements there; also the discoveries made in...voyages round the world...undertaken  
 
by order of his Britannic Majesty.  London: Printed for J. Johnson, No. 72, St. Paul's Church-Yard. MDCCLXXVIII.  
[1778]. 
 






The World; comprising the new discoveries in the southern 
hemisphere.  /London Published February 28th, 1778, by E. Johnson 
St. Paul's Church Yard (BC) 
 























A general map of India, including the Empire of Hindostan with the 
Kingdom of Bengal & its other dependencies; 1773.  Engraved by T. 
Kitchin 
 










































While no copy of volume II of this edition has been found, two maps have been found in a copy of 







A map of the new discoveries in the South Sea, with the tracks of the 
navigators. (1778)  /London, Published January 1st. 1778 by I. Johnson 
St. Pauls Church Yard.  Engraved by Mr. Smith (BC,bb) 
 






A map of the World in three sectgions; describing the polar regions to 
the tropic in which are traced the tracts [sic] of Lord Mulgrave and 
Captain Cook... /Published as the Act directs January 19, 1778, by I. 





ca. 28 x 41 
109a. 
 
Fenning, Daniel.        ESTC T220641 
 
A new system of geography . . . 
 
Cambridge University reports a copy of volume 1 only, not seen, with date 1780.  Is this another copy of 109, with an 










Fenning, Daniel.        ESTC T133334 
A new system of geography: or, A general description of the world... A new edition, revised, enlarged, and 
improved, by Frederick Hervey.... The account of North America corrected and improved by Captain Carver...    
London: Printed for J. Johnson, No. 72, and G. and T. Wilkie, No. 71, in St. Paul's Church-Yard.  M.DCC.LXXXV 
[-M.DCC.LXXXVI] [1785-86]   
 








Asia.  Same plate as 5th edition, but Kitchin's name has been erased, 
and Publish'd March 12, 1785, for G. & T. Wilkie St. Pauls Church 








The World.  Same plate as 5th edition, but imprint (BC) changed to 
read  London: Published January 29th, 1785 by G. & T. Wilkie No. 71 








A map of the discoveries made by Capts. Cook & Clerke, in the years 
1778 & 1779 between the eastern coast of Asia and the western coast 
of North America, when they attempted to navigate the North Sea.  
Also Mr. Hearn's discoveries... /Engraved for Hervey's New System of 
Geography (TC,ab)  /W. Palmer sculp. (BR,bb)  /Published 
Novr.20.1784 for G. & T. Wilkie, St. Pauls Church Yard (BC,bb) 
 














Persia 1785 Published by G. & T. Wilkie St. Paul's Church Yard. This 

























A map of the southern extremity of the continent of Africa 
comprehending the Cape of Good Hope, the Dutch colonies & the 
Hottentot settlements.  /Published Jany. 2, 1786 by T. & G. Wilkie, St. 
Paul's Church Yard (BC,bb)  /Palmer Sc. (BR,bb) 
 














Map of the World in three sections.  Same as in 5th(?) ed., with 
/Engrav'd for Hervey's New System of Geography (TC,aca) added, and 
imprint changed to: /Publish'd as the Act directs April 2, 1785 by G. & 








Map of the South Seas.  Same as in 5th(?) ed., with date changed to 
1784.  /Engrav'd for Hervey's New System of Geography added 
(TC,ab) added; imprint changed to: /London, published Jan.1st 1785 by 
G. & T. Wilkie, St. Pauls Church Yard (BC,bb)  /Engraved by W.I. 






































Poland shewing the claims of Austria Russia & Prussia by Thos. 
Kitchin geo. 
 






















The part of Europe eastward of Germany towards the Euxine or Black 
Sea, comprizing Hungary, Sclavonia, Dalmatia, Transilvania, Moldavia 
and Walachi.  /Vol II. pa 125 (TR,ab)  /Published as the Act directs 
May 3d. 1784 by G. Wilkie St. Pauls Church Yard (BC,bb) 
 






Germany divided into circles drawn from ye best authorities by Thos. 
Kitchin geogr. 
 






































Switzerland, containing the thirteen united cantons and their allies; 
from the latest & best authorities.  /Vol.II pa.299 (TR,ab)  /Engrav'd for 
Hervey's New System of Geography.  (TC,ab)  /Published Novr. 20. 
1784 by G. Wilkie, St. Pauls Church Yard (BC,bb) 
 














North America, with the boundaries of the Thirteen United States, as 
settled by the Treaty of 1783.  /Publish'd March 12, 1785 for G. & T. 
Wilkie St. Paul's Church Yard (BC,bb) 
 





















Fenning, Daniel.        ESTC N22605 
 A new system of geography, or A general description of the world...A new edition.    London: Printed for J. 
Johnson, No. 72, and G. and T. Wilkie, No. 71, in St. Paul's Church-Yard.  M.D.CC.LXXXVII- [M.D.CC.LXXXVI] 
[1787-86] 
 




















































































































































*Prussia and Polish Prussia 1787  /89 (BL,bb) 
 






*Sweden, and Norway 1787 
 




























fp  146 
 








*The Kingdom of Bohemia 1787 
 






















*Circle of Franconia, 1787.  /99 (BR,bb) 
 






























Switzerland.  Same as 1785/86 edition 
 
 
    
 
 






*Naples and Sicily. 1787. 
 






*Spain and Portugal 1787. 
 














































*West Indies, 1787. 
 















Fraser, Donald.         ESTC W21108 
The young gentleman and lady’s assistant; containing, I. Geography, II. Natural History, III. Rhetoric, IV. 
Miscellany . . . the second edition.  Danbury: Printed for the author, by N. Douglas. 1794. 
 






Fraser, Donald.         ESTC W21109 
The young gentleman and lady’s assistant . . .  the third edition . . .  New-York, From the press of T. & J. 
Swords.  Printed for Spencers and Webb. . .  1796. 
 





Gaultier, Aloisius Edouard Camille, 1746?-1818.      ESTC N72304 
  A complete course of geography, by means of instructive games, invented by the Abbe Gaultier...    London, for 
the author, and sold by Mr. Elmsley, in the Strand; and Mrs. Harlow, in St. James's Street.  1792.   
    
[NOTE: No complete sets of the first two editions of this work have been located, but a comparison of 
the extant maps seems to indicate that each publication was intended to have a complete map coupled 
with an outline map, which the student was to fill in with information from the complete map. All 








A plain map or emblematic chart for the geographical game of the 
British Islands, according to the method of the Abbe Gaultier: 
MDCXCII.  /Neele sculpt. London. (BR,bb) 
 






A new map of the British Isles or Great Britain and Ireland with the 
western Orkney and Shetland Isles &c.  By Peter Bell geographer.  
London printed for Robert Sayer Fleet Street as the Act directs 1st. 
July 1787.       
 






A plain map or emblematic chart, for the geographical game of Europe, 
according to the method of the Abbe Gaultier.  MDCCXCII.  /Neele 
sculpt. London. (BR,bb) 
 






Europe, divided into its principal states: By Samuel Dunn, 
mathematician, London: printed for Robert Sayer, Fleet Street, as the 
Act directs, 20 June 1787. 
 






A plain map for the geographical game of Asia, Africa, America, and 
new discovered islands, according to the method of the Abbe Gaultier. 
 MDCCXCII.  /Neele sculpt. London (BR,bb) 
 






A new chart of the World on Mercator's projection with the tracks & 
discoveries of the latest circumnavigators &c.  By Samuel Dunn, 
mathematician.  London: printed for Robert Sayer, as the Act directs 
June 16th. 1789. 
 




Gaultier, Aloisius Edouard Camille, 1746?-1818.     ESTC N67435 
  A complete course of geography, by means of instructive games, invented by the Abbe Gaultier.  The second 
edition, corrected, improved, and divided into two parts...    London: Printed for the author: sold by P. Elmsley, in the 
Strand; E. Harlow, in Pall-Mall; E. Newbery, the corner of St. Paul's Church-Yard; T. Boosey, no. 4, Old Broad-Street, 
near the Royal Exchange; and at Mr. De Poggi's new room, no. 91, New Bond Street, near Oxford-Road.  M.DCC.XCV. 
 [1795]        
 
NOTE: The maps of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America are same or revised plates of those in Faden's 







South Britain or England & Wales, Published by W. Faden, geographer 
to His Majesty and to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Charing Cross, May 
1st 1794.  /Neele sculpt. London (BR,bb) 
 
44 x 36 
    
 
 






Europe.  Engraved by William Faden, 2d edition.  /Published as the Act 
directs Feby. 1st 1783, by Wm. Faden, Charing Cross. (BC,bb) 
 






Asia  /London, Publish'd by William Faden, corner of St. Martin's 
Lane, Charing Cross. (BL,inl) 
 






Asia.  Engraved by William Faden. 2d edition  [copy seen cropped so 
closely that no engraving (BC,bb) was visible]  
 






Africa  /London, Publish'd by William Faden, corner of St. Martin's 
Lane, Charing Cross. (BR,inl) 
 






Africa.   Engraved by William Faden.  2d edition  /London: Publish'd 
for W. Faden, St. Martins Lane, Charing Cross. As the Act directs [rest 
trimmed] (BC,bb) 
 






[untitled; map of North and South America]  /London, published as the 
Act directs 27 April 1776, by Wm. Faden, the corner of St. Martins 
Lane Charing Cross. (BC,bb) 
 






Old World or Eastern Hemisphere.  3d edition  /London, publish'd 
according to Act of Parliament Decr. 1st 1790 by William Faden, 
geographer to the King. (BC) 
 







A plain map for the geographical game of Asia, Africa, America... 
[same as 1st edition] 
 
33 x 40 
 
 
116.          
 
Gaultier, Aloisius Edouard Camille.      ESTC ?? 
A complete course of geography, by means of instructive games. . . The third editio. . .   London: Sold by P. 






A plain map or emblematic chart for the geographical game of the 
British Islands, according to the method of the Abbé Gaultier.  By Mr. 
Wauthier his pupil. 1797  /Neele sculpt. London (BR,bb) 
 






A map of the British Isles, according to the method of the Abbé 
Gaultier, by Mr. Wauthier, his pupil 1799. 
 






A plain map ...of Europe... (same as 1792 ed.  "By Mr. Wauthier, his 
pupil 1797" added to cartouche) 
 






A map of Europe, according to the method of the Abbé Gaultier by Mr. 
Wauthier his pupil 1799. 
 






A plain map of the central part of Europe, according to the  method of 
the Abbé Gaultier, by Mr. Wauthier his pupil 1799. 
 






A plain map of the central part of Europe, according to the method of 
the Abbé Gaultier, by Mr. Wauthier his pupil 1799 [although this map 
has exact same title as previous map, it is not a plain map. 
 






A plain map of Asia according to the method of the Abbé Gaultier by 
Mr. Wauthier his pupil 1799 
 
33 x 39 
    
 
 
[4a]  A map of Asia according to the method of the Abbé Gaultier by Mr. 
Wauthier his pupil 1799. 






A plain map of Africa, according to the method of the Abbé Gaultier by 
Mr. Wauthier his pupil 1797. 
 






A new map of Africa, according to the method of the Abbé Gaultier By 
Mr. Wauthier his pupil 1799. 
 






A plain map of America, according to the method of the Abbé Gaultier 
by Mr. Wauthier his pupil 1797 
 






A new map of America, according to the method of the Abbé Gaultier 
by Mr. Wauthier his pupil 1799 
 






A plain map for the geographic game of Asia, Africa, America... (same 
as 1792 edition)   
 






A new map of the World, according to the method of the Abbé 
Gaultier. by Mr. Wauthier his pupil 1799  /Neele sculpt strand (BC) 
 






































Geographia classica: The geography of the ancients so far describ's as it is contain'd in the Greek and Latin 
Classicks, in twenty-nine maps of the Old World... A collection long wanted, and now publish'd for the use of schools.  
 
NOTE: Eight editions of this title have been found.  All have the same body of 29 maps.  The maps are 








A map of the whole World as far as it was known to the antients.  /(1) 
(TR,ab) /(J) (BR,bbr) 
 






The seat of the Trojan War according to Dictis Cretensis and Dares 
Phrygius.  /(2) (BR,ab)  /(2), BR,bbr) 
 






The navigation of Ulysses according to Homer.  (3) (TR,ab)  /(3), 
(BR,bbr) 
 






The voyage of Aeneas as described by Virgil  /(4) (TR,bbr)  /(4) 
(BR,bbr) 
 






The voyage of Aeneas as described by Dionisius Halicarnasseus in his 
first book  /(5) (TR,bbr)  /(5) (BR,bbr) 
 






[three maps on one sheet] A map of the World as far as it is discribed 
by Justin; Italy according to Justin; Greece according to Justin  /(6) 
(TR,inl)  /(6) (BR,bbr) 
 






The infancy of the Roman Empire according to Florus  /(7) (TR,inl)  
/(7) (BR,inl) 
 






The Roman Empire in its youthfull age according to Florus  /(8) 
TR,bbr)  /(8) (BR,bbr) 
 






A map of the Roman Empire in its maturity.  /(9) (BR,bbr)  /(9) 
(BL,bbr) 
 






The expedition of Hannibal general of the Carthaginians according to 
Livy, & Cornelius Nepos.  /(10) (TR,bbr)  /(J0) (BR,bbr) 
 






The Roman Empire as it was in the time of Julius Caesar and it is 
described in his Commentaries, and in Silius Italicus  /(11) (TR,bbr)  
/(JJ) (BR,bbr) 
 






Gallia vetus ad Iulij Caesaris Comentari. C. Browne excudit  (12) 
(TR,bbr)  /(J2) (BR,bbr) 
 






Baetica or the southern part of Spain as it is described by Caesar, De 
Bello Hispanico.  ((13) (TR,bbr)  /(J3) (BR,bbr) 
 






Africa. ex Bello Africano C.I. Caesaris  /(14) (TR,bbr)  /(J4) (BR,bbr) 
  Inset: Aegiptus ex Bello Alexandrino C.I. Caesaris 
 






A map of Europe Asia & Africa as far as they are described in Lucan's 
Pharsalia  /(15) (TR,bbr)  /(J5) (BR,bbr) 
 






Antient Greece and the adjacent islands according to Cornelius Nepos 
and others.  /(16) (TR,inl)  /(J6) (BR,inl) 
 
19 x 24 
    
 
 
17  Greece and the Empire of Croesus according to Herodotus.  /(17) 
(TR,bbr)  /(J7) (BR,bbr) 






Lybia according to Herodotus  /(18) (TR,bbr)  /(J8) (BR,bbr) 
 






Aegypt as described in the second book of Herodotus.  (19) (TR,bbr)  
/(J9) (BR,bbr) 
 






The conquests of Pyrrhus king of the Epirots according to Plutarch.  
/(20) (TR,bbr)  /(20) (BR,bbr) 
 






The conquests of Demetrius surnamed Poliorcetes  /(21) (TR,bbr)  /(2J) 
(BR,bbr) 
 






The expedition of Agisilaus king of Sparta according to Xenophon  
/(22) (TR,bbr)  /(22) (BR,bbr) 
 






The retreat of the ten thousand Greeks according to Xenophon  /(23) 
(TR,bbr)  /(23) (BR,bbr) 
 






Syria and Assyria according to the description of Ptolomy and other 
authors.  /(24) (TR,bbr)  /(24) (BR,bbr) 
 






Scriptural geography containing the places mentioned in the Old and 
New Testaments.  /(25) (BR,inl) 
 






A map of the places mentioned in Eusebius's Ecclesiastical History.  
/(26) (TR,bbr)  /26 (BR,bbr) 
 






The Empire of Cyrus the Great first King of Persia  /(27) (TR,bbr)  
/(27) (BR,bbr) 
 






The Persian Empire divided into twenty governments by Darius son of 
Histaspes /(28) (TR,bbr)  /(28) (BR,bbr) 
 






The expedition of Alexander the Great according to Quintus Curtius, 
Arrian, and others.  /(29) (TR,bbr)  /(29) (BR,bbr) 
 
14 x 25 
 
 
117.          ESTC N9074 
London: Printed for Christopher Browne at the West End of St. Paul’s Church-Yard, and Benj. Tooke at the 
Middle-Temple Gate.  M DCC XII [1712 
ESTC N36179 
A variant imprint for the same date: Printed for Christopher Browne at the West End of St. Paul’s Church-Yard, 
and at his shop, at the North Gate of the Royal-Exchange; and are to be sold by the book-sellers of London and 
Westminster, M DCC XII.  This edition also has “A Table of the Maps contain’d in this Volume” facing the 
title-page. 
 
118.           ESTC T222277 
. . . The second edition.  London: Printed for C. Browne and sold by Benj. Tooke and T. Ward, at the Temple; 
H. Clements and W. Innys, in St. Paul’s Church-yard; T. Varnam and J. Osborn in Lombard Street.  
MDCCXVII. [1717] 
 
119.           ESTC N18303 
. . . The third edition.  London: Printed for Christopher Brown, and sold by the following booksellers; Mr. 
Knapton, Mr. Knaplock, Mr. Wilkin, Mr. Tooke, Mr. Clark, Mr. Betsworth, Mr. Bowyer, Mr. Innis, Mr. Taylor, 
Mr. Osbourn, Mr. King, and Mr. Nicks.  M.DCC.XXI [1721] 
 
 
120.           ESTC N30554 
. . . The fourth edition.  London: Printed for Christopher Brown, and sold by the following booksellers; Mr. 
Knapton, Mr. Tooke, Mr. Betsworth, Mr. Robinson, Mr. Bowyer, Mr. W. and J. Innis, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Hazard, 
and Mrs. Nicks.  1723 
 
121.           ESTC T190727 
. . . The fifth edition.  London: Printed for Christopher Browne, and sold by the following booksellers: Mr. 
Knapton, Mr. Wilkin, Mr. Bettesworth, Mr. Innis, Mr. Osbourn, Mr. Robinson, and Mr. Rivington.  
MDCCXXVII. [1727] 
 
122.           ESTC N18321 
. . . The seventh edition.  London: Printed for C. Browne, and sold by Mes. Knapton, Mes. Bettesworth and 
Hitch, Mes. Innys and Manby, Mes. Ward and Wicksteed, Mr. Longman, Mr. Motte, and Mr. Parker.  
MDCCXXXCV [1735] 
 
Copies have been found with the same title paged dated MDCCXXVI [1736]; should one of these be the 
missing London sixth edition? 
 
123.           ESTC T222281 
. . . The eighth edition.  London: Printed for John and Paul Knapton, in Ludgate-Street, MDCCXLVII. [1747] 
 
 IRISH EDITION 
124.          ESTC T222278 
. . . The sixth edition.  Dublin: Printed for George Grierson, Printer to the King’s Most Excellent Majesty, at the 
King’s Arms and two Bibles in Essex Street, MDCCXXXVI [1736] 
 
The maps in this Irish edition are close copies from the English, but instead of repeating the plate number at the 
bottom of the map, this series runs alphabetically, A-EE. 
 
 
125.           ESTC T147320 
Geographiae veteris scriptores graeci minores.  Cum dissertatione in Dionysium, annotationibus &c. Vol.IV 
Oxoniae, E Theatro Sheldoniano, MDCCXII [1712]    
 
[vol.I, 1698; vol. II, 1702; vol. III, 1712; maps only in vol. IV.]   
 
NOTE: All maps were used previously in Dionysius Periegetes Orbis descriptio; all dedications have been 






Libyae seu Africae tabula Dionysio et Eustathio accommodata  /pag.30 
(TR,inl)  /Harris sculp. (BR,inl) 
 






Europae tabula antiqua Dionysio et Eustathio accommodata  /(pag.48) 
(TL,bbr)  /Harris sculp (BL,inl) 
 






Graeciae tabula antiqua Dionysio et Eustathio accomodata  /pa 62: 
(TL,bbr)  /Harris sculp. (BR,bbr) 
 






Asiae tabula antiqua Dionsio et Eustathio accommodata  /pag. 115 
(TL,ab) 
 




126.         ESTC P6361  
 
The Geographical magazine; or, The universe displayed.  Containing a geographical, historical...description of 
all the empires, kingdoms...forming a complete system of geography.    London: Printed for the Proprietors, and sold by 
R. Butters, No. 79, Fleet-street; Symonds, Pater-noster-Row; and all other booksellers.  1790.  3v.  [should be more? 








A map of Spain, and Portugal, drawn from the latest and best 
authorities.  /London Publish'd as the Act directs 31st Nov. 1790 by R. 
Butters, Fleet street (BC,bb) 
 






A chart of the harbour and bay of Cadiz, shewing the soundings at low 
water mark. 
 






A plan of the town and fortifications of Gibraltar  /Jn. Lodge sculp. 
(BR,bb) 
 








A new map of Italy and Sardinia from the best authorities 
 








Germany, with the Seven United Provinces, from the latest and best 
authorities. 
 
34 x 38 
 
 
127.          ESTC N16942 
Geography for youth, or, A plain and easy introduction to the science of geography, for the use of young 
gentlemen and ladies... Illustrated by eight maps, on which are delineated the new discoveries made by...Byron...Wallis, 
Carteret and Cooke.    London: Printed for T. Lowndes, No. 77 Fleet Street, M,DCC,LXXXII. [1782]  
   
 
NOTE: maps of Europe, Asia, Africa and America same plates as in Demarville, Young Lady's Geography, 







A correct map of the World drawn from the best discoveries. by J. 
Prockter. 
 







A correct map of Europe, from the best authorities.  /J. Gibson sculpt. 
(BR,bb) 
 






A new map of Ireland, 1780.  J. Cary sculpt. 
 






A map of Scotland 1781  /J. Cary sculp (bca) 
 






A map of England and Wales 1781. 
 






A correct map of Asia, from the best authorities  /J. Gibson sculp: 
(BR,bb) 
 






A correct map of Africa, from the best authorities  /J. Gibson sculp: 
(Br,BB) 
 






A new and accurate map of America. from the latest discoveries  /J. 
Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) 
 
21 x 16 
 
128.          ESTC T133503 
Geography for youth... Illustrated by twelve maps...third edition...    London, printed for W. Lowndes, No. 77 
Fleet Street.  M.DCC.LXXXVII [1787]    
NOTE: 10 maps, 2 diagrams.  Six maps same as 1782 edition; four new maps added, marked with *.  







A correct map of the World...   Same plate as 1782 edition, with tracks 
of explorers added. 
 







Map of a country exemplified 
 






A correct map of Europe...  Same plate as 1782 edition 
 






A new map of Ireland...  Same plate as 1782 edition 
 






A new and accurate map of Scotland from the latest observations  
/Palmer scu (BR,bb) 
  Inset: [Shetland islands] 
 






A new & accurate map of England and Wales, from the best surveys  
/Palmer sculp (BR,bb) 
 






A correct map of Asia...  Same plate as 1782 edition 
 














A map of Africa, from Cape Blanco, to the coast of Angola 
 
19 x 25 
 
 






A new and accurate map of America...  Same plate as 1782 edition 
 
21 x 16 
 
 
129.          ESTC T133501 
Geography for youth...fourth edition, considerably enlarged, corrected and improved.    London: Printed for W. 
Lowndes, No. 77 Fleet-Street. 1790.      






A map of the World agreeable to the latest authorities.  /J. Cary sculpt. 
(BC) 
 







Map of a country exemplified  (same plate as 1787 ed?) 
 






A map of Europe agreeable to the latest authorities  /J. Cary sculpt. 
(BR,bb) 
 






A new map of Ireland, 1789.  /Hatchett sc. (BR,bb) 
 






A new map of Scotland, 1789. 
 






A new map of England, 1789.  /Hatchett c. (BR,bb) 
 






A map of Asia, agreeable to the latest authorities.  /J. Cary sculpt 
(BR,bb) 
 






A map of Africa, agreeable to the latest authorities.  /J. Cary sculpt. 
(BR.bb) 
 






...Africa from Cape Blanco...  Same plate as 1787 edition 
 






A map of North America agreeable to the latest discoveries /J.  Cary 
sculpt (BR,bb) 
 






A map of South America,agreeable to the latest authorities.  /J. Cary 
sculpt. (BR,bb) 
 
22 x 18 
 
 
130.          ESTC T85674 
Geography for youth... A new edition, considerably enlarged, corrected and improved.    London  Printed for W. 
Lownde No. 76 Fleet-Street. 1797.     
 
NOTE: this edition has 17 maps; the six new maps are marked with an asterisk.  The 11 others are from same 






























Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Holland, Germany, with the countries 
depending thereon Prussia, Poland, and Turky in Europe.  /Pubished 
October 1st. 1795, by W. Lowndes (BC,bb) 
 






Russia in Europe with part of the Russian territories in Asia.  /Publish'd 
October 1st. 1795, by W. Lowndes.  (BC,bb) 
 
33 x 26 




   [6]* 
fp 90 France, Switzerland, Portugal Spain, Italy, and the British Isles.  
/Publish'd October 1st. 1795, by W. Lowndes.  (BC,bb) 






A new map of France and the conquered countries divided into 91 
departments. 
 






































East Indies from the best authorities. 
 






































West Indies from the best authorities. 
 
19 x 23 
 





131.          
 
Gordon, James Bentley        ESTC T114638 
Terraquea; or, A new system of geography and modern history.    London: Printed for the author.  Sold by c. 
Dilly; and in Dublin by William Porter, Skinner Row.  M,DCC,XC. [1790] 
 
NOTE:  No complete copy seen?  Not sure what standard corpus of maps should be; seems to be 
primarily a Dublin imprint. Usually in three volumes?  Variant maps found for Spain and World .  






The World with the latest discoveries 
 






A new map of Spain designed for the present state of Spain 
 











132.           
Gordon, James Bentley        ESTC T12519 
Terraquea; or, A new system of geography and modern history.  The second edition.  Dublin: Printed for the 








The World with the latest discoveries  (same plate as 1790 edition?  
Variant seen:  A map of the World corrected by ye latest observations 
 /I. Gwim scul. (BR,inl) 
 
25 x 48 
 
















Italy  Switzerland  and Germany 
 








The British Islands.  /to face page 1: (TR,ab) 
 






A map of Ireland principally intended to shew the position of the 
chief groups of mountains and the courses of the greater rivers.  
Copied with some additions from Beaufort's small map, by 
permission.  /to face page 334 (TR,ab) 
 
33 x 23 
 
Note: ESTC T125191 seems to be made of volumes from this and previous entry 
 
 
Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703? 
 
NOTE: Gordon's geography was published in 20 editions, from 1693-1754 in London.  Several Irish editions 
have been located between 1739 and 1760.  During this time, three sets of maps were used.  The original maps, 
dating back to the first edition of 1693, originally appeared in Robert Morden's Geography rectified, and were 
used for all editions until 1722.  With that edition, the 9th, a new set of maps by John Senex was introduced and 
these maps were used for 9th-19th editions, 1722-1749.  In attempting to recoup the market lost by this time to 
Thomas  Salmon’s New geographical and historical grammar , a new set of maps by Emanuel Bowen was 




Gordon, Patrick        ESTC N1379 
 Geography anatomiz'd: or, The geographical grammar.  Being a short and exact analysis of the whole body of 
modern geography after a new and curious method... I. A general view of the terraqueous globe... II. A particular view of 
the terraqueous globe... The third edition...    London: Printed for Robert Morden, Thomas Cockerill, and Ralph Smith; 








A new map of ye World by Robt. Morden  /[blank cartouche, BC,bh] 
 






Europe by Robt. Morden  /Pa.59. (TR,inl) 
 






Sweden & Norway by Robt. Morden  /Pag.61 (TR,ab) 
 






Moscovie or Russie  /Page.73. (TR,bbr) 
 






France  /Pag.79. (TL,inl) 
 






A new map of Germany by Robt. Morden.  /Pa.95. (TR,inl) 
 






Poland by Robt. Morden  /Page.125 (TR,bbr) 
 






A new map of Hispania and Portugallia by Robt. Morden  /Pag.53 
(TR,inl) 
 






Italy.  by Rob. Mordon [sic] 
 






Turky in Europe by R. Morden  /Pag.165 (TL,bbr) 
 






Scotiae nova descriptio per. Robert Morden  /Pa. 187 (TR,inl) 
 






England by Robt. Morden  /Pa.197 (TR,inl) 
 






Ireland.  by Rob. Morden.  /P.211 (TR,bbr) 
 






Asia a new description by Robt. Morden  /Page 237. (TR,inl) 
 






Africa by R. Morden  /Pag.293. (TR,inl) 
 






America by R. Morden  /Page.333 (TL,ab) 
 












Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC N7003 
Geography anatomiz'd...The fourth edition corrected, and somewhat enlarg'd...    London: Printed for B. and J. 
Sprint, John Nicholson and S. Burroughs in Little Britain; Andr. Bell at the Cross-Keys and Bible in Cornhil and R. 
Smith under the Royal-Exchange, 1704. 
 
All maps same as 3rd edition, except that the small blank cartouche in the World map now has "Page 86 & 87" 




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC N7004 
Geography anatomiz'd... The fifth edition...    London: Printed for John Nicholson, John Sprint, and S. 
Burroughs in Little Britain; Andr. Bell at the Cross-Keys and Bible in Cornhil, and R. Smith under the Royal-Exchange, 
1708.      




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC N7008 
Geography anatomiz'd...The sixth edition...    London, Printed for J. Nicholson, J. and B. Sprint, and S. 
Burroughs, in Little Britain; Andr. Bell, at the Cross-Keys and Bible in Cornhil, and R. Smith under the Royal-Exchange, 
1711. 
 
15 of 16 maps same as 4th and 5th editions; the map of England has been recut.  It looks very similar in size and 




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC T1303 
Geography anatomiz'd...The seventh edition...    London, Printed for J. Nicholson, J. and B. Sprint, and S. 
Burroughs in Little Britain; Andr. Bell, at the Cross-Keys and Bible in Cornhil, and R. Smith under the Royal Exchange, 
1716.     




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC N7010 
 Geography anatomiz'd... The eighth edition...    London, Printed for J. and B. Sprint and S. Burroughs, in Little 
Britain; R. Knaplock, and D. Midwinter, in St. Paul's Church-Yard; Andrew Bell, and R. Smith in Cornhil; and R. 
Cruttenden in Cheapside.  1719.  
 




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC T114290 
 Geography anatomiz'd... The ninth edition... And a set of new maps by Mr. Senex...  London: Printed by S. 
Palmer for R. Knaplock, J. and B. Sprint, S. Burroughs, D. Midwinter, A. Bettesworth, R. Ford, A. Ward and J. Clark.  






A new and correct map of the World from the latest observations.  
 
12 x 29 
 
 






Europe according to the latest observations  /front page 59 (TR,inl) 
 






A new map of Scandinavia containing ye kingdoms of Sweden, 
Denmark & Norway  /front.Page 60 (TR,inl) 
 






A new map of Moscovy from the latest observations  /front Page 75 
(TR,inl) 
 






A new map of France from the latest observations  /front Page 81 
(BL,inl) 
 






A new map of Germany from the latest observations 
 






A new map of Poland from the latest obserns.  /front Page 137 (TR,bbr) 
 






A new map of Spain & Portugal from the latest observatio.   
 






A new map of Italy from the latest observns. 
 






A new map of Turky in Europe from the latest observa.  /front Page 
179 (TR,bbr) 
 






A new map of Scotland from the latest observa.  /front Page 192 
(BR,inl) 
 






A new map of England from the latest observations.  /front page 202 
(TL,inl) 
 






A new map of Ireland from the latest observations.  /front Page 218 
(TR,inl) 
 






Asia according to the latest observations  /front Page 246 (TR,inl) 
 






Africa according to the latest observations  /front page 302 (TR,inl) 
 






North America according to the latest observations  /front Page 342 
(TR,inl) 
 






South America according to the latest observations  /front Page 369 
(BR,inl) 
 




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC N18489 
Geography anatomiz'd...The tenth edition...    London: Printed for R. Knaplock, J. and B. Sprint, S. Burroughs, 
D. Midwinter, A. Bettesworth, J. Brotherton, R. Ford, A. Ward, and J. Clark.  MDCCXXV [1725]   
    
17 maps; all same as 9th edition. 
 
141. 
Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC N30567 
Geography anatomiz'd...The eleventh edition...    London: Printed for J. & J. Knapton, R. Knaplock, J. and B. 
Sprint, D. Midwinter, A. Bettesworth, J. Osborn and T. Longman, J. Brotherton, R. Ford, A. Ward, and J. Clarke. 
MDCCXXVIII [1728] 






Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC T113411 
Geography anatomiz'd... The twelfth edition...    London: Printed for J. and J. Knapton, R. F. Knaplock, D. 
Midwinter, A. Bettesworth, B. Sprint, J. Osborn and T. Longman, J. Brotherton, R. Ford, A. Ward, and J. Clark.  
MDCCXXX [1730]    
 




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC T106461 
Geography anatomiz'd... The thirteenth edition...    London: Printed for J.J. and P. Knapton, R. Knaplock, D. 
Midwinter and A. Ward, A. Bettesworth and C. Hitch, B. Sprint, J. Osborn and T. Longman, J. Brotherton, R. Ford, and 
J. Clarke.  MDCCXXXIII [1733]  
 




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC T113291 
Geography anatomiz'd... The fourteenth edition...    London: Printed for J.J. and P. Knapton, D. Midwinter, A. 
Bettesworth and C. Hitch, B. Sprint, A. Ward, S. Birt, T. Longman, J. Brotherton, R. Ford, and J. Clarke.  DCCXXXV 
[1735]    
 




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC T121898 
Geography anatomiz'd... The fifteenth edition...    London: Printed for J. and P. Knapton, D. Midwinter, A. 
Bettesworth and C. Hitch, B. Sprint, A. Ward, S. Birt, T. Longman, J. Brotherton, R. Ford, and J. Clarke.  
M.DCC.XXXVII. [1737]              
 




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC T113096 
  Geography anatomiz'd... The sixteenth edition...    London: Printed for D. Midwinter, A. Ward, J. and P. 
Knapton, S. Birt, T. Longman, J. Clarke (Exchange), C. Hitch, J. Brotherton, J. Hodges, T. Cooper, and the Executrix of 
R. Ford.  M.DCC.XL. [1740] 
 
17 maps, all same as 9th and subsequent editions; the following wording has been added to the World 
map, below join of the two hemispheres: The best Globes of 3,9,12,17,27 Inch Diamr. from ye latest 
Observations & Discoveries. Made & sold by John Senex F.R.S. against St. Dunstans Church in 











Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC N1378 
Geography anatomiz'd... The seventeenth edition...    London: Printed for D. Midwinter, A. Ward, J. and P. 
Knapton, J. Brotherton, J. Clarke (Exchange), S. Birt, T. Longman, C. Hitch, R. Hett, J. Hodges, T. Cooper, and J. 
Davidson.  M.DCC.XLI. [1741]  
 




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC T143368 
Geography anatomiz'd... The eighteenth edition...    London: Printed for A. Ward, J. and P. Knapton, J. 
Brotherton, J. Clarke (Exchange), S. Birt, T. Longman, C. Hitch, R. Hett, J. Hodges, M. Cooper, J. Davidson, and J. 
Rivington.  M.DCC.XLIV. [1744]   
 




Gordon, Patrick, d. 1703?       ESTC T113728 
Geography anatomiz'd... The nineteenth edition...    London: Printed for J. and P. Knapton, J. Brotherton, J. 
Clarke, S. Birt, T. Longman, C. Hitch, R. Hett, J. Hodges, M. Cooper, J. Davidson, J. and J. Rivington, and J. Ward.  
M.DCC.XLIX. [1749]  
 




Gordon, Patrick, b. 1703?       ESTC T113290 
Geography anatomiz'd...The twentieth edition...With a new set of maps ingraved on a larger scale by Emanuel 
Bowen, geographer to his Majesty...    London: Printed for J. and P. Knapton, J. Brotherton, J. Clarke, S. Birt, D. 
Browne, T. Longman, C. Hitch, J. Hodges, J. Shuckburgh, J. and J. Rivington, J. Ward, J. Wren, and M. Cooper.  






An accurate map of the World according to the best authorities 
including some late discoveries.  by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His 
Majesty  /G. Rollos sculp. (BL) 
 







An accurate map of Europe.  Laid down from the best authorities.  by 
E. Bowen geogr. to His Majesty 
 






An accurate map of Scandinavia containing Sweden, Denmark and 
Norway by Eman. Bowen geogr. to His Majesty  G. Rollos sculp. 
  Inset: Spitzbergen or East Greenland 
 






An accurate map of Moscovy or Russia in Europe.  Drawn from the 
best authorities by Eman. Bowen geogr. to His Majesty 
 






An accurate map of France.  Drawn from the best authorities by E. 
Bowen geogr. to His Majesty  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,inl) 
 






The VII United Provinces, with the Dutch, Austrian & French 
Netherlands; from the best authorities by Eman. Bowen geogr. to His 
Majesty 
 
18 x 22 
    
 
 
[7] fp 112 An accurate map of Germany, divided into its circles from the best 
authorities.  by Eman. Bowen geogr. to His Majesty.  /G. Rollos sculp. 
(BL,inl) 






An accurate map of Poland, Prussia & Lithuania. from the best 
authorities.  by E. Bowen geogr. to His Majesty 
 






An accurate map of Spain and Portugal laid down from the best 
authorities by E. Bowen geogr. to His Majesty 
 






An accurate map of Italy laid down from the best authorities by Eman. 
Bowen geogr. to His Majesty  /G. Rollos sculp. (BR,inl) 
 






An accurate map of Turkey in Europe with Hungary, Transilvania and 
Little Tartary.  by Eman. Bowen geogr. to His Majesty  /G. Rollos 
sculp. (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of Sth. Britain or England & Wales laid down from 
the best authorities by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His Majesty  /Thos. 
Bowen sculp. (BR,bb) 
 






An accurate map of Scotland or Nth. Britain drawn from the best 
authorities by Eman. Bowen geogrphr. to His Majesty. 
 






An accurate map of Ireland.  Drawn from the best authorities by E. 
Bowen geogr. to His Majesty  /G. Rollos sculp. (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of Asia, according to the best authorities by E. Bowen 
geogr. to His Majesty 
 






An accurate map of China.  Laid down from late surveys by Eman. 
Bowen geogr. to His Majesty 
 






An accurate map of Turky in Asia Arabia &c. drawn from the best 
authorities by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His Majesty.  /G. Rollos sculp. 
(BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of the East Indies laid down from the best authorities. 
 by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His Majesty.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of Africa drawn from the best authorities by E. 
Bowen geogr. to His Majesty  /G. Rollos sculp.  (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of North. America drawn from the best authorities by 
E. Bowen geogr. to His Majesty  /G. Rollos sculp. (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of South America drawn from the best authorities by 
Eman. Bowen geogr. to His Majesty 
 






An accurate map of the West Indies drawn from the latest and most 
approved maps & charts by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His Majesty 
 















Gordon, Patrick, b. 1703?       ESTC T184979 
Geography anatomiz'd... The fifteenth edition...a set of new maps, by Mr. Senex...    Dublin: Printed by R. 
Reilly, on Corkhill, for G. Risk, G. Ewing, W. Smith, and P. Crampton, in Damestreet, and G. Faulkner, in Essex-street, 
booksellers.  M DCC XXXIX. [1739] 
 
17 maps.  With the exception of the map of Europe, which has a decorative cartouche, all the maps are 
line-for-line copies of the English Senex maps, including titles, but are not from same plates.  Page 
numbers have been corrected to match new locations, as noted below.  The copies must have been 













































































































































Gordon, Patrick, b. 1703?       ESTC T127541 
Geography anatomiz'd... The sixteenth edition...    Dublin: Printed by Oli. Nelson, in Skinner Row, for G. Risk, 
G. Ewing, W. Smith, and P. Crampton, in Dame-street, and G. Faulkner, in Essex Street, booksellers.  MDCCXLVII. 
[1747]     
 







Gordon, Patrick, b. 1703?       ESTC ?? 
Geography anatomiz'd...The twentieth edition...    Dublin: Printed for Jane Grierson, in Dame-street.  
M,DCC,LX. [1760]       
 




Gordon, William.        ESTC T161133 
A new geographical grammar, and complete gazetteer... Embellished with... a new set of maps...    Edinburgh: 
Printed for Alexander Guthrie, No. 25, South Bridge Street.  Anno 1789. 
ESTC N20277 
Variant imprint: Edinburgh: Printed for Martin, McDowall and Company.  Sold by the booksellers in the 






The World from the best authorities  /I. Beugo sculpt. (BC,bh) 
 







Europe from the best authorities.  /Engrav'd for Gordon's new 
Geographical Grammar (TC,ab) 
 






Scotland with the roads from the latet surveys  /I Beugo sculp. (BR,bb) 
 






England and Wales with the roads from the latest surveys  /I. Beugo sc. 
(BR,bb) 
 






Ireland with the roads  /Engrav'd... (as # 2) 
 






Asia from the best authorities  /Engrav'd... (as #2) 
 






East Indies from the best authorities 
 






Africa from the best authorities  I. Beugo sc.  
 






North America from the best authorities I Beugo scult.  /Engrav'd... (as 
#2) 
 














South America from the best authorities 
 





 EDITIONS OF THE NEW GEOGRAPHICAL, HISTORICAL, AND COMMERCIAL GRAMMAR 
 
This publication had a long life, going through eighteen London, at least three Irish, and one Scottish 
edition in the 18th-century and continuing with several more in the 19th.  Guthrie seems to have 
published it in two forms: a one-volume edition with small maps and a two-volume edition with large 
maps, although two-volume editions with the small maps exist.  Over the years the Grammar 
increased in size, and became unwieldy in a one-volume format.  Apparently a title-page was made 
available so that the work could be split into two volumes, in which case the pagination was 
continuous.  The maps in the "normal" two-volume edition were later used in the quarto editions of the 




Guthrie, William, 1708-1770.       ESTC T149699 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar; and present state of the several kingdoms of the 
world... Illustrated with a new and correct set of maps, engraved by Mr. Kitchin.    London: Printed for J. Knox, at No. 






The World, from the best authorities.  /T. Kitchin sculp: (BR) 
 







Europe from the best authorities.  /T. Kitchin sculp: (BL,bb) 
 






Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland.  /T. Kitchin sculp: BR,inl) 
 Inset: [Spitsbergen] 
 






Russia or Moscovy in Europe.  /T. Kitchin sculp. (BR,bb) 
 






Scotland from the best authorities.  /T. Kitchin sculp: (BR,bb) 
 






England from the best authorities.  /T. Kitchin sculp: (BR,bb) 
 






Ireland from the best authorities.  /T. Kitchin sculp: (BR,bb) 
 






France, by T. Kitchin. 
 






Germany by Thos. Kitchin. 
 






Poland, Lithuania and Prussia.   /T. Kitchin sculp. (BR,bb) 
 






Spain and Portugal by Thos. Kitchin 
 






Italy by Thos. Kitchin. 
 






Asia. from the best authorities.  /T. Kitchin sculp: (BL,bb) 
 














Africa, from the best authorities.  /T. Kitchin sculpsit. (BL,bb) 
 

































Guthrie, William        ESTC T68979 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar...  Illustrated with a new and correct set of large 
maps, engraved by Mr. Kitchin, geographer.  The second edition, in two volumes...  London: Printed for J. Knox, at No. 
148, near Somerset-House, in the Strand.  M XCC LXXI. [1771]         
   









A new map of the World, drawn from the latest and best authorities, 
by Thos. Kitchin. 1771.  /Engrav'd for Guthries new Geographical 
Grammar (BC,bh) 
 







Europe drawn from the latest and best authorities by Thos. Kitchin.  
/Engraved for Guthries new Geographical Grammar.  (TC,ab) 
 






Scotland with the roads from the latest surveys by Thos. Kitchin.  
/Engrav'd... (as #2) 
 






England and Wales with the roads, from the latest survey's [sic].  
/Engrav'd... (as #2) 
 






Ireland with the roads, from the latest survey's [sic].  By Thos. 
Kitchin.  /Engrav'd ... (as # 2) 
 







Asia, drawn from the latest and best authorities, by Thos. Kitchin.  
/Engrav'd...(as above) 
 






Africa, drawn from the latest and best authorities by Thos. Kitchin.  
/Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






North America drawn from the latest & best authorities by Thos. 
Kitchin.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






West Indies, drawn from the latest & best authorities, by Thos. 
Kitchin.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






South America, drawn from the latest and best authorities,  
/Engraved... (as above) 
 




Guthrie, William.        ESTC T68980 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The third edition, improved and enlarged;  The 
astronomical part by James Ferguson, F.R.S.    London: Printed for J. Knox, at No. 148, near Somerset-House, in the 
Strand.  M DCC LXXI. [1771]  
 







Hungary &c. with Turky in Europe.  /T. Kitchin sculp (BR,bb) 
 







Guthrie, William.        ESTC T68982 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The fourth Edition...    London: Printed for J. Knox, 
No. 148, near Somerset-House, in the Strand.  MDCCLXXIV.  [1774] 
 




Guthrie, William.        ESTC N20137 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... A new edition...    London: Printed for J.  
Knox; and sold by E. and C. Dilly, in the Poultry; and G. Robinson, Pater Noster Row. MDCCLXXVI [1776] 2v. 
 





Guthrie, William.        ESTC?? 
  A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... A new edition...    London, J. Knox, and 
sold by E. and C. Dilly and G. Robinson, 1776.  2v., 10 maps. 
 
NOTE: only LC copy seen: vol. 1 dated 1774; vol. 2 says fifth edition.  All maps same as 2 vol. 
edition of 1771 - the large plates - and all at same locations.  No other copy found answering this 
description. 
    
          
161. 
 
Guthrie, William        ESTC T186621 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... A new edition...    London: Printed for John Knox, 
Edward and Charles Dilly, and George Robinson, 1777.  
 





Guthrie, William.        ESTC T68986 
 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... with a correct set of maps, engraved by Mr. Kitchin... The 
sixth edition...    London: Printed for Edward and Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and George Robinson, Pater-noster-Row, 
MDCCLXXIX.  [1779] 
   







A new map of the World, drawn from the latest authorities by Thos. 
Kitchin. 
 







Europe drawn from the best authorities by T. Kitchin 
 






Sweden Denmark & Norway.  Drawn from the best authorities by T. 
 










Russia or Moscovy in Europe drawn from the latest authorities, by 
Thos. Kitchin geor. 
 






Scotland drawn from the best authorities by Thos. Kitchin. 
 






England and Wales drawn from the best authorities by Thos. Kitchin. 
 






Ireland drawn from the latest authorities by Thos. Kitchin geor. 
 






France drawn from the latest authorities by Thos. Kitchin geor. 
 






Germany drawn from the latest authorities, by Thos. Kitchin geor. 
 






Poland Lithuania and Prussia drawn from the latest authorities: by 
Thos. Kitchin geogr. 
 






Spain and Portugal drawn from the latest authorities, by Thos. 
Kitchin geor. 
 






Italy drawn from the best authorities by Thos. Kitchin geogr. 
 






Turky in Europe & Hungary 
 






Asia drawn from the best authorities by T. Kitchin. 
 






East Indies from the best authorities by Thos. Kitchin geor. 
 






Africa drawn from the latest authorities, by Thos. Kitchin geor. 
 






North America drawn from the best authorities by T. Kitchin. 
 






West Indies from the best authorities by Thos. Kitchin geor. 
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South America drawn from the best authorities by T. Kitchin. 
 





Guthrie, William.        ESTC N20122 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The seventh edition...    London, Printed for Charles 
Dilly, in the Poultry; and George Robinson, in Pater-noster Row.  MDCCLXXXII. [1782]   
    





 A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar...with a new and correct set of large maps... A new 
edition...    London: Printed for J. Knox, in Paternoster Row. M DCC LXXXIII [1783] 2v. 
 
NOTE: This edition is a puzzle.  Is the date a misprint for 1773? 1778?  It is a two-volume work, with the large 
maps, but the date is problematical.  Knox apparently left London to retire to Scotland ca. 1777.  There are no 
books with his imprint after this date.  Also, he does not appear in any of the directories as having been located 
in Paternoster Row, but George Robinson, who took over the publication of Guthrie's Grammar with Edward 
and Charles Dilley, did. (See Maxted, p. 191) 
 
 
(copy found only at St. Andrews; not on ESTC.  Is this title-page an error, later corrected, for the 2nd 
ed. of 1771?  On pg. [490] is found "A new edition, being the third, of this Book, neatly printed in one 
large Octavo Volume, illustrated with a Set of small maps..."  Same as on pg [490] of 2d ed., 1771 and 





Guthrie, William.        ESTC T186612 
 A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The eighth edition...    London, Printed for Charles 
Dilly, in the Poultry; and George Robinson, in Pater-noster Row. 1783. 
 
NOTE:  19 maps.  All from same plates as 6th and 7th editions, but with cartouches "modernized", i.e. 






Guthrie, William.        ESTC T127429 
 A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The ninth edition...    London, Printed for Charles 
Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G.J. and J. Robinson, in Pater-noster Row.  1785.     
     
 
NOTE: 19 maps, all same as 8th edition; again, locations vary as text has been greatly enlarged.  Maps 
now at: t-p, 59, 61, 116, 148, 198, 417, 445, 490, 537, 564, 597, 626, 635, 678, 726, 777, 822, 839.   
ESTC N20126 
This edition also exists in a two-volume set; maps are all same as the one-volume edition, but there are two title-





Guthrie, William.        ESTC T68987 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The tenth edition...    London, Printed for Charles 
Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G.J. and J. Robinson, in Pater-noster Row.  1787.     
     
 
NOTE: 19 maps, all from same plates and same locations as 9th ed., but now all the cartouches have 
been completely erased and reengraved, with simple, oval cartouche frame.  Although maps are still 





Guthrie, William.        ESTC N50833 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The eleventh edition...    London,  Printed for 
Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G.J. and J. Robinson, in Pater-noster-Row.  1788.    
      








Guthrie, William.        ESTC N20135 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The twelfth edition...    London, Printed for Charles 
Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G.J. and J. Robinson, in Pater-noster Row.  MDCCXC. [1790]   
     
 
NOTE:  22 maps; three new maps added, nos. 9, 12, and 22.  On the remaining 19 maps, from the same plates 
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The Seven United Provinces, & Netherlands, from the latest 
authorities.  /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb)  /Page 473. (TL,ab) 
 






















Switzerland, with its subjects, & allies.  /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb)  
/Page 557. (TL,ab) 
 















































































A chart of the World, shewing the latest discoveries of Capt. Cook.  
/Page 867. (TL,ab)  /Engrav'd for Guthrie's new System of 
Geography (TC,ab) 
 







NOTE: This edition also exists in two volumes.  Maps all same, the volumes varying only in being divided at 
the end of the section on Ireland, and in having separate title-pages.  The division is deliberate, not due to a 





Guthrie, William.        ESTC N20131 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The thirteenth edition...    London, Printed for 
Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G.J. and J. Robinson, in Pater-noster Row.  MDCCXCII. [1792]  
      
 









Guthrie, William.        ESTC T68988 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... Illustrated with a correct set of maps... The 
fourteenth edition, corrected and considerably enlarged.    London: Printed for Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G. 
and J. Robinson, in Pater-noster Row.  MDCCXCIV. [1794]       
   
NOTE: The first appearance of a new set of maps.  A note in the advertisement, before the Preface, 







Map of the World from the best authorities.  /Engraved by B. Baker 
Islington (BC,bh) 
 







Europe from the best authorities.  /Russell del. et sculp. (bca) 
 






Sweden  Denmark, Norway, and Finland. from the best authorities  
/Russel del: et sculpt. (bca)  /Page 61 (TR,ab) 
  Inset: Iceland Isle drawn to the same scale. 
 






Northern part of Russia, or, Muscovy in Europe. 
 






Southern part of Russia, or, Muscovy in Europe. 
 






Scotland from the best authorities.  /Russell del: et sculp: (BL,bb) 
 






England and Wales from the best authorities.  /Russell delint. et 
sculpt. (bca)  /Page 198 (TR,ab) 
 






Ireland from the best authorities.  /Russell del: et sculp: (BL,bb) 
 






France divided into circles and departments.  /Russell del. et sculp: 
Grays Inn Lane Road. (BL,bb) 
 






The Seven United Provinces from the best authorities.  /Russell del. 
 
19 x 22 
 
 






Germany from the best authorities.  /B. Baker sc. Islington. (BR,bb) 
 






Netherlands, from the best authorities 
 






Poland shewing the claims of Russia, Prussia & Austria from the best 
authorities. 
 






Switzerland, with its subjects & allies from the best authorities. 
 






Spain and Portugal, from the best authorities.  /Russell delint. et 
sculpt. (bca) 
 






Italy from the best authorities.  /Russell del: et sculp: (bca) 
 






Turkey in Europe and Hungary  /Russell sculpt. (bca) 
 






Asia from the best authorities.  /Russell sculp. Grays Inn Lane Road 
(BL,bb) 
 






Hindostan, or India. from the best authorities. 
 






Africa from the best authorities.  /Russell delint. et sculpt. (bca) 
 






A general map of North America from the best authorities.  Russell 
sculpt. (bca) 
 






West Indies from the best authorities.  /Russell delin: et sculpt. (bca) 
 






South America from the best authorities.  /Russell del. et sculp: (bca) 
 






Chart of the World on Mercators projection  /B. Baker sculp. 
Islington (BR,bb) 
 
18 x 26 
 





Guthrie, William.        ESTC T68989 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The fifteenth edition...    London: Printed for 
Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G. and J. Robinson, in Pater-Noster Row.  MDCCXCV. [1795]  
      






The United States of America, according to the Treaty of Peace of 
1784.  /Russell del: et sculpt. (bca)  /Plate XXIII. (TL,ab) 
 




Guthrie, William.        ESTC N20128 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The sixteenth edition...    London: Printed for 
Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G. and J. Robinson, in Pater-noster-Row.  M.DCC.XCVI. [1796]  
      
NOTE: 25/26 maps (some copies seen have two maps of France); 24 maps same as 15th edition, two 
new plates added, and plate numbers have been added to all maps, as shown below.  Were plate 
numbers added to distinguish between eds. of 1795 and 1796?  Text seems exactly the same in both.  
 
 
The armillary sphere is plate II, causing discrepancy between plate #s and position #.  J. Russell's 







































































France  /Plate X* (TL,ab) 
Some copies had two maps of France at this location: 
France, divided into military governments.  /Russell sculp. (BR,bb)  


































Poland. from the best authorities.  /J. Russell del et sculp. (BR,bb)  
/Plate 14 (TR,ab)  
 














































































































Guthrie, William.        ESTC T68990 
 A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The seventeenth edition...    London: Printed for 
Charles Dilly, in the Poultry; and G.G. and J. Robinson, in Pater-noster Row.  1798.    
     
NOTE: 26/27 maps; some copies seen have new map of British Colonies in North America.  All other 
maps same as 16th edition.  Also, variation has been found on some plate numbers.  Some copies 







British Colonies in North America from the best authorities.  /J.C. 
Russell sculpt. (BR,bb)  /Published Novr. 22, 1797 by C. Dilly & 
G.G. & J. Robinson, London (BC,bb)  /Plate XXIII: (TL,ab) 
 




Guthrie, William.        ESTC T118337 
 A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar...  The eighteenth edition...    London: Printed for 
G.G. and J. Robinson, in Pater-noster Row; and J. Mawman (successor to Mr. Dilly) in the Poultry; by S. Hamilton, 
Falcon-court, Fleet-Street.  1800.  
 
NOTE: 27 maps, same as editions 1794+; Baker and Russell's names barely visible on many plates -































































































































Spain and Portugal.  Plate changed to XVII 
 
 
    
 
 




















































































 SCOTTISH EDITION 
176. 
 
Guthrie, William.        ESTC T137332 
 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The fifteenth edition [sic]...    Montrose: Printed for 
Da. Buchanan, & Jas. Morison, sold by them, J. Fairbairn, A. Constable, Edinburgh; W. Coke, Leith; J. Gillies, & J. 
Duncan, Glasgow; the booksellers of Dundee, Aberdeen, &c.  M,DCC,XCIX. [1799]  
ESTC N50066 
Variant imprint: Montrose: printed by and for David Buchanan, & James Morison, bookseller, Perth, 1799. 
 
NOTE: Some maps from same plates as those in Payne's (sometimes cataloged as Heron) Geography, q.v.  
Variant map of Africa seen, also copy with a map of Asia, not present in other copies seen.  In general, the 








A correct map of the world with the latest discoveries 1798.  /Neele 
sculp (TC.bh)  /Geographical Index (BC,bh)  
  Variant found in some copies: 
A correct map of the world with the latest discoveries 1799. 
 
17 x 27 
(plate size) 
 







An accurate map of Europe compiled from the best authorities. 1799  
(some copies have  /Neele sculp (bca)  /Geographical Index (BR,bb) 
 






Sweden Denmark Norway and Finland 
  Inset: Iceland drawn to the same scale 
 






Map of Russia engraved for the New System of Universal 
Geography.  Engraved for D. Ogilvy & son Holborn 1799 
 






A new map of Scotland from the best authorities 1798.  /Engraved for 
D. Ogilvy & son Holborn (bca) 
 








England and Wales from the best authorities.  /Engraved for D. 
Ogilvy & son Holborn (bca)  /McIntyre sculpt..[illeg.] (BR,bb) 
 






A correct map of Ireland from the best authorities 1798.  /Engraved 
for D. Ogilvy & son Holborn (bca) 
 






A new and accurate map of France, divided into departments  with 
the Netherlands part of Germany &c. comprehending the present seat 
of war.  Engraved for D. Ogilvy & son Holborn 
  Inset: Plan of Toulon &c. 
 






The Seven United Provinces from the best authorities Engraved for 
The General Magazine. 1795 
 






Germany  Engraved for D. Ogilvy & son Holborn 
 






A new map of Poland, Lithuania & Prussia. from the best authorities. 
1799.  /Eng'd for R. Morison & son booksellers Perth (bca) 
 






A new map of Spain and Portugal from the best authorities 1795.  
/Engraved for D. Ogilvy & son Holborn (bca) 
 






Modern chart of the Cisalpine Republic and maritime Austria. 
  In some copies seen, variant map here: 
Italy, engraved for D. Ogilby & son Holborn  
 
19 x 22 
 






A new map of Asia drawn from the best authorities 1799  (this map 
has also been found with 1796 date and  /Neele scul (TL) and 
/Geographical Index (BR,bb) 
 






Indostan  R. Viner sc  /Published by R. Morison & son Perth Octr. 
7th 1798. (BC,bb) 
 






A new map of Africa from the best authorities 1799 
 






An accurate map of North America with the new discoveries 1799  
/Engraved for D. Ogilvy & son Holborn (bca)  /Geographical Index. 
(BR,bb) 
 






A correct map of South America with the latest discoveries 1799 
 




















The Irish editions are difficult to discuss with any degree of certainty.  Four have been identified; three of these 
have been seen - 1771, 1780, and 1794 - only one of which has been seen in multiple copies (1794), one of 
which has not yet been located (1789), and one (1780) in which all maps were torn or missing in the only copy 
located.  The edition numbers given, except for 1771, do not jibe with those of the London editions of the same 
date, and it is not understood whether they represent a run of Irish editions which have not survived, or whether 




Guthrie, William.        ESTC N20123 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The second edition.    Dublin: Printed for J. 
Exshaw, B. Grierson, and J. Williams.  M DCC LXXI [1771]  
 
 Variant imprint: Printed for H. Saunders, and J. Potts. 1771   ESTC T203326 
 
NOTE: All maps in the copies seen are from same plates as 1754 edition of Patrick Gordon's Geography 
Anatomiz'd, not closely copied plates.  Bowen's name has been erased, but not that of G. Rollos.  Were plates 






An accurate map of the World according to the best authorities 
including some late discoveries.  /G. Rollos sculp (BL,bwh) 
 







An accurate map of Europe laid down from the best authorities. 
 






An accurate map of Scandinavia containing Sweden, Denmark and 
Norway 
  Inset: [Spitsbergen] 
 






An accurate map of Moscovy or Russia in Europe. drawn from the best 
authorities 
 






An accurate map of Scotland or Nth. Britain drawn from the best 
authorities 
 






An accurate map of Sth. Britain or England & Wales laid down from 
the best authorities  /Thos. Bowen sculp (BR,bb) 
 






An accurate map of Ireland drawn from the best authorities  /G. Rollos 
sculp (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of France drawn from the best authorities  /G. Rollos 
sculp (BR,inl) 
 






The VII United Provinces, with the Dutch, Austrian & French 
Netherlands; from the best authorities. 
 






An accurate map of Germany, divided into its circles from the best 
authorities. 
 






An accurate map of Poland Prussia & Lithuania from the best 
authorities. 
 






An accurate map of Spain and Portugal laid down from the best 
authorities. 
 








An accurate map of Italy laid down from the best authorities  /G. Rollos 
sculp (BR,inl) 
 






An accurate map of Turkey in Europe with Hungary, Transilvania and 
Little Tartary.  /G. Rollos sculp (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of Turky in Asia Arabia &c. drawn from the best 
authorities  /G. Rollos sculp (R of ca) 
 






An accurate map of Asia, according to the best authorities 
 






An accurate map of China laid down from late surveys 
 






An accurate map of the East Indies laid down from the best authorities  
/G. Rollos sculp (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of Africa drawn from the best authorities  /G. Rollos 
sculp (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of North. America drawn from the best authorities  
/G. Rollos sculp (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of the West Indies drawn from the latet and most 
approved maps & charts 
 






An accurate map of South America drawn from the best authorities 
 





Guthrie, William.        T212578 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... A new edition...    Dublin: Printed for James 
Williams, and John Exshaw, M,DCC,LXXX. [1780]   
 




Guthrie, William.        ESTC T186615 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... with a correct set of maps, engraved by Mr. 
Kitchin...The tenth edition, corrected.    Dublin: Printed for John Exshaw, No. 98, Grafton Street.  M,DCC,LXXXIX. 
[1789]     
 







A new map of the World drawn from the latest and best authorities, 
with all the new discoveries 1788.  /Engraved for John Exshaw No. 98 
Grafton Street Dublin. (BC,bh) 
 







A map of Europe 
 






Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland 
  Inset: [Spitsbergen] 
 






Russia, or Muscovy in Europe  D. Pomarede sculp. 
 
18 x 23 
    
 
 






England and Wales 
 






Ireland, divided into its provinces & counties from the best authorities. 
1788  [Could this be the Irish map referred to by Chambers?] 
 














The Seven United Provinces with the Austrian French and Dutch 
Netherlands. 
 






Germany  D. Pomarede sculp 
 






Poland Lithuania and Prussia 
 






Switzerland with its subjects & allies.  /Butler sculp (bca) 
 






Spain and Portugal 
 














Hungary with Turky in Europe 
 














Turky in Asia  /D. Pomarede sculpt.  (BL,bbr) 
 






















Africa  D. Pomarede sculp. 
 






A new & accurate map of North America 
 






















A chart of the World, showing the latest discoveries of Capt: Cook. 
 





Guthrie, William.        ESTC N69881 
A new geographical, historical, and commercial grammar... The thirteenth edition...    Dublin: Printed for John 
Exshaw, No. 98, Grafton-Street.  M,DCC,XCIV. [1794] 
 












 EDITIONS OF THE NEW SYSTEM OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY 
 
 
This publication is essentially the New Geographical, Historical, and Commercial Grammar in quarto with large maps.  
The first edition, in 1780, used nine of the ten maps which appeared in the 1771 two-volume edition of the 
Geographical...Grammar and added 11 others.  The only map from the earlier edition which was not used was that for 





Guthrie, William.         T206698 
A new system of modern geography: or, A geographical, historical, and commercial grammar; and present 
state of the several kingdoms of the world... A new edition, with great additions and improvements.  Illustrated with a set 
of large maps, engraved by Mr. Kitchin, &c.    London: Printed for C. Dilly, in the Poultry; and G. Robinson, Pater noster 
Row.  MDCCLXXX.  [1780] 







A new map of the World, drawn from the latest and best authorities, 
by Thos. Kitchin,  /Engrav'd for Guthries new Geographical 
Grammar (BC,bh) 
 







Europe drawn from the latest and best authorities by Thos. Kitchin.  
/Engraved for Guthries new Geographical Grammar  (TC,ab) 
 






Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland.  Corrected & improved 
from the best authorities, by J. Barber.  /Engrav'd... (as above)  
  Inset: Iceland Isle 
 






Russia or Moscovy in Europe.  Corrected & Improv'd from the best 
authorities, by J. Barber, geogr. 
 






Scotland with the roads, from the latest surveys by Thos. Kitchin.  
/Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






England and Wales with the roads from the latest survey's [sic]  
/Engrav'd... (as above)  
 






Ireland with the roads, from the latest survey's. [sic]  by Thos. 
Kitchin.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






France with the Netherlands corrected & improv'd from the best 
authorities, by John Barber geogr. 
 






Germany with the Seven United Provinces drawn from latest and best 
authorities by Thos. Kitchin hydrographer to his Majesty 
 






Poland, corrected & improv'd from the best authorities. by John 
Barber  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






Spain and Portugal drawn from the latest & best authorities by Thos. 
Kitchin, hydrographer to his Majesty.  /Engraved... (as above) 
 






Italy from the latest & best authorities by John Barber geogr. 
 
33 x 36 
    
 
 
[13] fp 520 Turky in Europe, & Hungary, corrected & improv'd from the best 
authorities by J. Barber, geogr. 






Asia, drawn from the latest and best authorities, by Thos. Kitchin.  
/Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






East Indies drawn from the latest and best authorities, by Thos. 
Kitchin hydrographer to his Majesty.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






Africa drawn from the latest and best authorities by Thos. Kitchin.  
/Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






North America drawn from the latest & best authorities by Thos. 
Kitchin.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






British dominions in America, drawn from the latest and best 
authorities by Thos. Kitchin, hydrographer to his Majesty.  
/Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






The West Indies drawn and engrav'd from the most approv'd maps 
and charts, by Thos. Kitchin geogr. hydrographer to his Majesty.  
/Engrav'd... (as above) 
 






South America, drawn from the latest and best authorities, by Thos. 
Kitchin.  /Engraved... (as above) 
 




Guthrie, William.        ESTC N21876 
A new system of modern geography... A new edition...    London: Printed for C. Dilly, in the Poultry; and G. 
Robinson, Pater noster Row.  MDCCLXXXII  [1782]  
 
NOTE: 20 maps, all same as first edition except map of West Indies, which is from an entirely new 






West Indies, drawn from the best authorities: and places astronomically 
laid down as publish'd by order of the Admiralty by J. Bayly, 
geographer, and engraver.  /Engraved... (as others) 
 
28 x 52 
183. 
 
Guthrie, William.        ESTC T138430 
A new system of modern geography... The third edition...    London, Printed for C. Dilly, in the Poultry; and 
G.G.J. and J. Robinson, Pater Noster Row.  MDCCLXXXVI. [1786] 
 
NOTE: First appearance of a new set of maps; in some copies seen the maps are bound separately as an atlas.  








A map of the World from the best authorities.  /Engrav'd for Guthries 
new System of Geography (TC)  /Publish'd as the Act directs June 15th 
1785 by C. Dilly & G. Robinson London. (BC) 
 







 An accurate map of Europe from the best authorities.  /Engrav'd... (as 
above)  /...January 1st 1785...    
  Inset: Spitsbergen, East & West Greenland and Iceland. 
 
34 x 37 
    
 
 
[3] fp 57 Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland, from the best authorities.  /W. 
Darton sc Tottenham (bca)  /Engrav'd...(as above)  /...January 1st 
1785... 






An accurate map of the Russian Empire both in Europe and Asia.  
/Engraved... (as above)  /... January 1st 1785... 
 






Scotland, with the principal roads from the best authorities.  
/Engrav'd... (as above)  /... January 1st 1785... 
 






An accurate map of England and Wales with the principal roads from 
the best authorities.  /W. Darton sc. Tottenham (BL,bb)  /Engrav'd... (as 
above)  /... January 1st 1785... 
 






Ireland divided into provinces and counties from the best authorities.  
/Engrav'd... (as above)  /... January 1st 1785... 
 






France, divided into its military governments, with the Netherlands, 
from the best authorities.  /Engrav'd... (as above)  /... May 23rd 1785.. 
 






The Seven United Provinces of Holland Groningen Gelders Friesland 
Overyssel Utrecht and Zealand. from the best authorities.  /Engraved... 
(as above)  /... May 23rd 1785... 
 






The Austrian, French and Dutch Netherlands, from the best authorities. 
 /W. Darton sc. (bca)  /Engraved... (as above)  /...May 23rd 1785... 
 






The Empire of Germany with the 13 cantons of Switzerland from the 
best authorities  /Engrav'd... (as above)  /... June 15th 1785... 
 






Poland shewing the claims of Russia, Prussia & Austria from the best 
authorities  /Engrav'd... (as above)  /...January 1st 1785... 
 






Spain and Portugal, from the best authorities.  /Engraved... (as above)  
/...June 15th 1785... 
 






Italy, and Sardinia, from the best authorities.  /Engrav'd... (as above)  
/...May 23rd 1785... 
 






Turkey, in Europe and Hungary; from the best authorities.  /Engraved... 
(as above)  /...June 15th 1785... 
 






Asia according to the best authorities.  W. Darton sc.  /Engrav'd  (as 
above)  /...January 1st 1785... 
 






China, divided into its great provinces. according to the best 
authorities.  W. Darton sc.  /Engraved... (as above)  /...April 16th 
1785... 
 






An accurate map of Hindostan or India, from the best authorities.  /W. 
Darton sc. Tottenham (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd... (as above)  /...May 23rd 
1785... 
 






Africa according to the best authorities.  /Engrav'd... (as above)  
/...January 1st 1785 
 






The British colonies in North America, from the best authorities.  /W. 
Darton sc Tottenham (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd... (as above)  /... May 23rd 
1785... 
 








A map of the United States of America agreeable to the Peace of 1783  
/Wm. Darton sc. Tottenham (BR,bb)  /Engrav'd... (as above)  /...June 
15th 1785... 
 






The West Indies according to the best authorities.  /W. Darton sc. (bca) 
 /Engraved... (as above)  /...January 1st 1785... 
 






A map of South America according to the best authorities.  /Engraved... 
(as above)  /...January 1st 1785... 
 






A chart of the World, according to Mercators projection shewing the 
latest discoveries of Capt. Cook  /W. Darton sc. Tottenham (BL,bb)  
/Engraved... (as above)  /... June 15th 1785... 
 




Guthrie, William.        ESTC N21868 
A new system of modern geography... the fourth edition...    London, Printed for C. Dilly, in the Poultry; and 
G.G.J. and J. Robinson, Pater Noster Row.  MDCCLXXXVIII. [1788] 
 
NOTE:  24 maps, all from same plates as 3rd edition, with some erasures, and locations vary: date of 




Guthrie, William.        ESTC T138155 
A new system of modern geography... The fifth edition...    London, Printed for C. Dilly, in the Poultry; and 
G.G.J. and J. Robinson, Pater Noster Row.  MDCCXCII  [1792] 
 
NOTE: 24 maps, all same as 3rd and 4th editions,with some changes and erasures: all references to W. 




Guthrie, William.        ESTC T138429 
A new system of modern geography... The sixth edition...    London, Printed for C. Dilly, in the Poultry; and 
G.G.and J. Robinson, Pater-Noster Row.  MDCCXCV. [1795] 
 
NOTE:  No maps in copies seen, although directions for binder list corresponds to list in 1792 edition. 




Guthrie, William.        ESTC N7997 
ESTC N66053 
Guthrie's Universal geography improved: being a new system of modern geography... A new edition, enlarged, 
corrected and improved, with great additions... Illustrated with a set of large and accurate maps.    London: Printed for 
the proprietors; and sold by all booksellers in town and country. MDCCXCV. [1795]     
NOTE: A strange edition - why the imprint change?  Is this really a pirated edition?  Dilly and 
Robinsons still publishing at this time, and Robinsons and Mawman, Dilly's successor, published later 
edition.  Also, the maps are not from any of the previous editions; 20 - omitting only the maps of 
England, Scotland, Ireland, and a World chart -  had appeared in Seally's A Complete Geographical 
Dictionary in 1781-83, all then attributed to J. Cary.  Cary's name has been erased from some of the 









The World in three sections describing the polar regions to the tropics 
with all the tracks of Lord Mulgrave and Captain Cook towards the 
north and south poles and the torrid zone or tropic regions with the 
new discoveries in the South Sea.   
 






A new & accurate chart of the discoveries of Captn. Cook & other 
later circumnavigators: exhibiting the whole coast of New South 
Wales, shewing the situations of Port Jackson, & Norfolk Island... /T. 
Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 
 






An accurate map of Asia. 
 






A map of the empire of China  /J. Cary sculp. (bca) 
 






The East Indies, from the best authorities.  /J. Cary sc. (bca) 
 






A map of Africa from the best authorities. 
 






Part of North America, containing Canada, the north parts of New 
England and New York; with Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. 
  Inset: Supplement for the lakes of Canada. 
 






Part of North America, comprehending the course of the Ohio, New 
England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, 
Carolina & Georgia. 
  Inset: Supplement to Carolina. 
 






The West Indies from the best authorities. 
 






A map of South America from the latest discoveries. 
 






A map of Europe from the best authorities. 
 






The northern states of Europe, including Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
Russia, Prussia & Holland.  /J. Cary sc (bca) 
 






The Russian Empire in Europe and Asia; from the best authorities.  
/J. Cary sculp.  (BR,bb) 
 






A new and correct map of Scotland, drawn from the latest surveys of 
that part of Great Britain. 
 






A new and correct map of England & Wales from the latest & best 
improvements 
 






A new and correct map of Ireland, from the latest surveys of that 
kingdom. 
 






A new & accurate map of the Seven United Provinces. 
 






A new and accurate map of the Netherlands from the best authorities 
 






Germany divided in its circles.  /J. Cary sculp (BR,bb) 
 






Poland shewing the claims of Austria, Russia & Prussia.  /J. Cary 
sculp. (BR,bb) 
 






An accurate map of the kingdoms of Spain and Portugal  /J. Cary 
 









An accurate map of Italy.  /J. Cary sc. (bca) 
 






Turky in Europe, from the best authorities  /J. Cary sc (bca) 
 






An accurate map of France. J. Cary sc 
 
19 x 28 
 
 
 IRISH EDITION 
188. 
 
Guthrie, William.        ESTC N31605 
An improved system of modern geography: or, A geographical, historical, and commercial 
grammar...Originally compiled by William Guthrie, Esq.  A new edition... inscribed, by permission, to the Royal Irish 
Academy.  Illustrated with a set of large and accurate maps.    Dublin: Printed by John Chambers, No. 5, Abbey-Street.  
M.DCC.LXXXIX [1789] 
NOTE: No copy with maps has been found.  "Directions for placing the maps and plates" includes 25 
maps, but has note "Although these directions are given for placing the maps, yet it is recommended to 
have them bound separate, as their number and size render the consulting them in the book 
inconvenient and injurious."  Probably this injunction was followed in most cases.  In general, the list 
of maps follows those included in the London edition of 1786, with the following exceptions: maps of 





 AMERICAN EDITION 
189. 
 
Guthrie, William.        ESTC W23181 
A new system of modern geography... In two volumes.. The first American edition, corrected, improved, and 
greatly enlarged.    Philadelphia: Printed by Mathew Carey. Feb.1. M.DCC.XCIV. [-M.DCC.XCV] [1794-95]] 
    
 
NOTE: Mathew Carey had this American edition greatly enlarged with text on the United States and 
maps of every state. 
The letter press of this edition has been found in two different settings of type, both with the same set 
of maps, which are frequently found bound in a separate atlas volume.  They are listed here from an 







A map of the World from the best authorities.  /Thackara & Vallance sc 
(bca)  /Engrav'd for Carey's edition of Guthrie's new System of 
Geography (TC) 
 







A chart of the World, according to Mercators projection shewing the 
latest discoveries of Capt. Cook  /William Barker sculp. (bca)  
/Engraved for Carey's American edition of Guthrie's Geography 
improved (TC,ab) 
 






An accurate map of Europe from the best authorities  /Engrav'd by S. 
Hill, Boston (BR,bb)  /Engraved... (as above) 
 






Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland. from the best authorities.  
 
33 x 36 
 
 
/Engrav'd by S. Hill, Boston (bca)  /Engraved... (as above) 






The Russian Empire, in Europe and Asia, W. Barker sculp.  
/Engraved... (bca) 
 






Scotland with the principal roads from the best authorities.  /Engraved 
for M. Carey's edition of Guthrie's Geography improved (TC,ab) 
 






An accurate map of England and Wales with the principal roads from 
the best authorities  /Doolittle sc. Newhaven [sic] (bca)  /Engraved...(as 
#3) 
 






A map of Ireland according to the best authorities  J.T. Scott sculp.  
/Engraved... (as above) [Note: this is in large lettering, with some 
swash] 
 






The Seven United Provinces of Holland Groningen Gelders Friesland 
Overyssel Utrecht and Zealand from the best authorities  /C. Tiebout 
sculpt. (bca)  /Engraved... (as #3) 
 






The Austrian French and Dutch Netherlands, from the best authorities  
Joseph T. Scott sculp.  /Engraved... (as above) 
 






The Empire of Germany with the 13 cantons of Switzerland from the 
best authorities  J.T. Scott sculp  /Engraved... (as above) 
 






France divided into circles and departments. 
 






A map of the seat of war in France, with the country divided into its 
several departments.  Wm. Barker sculp  /Engraved... (as on #5) 
 






Turkey, in Europe and Hungary; from the best authorities.  W. Barker 
sculp.  /Engraved... (as #3) 
 






Spain and Portugal, from the best authorities.  /Engraved... (as above) 
 






Italy and Sardinia, from the best authorities.  /Tiebout New York (bca)  
/Engraved... (as above) 
 






Switzerland according to the best authorities  Joseph T. Scott sculp  
/Engraved... (as above) 
 






Poland, shewing the claims of Russia, Prussia & Austria, until the late 
depredations, the extent of which cannot as yet be ascertained.  /W. 
Barker sculp (BL,bbr)  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 
 






Asia, according to the best authorities  /Engraved... (as #3) 
 






China, divided into its great provinces according to the best authorities. 
 B. Tanner sc. N.York  /Engraved... (as above) 
 






An accurate map of Hindostan or India, from the best authorities J.T. 
Scott sculp.  /Engraved... (as above) 
 






Africa according to the best authorities  /Engraved... (as above, with 
larger, italic lettering) 
 






The British possessions in North America from the best authorities by 
 
44 x 39 
 
 
Samuel Lewis 1791  /Engraved... (as #3) 






The United States of America. W. Barker sculp. Philadelphia. 
 






Vermont from actual survey delineated & engraved by Amos Doolittle 
N.H.  /Engraved... (as above) 
 






The State of New Hampshire.  Compiled chiefly from actual surveys.  
By Samuel Lewis, 1794.  /Smither sculpt (bca) 
 






The Province of Maine, from the best authorities by Samuel Lewis, 
1794.  W. Barker sculp  /Engraved... (as #3) 
 






The State of Massachusetts. Compiled from the best authorities by 
Samuel Lewis.  /Engraved...(as above; by J.T. Scott added) 
 






The State of Rhode Island; compiled from surveys and observations of 
Caleb Harris by Harding Harris.  /I. Smither sculp (bca) 
 






Connecticut from the best authorities  /delineated & engraved by A. 
Doolittle N. Haven (BR,inl)  /Engraved... (as #3) 
 






The State of New York.  Compiled from the best authorities, by Samuel 
Lewis. 1795 
 






The State of New Jersey, compiled from the most authentic 
information.  /Engraved by W. Barker (BR,bb)  /Compiled by Samuel 
Lewis (BL,bb)  /Engraved... (as # 18) 
 






The State of Pennsylvania. reduced with permission from Reading 
Howells map by Samuel Lewis.  Smith sculp  /Engraved... (as above) 
 






Delaware, from the best authorities. W. Barker sculp. Philadelphia.  
/Engraved... (as #5) 
 






The State of Maryland, from the best authorities, by Samuel Lewis.  W. 
Barker sculp. /Engraved... (as #3) 
  Inset: Continuation of the Potowmac River... 
 






The State of Virginia from the best authorities, by Samuel Lewis. 1794. 
Smither sculpt.  /Engraved... (as # 18) 
 






The State of North Carolina from the best authorities, &c. by Samuel 
Lewis.  Engraved by Vallance 
 






The State of South Carolina: from the best authorities, by Samuel 
Lewis. 1795. W. Barker sculp. 
 






Georgia, from the latest authorities.  W. Barker, sculp.  /Engraved... (as 
# 5) 
 






Kentucky, reduced from Elihu Barker's large map  W. Barker sculp.  
/Engraved... (as # 18) 
 






Map of the Tennassee Government formerly part of North Carolina 
taken chiefly from surveys by Genl. D. Smith & others J.T. Scott sculp. 
 /Engraved... (as # 3) 
 
24 x 52 
    
 
 
[42]  A map of South America according to the best authorities  /Engraved... 
(as above) 






A chart of the West Indies, from the latest marine journals and surveys. 
 W. Barker sculp Philada.  /Engraved... (as on # 5) 
 






A map of the countries situate about the North Pole as far as the 50th 
degree of north latitude.   /W. Barker sculp (BR)  /Engraved... (as # 3) 
 







A map of the discoveries made by Capts. Cook & Clerke in the years 
1778 & 1779 between the eastern coast of Asia and the western coast 
of North America...J.T. Scott sculp.  /Engraved... (as # 3) 
 






H[arrington], S.         ESTC ??? 
 A new introduction to the knowledge and use of maps; rendered easy and familiar to any capacity.  
Teaching those who are totally unacquainted with maps and geography, an ample knowledge of both in a few 
hours...  Illustrated with accurate maps and plates...    London. Printed for the author, and sold by S. Crowder, in 
Paternoster-Row; and J. Walter, at Charing Cross.  1773. 
 
 NOTE: This edition, not on ESTC and with no edition statement on the title-page, seems to be 
 the first with maps.          
 
[1] f t-p A map of a country exemplified 10 x 16 
[2] fp 23 A new map of the World, drawn from the best authorities: by Thos. 
Kitchin geogr.  /London Printed for Thos. Kitchin at No. 59 Holborn 
Hill. price 1s.6d. (BC) 
16 x 28 
(plate size) 
[3] fp 63 Europe, drawn from the best authorities; regulated by astronl. 
observatns. by Thos. Kitchin geogr. 
15 x 19 
[4] fp 95 England, Wales, and the Islands on their coats, with the roads, &c.  
Engrav'd from late surveys by Thos. Kitchin geogr.  /For the Present 
State. Vol.II Page 1. (TR,ab) 




H[arrington], S.         ESTC T130879 
 A new introduction to the knowledge and use of maps...The third edition...  London: Printed for the author, 
and sold by S. Crowder, in Pater-noster-Row, and J. Walter, at Charing-Cross 1774. 
           
 Four maps, all same as 1773 edition. 




H[arrington], S.         ESTC T114370 
 A new introduction to the knowledge and use of maps... The fourth edition...    London: Printed for the 
author, and sold by S. Crowder, in Pater-noster-Row, and J. Walker, at Charing-Cross. 1775. 
           
NOTE: four maps, all same as 1773 edition.  Locations vary slightly, and imprint statement has been erased 

















Heylyn, Peter.         ESTC T107951 
 Cosmography in four books containing the chorography and history of the whole world... and new-
engrav'd maps, according to the best and most exact projection...    London, Printed for Edw. Brewster, Ric. 
Chiswell, Benj. Tooke, Tho. Hodgkin, and Tho. Bennet.  MDCCIII. [1703] 
        
NOTE: Each part has separate title-page: Book I Printed by Tho. Hodgkin, MDCCI [1701]; Book 
II printed by William Richardson, MDCCI [1701]; Book III printed MDCCI [1701; Book IV, 
printed MDCCII [1702]. 
 
 
[1] before 1 A new map of the World 30 x 55 
(plate size) 
[2] 24/25 Europe 37 x 45 
[3] 594/595 Asia 36 x 39 
[4] 840/541 Africa 36 x 42 






 The history of all nations.  Giving a brief and entertaining account of the situation, customs . . .To which is 
added, a short and easy introduction to geography . . .Together with a new and accurate ma of the world . . . 
London: printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-Row; and S. Hodgson, Newcastle.  1800. 
 
 [1]               f. t-p.           A new map of the World(TCbh)   /Publish’d according to act of                14 x 21 




Holberg, Ludwig.        ESTC T130860 
 An introduction to universal history.  Tranlated from the Latin of Baron Holberg... The second edition... To 
which is prefixed a short System of Geography, with maps, &c.    London: Printed for A. Millar in the Strand, J. 
Ward in Cornhill, and A. Linde in Catherine-Street.  MDCCLVIII. [1758]     
     
[1] fp 6 Europe from the best authorities.  By T. Kitchin geogr.  /P.7. (TL,ab) 15 x 18 
[2] fp 30 Asia, from the best authorities.  By T. Kitchin, geogr.  /P.30 (TR,ab) 15 x 18 
[3] fp 38 Africa, from the best authorities.  By T. Kitchin, geogr. /p.39 (TL,ab) 15 x 19 
[4] fp 41 North America, from the best authorities.  By T. Kitchin, /P.41 (TL,ab) 14 x 20 
[5] fp 42 South America, from the best authorities.  By T. Kitchin geogr.  /P.42. 
(TR,ab) 




      
Holmes, John.         ESTC T84843 
 The grammarian's geography and astronomy ancient and modern, exemplified in the use of the globes... In 
two parts... The whole illustrated with ...maps...neatly engraved on copper...    London: Printed by W. Strahan; and 
sold by C. Hitch and L. Hawes, in Pater-Noster-Row.  MDCCLI. [1751]     
   
 
NOTE: 6 maps, all from same plates as used in Moll's Geographia antiqua, 1721. See entry 284.   
All still have original plate numbers. 
[1] fp 22 Orbis tabula /1.  (TR,inl) 16 x 23 
[2] fp 32 Romanum Imperium ad Acmen evectum.  /29. (TR,inl)  21 x 32 
[3] fp 50 Grecia antiqua secundum Cornelium Nepotem, Cellarium &c. /15. 
(TR,inl) 
19 x 24 
[4] fp 93 Navigatio Ulyssis secundum Homerum.  /11. (TR,inl) 16 x 23 
[5] fp 123 Navigatio Aenaeae secundum Virgilium.  /12/ (TR,inl) 15 x 23 
[6] fp 228 A map of the travels and voyages of St. Paul, and of the other places 
that are mention'd in the books of the New Testament that follow ye 
Gospels...  /32. (TR,bbr) 
  Inset: A map of ye iourneings of our Saviour Jesus Christ... 





Huebner, Johann.        ESTC N4758 
  A new and easy introduction to the study of geography, by way of question and answer.  Principally 
designed for the use of schools... 2d ed., revised and corrected by J. Crowley . . .    London, T. Cox at the Lamb, 
under the Royal-Exchange; and J. Hodges, at the Looking-Glass, over against S. Magnus Church, London-Bridge.  
MDCCXLII [ 1742]         
[1] fp 1 A map of the World from the best authorities by I. Cowley 
geographer to his Majesty  /E. Bowen sculpt (BC,bh)  /facing p.1. 
(TR) 
14 x 22 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 20 A map of Europe from the best authorities by J. Cowley geographer 
to his Majesty  /E. Bowen sculp (BL,inl)  /facing p.20 (TR,ab) 
13 x 22 
[3] fp 23 A map of Spain and Portugal by I. Cowley Geor. Royal  /facing p.23 
(TR,ab) /3 (TL,ab) 
11 x 13 
[4] fp 33 A map of France by I. Cowley Geor. Royal.  /facing p.33 (TR,ab)  /4 
(TL,ab) 
12 x 13 
[5] fp 43 A map of South Britain divided according to the Saxon heptarchy 
and sub-divided into the 52 counties of England & Wales by Eman: 
Bowen.  /p.43 (TR,ab) 
13 x 11 
[6] fp 60 A map of Scotland divided into its counties &c.  /p.60 (TR,ab) 13 x 11 
[7] fp 64 A map of Ireland divided into provinces and subdivided into 
counties.  /p.64 (TR,ab)  /6 (TL,ab) 
13 x 11 
[8] fp 75 [two maps on one plate] 
The United Provinces  /p.75 (TR,ab) 
The ten provinces of the Austrian Netherlands  /p.67 (BL,bb) 
13 x 71 
66 x 71 
66 x 71 
[9] fp 87 Italy with its sovereignties &c. by I. Cowley Geor. Royal  /facing p. 
87 (TR,ab)  /Eman: Bowen sc. (BL,inl)  /8 (TL,ab) 
11 x 13 
[10] fp 96 A map of Germany divided into circles by I. Cowley Geor. Royal  
/facing p.96 (TR,ab)  /9 (TL,ab) 
11 x 13 
[11] fp 105 [two maps on one plate] 
Circles of Upper & Lower Saxony  /p. 105 (TR,ab) 
Circles of the Upr. & Lowr. Rhine Franconia and Swabia  /p.117 
(BR,bb) 
14 x 17 
 7 x 7 
 7 x 7 
[12] fp 121 [two maps on one plate] 
The circle of Westphalia  /p. 121 (TR,ab) 
Switzerland with its allies & subjects &c.  /p. 80 (BL,bb) 
14 x 7 
 7 x 7 
 7 x 7 
[13] fp 142 [two maps on one plate] 
Hungary and Transilvania  /p. 121 (TR,ab) /10 (TL,ab) 
Circles of Austria & Bavaria.  /p. 102 (BR,bb) 
14 x 7 
 7 x 7 
 7 x 7 
[14] fp 145 A map of Poland Prussia and Courland. by I. Cowley Geor. Royal  
/facing p. 145 (TR,ab)  /11 (TL,ab) 
g11 x 13 
[15] fp 153 [two maps on one plate] 
A map of Denmark  /p. 153 (TL,ab) 
Bohemia Silesia Moravia & Lusatia  /12 (TL,ab) 
14 x 7 
 7 x 7 
 7 x 7 
 
 
[16] fp 163 A map of Sweden Denmark & Norway by I. Cowley Geor. Royal  /p. 
163 (TR,ab)  /13 (TL,ab) 
  Inset: North part of Norway &c. continued 
11 x 13 
[17] fp 170 Russia or Muscovy in Europe by I. Cowley Geor. Royal /14 (TL,ab) 
/facing p.170 (TR,ab) 
13 x 11 
[18] fp 180 A map of Turkey in Europe containing the provinces of Moldavia, 
Wallachia Bulgaria and Romania with Greece Crim-Tartary & the 
several islands &c. by I. Cowley Geor. Royal.  /Eman: Bowen sculp. 
(BC,inl)  /facing p.180 (TR,ab)  /15 (TL,ab) 
13 x 11 
[19] fp 186 A map of Asia from the best authorities by I. Cowley geographer to 
his Majesty  /E. Bowen sculp (BL, inl) /facing p.186 (TR,ab)  /16 
(TL,ab) NOTE: lacking in NLS copy 
 
13 x 22 
[20] fp 187 Part of the Turkish dominions in Asia  /facing p.187 (TR,ab)  /17 
(TL,ab) 
11 x 13 
[21] fp 192 [two maps on one plate] 
A map of Persia  /p.192 (TR,ab) 
Part of the Turkish dominions in Asia 
14 x 7 
 7 x 7 
 7 x 7 
[22] fp 196 Part of the East Indies containing the Mogul's empire and the 
peninsula on this side the Ganges by I. Cowley geor. to his Majesty  
/facing p.196. (TR,ab)  /18 (TL,ab) 
11 x 13 
[23] fp 202 [two maps on one plate] 
The northern parts of Great Tartary the rest being annexed to the     
maps of the East Indies, Persia &c. /p.202 (TR,ab)  /20 (TL,ab) 
China and Japan  /p.205 (BR,bb) 
14 x 7 
 7 x 7 
 7 x 7 
[24] fp 202 Peninsula of India beyond the Ganges, also part of the Asiatick 
islands by I. Cowley Geor. Royal.  /facing p.202 (TR,ab)  /19 (TL,ab) 
11 x 13 
[25] fp 210 A map of Africa from the best authorities by I. Cowley geographer to 
his Majesty  /E. Bowen sculp (bca)  /facing p.210 (TR,ab) 
13 x 22 
[26] fp 211 [two maps on one plate] 
West part of Barbary  East part of Barbary  /p.211 (TR,ab) 
Negro-Land and Guinea  /p.217 (BR,bb) 
 
14 x 7 
 7 x 7 
 7 x 7 
[27] fp 218 [two maps on one plate] 
Nubia Egypt and the coast of Abex  /p.218 (TR,ab)  /22 (TL,ab) 
Abyssinia Ajan &c.  /p.221 (BR,bb) 
14 x 7 
 7 x 7 
 7 x 7 
[28] fp 228 The south part of Africa containing ye kingdoms of Monoemugi & 
Monomotapa; the coasts of Congo, Cafres & Zanguebar, with the 
island of Madagascar  /facing p. 228 (TR,ab)  /23 (TL,ab) 
11 x 13 
[29] fp 234 A map of North America from the best authorities by I. Cowley 
geographer to his Majesty  /E. Bowen sculp (bca)  /facing 235 
(TR,bbr) 
13 x 23 
[30] fp 238 Mexico or New Spain New Mexico &c.  /p.238 (BR,bb) 7 x 13 
 
 
[31] fp 242 A map of the British Plantations Canada Florida &c. /p.242 (TR,ab)  
/25 (TL,ab) 
11 x 13 
[32] fp 251 A map of South America from the best authorities, by I. Cowley, 
geographer to his Majesty  /E. Bowen sculp (BC,inl)  /facing p.251 
(TR,ab) 
22 x 13 
[33] fp 265 A map of the West India islands with part of the continent  /p.265 
(TR,ab)  /27 (TL,ab) 




Huebner, Johann.        ESTC T129415 
  A new and easy introduction to the study of geography... The third edition, carefully revised and 
corrected...    London: Printed for T. Cox, at the Lamb, under the Royal Exchange; and J. Hodges, at the Looking 
Glass, over-against St. Magnus Church, London-Bridge.  MDCCXLVI. [1746]     
     





Huebner, Johann.        ESTC T216022 
 A new and easy introduction to the study of geography... The fourth edition...    London: Printed for T. Cox, 
at the Lamb, under the Royal Exchange; and J. Hodges, at the Looking Glass, over against St. Magnus Church, 
London-Bridge, MDCCLIII. [1753] 
 
33 maps, all same plates as 2d and 3rd editions, with following changes:   
[2] Europe - 2 added, (Tl,ab) 
  [5] England and Wales - 5 added, (TL,ab) 
  [8] United Provinces - p.67 & 75 (BL,bb) 
  [12] Westphalia and Switzerland - 7 added, (TL,ab) 
  [15] Denmark and Bohemia - p. 153 changed to 154 
  [29] North America - 24 added (TL,ab) 
  [32] South America - 26 added, (TL,ab) 




Huebner, Johann.        ESTC N4761 
 A new and easy introduction to the study of geography... The fifth edition...    London, Printed for C. Hitch 
and L. Hawes, H. Woodfall, J. Buckland, G. Keith, J. Rivington, R. Baldwin, T. Longman, S. Crowder and Co., B. 
Law, and T. Field.  MDCCLXI. [1761]  
 







Huebner, Johann.        ESTC N40754 
 A new and easy introduction to the study of geography... The sixth edition...    London: Printed for H. 
Woodfall, J. Buckland, J. Rivington, R. Baldwin, L. Hawes, W. Clarke and R. Collins, G. Keith, T. Longman, S. 
 
 
Crowder, B. Law, T. Field, and W. Nicoll, MDCCLVII. [1767] 
           





Huebner, Johann.        ESTC T127990 
 A new and easy introduction to the study of geography... The seventh edition...    London: Printed for J. 
Buckland; C.Bathurst; J. Rivington and sons; G. Keith; T. Longman; S. Crowder; B. Law; R. Horsfield; J. Johnson; 
Richardson and Richardson; J. Wallis; and R. Baldwin, 1777. 
           





    
Jones, Evan.         ESTC T174126 
 A new and universal geographical grammar: or, A complete system of geography.  Containing the ancient 
and present states of all the empires, kingdoms...[etc.] in the known world...With a new and complete set of maps... 
In two volumes...   London, printed for G. Robinson, No. 25 and T. Evans, No. 54, in Pater-Noster-Row. 
MDCCLXXII. [1772]   
Vol. I 
[1] fp 1 The World by Thos. Kitchin geographr.  /Engraved for Jones's 
Geographical Grammar (BC) 
26 x 46 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 5 England and Wales  /T. Kitchin sculp. (BR,inl)  /Engraved... (as above, 
TC,ab) 
18 x 20 
[3] fp 76 Europe by Thos. Kitchin  /Engraved... (as above, TR,ab) 18 x 23 
[4] fp 176 Ireland from the best authorities.  /Thos. Kitchin sculp (BR,bb)  
/Engraved... (as #2) 
18 x 19 
[5] fp 230 Scotland by Thos. Kitchin.  /Engraved... (as above) 18 x 20 
[6] fp 312 Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland.  /T. Kitchin sculp. (BL,bb)  
/Engraved... (as above) 
  Inset: [Spitsbergen] 
19 x 22 
[7] fp 375 Moscovy or Russia in Europe by T. Bowen geog.  /Engraved... (as 
above) 
18 x 22 
[8] fp 375 Russia or Moscovy in Europe  /T Kitchin sculp. (bca)  /Engraved... (as 
above) 
18 x 22 
[9] fp 446 Germany from the best authorities by Tho. Bowen geogr.  /Engraved... 
(as above) 
18 x 22 
[10] fp 501 France from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen geogr. 18 x 22 
 
Vol.II 
[1] fp 3 Spain and Portugal by Thos. Bowen geogr.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 18 x 22 
[2] f9 36 Italy, from the best authorities by T. Bowen geogr.  /Engrav'd... (as 
above) 
18 x 23 
[3] fp 76 Asia from the best authorities by T. Bowen geogr.  /Engraved... (as 
above) 
18 x 22 
[4] fp 136 East Indies by Thos. Bowen geogr.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 18 x 28 
[5] fp 205 Africa from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen geogr.  /Engraved... 
(as above) 
18 x 22 
[6] fp 251 Nth. America from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen geogr.  
/Engraved... (as above) 
18 x 22 
[7] fp 311 West Indies from the best authorities, by T. Bowen geogr.  /Engraved... 
(as above) 
18 x 28   
[8] fp 357 South America from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen geogr.  
/Engraved... (as above) 






Jones, Evan.         ESTC T117219 
 The young geographer and astronomer's best companion.  Containing, I. The elements of modern 
geography...II. A comprehensive system of ancient geography... III. The description and use of the...globes... IV. The 
elements of astronomy...    London: Printed for R. Baldwin, No. 47, in Paternoster-Row. MDCCLXXIII. [1773] 
    
 
[1] f t-p A map of the World  /Plate I. (TL) 17 x 27 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 98 A map of the Holy Land  /Plate II (TL,ab)  /page 98. (TR,ab) 13 x 8 
[3] fp 180 A general stereographic map on the plane of the meridian  /Plate V. 
(TL,ab)  /page 180 (TR,ab) 
7 x 13 
[4] fp 181 Stereoraphic map  Orthographic map  On the plane of the equator  
/Plate VI. (TL,ab)  /page 180 (TR,ab) 
13 x 7 
[5] fp 181 Stereographic projection on ye plane of ye horizon  Orthographic 
projection upon ye plane of ye meridian  /Plate.VII. (TL,ab)  /page 180 
(TR,ab) 





Keith, Thomas.         ESTC T121271 
 A short and easy introduction to the science of geography . . .and an accurate map of the world.  London: 
B. Law, 1787           
 
[1] f t-p An accurate map of the world.  Drawn from the most modern maps and 
charts including the discoveries of Capt. Cook and other 
circumnavigators. by T. Bowen, geographer. 
17 x 29 
(plate size) 





Keith, Thomas.         ESTC T218991 
 A short and easy introduction to the science of geography . .. The second edition . . .   London: B. Law, 
1789. 
 




Keith, Thomas.         ESTC N65496 
 A short and easy introduction to the science of geography: containing an accurate description of the 
situation, extent, boundaries, divisions, chief cities, &c. of the several empires, kingdoms...[etc.] of the known 
world... The third edition...    London: Printed for J. Scatcherd, and C. Law, Ave-Maria-Lane, and Longman and 
Rees, Pater-Noster-Row.  1799. 
 Two maps, same as first edition. 
 
 
The following three titles are sometimes found as editions of Guthrie's Grammar, upon which they are based, or are 




Kincaid, Alexander.        ESTC T95404 
 A new geographical, commercial, and historical grammar; and present state of the several empires and 
kingdoms of the world... The whole executed on a plan similar to that of W. Guthrie...by a Society in Edinburgh... 
Embellished with an elegant set of maps, engraved on purpose, more numerous, accurate and exhibiting more fully 
the new geographical discoveries than those to be met with in any former publication.    Edinburgh: Printed for 
Alexander Kincaid, and sold by all the booksellers in town and country.  MDCCXC. [1790]  2v. 
           
 
Vol. I 
[1] f t-p The world from the best authorities.  McIntyre sculp. 22 x 39 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 1 Streights of Magellan from the latest authorities  /A. Kincaid del.  J. 
Fraser sculpt (bca) 
18 x 23 
[3] fp 37 Ancient Asia shewing the propagation of mankind after the deluge and 
the dispersion of colonies from their first habitation in the East where 
the Ark of Noah rested.  Extracted from the Monuments of Antiquity 
by W. Stukeley M.D.  /A. Kincaid del't (BL,bb)  /J. Fraser sculpt 
(BR,bb) 
20 x 27 
[4] fp 79 The Roman Empire at its utmost height.  /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 19 x 26 
[5] fp 87 The World as known to the ancients  /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 24 x 31 
[6] fp 110 Europe from the best authorities  McIntyre sculpt 19 x 22 
[7] fp127 Sweden Denmark & Norway from the latest authorities  /T. Conder 
sculpt.  (BR,bb) 
  Inset: Iceland Isle drawn to the same scale. 
19 x 22 
[8] fp 178 Russia or Muscovy in Europe from the latest authorities.  McIntyre 
sculpsit. 
19 x 20 
[9] fp 214 Scotland with the roads & post towns; from the latest authorities  /A. 
Kincaid delt. (BL,bb)  /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 
27 x 24 
[10] fp 294 England and Wales from the best authorities.  /T. Conder sculpt 
(BR,bb) 
19 x 22 
[11] fp 505 Ireland from the latest authorities.  McIntyre sc. Edinr. 19 x 22 
[12] fp 532 France from the latest authorities.  McIntyre scul. 19 x 23 
 
Vol.II 
[1] fp 8 The Belgic provinces with the roads from the latest authorities  
/Kincaid del  McIntyre sculpt (bca) 
18 x 24 
[2] fp 46 Germany and the Netherlands from the latest authorities  McIntyre sc. 19 x 21 
[3] fp 112 Poland Lithuania and Prussia from the latest authorities.  McIntyre sc. 19 x 22 
[4] fp 154 Spain and Portugal from the latest authorities  McIntyre sc Edin. 19 x 22 
 
 
[5] fp 217 Italy from the latest authorities.  /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 19 x 22 
[6] fp 269 Turky in Europe, & Hungary, from the latest authorities.  /T. Conder 
sculpt. (BR,bb) 
20 x 23 
[7] fp 270 Antient Greece from the best authorities.  /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 19 x 23 
[8] fp 292 Asia, from the latest authorities.  /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 19 x 22 
[9] fp 304 The journeyins [sic] of our Saviour Jesus Christ  /A. Kincaid del 
(BL,bb)  /J. Fraser sculpt. (BR,bb) 
15 x 10 
[10] fp 306 A map of the travels and voyages of St. Paul, and of the other places 
that are mention'd in the Books of the New Testament...  /J. Rymer 
sculpt. (BR,bb) 
  Inset: The Antient city of Jerusalem 
16 x 22 
[11] fp 360 East Indies from the best authorities.  /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 19 x 27 
[12] fp 381 A general view of the principal roads and divisions of Hindoostan.  /A. 
Kincaid delt. (BL,bb)  /J. Fraser sculpt. (BR,bb) 
19 x 19 
[13] fp 421 Africa from the best authorities  McIntyre sculp. Edinr. 19 x 22 
[14] fp 434 Palestine or the Holy Land  /A. Kincaid delt.  J. Fraser sculpt. (bca) 21 x 14 
[15] fp 465 A general map of North America from the best authorities  McIntyre 
sculp. 
19 x 23 
[16] fp 476 The United States of America, drawn from the latest authorities.  /T. 
Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 
20 x 23 
[17] fp 498 South America from the latest authorities.  /T. Conder sculpt.  (BR,bb) 19 x 22 
[18] fp 520 West Indies from the latest authorities.  McIntyre sculpsit. 18 x 34 
[19] fp 535 The Northern Hemisphere.  /Alexr. Kincaid delin't (BL)  /T. Conder 
sculpt (bh) 
26 x 26 
(plate size) 
[20] fp 535 The Southern Hemisphere.  /Alexr. Kincaid delint. (BR)  /T. Conder 
sculpt. (bh) 
26 x 26 
(plate size) 
[21] fp 540 Bhering's Straits with the adjacent coasts of Asia and America.  /A. 
Kincaid delt. (BL,bb)  /J. Fraser sculpt. (BR,bb) 
16 x 25 
[22] fp 546? [Untitled; three figures demonstrating projections]  /McIntyre sculpt 
Edinburgh. (BC,inl) 




Kincaid, Alexander.        ESTC N20278 
 A new geographical, commercial, and historical grammar... Second edition.    Edinburgh: Printed for 
Alexander Kincaid, and sold by all the booksellers  MDCCXCII  [1792]  2v. 
           
NOTE: all maps same as 1st edition; 13th map added in vol. I. 
 
[13] fp 532 France, divided into departments &c. agreeable to the Decrees of the 
National Assembly.  /T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 





Kincaid, Alexander.       ESTC N20138 
  A new geographical, commercial, and historical grammar... Third edition...    Edinburgh: Printed 
by George Caw, Libberton-Wynd, for Alexander Kincaid.  M.DCC.XCIX. [1799] 
 
NOTE: Many maps same as earlier editions; 14 new maps. 
[1] f tp World map; same as earlier editions.  Copies also found with variant: 
Map of the World with the latest discoveries of Cooke, Vancouver & 
La Perouse.  Neele sculp: Strand London 
 
20 x 35 
[2] fp 1 Straits of Magellan; same as earlier editions  
[3] fp 35 Ancient Asia; same as earlier editions  
[4] fp 75 Roman Empire; same as earlier editions  
[5] fp 83 World as known to the antients; same as earlier editions  
[6] fp 104 Europe from the best authorities /A.G. Whitehead sc. (BR,bb) 17 x 22 
[7] fp 120 Sweden Denmark & Norway; same as earlier editions  
[8] fp 172 Russia; same as earlier editions  
[9] fp 211 Scotland with the roads & post towns; from the latest authorities.  /A. 
Kincaid delt. (BL,bb)  /J. Menzies sculp (BR,bb) 
26 x 21  
[10] fp 286 England and Wales; same as earlier editions  
[11] fp 502 A map of Ireland from the best authorities.  /A. Kincaid delt. (BL,bb)  
/A.G. Whitehead sc. (BR,bb) 
22 x 18 
[12] fp 532 France, from the best authorities  /T. Conder sculpt (BR,bb) 19 x 22 
[13] fp 574 France divided into Departments agreeable to the decrees of the 
National Assembly.  /D. Lizars sculp (bca) 
19 x 22 
[14] fp 610 Belgic provinces; same as earlier editions  
 
Vol. II 
[1] fp 1 Germany; same as earlier editions  
[2] fp 65 Poland, Lithuana and Prussia, from the latest auithorities  /T. Conder 
sculpt. (BR,bb) 
19 x 22 
[3] fp 117 Spain and Portugal, from the latest authorities  /T. Conder sculp. 
(BR,bb) 
19 x 22 
[4] fp 178 Italy; same as earlier editions  
[5] fp 241 Turky in Europe; same as earlier editions  
[6] fp 242 Ancient Greece; same as earlier editions  
[7] fp 263 Asia; same as earlier editions  
[8] fp 274 Travels of St. Paul; same as earlier editions  
[9] fp 276 Journeyings of Christ; same as earlier editions  
[10] fp 319 Map of China  /Neele sc. Strand London 18 x 23 
 
 
[11] fp 333 East Indies; same as earlier editions  
[12] fp 354 Map of Hindoostan.  /Neele sc. 352 Strand London (BR,bb) 23 x 19 
[13] fp 385 Map of the East India Islands.  /Neele sc. 352 Strand London (BR,bb) 18 x 23 
[14] fp 392 Africa; same as earlier editions  
[15] fp 414 Palestine; same as earlier editions  
[16] fp 444 North America; same as earlier editions  
[17] fp 453 United States; same as earlier editions  
[18] fp 506 South America; same as earlier editions  
[19] fp 528 West Indies; same as earlier editions  
[20] fp 531 Map of Jamaica 
  Inset: The harbours of Kingston and Port Royal. Neele 352                 
Strand London (BR,bb) 
19 x 20 
[21] fp 535 New Holland & the adjacent islands, agreeable to the latest discoveries 
  Inset: A sketch of Port Jackson 
19 x 24 
[22] fp 544 Southern Hemisphere; same as earlier editions  
[23] fp 544 Northern Hemisphere; same as earlier editions  
[24] fp 551 Behring's Straits; same as earlier editions  
[25] fp 552 A chart of the Nth. West coast of America, & the Nth East coast of 
Asia shewing the discoveries that have been lately made in those parts. 
18 x 29 
[26] fp 590 Seat of war in the south of Germany & north of Italy. 21 x 28 






Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC T139562 
 Geographia antiqua et nova: or, A system of Antient and modern geography.  With a set of maps, engraven 
from Cellarius’s, designed for the use of schools, and of gentlemen . . . Translated from the French of Mr. L’Abbe 
du Fresnoy . . .   London, Printed for John and Paul Knapton, at the Crown in Ludgate-Street. MDCCXLII. [1742] 
 
Like the other two frequently published texts on ancient geography - Cellarius, entries 38-47, and 
Geographia antiqua, entries 117-124, those of Lenglet Dufresnoy all have the same body of maps.  All the 
maps follow the text and are on stubs.  Plates II-IX are indicated TR,ab, X-XXXIII TR,bbr.; plates I-XX 
have R.W. Seale sculp, BR,bb; plates XXI-XXXIII have W.H. Toms sculpt. BR,bbr.  [some few variations 
have been found] 
 
[I]  Veteris Orbis climata ex Strabone.   20 x 30 
Tab.II.  Insularum Britannicarum facies antiqua.  20 x 31 
Tab.III.       Hispania antiqua. 20 x 30 
Tab.IV.  Gallia Narbonensis Lugdunensis et Aquitania 20 x 31 
Tab.V.  Gallia Belgica 21 x 31 
Tab.VI.  Germania antiqua. 20 x 31 
Tab.VII.  Vindelicia, Rhaetia, et Noricum. 20 x 31 
Tab.VIII.  Sarmatia 20 x 30 
Tab.IX.  Pannonia, Moesia, Dacia, Illyricum. 20 x 30 
 X  Graeciae antiquae et insularum conspectus 20 x 30 
Tab.XI.  Macedonia, Thessalia, Epirus. 20 x 31 
Tab.XII.  Thracia antiqua. 20 x 30 
Tab.XIII.  Hellas sive Graecia propria. 20 x 31 
Tab.XIV.  Italia antiqua. 20 x 30 
Tab.XV.  Gallia cisalpina 20 x 30 
Tab.XVI.  Italia media sive propria. 21 x 31 
Tab.XVII.  Latii utriusque delineatio. 21 x 31 
Tab.XVIII.  Graecia Magna sive pars ultima Italiae. 20 x 31 
Tab.XIX.  Regiones Italiae ex Augusti Caesaris divisione. 20 x 31 
Tab.XX.  Sicilia antiqua. 
  Inset: [straits between Sicily and Africa] 
20 x 30 
Tab.XXI.  Scythia et Serica. 21 x 31 
Tab.XXII.  Asia Minor 20 x 31 
Tab.XXIII.  Syria 20 x 30 
Tab.XXIV.  Palaestina seu Terra Sancta. 31 x 21 
 
 
Tab.XXV.  Bosporus, Maeotis, Iberia, Albania, et Sarmatia Asiatica. 20 x 31 
Tab.XXVI.  Arabia, Petraea et Deserta 20 x 31 
Tab.XXVII.  Mesopotamia et Babylonia, fluminibus secundum veterem tabulam 
ductis. 
20 x 31 
Tab.XXVIII.  Oriens Persia, India &c. 21 x 31 
Tab.XXIX.  Aegypti delta et Nili ostia 20 x 31 
Tab.XXX.  Aegyptus et Cyrenaica. 20 x 30 
Tab.XXXI.  Africa propria. 21 x 31 
Tab.XXXII.  Mauretania et Numidia 20 x 31 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC T184970 
          ESTC T221195 
 Geographia antiqua: being a complete sett of maps, of antient geography, beautifully engraved from 
Cellarius.  On thirty-three copper-plates . . .  London: Printed for John and Paul Knapton, at the Crown in Ludgate-
Street.  MDCCXLVII [1747] 
 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas       T203848 
 Geographia antiqua; being a complete sett of maps, of antient geography, . . . engraved from Cellarius.  On 
thirty-three copper plates . . .   London: Printed for John and Paul Knapton [address? MDCCLV?[ [1755] 
 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas       ESTC N7085 
 Geographia antiqua et nova: or, A system of antient and modern geography  With a set of maps, engraven  
from those of Cellarius . . . The second edition . . .  London.  Printed for Robert Horsfield, at No. 22, in Ludgate-
Street.  MDCCLXVIII. [1768] 
 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas       ESTC N18322 
 Geographia antiqua: Being a complete set of maps of antient geography . . . engraved from Cellarius.  On 
thirty-three copper plates. . .   London: Printed for J.F. and C. Rivington, No. 62 St Paul’s Church-Yard, and B. 
Law, No. 13, Ave Mary Lane.  MDCCLXXXIX [1789] 
 








Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas       ESTC T184971 
 Geographia antiqua: Being a complete set of maps of antient geography . . . engraved from Cellarius.  On 
thirty-three copper plates. . .  London: Prinjted for B. Law and Son, No. 13 Ave-Maria-Lane; and F. and C. 
Rivington, No. 62, St Paul’s Church Yard.  MDCCXCIII [1793] 
 




[Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas]       ESTC T184972 
 Geographia antiqua; Being a complete set of maps of antient geography . . .engraved from Cellarius.  On 
thirty-three copper plates . . .  London: Printed for B. Law; and F. and C. Rivington, 1796 (address? Roman?) 
 




[Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas]       ESTC 213299 
 Geographia antiqua: Being a complete set of maps of antient geography. . .  engraved from Cellarius.  On 
thirty-three copper plates . . .   A new edition.    London: Printed for F. and C. Rivington, No. 62, St. Paul's Church 
Yard; C. Law, No. 13, Avemary Lane; and T.N. Longman, No. 39, Paternoster Row.  MDCCXCIX [1799] 
           
 NOTE: 33 maps, all same as previous editions 
 
 
 IRISH EDITIONS 
219. 
 
[Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas]       ESTC N18331 
 Geographia antiqua: Being a complete set of maps of antient geography; beautifully engraved from 
Cellarius,on thirty-three copper plates...    Dublin: Printed for William Watson in Caple Street, and Samuel Watson 
in Dame Street. M,DCC,LXI [1761]    
  





[Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas]       ESTC T203846 
 Geographia antiqua; Being a complete set of maps of antient geography . . .engraved from Cellarius, on 
thirty-three copper plates . . .  Dublin: Printed for William Watson, and Samuel Watson, 1786. 
 




 EDITIONS OF THE Geography for Children 
 
This very popular little book for school children, with a world map, went through numerous editions in London, 
Dublin, and even Philadelphia.  Copies are now very difficult to find, an indication that the book was quite literally 
read to death.  It may have gone through as many as twenty-five editions, although several could prove to be 
“ghosts.”  Its popularity can be seen in the fact that at least two editions, entries  235 and 236 are pirated editions 
with spurious imprints.  All possible editions are noted below, whether seen or not, in the hope that they may 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC T118234 
 The geography of children: or, A short and easy method of teaching or learning geography . . . With a 
small neat map of the World . . . Translated from the French of Abbot Lenglet Dufresnoy, just published in Paris . . .    
London, Printed for Edward Littleton, at the Mitre in Fleetstreet; and John Hawkins, at the Falcon in St. Paul's 
Church-yard. M DCC XXXVII. [1737] 
           
[1] fp 1 A new map of the World according to the latest observations. 13 x 22 
    
222. 
 
Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N6572 
 The geography of children... The second edition, corrected...    London: Printed for E. Littleton, at the Mitre 
in Fleetstreet; and John Hawkins, at the Falcon in St. Paul's Church-yard. MDCCXXXVIII. [1738]  
     





Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas 
 [The geography of children . . .Third edition . . .London? 1744?] 
 
NOTE: No copy found, and not on ESTC.  Osborne catalogue states: “the third English edition was 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas. 
 [The geography of children . . . Fourth edition . . .   London? ] 
 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N30555 
 Geography for children... The fifth edition...    London: Printed for James Hodges, at the Looking Glass 
over-against St. Magnus Church, London Bridge.  1750.  
  
 NOTE: new World map 






Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas 
 [Geography for children . . .  London?] 
 





Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N18596 
  Geography for children... The seventh edition...    London, Printed for G. Keith, 1764 
           
 
. NOTE: new World map 
[1] f t-p The World.  /E. Bowen delin. (BR)  /I. Gibson sculpt. (BL)  /A new & 
accurate set of map's [sic] of the world and quarters from the best 
authorities. London sold by George Keith Grace Church Street (BC,bh) 







Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N18597 
  Geography for children... The eighth edition...    London, Printed for G. Keith. 1768. 
           




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas. 
 [Geography for children . . .Ninth edition . . . London?] 
 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N7053 
 Geography for children... The tenth edition...    London: Printed for G. Keith in Gracechurch-street, 1776. 
 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC T203883 
  Geography for children... The eleventh edition...    London: Printed for G. Keith, 1777. 
           
NOTE: ESTC lists copies at the National Library of Wales and at the University of Saskatchewan.  The 
latter copy lacks the map, and the map in the copy at the National Library of Wales appears to be the map 









Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N2437 
 Geography for children... The twelfth edition...    London: Printed for G. Keith, in Grace-church-street. 
1780.  
World map, same as earlier editions. 
233. 
 
Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N7054 
 Geography for children... The thirteenth edition...    London: Printed for G. Keith, in Grace-church-Street.  
1782.        
 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N7091 
 Geography for children... The fourteenth edition...    London: Printed for J. Johnson, No. 72, St. Paul's 
Church-Yard. 1783.       
 
World map, same as earlier editions, with text below and between hemispheres erased; now reads 
“Engrav’d for Geography for Children”.  Bowen and Gibson's names erased.  Changes reflect information 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC T138887 
 Geography for children... The fifteenth edition...    London: Printed for J. Johnson, No. 72, St. Paul's 
Church-Yard, and E. Newbery, at the corner of Ludgate-Street.  1787. 
 





Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC T1302 
 Geography for children... The sixteenth edition...    London: Printed for J. Johnson, No. 72, St. Paul's 
Church-Yard, and E. Newbery, at the corner of Ludgate-Street.  1791. 
           
NOTE: two maps; World map same as in previous editions, all decorative material in corners and around 
title removed.   
 
[1] f t-p [two maps on one plate] 
Geographical terms & figures exemplified. Plate I  /To face Page    2 
(TR,ab)  /London. Published by J. Johnson. Decr. 15. 1790. (BC,bb)  
/T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 
Geographical terms & figures exemplified. Plate II. /To face Page 3 
(TR,ab)  /London... (as Plate I)  /T. Conder... (as Plate I) 
16 x 20 
(plate size) 
[2] fp xii The World.  /Engrav'd for Geography for Children. (BC,bh) 
 








Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N7056 
 Geography for children.. . .  The seventeenth edition . . .  London: Printed for J. Johnson, and E. Newbery, 
1793. 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC T118445 
 Geography for children... The eighteenth  edition....    London: Printed for J. Johnson, No. 72, St. Paul's 
Church-Yard, and E. Newbery, at the corner of Ludgate-Street.  1795 
       





Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC T213278 
 Geography for children... The eighteenth edition...    London, Printed for T.Johnston and L. Newbury, 
1794.         
NOTE: Two maps, same as previous editions, but not from the same plates.  The maps are very crudely 
drawn, lack T. Conder’s name.  A piracy, trading on the popularity of the book?  T. Johnston and L. 




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N7057 
 Geography for children... The nineteenth edition...    London: Printed for T. Johnston, and L. Newbery, 
1795. 
 
NOTE: Two maps, as in entry 236.  Another pirated edition?  Same spurious printers, although  Newbery  




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N7058 
 Geography for children...The nineteenth edition...    London: printed for J. Johnson, and E. Newbery. 1797  




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC T185003 
 Geography for children... The twentieth edition...    London: Printed for J. Johnson, No. 72, St. Paul's 
Church-yard, and E. Newbery, at the corner of Ludgate-Street.  1799. 
           
NOTE: two maps; same titles, and world map same as 1795 ed.  However, copies seen vary slightly; one 
has T. Conder sculpt and London Published by J. Johnson Decr 15 1798 on map of Geographical terms, the 










Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC T140009 
 Geography for children... The twenty-second edition...    Shrewsbury: Printed by Sandford and Maddocks.  
1800.        
 
NOTE: Two maps; similar to earlier editions; from same plates? 
 
 
 IRISH EDITIONS 
244. 
 
Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC T203886 
Geography for children...The eleventh edition...    Dublin, Printed by H. Chamberlaine [1785?] 
           




Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC N9003 
 Du Fresnoy's Geography for youth. . .  greatly augmented and improved . . .by Oswald Edwards . . .   
Dublin, printed by A. Stewart, 86 Bride-street, for the editor, [1800?]      
   
[1] ftp An accurate Map of the World laid down from the most approved 
Maps & Charts. (TC,bh)  Os Edwards (BC,bh) 
16 x 26 
(plate size, ap.) 






 AMERICAN EDITION 
246. 
 
Lenglet Dufresnoy, Nicolas.       ESTC W42108 
 Du Fresnoy's geography for youth; or, A short and easy method of teaching and learning geography... The 
thirteenth edition...    Philadelphia: Printed for Rice and Co. Market-Street  [1799?] 
           
NOTE: one World map; same plate as that used in Fenning's A New and Easy Guide to the Use of the 
Globes......  Dublin, 1787.  The same map appeared in the 1796 Dublin edition of Fenning, which was 
printed by Rice.  Did Rice emigrate with the plate, or with sheets? 
 





Le Stourgeon, B.       ESTC T114404 
 A compleat universal history, of the several empires, kingdoms, states &c. throughout the known world. ... 
Adorn'd with figures and correct maps copy'd from the best geographers...   London, printed by Benjamin Baddam, 
1732-28.    
 
Only copy seen in BL had only 4 maps - incomplete?    
 
[1] fp 5 A map of India, Persia and Arabia with the whole Turkish Empire in 
Asia, Europe & Africa viz. Chaldasa[?], Assyria, Mesopotamia, 
Armenia, Natolia, Syria & the Holy Land with Greece, Hungary &c.  
Adapted to the Compleat Universal History of ye World by Henry 
Wilson author of the Compleat Sea Atlas &c.  /R.W. Seale sculp 
(BL,inl) 
35 x 47 
[2] fp 24 A map of China, Japan, Tonquin, Cochin-China and Siam with all the 
Philipines and adjacent islands belonging to the East Indies; adapted to 
the Compleat Universal History of the World by Henry Wilson author 
of the Compleat Sea Atlas.  /R.W. Seale sculpt (bca)  /To follow the 
description of the Nicober and Andaman Islands, Chap. IV. To front 
the left (TR,ab) 
45 x 35 
[3] fp 351 A map of Poland, Moscovy, Sweden, Denmark and Norway, with ye 
frontiers & part of ye Empire of Germany.  Adapted to ye Compleat 
Universal History of ye World by Henry Wilson geographer & teacher 
of navigation. 
35 x 45 
[4] fp 616 A map of Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Holland, France, Spain and 
Portugal.  Adapted to the Compleat Universal History of ye World by 
Henry Wilson geographer and teacher of navigation. 





248.         ESTC T1308 
 
Lloyd, Evan. 
 A plain system of geography; corrected with a variety of astronomical observations...in a conversation 
between a father and his son... Illustrated with copperplates and maps.    Edinburgh: Printed for the author, by 
Mundell & Son, Royal Dane Close.  1797. 
           
[1] f t-p The World 13 x 19 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 75 Europe 10 x 12 
[3] fp 90 Germany 10 x 12 
[4] fp 95 England 10 x 12 
[5] fp 102 Ireland 12 x 10 
[6] fp 111 France /M. Bowen sculp (BR,bb) 12 x 12 
[7] fp 135 Asia 10 x 12 
[8] fp 155 Africa 10 x 12 







Mair, John.         ESTC T121435 
  A brief survey of the terraqueous globe: containing, I. The description and use of the globes.  II. 
The construction and use of maps. III. Geography: or, a short view of the antient and modern state of the 
several kingdoms of the World...  Written originally by John Mair, A.M. and republished with great 
additions...by an able hand.  And illustrated with maps of the antient and modern worlds, engraved by T. 
Kitchin.    Edinburgh: PrGinted for John Bell; Creech. M,DCC,LXXV. [1775]    
  
[1] f t-p World, drawn from the best authorities; by Thos. Kitchin geographer. 
1774  /London Printed for Thos. Kitchin and Co. No. 59 Holborn Hill. 
(BC,bh) 
16 x 27 
(plate size) 





Mair, John.         ESTC T131909 
 A brief survey of the terraqueous globe...     Edinburgh: Printed for Bell and Bradfute, and Wm. 
Creech. M,DCC,LXXXIX. [1789]   
   
NOTE: This edition has 6 maps; the map of the Roman Empire same as 1st edition, all others new. 
[1] f t-p A map of the World from the best authorities 21 x 34 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 60 Europe by I. Ainslie 20 x 24 
[3] fp 83 Romanum Imperium, ad acmen evectum.  Engrav'd by Thos. Kitchin.   21 x 33 
[4] fp 201 Asia by J. Ainslie geor.  /J. Ainslie sculpt. (BR,bb) 20 x 26 
[5] fp 253 Africa by J. Ainslie geor.  /J. Ainslie sculpt. (BR,bb) 20 x 26 

















Malham, John.         ESTC N55754 
                                                                                                                   variant   ESTC T66535 
 The naval gazetteer; or, Seaman's complete guide.  Containing a full and accurate account, alphabetically 
arranged, of the several coasts of all the countries and islands in the known world... Illustrated with a correct set of 
charts, from the latest and best surveys.    London: Printed for Allen and West, No. 15, Paternoster-Row. 1795-
1796.  2v.  
 NOTE: all maps carry imprint (BC,bb); full imprint given for first map, date only for those following.  All 
maps also have "Neele sculpt. Strand," some with actual address, 352, and all BR,bb or BL,bb. 
Vol.I 
[1] f t-p A general chart of the World on Mercator's projection, exhibiting all 
the new discoveries, and the tracks of the different circum- navigators.  
Engraved for Malham's Naval Gazetteer.  /London, Published Sepr. 
19th 1795, by Allen & West, Pater-noster Row. (BC,bb) 
34 x 44 
[2] fp 15 A correct chart of the southern coasts of Africa, from the equator to the 
Cape of Good Hope.  Engraved for Malham's Naval Gazetr.  /...Sepr. 
26th...   
19 x 24 
[3] fp 15 A correct chart of the west coast of Africa, engraved for Malham's 
Naval Gazetteer  /... Sepr. 26th...   
24 x 19 
[4] fp 30 A correct chart of the west coast of North America from Bhering's 
Straits to Nootka Sound engd. for Malham's Naval Gazetteer  /... Sepr. 
19th...   
19 x 24 
[5] fp 30 A correct chart of the east coast of North America engraved for 
Malham's Naval Gazetteer  /... Sepr. 19th...   
24 x 19 
[6] fp 30 A correct chart of the coasts of South America from the equator to 
Cape Horn.  Engraved for Malham's Naval Gazetteer. /... Decr. 12th... 
24 x 19 
[7] fp 71 A correct chart of the Baltic Sea, engraved for Malham's Naval 
Gazetteer  /... Sepr 26th... 
24 x 19 
[8] fp 103 A correct chart of the Bay of Biscay, engraved for Malham's Naval 
Gazetteer.  /...Sepr. 26th... 
24 x 19 
[9] fp 193 A correct chart of the English Channel engraved for Malham's Naval 
Gazetteer  /...Sepr 19... 
19 x 31 
[10] fp 515 A correct chart of the West India Islands engraved for Malham's Naval 
Gazeteer [sic]  /Sepr. 12th... 
18 x 24 
[11] fp 527 A correct chart of the Irish Sea, with St. George's Channel, engd. for 
Malham's Naval Gazetteer  /...Sepr. 26th... 
25 x 19 
Vol. II 
[1] fp 48 A correct chart of the coast of Portugal, engraved for Malham's Naval 
Gazetteer.  /...Novr. 14th... 
24 x 19 
[2] fp 93 A correct chart of the coasts of Hindostan engraved for Malham's 
Naval Gazetteer.  /...Novr. 14th... 
19 x 24 
 
 
[3] fp 132 A correct chart of the Mediterranean Sea engraved for Malham's Naval 
Gazetteer.  /...Decr. 12th... 
18 x 40 
[4] fp 203 A correct chart of the North Sea, engraved for Malham's Naval 
Gazetteer.  /...Novr. 14th... 
24 x 19 
[5] fp 208 A correct chart of the Indian Ocean.  Engraved for Malham's Naval 
Gazetteer.  /...Sepr. 19... 
19 x 24 
[6] fp 488 A correct chart of the German Ocean, engraved for Malham's Naval 
Gazetteer.  /...Decr. 12th... 




Malham, John         ESTC N42130 
                                                                                                                                 variant    ESTC N41691 
 The naval gazetteer...    London, Printed and Published by M. Allen, No. 15 Paternoster-Row. 1798-1799.  
2v. 
 





 AMERICAN EDITION 
253. 
 
Malham, John.         ESTC W28671 
 The naval gazetteer; or, Seaman's complete guide.  Containing a full and accurate account, alphabetically 
arranged, of the several coasts of all the...known world... Illustrated with a correct set of charts... First American 
edition.    Boston: Printed for and sold by W. Spotswood and J. Nancrede. 1797. 
 
NOTE: Maps are exact duplicates of those in the London editions, and at same locations, but are not from 
the same plates.  All plates carry imprint of Spotswood and Nancrede, Boston, both with and without date.  
Listed below are the publication dates, when given, and engravers on each map. 
Vol.I. 
 [1] /J. Norman sculp (BR,bb)    
 [2] /Publish'd Octor. 1796 by Spotswood and Nancrede Boston (BC,bb)  
/B. Callender sculp boston (BR,bb) 
 
 [3]  /Rollinson sculpt New York (bca)  
 [4] /...Sepr 1796...  /B. Callender sculpt Boston (BR,bb)  
 [5] Rollinson sculpt (within cartouche)  /  
 [6] /...Sepr. 1796...  /B. Callender sculpt. Boston (BR,bb)  
 [7] /Rollinson sculpt. N.York (bca)  
 [8] Rollinson sct. N.York (within cartouche)  
 [9] /Rollinson sculpt. N.York (bca)  /...Sepr. 1796...  
 
 
 [10] /S.H. St. (bca)  
 
 
[11] /Rollinson sculpt New York. (bca)  
    Vol. II 
 [1] /Rollinson sculpt New York. (bca)  
 [2] Hill Sc. (within cartouche)  
 [3] Rollinson sculpt N.York (within cartouche)  
 [4] S.H. Sc. (bca)  
 [5] /...Sepr 1796...  /B. Callender sculpt. Boston (BR,bb)  










































Martin, Benjamin.        ESTC T25322 
          ESTC P2572 
 The general magazine of arts and sciences...    London, W. Owen, 1755-1764.  
           
NOTE:  This miscellany, which appeared over a period of years, contained several geographical 
contributions by Martin, which were eventually published as separate volumes, and are so described below.  




Martin, Benjamin.        ESTC T25330 
          ESTC P3333 
 Miscellaneous correspondence, containing a variety of subjects relative to natural and civil history, 
geography, mathematics, poetry, memoirs of monthly occurrences...    London: Printed and sold by W. Owen, 
Temple Bar, and by the author, at his house in Fleet-street.  MDCCLIX. [1759-64]  4v. 
 
NOTE: Also issued as part of The general magazine of arts and sciences    
 
Vol. I 
[1] fp 69 A map of the British and French settlements in North America; [Part 
the first]  containing Canada, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, New 
England, part of New York, with the lakes, Six Nations... Laid down 
from authentic surveys.  /T. Bowen sc. (BR,inl) 
38 x 49 
[2] fp 190 A map of New England & ye country adjacent, extending northward to 
Quebec, & westward to Niagara, on Lake Ontario; shewing Gen: 
Shirley and G: Iohnson's routs, & many places, omitted in other maps; 
communicated by a Gentleman who resided in these parts.  /Engrav'd 
for the General Magazine of Arts & Sciences for W. Owen at Temple 
Bar 1755 (BC,bb) 
  Insets: Oswego an English fort 
           Fort du Quesne 
           Fort Frederick at Crown Point 
20 x 18 
[3] fp 245 An accurate map of Paraguay, Tucumania, Chaco, Rio de la Plata, &c. 
with part of Brasil from 20 to 37 degrees south latitude.  Laid down 
from the most approved modern maps with improvements by Eman: 
Bowen geogr. to His Majesty.  /Printed for the General Magazine... (as 
above) 
28 x 43 
[4] fp 277 Minorca taken from an original drawing of an actual survey of the 
island: with some improvements by Eman: Bowen geogr. to his 
Majesty.  /Engraved... 1756 
  Insets: The harbour of Port Mahon 
           The Straits of Gibraltar 
18 x 22 
[5] fp 385 An accurate map of the north west part of Germany containing 
Westphalia & Lower Saxony including the electorates of Brunswick... 
[8 lines] by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His Majesty  /Engrav'd... (as 
above) 
32 x 22 
 
 
[6] fp 405 An accurate map of the south east part of Germany, containing the 
electorate of Bavaria...[14 lines] by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His 
Majesty.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
32 x 23 
[7] fp 425 An accurate map of the north east part of Germany containing 
Mecklenburg, Pomerania... [8 lines] by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His 
Majesty.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
23 x 22 
 
Vol. II 
[1] fp 461 An accurate map of the south west part of Germany containing the 
Bishopricks of Mentz, & ...[4 lines] by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His 
Majesty.  /Engrav'd for the General Magazine of Arts & Sciences for 
W. Owen at Temple Bar 1757 
24 x 23 
[2] fp 521 An accurate map of Poland, Prussia and Lithuania shewing their 
vicinity to the German, Russian, and Ottoman Empires &c. by Eman: 
Bowen geogr. to His Majesty.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
18 x 27 
[3] fp 561 An accurate map of the country 17 miles round London, shewing the 
distances of all places from the metropolis, by concentric circles... by 
Eman. Bowen geogr. to His Majesty.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
26 x 26 
[4] fp 581 An accurate map of the East Indies, in which ye European forts, 
factories, and settlements are inserted & distinguished by Eman: 
Bowen geogr. to His Majesty.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
18 x 29 
[5] fp 621 An accurate chart of the English Channel, wherein all the seaport cities, 
and towns, bays & harbours... [7 lines] with improvements by Eman: 
Bowen geogr. to His Majesty.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
34 x 33 
[6] fp 653 A draught of the road & harbour of Brest. 12 x 19 
[7] fp 733 An accurate commercial map of 440 English statute miles round 
Leipzig, the principal emporium & mart of the German Empire; 
shewing by concentrick circles the distances of all places within the 
compass of the present seat of war, & also their bearings from that city.  
By Eman: Bowen geographer to His Majesty.  /Engrav'd...  1758 (as 
above) 
28 x 28 
[8] fp 813 An accurate map of the western coast of Africa from 8 to 25 degrees 
Nth. latit. describing the intire course of the River Gambia and 600 
miles of the River Senegal: shewing the French & English settlements 
on those rivers & also on the coast and islands. By E. Bowen  
20 x 12 
[9] fp 859 A plan of the city and fortifications of Louisburg. taken from a survey 
made by Mr. Gridley Lieut. Coll. of artillery in 1745. 
  Inset: A view of Fort St. Louis on...Senegal 
18 x 11 
[10] fp 937 An accurate map of the West Indies, containing the Bahama & Caribbe 
Islands the Great & Little Antilles: with the Leward and Windward 
Islands & part of the American continent by E. Bowen geog. to His 
Majy.  /Engraved...1758 (as above) NOTE: some copies seen have date 
of 1763. 







[1] fp 25 The island of Martinico; with its towns, forts & batteries drawn from 
the best modern French maps &c. by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His 
Majesty.  /Engrav'd... 1759 (as above) 
11 x 19 
[2] fp 49 An accurate map of the island of Guadeloupe one of the French 
Antilles; also of La Marie Galante; according to the best authorities.  
/T. Bowen sc. (BL,bb)  /Engraved... (as above) 
  Inset: La Marie Galante 
12 x 19 
[3] fp 73 A plan of the city of Quebec capital of New France  /Engrav'd... (as 
above) 
12 x 19 
[4] fp 153 The River Seine from Rouen to the sea, with the road and town of 
Havre de Grace.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
12 x 19 
[5] fp 200 A chart of the Straits of Gibraltar, with the coast of Spain & 
Portugal...near which the late victory was obtained by his Majesties 
fleet...Aug. 18, 19, 1759.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
12 x 19 
[6] fp 273 A map of Brittany, & part of Poitou, shewing the coast of France with 
the adjacent islands from St. Malo to Rochfort  /Engrav'd... (as above) 
  Inset: A particular draught of the Bay in which Adml. Hawke               
defeated the French fleet Novr. 20, 1759 
19 x 12 
Vol. IV 
[1] fp 664 A map of Belle-Isle divided into parishes. describing the bays, 
harbours, towns villages &c.  /Engrav'd... 1761 (as above) 





Martin, Benjamin.        ESTC N11469 
 A new and comprehensive system of philology...Vol. II Containing the following sciences... VIII. Physico-
geology...    London: Printed and sold by W. Owen, near Temple-Bar, and by the author, at his house in Fleet-Street.  
MDCCLXIV. [1764]    
 
NOTE: All maps carry imprint, either above or below the map.  The form is given on the first map, date 
only on those following. 
 
[1] fp 33 An accurate map of the World: upon the globular projection: drawn 
from the best authorities...by E. Bowen geogr. to His Majesty  
/Engrav'd for the General Magazine of Arts and Sciences for W. Owen 
at Temple Bar 1759 (BC,bh) 
16 x 30  
(plate size) 
[2] fp 40 An accurate map of Europe: upon the globular projection; drawn from 
the best authorities by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His Majesty.  
/Engrav'd...(BC,bb) 
19 x 24 
 
 
[3] fp 48 A map of Sweden, Denmark and Norway; on a spheroidical projection 
drawn from the best modern authorities by Eman: Bowen, geogr. to His 
Majesty  /Engrav'd...(TC,ab) 
18 x 22 
[4] fp 89 A map of Mosovy or Russia in Europe. on a spheroidical project. 
drawn from the latest & best authorities by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His 
Majesty  /Engrav'd... (BC,bb) 
19 x 22 
[5] fp 126 An accurate map of Poland, Prussia & Lithuania. on a spheroidical 
project.  drawn from the best modern authorities by Eman: Bowen 
geogr. to His Majy.  /Engrav'd...1760 (BC,bb) 
18 x 21 
[6] fp 130 An accurate map of Germany divided into circles on a spheroidical 
projection. drawn from the best authorities by Eman: Bowen geogr. to 
His Majesty  /Engrav'd...1760 (BC,bb) 
19 x 22 
[7] fp 173 An accurate map of Italy on a spheroidical projection drawn from the 
best modern authorities by Eman Bowen geogr to His Majy.  
/Engrav'd...1760 (BC,bb) 
17 x 21 
[8] fp 193 An accurate map of Spain & Portugal on a spheroidical projection 
drawn from the best authorities by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His Majy.  
/Engrav'd...1761 (BC,bb) 
18 x 22 
[9] fp 219 An accurate map of France; on a spheroidical projection: taken from 
one publish'd in the memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences at 
Paris. 1747  /Engrav'd...1761 (BC,bb) 
17 x 21 
[10] fp 233 Map of the VII United Provinces, with the Dutch, Austrian & French 
Netherlands; on a spheroidical projection. by Eman: Bowen geogr. to 
his late Majy.  /Engrav'd...1761 (BC,bb) 
17 x 21 
[11] fp 250 An accurate map of England & Wales on a spheroidical projection 
drawn from the best authorities by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His late 
Majesty  /Engrav'd...1762 (BC,bb) 
18 x 22 
[12] fp 266 Scotland on a spheroidical projecn. drawn from the best authorities, by 
Eman. Bowen geogr. to his late majy.  /Engrav'd...1762 (BC,bb) 
18 x 21 
[13] fp 286 An accurate map of Ireland, on a spheroidical projection drawn from 
the best authorities by Eman: Bowen geogr. to his late Majesty  
/Engrav'd...1762 (BC,bb) 
17 x 21 
[14] fp 297 Turkey in Europe, on a spheroidical projection: drawn from the best 
authorities. by Eman: Bowen, geogr. to his late Majy.  /Engrav'd...1762 
(BC,bb) 
18 x 21 
[15] fp 329 Asia upon the globular projection, drawn from the best authorities; by 
Eman: Bowen geogr. to his late Majy.  /Engrav'd...1762 (BC,bb) 
18 x 24 
[16] fp 454 An accurate map of the East Indies in which ye European forts, 
factories, and settlements are inserted & distinguished by Eman: 
Bowen geogr. to His Majesty  /Engrav'd...1757 (BC,bb) 
18 x 29 
[17] fp 491 Africa upon the globular projection drawn from the best authorities; by 
Eman: Bowen geogr. to his late Majy.  /Engrav'd...1763 (BC,bb) 
19 x 23 
 
 
[18] fp 539 North. America upon the globular projection; drawn from the latest and 
best authorities. by Eman: Bowen geogr. to his late Majy.  
/Engrav'd...1763 (BC,bb) 
19 x 24 
[19] fp 542 A new geographical map or chart of the Atlantic Ocean with the 
continents of Europe Africa & America &c. on the east & west side of 
it  /This chart is that projection of the spherical zone on the surface of a 
cone invented by the Rd. Mr. Murdoch & described in Phil: Trans: 
Vol: L.1758 (BL,inl)  /(NB) This is the first map or chart of this kind 
ever published, engraved by Emanl. Bowen geographer to his Majesty 
(BR,inl)  /Engrav'd...1763 (BC,bb) 
17 x 28 
[20] fp 585 An accurate map of the West Indies, containing the Bahama & Caribbe 
Islands, the Great & Little Antilles; with the Leward and Windward 
Islands & part of the American continent by E. Bowen geog. to His 
Majy.  /Engrav'd...1763 (BC,bb) 
 
[21] fp 591 South. America upon the globular projection. drawn from the latest & 
best authorities: by Eman: Bowen geogr. to His late Majesty  
/Engrav'd...1763 (BC,bb) 




Martin, Benjamin.        ESTC T25340 
 New principles of geography and navigation.  In two parts...    London: Printed for the author, and sold at 
his house near Cane-Court, Fleet-Street, and by J. Newbery in St. Paul's Church-Yard. MDCCLVIII. [1758] 
      
NOTE: While this work only contained two finished maps, it had 7 blank chart plates, with latitude and 
longitude grid, to be filled in by navigators.  Did these charts lay the ground work for his spheroidical 
projection? 
[1] fp 18 A new geograpical chart of the most considerable trading countries, 
cities & sea ports in Europe; laid down from a projection made 
according to the true figure of the Earth, viz a spheroid, wherein all the 
degrees of latitude & longitude are divided into minutes.  NB This is 
the first true chart ever publish'd. By Benjamin Martin  /Drawn & 
engrav'd by Eman Bowen geogr. to His Majesty & J. Gibson (BL,bb) 
50 x 41 
[2] fp 98 A view of the situation of South Britain as it lies on the surface of the 
spheroid & sphere. Ten feet diameter 




Martin, Benjamin.        ESTC T25344  
 Philosophia Britannica: or, A new and comprehensive system of the Newtonian philosophy, astronomy and 
geography.  In a course of twelve lectures...    Reading, Printed by C. Micklewright and Co. for the author, and for 
M. Cooper in Pater-noster-row, London; R. Raikes at Gloucester; B. Collins in Salisbury; and J. Leake, and W. 
Frederick at Bath.  MDCCXLVII. [1747]  2v 
 
Most illustrations are astronomical and optical diagrams; all maps are in vol. II. 
 
 
[1] fp 80 A view of ye general & coasting trade-winds, monsoons or ye shifting 
trade winds through the world, variations &c. according to ye newest 
and most exact observations, by Dr. Edmund Halley  /p.80 (TL,ab)  
/Plate XXXII (TR,ab) 
18 x 52 
[2] fp 471 A map of the country where the arc of the meridian was measured  
/Plate LXIX, p.471 (TL,ab) 
17 x 10 
[3] fp 482 The globular projection or a map of the World drawn from the best 
authorities & regulated by astronl. observans.  /p.482 (TL,ab)  /Plate 
LXXIV (TR,ab) 
15 x 27 
(plate size) 




Martin, Benjamin.        ESTC N39108 
 Philosophia Britannica . . .In two volumes. . . The second edition.   London: Printed for S. Birt; J. Hodges; 
and J. Newbery, 1752. 
 
 Three maps, same as previous edition and at same locations. 
 
260.          
 
Martin, Benjamin.        ESTC N12262 
  Philosophia Britannica...The second edition.  In three volumes.. .    London: Printed for M. 
Cooper in Pater-noster-row, J. Newbery in St. Paul's Church-Yard, S. Crowder and Co. on London Bridge, B. 
Collins at Salisbury, and J. Leake and W. Frederick at Bath; and sold by the author at his house in Fleet-Street.  
MDCCLIX. [1759]  3v.   
NOTE: This edition, and those subsequent, have been expanded to three volumes.  The same map plates are 
used, but maps are now in vols. II and III, with changes as noted:  
Vol. II 
[1] fp 199 Trade winds - same plate.  /p.199 (TL,ab)  /Vol.II.Plate XXXI (TR,ab)  
Vol. III 
[1] fp 295 Arc of the meridian - same plate.  /Vol.III.Plate LXVII. p.295 (TL,ab)  
[2] fp 362 
[app.] 




Martin, Benjamin.        ESTC T25345 
 Philosophia Britannica...The third edition...    London: Printed for W. strahan; J. & F. Rivington; W. 
Johnston; Hawes and Co. T. Carnan and F. Newbery, jun. B. Collins in Salisbury; W. Frederick, in Bath; and sold 
by the Author at his house in Fleet-street. MDCCLXXI [ 1771]  3 v. 
 










Martin, Benjamin.        ESTC N12259 
 Philosophia Britannica... The fourth edition...    London: Printed for John, Francis, Charles Rivington; and 
Thomas Carnan, in St. Paul's Church-Yard; and Andrew Strahan, in New Street. M,DCC,LXXXVIII. [1788]3v. 
      





Martin, Benjamin.        ESTC T122825 
 Physico-geology: or, A new system of Philosophical geography...In this treatise the countries are now first 
illustrated with a new and accurate set of maps according to the true spheroidical figure of the earth, and the 
degrees of latitude diagonally divided in minutes.  Engraved by E. Bowen, geographer to His late Majesty.    
London: Printed for W. Owen, in Fleet-Street.  M.DCC.LXIX. [1769]  
       





Martin, R         ESTC T184983 
 Geography methodised, for the use of young gentlemen and ladies.    Dublin, Printed by James Hoey  in 
Skinner Row. MDCCLX, 1760.         
 
NOTE: one map; same plate as map in Dublin 1749 edition of Dodsley's Preceptor.  The copy in the 
National Library of Ireland also has a map of Ireland, same plate as in Dublin edition’s of Patrick Gordon’s 
Geography Anatomiz’d. 
       
[1] f t-p An accurate map of the World laid down from the most approved maps     15 x 28 
  and charts and regulated by astronl. observations by Thos. Jefferys  





Martin, R         ESTC T199868 
 Geography methodised, for the use of young gentlemen and ladies...  Dublin, Printed by James Hoey. 1765. 
           




Martin, R         ESTC N18825 
 Geography methodised, for the use of young gentlemen and ladies...The tenth edition.    Dublin, Printed for 
Peter Hoey, No. 1, Skinner-Row. MDCCLXXXIV. [1784] 
 





Martin, R         ESTC T217436 
 Geography methodised, for the use of young gentlemen and ladies . . .The tenth edition . . .  Dublin: Printed 
by Peter Hoey, 1791. 
 








[Mavor, William Fordyce]       ESTC T81841 
 The geographical magazine; or, A new, copious, compleat and universal system of geography.  Containing 
an accurate...account...of the several continents, islands, [etc.] of Asia, Africa, Europe, and America...By William 
Frederick Martyn...    London: Printed for Harrison and Co. No. 18, Paternoster Row. M DCC LXXXII [1782-83] 
2v.    
 NOTE: William Frederick Martyn is a pseudonym for William Fordyce Mavor. 
NOTE: Maps were issued in parts, which probably explains discrepancies between dates on maps and date 
of volume.  All maps bear imprint and date; format is given with first map, dates only for those following.  
Are the four "editions" found really editions, or only new sets of title-pages?  None carry an edition 
statement, and all maps and locations are same in all. 
 
Vol. I 
[1] fp lxiii A general stereographic map, on the plane of the meridian  /Published 
as the Act directs, by Harrison & Co. Novr. 1, 1783. (BC,bb)  /T. 
Woodman & H. Mutlow sculp. (BR) 
16 x 20 
(plate size) 
[2] fp lxiii [Two examples on one plate]  Stereographic projection, on the plane of 
the horizon.  Orthographic projection, on the plane of the meridian.  
/Janr. 1, 1784   /T.I. Woodman & H. Mutlow sculp. (BR) 
16 x 20 
(plate size) 
[3] fp lxiii [Two examples on one plate] Stereographic map,  Orthographic map, 
on the plane of the equator.  /Decr. 1, 1783   /T.I. Woodman & H. 
Mutlow sculp. (BR) 
16 x 20 
(plate size) 
[4] fp 1 A new map of the World, including all the modern discoveries.  /Jany. 
1, 1782  
Variant map found in some copies: A new map of the World, including 
all the modern discoveries by J. Bayly, geographer.  /[no date]  
25 x 39 
 
 
24 x 41 
[5] fp 1 A new map of the World, in three sections; wherein the several tracks 
and discoveries of the British navigators, to the present time, are 
distinctly and accurately laid down.  By J. Bayly, geographer. 1782.  
/February 1, 1782  
24 x 41 
[6] fp 1 A new map of Asia.  By J. Bayly, geographer.  /March 1 1782  23 x 34 
[7] fp 6 A new map of Turky in Asia, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /April 1, 1782  25 x 23 
[8] fp 127 A new map of Persia, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /July 1, 1782  25 x 22 
[9] fp 226 A new map of the East Indies, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /June 1, 1782  
  Inset: The mouths of the Ganges 
23 x 32 
[10] fp 513 A new map of China, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /May 1, 1782        23 x 31 
[11] fp 589 A new map of Africa, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /August 1, 1782  22 x 27 
 
Vol. II 
[1] fp 3 A new map of Europe, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /Sepr. 1, 1782  22 x 30 
[2] fp 10 A new map of Russia in Europe, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /Oct.1,1782  22 x 28 
[3] fp 41 A new map of Denmark, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /Dec.1, 1782   19 x 28 
 
 
[4] fp 71 A new map of Sweden and Norway, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /Jany. 1, 
1783  
  Inset: Iceland Isle 
21 x 27 
[5] fp 100 A new map of Poland, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /Nov. 1, 1782  22 x 27 
[6] fp 146 A new map of Germany.  /Feby. 1, 1785  20 x 24 
[7] fp 207 A new map of the Seven United Provinces.  By J. Bayly, geographer.  
/Aug. 1, 1783.  
23 x 29 
[8] fp 230 A new map of the Catholic Netherlands.  By J. Bayly, geographer.  
/Aug. 1, 1783.  
20 x 27 
[9] fp 244 A new map of France, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /Feb.1 1783  20 x 27 
[10] fp 277 A new map of Spain and Portugal, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /July 1, 
1783.  
23 x 30 
[11] fp 311 A new map of Switzerland  /April 1, 1785  20 x 28 
[12] fp 328 A new map of Italy, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /May 1, 1783.  22 x 27 
[13] fp 359 A map of Hungary, Transilvania, Sclavonia, and Croatia.  /Novr. 1, 
1784.  
22 x 31 
[14] fp 368 A new map of Turky in Europe.  /June 1st, 1784  28 x 23 
[15] fp 386 A new map of England and Wales, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /April 1, 
1783  
19 x 27 
[16] fp 386 A chart of the English Channel, with the coasts of France, Spain, and 
Portugal  /Decr. 1, 1784  
31 x 24 
[17] fp 409 A new map of Scotland.  /Decr. 1, 1784  25 x 22 
[18] fp 425 A new map of Ireland.  /Octr. 1, 1784  31 x 22 
[19] fp 460 A new map of North America  /Jany. 1, 1785.  19 x 27 
[20] fp 515 A new map of South America.  /March 1, 1785   19 x 25 
[21 fp 542 A new map of the West Indies, by J. Bayly, geographer.  /June 1, 1783  24 x 42 
[22] fp 569 Chart of the N.W. coast of America and N.E. coast of Asia, explored 
by Capt. Cook, in the years 1778 & 1779.  The unshaded parts of the 
coast of Asia are taken from a ms. chart received from the Russians.  
/Augt. 1, 1784 
19 x 32 
[23] fp 570 A new chart of the Sandwich Islands; including O Whyee, where 
Captn. Cooke was killed on Sunday the 14th of February 1779.  /July 
1, 1784 (BC,bb)  /T. Woodman & H. Mutlow sculpt  











[Mavor, William Fordyce]       ESTC N16941 
 The geographical magazine...    London: Printed for Harrison and Co. No. 18, Paternoster-Row. M DCC 
LXXV. [1785-87]  2v.      
 




[Mavor, William Fordyce]       ESTC N30565 
 The geographical magazine...    London: Printed for Harrison and Co. [1788?] 
 
 NOTE: all maps same as earlier editions, at same location. 
         
271. 
 
Mavor, William Fordyce.       ESTC N30566 
          ESTC N63952 
 The geographical magazine...     London: Printed for Harrison and Co. No. 18, Paternoster Row.  
MDCCXCIV. [1793-94]  2v. 
 







Mela, Pomponius.        ESTC T124052 
  .  . .De situ orbis libri tres, ad omnium Angliae & Hiberniae codicum mss. fidem, summa cura & diligentia 
recogniti & collati . . .    Iscae Dunmoniorum [Exeter]. Typis Farleanis. Apud Philippum Bishop. MDCCXI. [1711] 
     
 
NOTE: title-pages seen with variant type-settings. 
NOTE: map titles include dedications to patrons; only name of dedicatee is given 
[1] btw 2/3 [William, Bishop of Lincoln].. Orbis forma totius expedita.  /P.2 (TL) 19 x 25 
(plate size) 
[2]  2/3 [Hugo Clifford]...hanc Asiae tabulam... /P.3. (TL,inl) 18 x 24 
[3]  4/5 [Maria Chudleigh]...hanc Europae tabulam... /P.4. (TL,inl) 18 x 25 
[4]  4/5 [Philip Sydenham] Africa.  /P.5. (TR,inl) 18 x 25 
[5]  6/7 [Walter Yonge]...haec Mauritaniae, quae Lybico Mari adiacet 
Numidiaeque tabula...  /P.6. (TR,inl) 
18 x 25 
[6]  8/9 [Richard Carew]...regio quae proprie nomen Africae usurpat.  /p 8 
(TR,inl) 
18 x 25 
[7]  8/9 [Edward Yarde]...Cyrenaicae tabulam...  /p 9 (TR,inl) 18 x 25 
[8]  10/11 [Nic. Hall]...tabulam hanc Aegypti, & qua ad Nostrum Mare pertinet 
Arabiae... /P.11 (TL,inl) 
18 x 25 
[9]  14/15 [Thom. waterhouse]...hac Syriae, Ciliciae, Pamphyliae, cum porrecta 
inter illas Cypro inf. ... /P.14.(TR,inl) 
18 x 25 
[10]  16/17 Hanc Lyciae, Cariae, Ioniae, Aeolide, Troados, insularumque, 
adjacentium, tabulam...[William Musgrave] /p.17 (TR,inl) 
18 x 25 
[11]  20/21 [Hans Sloane]...hanc tabulam Bithynos, Ponticos, Maeoticosque.../p 20 
(TR,inl) 
18 x 25 
[12]  24/25 [Pet. King]...Sauromatae cum apposita iis Scythia Europaea hac 
ponuntur tabula.  /p 23 (TR,inl) 
18 x 25 
[13]  28/29 Thracia et Macedonia [William Chilcot] /p 28 (TR,inl) 18 x 25 
[14]  32/33 [Charles Roderick]...Graecia Graeciaeque objacentes insulae.  /p 32 
(TR,inl) 
19 x 25 
[15]  34/35 Illyris, & Italia insulaeque, tum in Adria, tum in Tusco Mari propius 
Italiam [Thomas Turner]  /p 34 (TR,inl) 
18 x 24 
[16]  36/37 [Francisco Vicecom. Rialton]...Tusco Gallia aliquando Bracata nunc 
Barbonensis.  /p 37 (TR,inl) 
18 x 25 
[17]  38/39 ...Hispania & in ea insulae...[ Greek?] /P.39. (TL,inl) 18 x 25 
[18]  40/41 [Palmer]...Crete & juxta Creten insulae Sporades & Cyclades.  /p43 
(TR,inl) 
18 x 25 
[19]  44/45 Sicilia & circa Siciliam insulae...[Richard King]  /P.45. (TL,inl) 18 x 25 
 
 
[20]  48/49 [Thomas Baron]...Galliae et in Britannico Mari insularum... /P.48. 
(TL,inl) 
25 x 18 
[21]  50/51 ...Germaniae Sarmatiaeque [Joshua Hickman]... /p 50 (TR,inl) 25 x 18 
[22]  52/53 [John Newcombe]...hanc Caspianorum gentiumque iis confinium 
tabellam... /p 52 (TR,inl) 
25 x 18 
[23]  56/57 [Colline]...Asiae frons versa ad orientem.  /P.56. (TL,inl) 25 x 18 
[24]  56/57 Indi, Ariane, Aria & Cedrosis...[Waltham Savery]  /p.57 (TR,inl) 18 x 25 
[25]  58/59 Populi Persarum, Arabes, & quod his proximum est 
Aethiopum...[Alex. Weber]...  /P.59. (TL,inl) 
18 x 25 
[26]  62/63 Ultimae Aethiopum utrorumque in Asia Africaque orae...[Richard 
Elsworth]... /P.62. (TR,inl) 
18 x 25 
[27]  62/63 Africae frons illa, quae Mari Atlantico alluitur: et eam tenentes, ab 
Aethiopibus, Pharusii, Nigritae, Mauri, et insulae appositae [George 
Fursdon]...  /P.63. (TL,inl) 
18 x 24 
 





Mela, Pomponius.        ESTC T173848 
  . . . De situ orbis libri tres...    Londini: Prostant venales apud gul. Taylor, ad Insigne Navis in Vico vulgo 




Mela, Pomponius.        ESTC N40156 
 . . . De situ orbis libri tres...    Londini: Prostant apud S. Birt, in vico Ave-Mary-Lane. M.DCC.XXXIX. 




Mela, Pomponius.        ESTC T122827 
 . . . De situ orbis libri tres...    Etonae: Typis et cura J. Pote, Bibliop. et typographi. M DCC LXI. [1761] 




Mela, Pomponius.        ESTC N63625 
 . . . De situ orbis libri tres...    Etonae, excudit J. Pote; apud quem veneunt. M DCC LXXV [1775]  




Mela, Pomponius.        ESTC N40155 






Mela, Pomponius        ESTC N22086 
 . . . De situ orbis libri tres . . .  Etonae, excudit T. Pote, apud quem veneunt, MDCCLXXXIX [1789] 
         
279. 
 
Mela, Pomponius.        ESTC N40152 




Like many of the other 18th-century folio-sized geographical works, Middleton's New and 
Complete System of Geography  was issued in parts, and is a bibliographical nightmare.  The title-
pages in similar volumes by Thomas Bankes, q.v., closely resemble in both wording and lay-out 
those in Middleton and may well have been intended as successors to Middleton's work. 13 map 
plates first used here in Middleton later make their appearance in Bankes's publications.  Some of 
the Middleton title-pages carry dates; some do not.  But they seem to have been published within a 
fairly short span of years, 1777-1782.  The title-pages of the numerous copies seen frequently 
vary.  The initial wording is the same, but type-settings, lay-out, and dates are not.  Most copies 
were undated; on dated copies, dates ranged from 1777-1779; often vol.I date was later than vol. 
II.  All imprints are J. Cooke. 
 
Of the sixteen copies examined, all had six maps in vol. I, and 14 or 15 in vol. II; the map of South 
America was frequently lacking and not called for on the list of plates.  During this time the map 
plates underwent changes - decorative cartouches were removed, dates were erased, and new 
geographical information was added, particularly in the Pacific area, to reflect information 
received from the voyages of Capt. James Cooke and others.   
 
It seems logical, therefore, to treat the Middleton editions as we did those of Bankes, i.e. by giving 
the title-page first and listing the maps following in the various states found.  No two copies seen 




Middleton, Charles Theodore.       ESTC T125494 
ESTC T132842 
          ESTC N5096 
 A new and complete system of geography, containing a full, accurate, authentic and interesting account 
and description of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America; as consisting of continents, islands, [etc.] and divided into 
empires, kingdoms, states, and republics... The whole embellished...with upwards of one hundred and 
twenty...copper plates...    London: Printed for J. Cooke at Shakespeare's Head, No. 17, in Pater-Noster-Row. 
       
 
Vol.I 
[1] fp 5 State 1.  The World, including the late discoveries, by Captn. Cook and 
other circumnavigators.  Carefully laid down to the present time by 
Thos. Bowen. [This state has elaborate border, with garlands 
surrounding the two hemispheres.] 
State 2.  Title as above.  /Engraved for Middleton's New (and) 
Complete System of Geography (TC,ab)  [Garlands around border have 
been simplified; terrestrial globe, celestial globe, azimuth compass, and 
orrery now decorate the four corners.] 
State 3.  Title as above.  [Border and text above border now entirely 
erased. Numerous tracks of Cook and others added to Pacific; other 
changes around Alaska and Australia.] 
29 x 47 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 5 State 1.  A Mercator chart of the World by Thos. Bowen  1778 
/Engraved for Middleton's Complete System of Geography  (TC,ab) 
State 2.  Title as above. Date erased. 
State 3.  Title as above. Date and text above border erased. 
33 x 45 
 
 
[3] fp 6 State 1.  A new & accurate map of Asia, drawn from the most approved 
modern maps & charts; by thos. Bowen 1777.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2.  Title as above; date changed to 1779. 
31 x 41 
[4] fp 91 State 1.  A correct map of the Ottoman Empire, including all the 
countries, possess'd by, or tributary to the Turks, in Europe, Asia & 
Africa, with part of the adjacent territories, according to the latest 
observations by Thos. Bowen. 1777  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2.  Title as above.  Date erased. 
State 3.  Title as above.  Date and text above border erased. 
31 x 41 
[5] fp 138 State 1. An accurate map of the East Indies, from the latest 
improvements and regulated by astronomical observations.  
/Engraved... (as above)  [This state has elaborate border around 
cartouche.] 
State 2.  Title as above.  Border and text above border erased. 
20 x 29 
[6] fp 241 State 1. A new and accurate map of Africa, drawn from the best 
authorities. by Thos. Bowen 1777.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above. Date erased. 
33 x 41 
  
Vol. II 
[1] fp 3 State 1.  A new & accurate map of Europe, drawn from the best 
authorities, by Thos. Bowen. 1777.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2.  Title as above.  Date erased. 
State 3.  Title as above. Date and text above border erased. 
33 x 43 
[2] fp 72 State 1. An accurate map of Sweden, Denmark and Norway, from the 
best authorities by Thos. Bowen 1778.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2.  Title as above. Date erased. 
20 x 27 
[3] fp 100 State 1. An accurate map of the Russian Empire, as contained in 
Europe and Asia.  Drawn from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen 
1778.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2.  Title as above. Date erased. 
17 x 28 
[4] fp 188 State 1. A new map of the Empire of Germany, from the latest 
improvements and regulated by astronomical observations.  
/Engraved... (as above) [This state has elaborate cartouche] 
State 2. A new and correct map of Germany. 
20 x 29 
[5] fp 289 State 1. A map of the Seven United Provinces: with the Dutch, 
Austrian, and French Netherlands.  By Thos. Bowen. 1778.  
/Engraved... (as above) 
State 2.  Title as above. Date erased. 
State 3.  Title as above. Date and text above border erased. 
21 x 27 
[6] fp 313 A new and accurate map of France, from the latest improvements and 
regulated by astronomical observations  /T. Bowen sculp. (BR,bb)  
/Engraved... (as above) 
20 x 28 
[7] fp 362 State 1. A new and accurate map of Spain and Portugal, drawn from 
the best authorities, by Thos. Bowen 1778.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2.  Title as above. Date and text above border erased. 
19 x 29 
 
 
[8] fp 389 State 1.  An accurate map of Italy, from the latest improvements, and 
regulated by astronomical observations.  /Engraved... (as above) [This 
state has elaborate cartouche] 
State 2.  Title as above, but recut; cartouche erased and text above 
border erased. 
19 x 28 
[9] fp 407 A new and accurate map of England by T. Bowen. 32 x 22 
[10] fp 425 A new & accurate map of that part of Great Britain, called Scotland by 
T. Bowen. 
33 x 23 
[11] fp 431 State 1.  A new & accurate map of Ireland, drawn from the best 
authorities. by Thos. Bowen, 1778  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above.  Date and text above border erased. 
29 x 19 
[12] fp 468 State 1. The West Indies exhibiting the English French Spanish Dutch 
& Danish settlements with the adjacent part of North & South America 
from the best authorities. 1777.  /Engraved... (as above) [This state has 
elaborate cartouche] 
State 2. Title and cartouche as above; date erased 
State 3. Title as above, but recut; cartouche, date, and text above border 
erased. 
19 x 28 
[13]  fp 486 A new & accurate map of North America; drawn from the most 
authentic modern maps and charts by Thos. Bowen.  /Engraved... (as 
above) 
27 x 43 
[14] fp 487 A new & accurate chart of the Western or Atlantic Ocean drawn from 
the most approved modern maps &c. by Thos. Bowen 1778.  
/Engraved... (as above) 
22 x 27 
[15] fp 487? South America agreeable to the most approved maps and charts 
including the latest discoveries of the most eminent navigators along 
the coast and in the seas contiguous thereto.  /Engraved... (as above)  
/To face page 447.Vol II. (TR,ab) 








Millar, George Henry.        ESTC N6091 
 The new and universal system of geography: being a complete history and description of the whole world.  
Containing a particular, full, accurate, circumstantial, and entertaining account...of all the various countries of 
Europe, Asia, Africa, and America...    London: Printed for Alex. Hogg, No. 16, Paternoster-Row, M DCC LXXXII. 
[1782]  
 
NOTE: this is another of the large geographies published in numbers.  While not as 
bibliographically complicated as Bankes and Middleton, maps have been found in several states, 
as noted below.  Some copies have been found bound in 2 vols., with separate title-pages.  Many 
maps appeared later in Baldwyn, q.v. 
 
[1] fp viii State 1.  A new and accurate map of the World, comprehending all the 
new discoveries, in both hemispheres; carefully brought down to the 
present year 1782.  /Engraved for Millar's New and Universal System 
of Geography. (BC) 
State 2.  Title as above.  Engraved... as above.  Date has been replaced 
by small ornament, and many place names added to Australia 
30 x 48 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 5 Asia, agreeable to the most approved maps and charts, by Mr. Kitchen 
[sic].  /Engraved for Millar's New Complete & Universal System of 
Geography. (TC,ab) 
33 x 38 
[3] fp 8 New map of Persia divided into its provinces from the latest authorities 
by T. Kitchin geogr. hydrographer to his Majesty.  /Engrav'd...(as 
above) 
38 x 34 
[4] fp 42 A new map of China drawn from surveys made by order of the 
Emperor.  Engraved by T. Kitchin hydrographer to his Majesty.  
/Engrav'd... (as above) 
34 x 38 
[5] fp 77 New map of Indostan or East Indies agreable to the latest authorities by 
T. Kitchin geogr. hydrographer to his Majesty   /Engrav'd... (as above) 
34 x 38 
[6] fp 161 State 1. A map of the East India islands, agreeable to the most 
approved maps and charts, by Mr. Kitchen [sic]:  /Engraved... (as 
above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased. 
33 x 38 
[7] fp 220 Africa, agreeable to the most approved maps and charts, by Mr. 
Kitchen [sic].  /Engraved... (as above) 
33 x 38 
[8] fp 430 Sate 1. [5 charts on one plate] Chart of the new northern Archipelago, 
discover'd by the Russians, with the Seas of Kamtschatka & Anadir; 
Chart of the Azores, or Western Isles; Chart of the canary Isles &c.; 
chart of the madera Isles; Chart of the Cape Verd Isles.  /Engraved...(as 
above) 
State 2. Titles as above; text above border erased. 
Stte 3. Titles as above; /London published by Alexr. Hogg at the Kings 
Arms N. 16 Paternoster Row (TC,ab) 
33 x 37 
 
 
[9] fp 457 Europe agreeable to the most approved maps & charts, by Thos. 
Conder.  /Engraved...(as above)   
  Inset: [Iceland] 
33 x 37 
[10] fp 457 State 1.  A new and correct map of the Russian Empire, as 
comprehended in Europe and Asia. from the best authorities and latest 
improvements.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased. 
20 x 28 
[11] fp 457 State 1. New & complete Mercator chart of the World.  /Engraved...(as 
above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border same as map #8, state 3 
18 x 28 
[12] fp 493 State 1. A new and correct map of Norway, Sweden and Denmark, 
from the latest geographical improvements.  /Engraved...(as map #2 et 
al) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased. 
20 x 27 
[13] fp 588 State 1. A new & correct map of the Empire of Germany, from the 
latest improvements and regulated by astronomical observations.  
/Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased. 
20 x 28 
[14] fp 602 A new & correct plan of Hanover, a city in the circle of Lower Saxony, 
and capital of the King of Great Britain's German dominions.  /Lodge 
sculp. (BC,bca)  /Engraved... (as above) 
21 x 30 
[15] fp 661 State 1. A new and correct map of France, drawn from the latest 
authorities, by T. Bowen.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased. 
22 x 30 
[16] fp 703 State 1. A new and accurate map of Spain, and Portugal, from the best 
authorities.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased.  
23 x 30 
[17] fp 726 State 1. A new and accurate map of the Seven United Provinces 
including the Dutch Netherlands, &c.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased. 
24 x 29 
[18] fp 741 State 1. A new & correct map of Italy from the latet improvements and 
regulated by astronomial observations.  /Engraved... (as above)  /Flin 
sculp (BR,bb) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased. 
22 x 30 
[19] fp 752 State 1. A correct map of antient Greece.  /Conder sculp. (BR,bb)  
/Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased. 
21 x 32 
[20] fp 753 State 1. A new and correct map of England & Wales from the latest & 
best improvements  /Flyn sculp. (BR,bbr)  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased. 
34 x 24 
[21] fp 754 State 1. [three charts on one page] A new chart of the English 
Channel...; New chart of the coasts of France & Spain...;Geographical 
terms & figures exemplified...  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased.  






fp 766 State 1. A new and correct map of Scotland, drawn from the latest 
surveys of that part of Great Britain.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased 
31 x 24 
[23] fp 769 State 1. A new and correct map of Ireland, from the latest surveys of 
that Kingdom.  /Engraved... (as above) 
State 2. Title as above; text above border erased. 
29 x 19 
[24] fp 779 South America agreeable to the most approved maps and charts, by Mr. 
Kitchen [sic].  /Engraved... (as above) 
34 x 38 
[25] fp 788 A new map of the British Empire in Nth. America, drawn from the 
latest authorities by Thos. Kitchin geor. hydrographer to his Majesty.  
/Engraved... (as above) 
34 x 38 
[26] fp 788 North America agreeable to the most approved maps and charts, by 
Thos. Conder.  /Engraved... (as above) 
34 x 38 
[27] fp 792 Various plans and draughts of cities, town, harbours &. drawn from the 
latest authorities.  T. Conder sculpt.  [5 plans on one sheet: New York; 
Boston: Delaware River; Charles Town; and Havana]  /Engraved... (as 
above) 
31 x 21 
[28] fp 800 West Indies, agreeable to the most approved maps and charts, Mr. 
Kitchen [sic].  /Engraved... (as above) 





Millar, George Henry.        ESTC T216647 
 The new and universal system of geography...    London: Printed for Alex. Hogg, No. 16, Paternoster Row.  
M DCC LXXXIII. [1783]     
 




Millar, George Henry.       ESTC N6100 
          ESTC N64069 
          ESTC T229349 
  The new, complete, authentic, and universal system of geography...    London: Printed for Alex. 
Hogg, at the King's Arms, No. 16 Paternoster-Row.  [1785]   
 





Moll, Herman, d. 1732        ESTC N30552 
  [Geographia antiqua] Thirty two new and acurate maps of the geography of the ancients, as contained in 
the Greek and Latin classicks.  wherein the several empires, kingdoms and provinces...mention'd in Herodotus, 
Homer, Justin, Vergil [etc.] are represented... [on facing page] Geographia antiqua Latinorum & Graecorum, 
tabulis XXXII novis & accuratis expressa...    London: Printed for and sold by H. Moll over against Devereux-Court, 
between Temple-Bar and St. Clement's Church in the Strand; and by Tho. Bowles, print and map-seller, next the 
Chapter-House in St.Paul's Church Yard.  1721. 
 
NOTE: This work went through seven editions between 1721 and 1784.  All used the same set of 
32 map plates; page numbers added in later editions?   
 
 [1] Orbis tabula quatenus a veteribus cogniti, speciatim tali linea ---- 
comprehensi.  Quicquid Romano paruit Imperio hoc modo ...... 
notatum est.  /1. (TR,inl) 
16 x 23 
 [2] [three maps on one plate] 
Italia ad Iustinum 
Grecia ad Iustini historiam.  /2. (TR,inl) 
Orbis tabula ad Iustinum. 
 
 7 x 11 
 7 x 11 
 9 x 26 
          [3] Syria et Assyria ad mentem Ptolomaei aliorumq.  /3. (TR,bbr) 16 x 23 
 [4] Imperium Persicum tempore Cyri Magni.  /4. (TR,inl) 16 x 23 
 [5] Imperium Persarum in viginti provincias sortitum a Dario Histaspis 
filio.  /5 (TRbbr) 
16 x 23 
 [6] Reditus decem millium Graecorum. Iuxta Xenophontem.  /6. (TR,inl) 15 x 23 
 [7] Alexandri Magni expeditio ex Q. Curtio, Arriano aliisq.  /7. (TR,bbr) 16 x 23 
 [8] Regiones quas devicit Demetrius. cognomine Poliorcetes.  /8. (TR,inl) 16 x 23 
 [9] Notitia locorum apud Eusebii historiam ecclesiasticam.  /9. (TR,inl) 16 x 29 
 [10] Belli Trojani circuitus secundum Dictyn Cretensem ac Daretem 
Phrygium.  /10. (TR,inl) 
16 x 23 
 [11] Navigatio Ulyssis secundum Homerum.  /11. (TR,inl) 16 x 23 
 [12] Navigatio Aenaeae secundum Virgilium.  /12. (TR,inl) 15 x 23 
 [13] Navigatio Aeneae [sic] in primo libro Dionysii Halycarnassensis 
adnotata.  /13. (TR,inl) 
15 x 23 
 [14] Hellas sive Graecia, Imperiumq. Craesi ad Herodotum.  /14. (TR,inl) 20 x 31 
 [15] Graecia antiqua secundum Cornelium Nepotem, Cellarium &c.  /15. 
(TR,inl) 
19 x 24 
 [16] Expeditio Agesilai ducis Spartani secundum Xenophontem.  /16. 
(TR,inl) 
15 x 23 
 [17] Aequisitiones Pyrrhi Epirotarum regis sicut in Plutarcho.  /17. (TR,inl) 15 x 23 
 
 
 [18] Aegyptus sicut in libro Herodoti secundo describitur.  /18 (TR,inl) 23 x 15 
 [19] Lybia ad mentem Herodoti.  /19. (TR,inl) 16 x 23 
 [20] Africa ex Bello Africo. C. Julii Caesaris.  /20 (TR,bbr) 15 x 23 
 [21] Baetica sive Hispaniae pars australis ut in Caesare descripta de Bello 
Hispanico.  /21. (TR,inl) 
15 x 23 
 [22] Gallia vetus ad Julii Caesaris Commentarios.  /22. (TR,inl) 15 x 23 
 [23] Romani Imperii primordia ut apud Florum.  /23/ (TR,inl) 15 x 23 
 [24] Romanum Imperium iuvenile secundum L. Florum.  /24. (TR,bbr) 15 x 23 
 [25] Expeditio Hannibalis Paenorum Imperatoris, uti describitur in Livio & 
Cornelio Nepote.  /25. (TR,inl) 
16 x 23 
 [26] Romanum Imperium sicut in Caesaris Commentariis et Silio Italico.  
/26. (TR,inl) 
16 x 26 
 [27] Typus regionum per quas grassatum est bellum civile inter Pompeium 
et Caesarem.  /27. (TR,inl) 
16 x 26 
 [28] Imperii Romani iuxta Lucanum typus.  /28. (TR,inl) 17 x 32 
 [29] Romanum Imperium ad Acmen evectum.  /29. (TR,inl) 21 x 32 
 [30] Asiae antiquissimae tabula, humani generis restaurati propagationem 
demonstrans, post magnum diluvium...ex aevi antiqui tenebris eruit  
Wilhelmus Stukeley M.D.  /30. (TR,inl) 
30 x 39 
 [31] A map of the journeyings of the Israelites mentioned in ye Mosaick 
History.  And of ye Land of canaan shewing ye divisions of ye twelve 
tribes of Israel, and more remarkable places mentioned in Ioshua & 
Iudges.  /31. (TR,inl) 
23 x 15 
 [32] A map of the travels and voyages of St. Paul, and of the other places 
that are mention'd in the Books of the New Testament... /32. (TR,bbr) 
  Inset: A map of ye journeings of our Saviour Jesus Christ... 
16 x 23 




Moll, Herman.         ESTC N27360 
 [Geographia antiqua]  Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients...  Geographia 
antiqua Latinorum & Graecorum tabulis XXXII...The second edition.    London: Sold by H. Moll Thos. Bowles, 
Print and map-seller near the Chapter-House in St. Paul's Church-Yard; and John Bowles, print and map-seller over 
against Stocks-market, and at his shop in Mercers-Hall, Cheapside. 1726. 
      
286. 
 
Moll, Herman.         ESTC T97118 
 [Geographia antiqua]  Thirty two new and acurate maps of the geography of the ancients...  Geographia 
antiqua Latinorum & Graecorum, tabulis XXXII...    London: Printed for, and sold by H. Moll, over-against 
Devereux-Court, between Temple-Bar and St. Clement's Church in the Strand; and by Tho. Bowles, print and map-
 
 
seller, next the Chapter-House in St. Paul's Church-Yard. 1732.      




Moll, Herman.         ESTC N27359 
 [Geographia antiqua]  Thirty two new and accurate maps of the geography of the ancients...  Geographia 
antiqua Latinorum & Graecorum, tabulis XXXII...    London: Printed for, and sold by T. Bowles, print and map-
seller, near the Chapter-House in St. Paul's Church-Yard; and J. Bowles, print and map-seller, at the Black-Horse, 




Moll, Herman.         ESTC N1550 
 [Geographia antiqua] Geographia classica: or, The geography of the antients, as contained in the Greek 
and Latin classics: exhibited in thirty-two maps...  Geographia antiqua Latinorum & Graecorum, tabulis XXXII...    
London: Printed for Thomas Bowles, print and map-seller, in St. Paul's Church-Yard; and John Bowles and son, at 
the Black-Horse in Cornhill.  MDCCLV. 1749.        
  
289. 
          ESTCN32466 
Moll, Herman.         ESTC T222282 
 [Geographia antiqua]  Geographica classica: or, The geography of the ancients...  Geographia antiqua 
Latinorum & Graecorum, tabulis XXXII...    London: Printed for Thomas Bowles, print and map-seller, in St. Paul's 
Church-Yard; and John Bowles and son, at the Black-Horse in Cornhill.  MDCCLV. [1755]   




Moll, Herman.         ESTC T185664 
 [Geographia antiqua]  Bowles's Geographia classica; or, The geography of the ancients...  Bowles's 
Geographia antiqua Latinorum Graecorum, tabulis XXXII...    London: Printed for the proprietor Carington Bowles, 
at his map and print warehouse, No. 69, St. Paul's Church Yard. M DCC LXXXIV. [1784]   
    
 
NOTE: In this edition the plate numbers on the maps have been erased and placed uniformly in upper right 
center, between border rules.  "Printed for Carington Bowles in London" has been added to each plate, 







The following three titles are essentially new editions of  Thesaurus geographicus, first published 
in 1695.  In all three, the maps are printed together with letter-press, occasionally causing 




Moll, Herman.         ESTC N24605 
 A system of geography: or, A new & accurate description of the earth in all its empires, kingdoms and 
states.  Illusrated with history and topography, and maps of every country, fairly engraven on copper...by Herman 
Moll...    London: Printed for A. and J. Churchil [sic] at the Black Swan in Pater-Noster-Row, and T. Childe at the 
White Hart at the west-end of St. Paul's Church-yard.  MDCCI. [1701]   
       
NOTE: Variant title-page has imprint: Printed for Timothy Childe at the White Hart. . .    2pts in 1 v.  Part 
two has separate title-page, with imprint of Tim. Childe.    ESTC T96688 
 
Part I 
[1] p. liii The World in planisphere 16 x 19 
[2] p. lv Europe 16 x 19 
[3] p. 1 The Kingdom of England 18 x 18 
[4] p. 46 Scotland 18 x 18 
[5] p. 53 Ireland 18 x 18 
[6] p. 57 France  /This new map is laid down according to the observations and 
actuall surveys lately made by the Royall Academy of France. H. Moll 
Fecit  (BL,inl) 
17 x 19 
[7] p. 125 The Spanish Netherlands 18 x 19 
[8] p. 153 Holland and the other provinces of the United Netherlands. 19 x 19 
[9] p. 176 Germany  /H. Moll fecit (bca) 19 x 19 
[10] p. 247 Savoy and Piedmont 21 x 19 
[11] p. 252 Italy.  /H. Moll fecit (bca) 18 x 18 
[12] p. 303 Spain and Portugal  /H. Moll fecit (BC,inl) 16 x 19 
[13] p. 329 Scandinavia or the Kingdoms of Denmark, Sweden, Norway & 
Lapland. 
14 x 18 
[14] p. 331 Denmark  H. Moll fecit. 
  Inset: Island 
17 x 19 
[15] p. 348 Sweden, and Norway. H. Moll fecit. 17 x 19 
[16] p. 363 Poland.  H. Moll fecit. 17 x 20 
[17] p. 379 Moscovia or Russia. divided into its general parts &c.  Herman Moll 
fecit. 
17 x 19 
[18] p. 393 Hungary 18 x 19 
 
 
[19] p. 408 Turky in Europe 17 x 19 
 
Part II 
[1] p. 1 Asia 17 x 19 
[2] p. 3 Turky in Asia.  /H. Moll fecit (bca) 17 x 20 
[3] p. 16 Canaan, Palestine or the Holy Land &c. divided into the twelve tribes 
of Israel.  H. Moll sculp. 
22 x 18 
[4] p. 40 Great Tartary, the Isle of Iapon.  Herman Moll fecit. 
  Inset, above map: A tract of the journey which Fathr. Verbiest      
made from Pekin to the Eastern Tartary in the year. 1682. 
12 x 19 
 4 x 19 
[5] p. 43 China. H. Moll fecit 17 x 19 
[6] p. 55 The principal islands of the East Indies.  H. Moll fecit. 17 x 19 
[7] p. 74 India or the Mogul's empire.  H. Moll fecit. 17 x 19 
[8] p. 87 Persia.  H. Moll fecit. 17 x 19 
[9] p. 99 Africa 15 x 20 
[10] p. 100 [two maps on one plate] 
Barbary and Bildulgerid 
A map of Zaara, Negroe-Land, Guinea &c.  H. Moll fecit 
 
9 x 19 
16 x 20 
[11] p. 101 [two maps on one plate] 
Egypt and Barca &c. H. Moll fecit.   
  Inset: Malta 
Abissina and Nubia &c. 
 
9 x 20 
 
17 x 20 
[12] p. 102 Congo, Angola, Cafres, Monoemugi, Monomotapa, Zanguebar & 
Madagascar.  H. Moll fecit. 
18 x 20 
[13] p. 148 America 17 x 19 
[14] p. 152 The Isle of California, New Mexico, Louisiane, the River Misisipi and 
the Lake's [sic] of Canada.  Herman Moll fecit. 
16 x 19 
[15] p. 161 The English Empire in America, Newfound-land, Canada, Hudsons 
Bay &c. in Plano.  Herman Moll fecit. 
22 x 18 
[16] p. 178 Mexico, or New Spain.  divided into the audiance of Guadalayara, 
Mexico, and Guatimala, Florida. 
17 x 18 
[17] p. 199 Terra Firma, and the Caribbe Islands &c.  H. Moll fecit. 16 x 19 
[18] p. 203 Brasil, divided into its captainships.  H. Moll fecit. 16 x 19 
[19] p. 206 The great province of Rio de la Plata.  H. Moll fecit. 17 x 19 
[20] p. 209 Peru and the Amazones, country.  H. Moll fecit. 
  Inset: The Gallapagos Islands 
17 x 19 
[21] p. 214 Chili Magellans-Land, and Terra del Fuego &c.  H. Moll fecit. 
  Inset: Peypses Islands. 








Moll, Herman.         ESTC T113918 
 The compleat geographer: or, The chorography and topography of all the known parts of the earth... The 
third edition.  Wherein the descriptions of Asia, Africa and America are compos'd anew...    London.  Printed for 
Awnsham and John Churchill at the Black-Swan in Pater-Noster-Row. and Timothy Childe at the White-Hart, at the 
west-end of St. Paul's Church-Yard. M.DCC.IX. [1709]   2pts. in 1 v.       
 
NOTE: 42 maps, most same as edition of 1701; new maps described below. 
Part I 
[1] p. lvii World - same as 1701 ed.  
[2] p. lix Europe -  "     "    "  
[3] p. 1 Great Britain - "     "  
[4] p. 46 Scotland -  "    "    "  
[5] p. 53 Ireland -   "    "    "  
[6] p. 57 France -    "    "    "  
[7] p. 127 Flanders or the Spanish Netherlands with the archbishoprick of 
Cambresis and bishoprick of Lyege &c. by H. Moll. 
17 x 19 
[8] p. 149 Holland - same as 1701 ed.  
[9] p. 170 Germany -  "     "    "  
[10] p. 228 A map of Switzerland 18 x 20 
[11] p. 242 Savoy and Piedmont - same as 1701 ed.  
[12] p. 247 Italy -        "    "    "  
[13] p. 306 Spain and Portugal - "   "  
[14] p. 363 Scandinavia -   "    "    "  
[15] p. 365 Denmark -       "    "    "  
[16] p. 382 Sweden and Norway -  "    "  
[17] p. 397 Poland -       "    "     "  
[18] p. 413 Moscovia or Russia - "    "  
[19] p. 431 Hungary -       "    "    "  
[20] p. 446 Turky in Europe -    "    "  
 
Part II 
[1] p. 1 Asia - same as 1701 ed.  
 
 
[2] p. 2 Asia Minor with Armenia, Assyria, Chaldaea, Mesopotamia and 
Georgia. I. Harris fecit. 
18 x 20 
[3] p. 3 Canaan - same as 1701 ed.  
[4] p. 40 Turky in Asia - "    "  
[5] p. 60 Persia -   "    "    "  
[6] p. 78 Tartary -  "    "    "  
[7] p. 89 India -    "    "    "  
[8] p. 124 East Indies -   "    "  
[9] p. 136 China -    "    "    "  
[10] p. 161 Africa -   "    "    "  
[11] p. 162 Barbary/Zaara - "    "  
[12] p. 163 Egypt/Abissinia -   "  
[13] p. 164 Congo -    "    "    "  
[14] p. 225 America -  "    "    "  
[15] p. 230 California -    "    "  
[16] p. 231 English Empire - "    "  
[17] p. 253 Mexico... - "    "    "  
[18] p. 281 Terra Firma -    "    "  
[19] p. 290 Peru -      "    "    "  
[20] p. 306 Brasil -    "    "    "  
[21] p. 315 Rio de la Plata -"    "  





Moll, Herman.         ESTC T114016 
 The compleat geographer... the fourth edition...    London, Printed for J. Knapton, R. Knaplock, J. Wyat, J. 
and B. Sprint, J. Darby, D. Midwinter, E. Bell, A. Bettesworth, W. Taylor, W. and J. Innys, R. Robinson, J. Osborn, 
F. Fayram, J. Pemberton, J. Hooke, C. Rivington, F. Clay, E. Symon, J. Batley, J. Nix, and T. Combes.  
MDCCXXIII [1723]  2v.  Vol. 2 dated 1722.         
 
NOTE: 42 maps, all but one same as ed. of 1709; locations vary. 
 
Vol.I. 





       
Morden, Robert.        ESTC R216782 
 Geography rectified: or, A description of the world, in all it kingdoms, provinces, countries, ... Illustrated 
with seventy-eight maps.  The fourth edition, enlarged...    London: Printed by R.R. for Robert Morden and Thomas 
Cockerill, at the Atlas in Cornhill, and at the Three Legs and Bible in the Poultrey , against Grocers-Ally.  MDCC. 
[1700]   
          ESTCR32289 
Note: Imprint of variant edition: Printed by R.R. for Robert Morden and Thomas Cockerill, at the Atlas in 
Cornhill, and at the Three Legs and Bible in the Poultrey . . . .and are to be sold by M. Fabian in Mercer’s 
Chappel-Porch in Cheapside, and Ralph Smith at the Bible under the Exchange in Cornhil. 
 
Note: Maps are all printed on same pages with letter-press.  Maps marked with an asterisk (*) are later used 
in the early editions of Patrick Gordon's Geography Anatomiz'd.  See entries 133-138. 
 
[1]* p. 12 A new map of ye World by Robt. Morden  /Page 1 (TL,inl)  9 x 16 
[2]* p. 16 Europe by Robt Morden  /Pa.2 (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
[3] p. 20 England Scotland & Ireland by Robt. Morden  /Page.3 (TR,inl) 16 x 14 
[4]* p. 23 England by Robt. Morden  /Pa. 197 (TR,inl) 14 x 13 
[5] p. 32 Wales by Rob. Morden  /Pa.79. (TR,inl) 14 x 13 
[6]* p. 36 Scotiae nova descriptio per. Robert Morden  /Pa. 187 (TR,inl) 14 x 13 
[7]* p. 42 Ireland. by Rob. Morden.  /P.211 (TR,bbr) 14 x 13 
[8] p. 53 Denmark by Robt. Morden at ye Atlas in Cornhil London /Page 8 
(TL,inl) 
11 x 13 
[9]* p. 65 Sweden & Norway by Robt. Morden  /Pag.61. (TR,ab) 11 x 9 
[10]* p. 72 Moscovie or Russie  /Page 73 (TR,bbr) 11 x 13 
[11]* p. 80 Poland by Robt. Morden  /Page.125 (TR,bbr) 11 x 13 
[12] p. 88 A new description of Tartarie by Robt. Morden  /Pa.36 (TL,inl) 11 x 13 
[13] p. 95 Transilvania Moldavia Valachia Bulgaria &c. by Robt. Morden  
/Pag.13 (TR,bbr)  NOTE: map is pasted over map of the Maldives,and 
found this way in the copies examined. 
10 x 13 
[14] p. 100 A new map of Hungary by Robt. Morden  /Pag 14 (TR,inl) 13 x 14 
[15]* p. 114 A new map of Germany by Robt. Morden.  /Pa.95. (TR,inl) 14 x 13 
[16] p. 160 The United Provinces vulgo Holland by Robert Morden /Page.38. 
(TL,inl) 
11 x 13 
[17] p. 174 The Spanish Provinces vulgo Flanders by Robert Morden at ye Atlas in 
Cornhil [sic]  /Pa.38. (TL,ab) 
 9 x 12 
[18]* p. 190 France  /Pag. 79 (TL,inl) 11 x 13 
[19]* p. 202 A new map of Hispania and Portugallia by Robt. Morden  /Pag.53 
(TR,inl) 
13 x 14 
 
 
[20]  p. 221 A new map of Portugal by Robt. Morden  /Page.20 (TL,inl) 13 x 11 
[21]* p. 225 Italy. by Rob: Mordon [sic] 13 x 14 
[22] p. 228 Suisse by Rt. Morden  /P22 (Tr,ab) 10 x 13 
[23] p. 236 Savoy and Piedmont by Rob. Morden  Pag.23 (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
[24] p. 256 Sicilia  /Pag.24. (TL,inl) 10 x 12 
[25] p. 260 A new map of Sclavonia. Croatia. Dalmatia. Bosnia et Repub. Ragusa 
by Robt. Morden  /Pag.25 (TR,inl) 
13 x 14 
[26] p. 266 A new map of Servia Bulgaria en [sic] Romania by Robt. Morden  
/Pag.26. (TR,inl) 
13 x 14 
[27] p. 269 Greciae novae descriptio per Robt. Morden London  /P.27 (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
[28]* p. 341 Asia a new description by Robt. Morden  /Page 237. (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
[29] p. 345 The Turkish Empire in Asia. by Robt. Morden  /Pa.29 (TL,inl) 11 x 13 
[30] p. 358 Canaan by Rob. Morden  /Page.30 (TL,inl) 14 x 13 
[31] p.362 Armenia & Georgia Comania &c. by Robt. Morden  /Pag. 33 (TR,inl) 12 x 13 
[32] p. 373 Cypri insula  /Pag.31 (TL,inl) 
  Inset: [Islands off coast of Asia Minor] 
15 x 13 
[33] p. 382 A new map of the Turkish Empire by Robt. Morden  /Pa. 39  (TL,ab) 14 x 12 
[34] p. 386 A new map of Arabia by Robt. Morden  /Pag 34 (TR,inl) 10 x 13 
[35] p. 392 A new map of Persia by Robt. Morden  /Page.35 (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
[36] p. 407 Tartaria in Europe by Robt. Morden  /Page.12 (TL,inl) 11 x 13 
[37] p. 415 Empire de Mogol by Robt. Morden  /Pag. 37 (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
[38] p. 423 India on this side Ganges by R. Morden.  /Pa. 38 (TL,inl) 11 x 13 
[39] p. 431 A new map of India beyond Ganges by R: Morden  /Pag. 39 (TR,inl) 13 x 11 
[40] p. 436 China a new description by Robert Morden.  /Pag.40 (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
[41] p. 444 Japonae ac Terrae Iessonis novissima descriptio Robt. Morden  /Pag.41 
(TL,inl) 
11 x 13 
[42] p. 448 The Maldives and Ceylon ilands [sic] by Robt. Morden.  /Pag 43 
(TR,inl) 
12 x 11 
[43] p. 450 A new map of Ceylon by Rob Morden  /Page.43. (TC,inl) 14 x 13 
[44] p. 454 the Isles of Sonda by Robt. Morden.  /Pa 44 (TL,inl) 10 x 13 
[45] p. 456 The Philipine Isles by Robt. Morden  /Page. 45 (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
[46] p. 458 the Molucca Ilands &c. by R. Morden  /Pa. 46 (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
[47]* p. 461 Africa by R. Morden  /Pag. 293. (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
 
 
[48] p. 468 [two maps on one plate] 
West Barbarie by Robt. Mordon [sic] /Page.48 (TR,inl) 
East Barbarie by Robt. Morden 
11 x 12 
[49] p. 470 A new map of the kingdoms of Fez & Marocco by R. Morden  
/Page.49. (TL,inl) 
14 x 13 
[50] p. 480 A new map of the kingdome of Algier by Rob. Morden.  /Page 50 
(TR,inl) 
14 x 12 
[51] p. 489 Aegypt by R. Morden.  /Pag.51 (TR,inl) 12 x 10 
[52] p. 503 Biledulgerid  Sarra  Terra Nigritarum  Guine nova descriptio Robt. 
Morden  /Pa. 52 (TR,inl) NOTE: correction from pa 53 still visible, to 
right of Pa. 52 
11 x 13 
[53] 509 Habessinia seu Abassia et Ethiopia by R. Morden  /Page.53 (TC,inl) 14 x 13 
[54] p. 522 Congo by Robt. Morden at ye Atlas in Cornhil London.  /Page.54. 
(TL,bbr) 
10 x 13 
[55] p. 524 The Empire of Monomotapa and ye coast of Cafres  /Page.55 (TR,bbr) 10 x 12 
[56] p. 527 The coast of Zanguebar and Aien by Robt. Morden  /Page.56 (TR,bbr) 13 x 12 
[57] p. 529 The Isles of Azores by Robt. Morden  /Pa.57 (TL,inl) 11 x 13 
[58] p. 531 The canarie or Fortunate Ilands by Rt. Morden  /Pa. 58 (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
[59] p. 534 Cape Verde Ilands by Rt. Morden  /Page. 59 (Tr,inl) 10 x 13 
[60] p. 537 Madagascaror St. Laurance by Rob. Morden  /Page.60 (TL,inl) 12 x 13 
[61] p. 540 Maltha by Rob. Morden. /Page.61 (TL,inl) 11 x 12 
[62]* p. 542 America by R. Morden  /Page.333 (TL,ab) 11 x 13 
[63] p. 546 Terra Magellanica by Rob: Morden  /Page.63 (TL,inl) 13 x 11 
[64] p. 550 Chili and Paragay [sic] by Robt. Morden.  /P.64 (TR,bbr) 11 x 13 
[65] p. 553 Brazile a new decription [sic] by Robt. Morden  /Pag.65 (TR,ab) 12 x 10 
[66] p. 556 Castilla del Or  Guiana  Peru  the country of ye Amasones by Robt. 
Morden  /Page.66. (TR,inl) 
12 x 13 
[67] p. 564 A map of the Western Islands by R. Morden  /Page.68 (TR,inl) 13 x 14 
[68] p. 567 Insulae Iamaicae by Robt. Morden  /Page.69 (TR,inl) 11 x 13 
[69] p. 571 The island of Barbados.  by Robert Morden  /Page 70 (TR,inl) 13 x 12 
[70] p. 575 Aestivarum Insulae al Barmudas lat. 32d. 25m. 3300 miles from 
London  500 from Roanoak in Virginia by R. Morden /Pa 70 (TR,inl) 
11 x 13 
[71] p. 576 Mexico or New Spaine by Robt. Morden  /Pa 71 (TR,inl) 11 x 12 
[72] p. 585 New Mexico vel New Granata et Marata et California by R. Morden 11 x 13 
 
 
[73] p. 587 A map of Florida and ye Great Lakes of Canada by Robt. Morden  
/Page.73 (TR,inl) 
13 x 13 
[74] p. 589 A new map of Carolina by Robert Morden  /Page 74 (TL,inl) 13 x 13 
[75] p. 591 A new map of Virginia. by Robt. Morden  /Pag 75 (TL,bbr) 13 x 12 
[76] p. 597 A new map of New Jarsey and Pensilvania by Robt. Morden  /Pag.76. 
(TR,inl) 
14 x 12 
[77] p. 606 A new map of New England and New York by Robt. Morden  /Pag 77 
(TR,inl) 
13 x 14 
[78] p. 619 The north west part of America by R. Morden at ye Atlas in Cornhill  
/Page. 78 (Tr,inl) 





Morden, Robert.        ESTC T113210 
 An introduction to astronomy, navigation, and other mathematical sciences made easie by the description 
and uses of the coelestial and terrestrial globes...    London, printed for R. Morden at the Atlas in Cornhill; and R. 
Smith, under the Piaza's of the Royal Exchange, 1702. 
 
Note: one map, the same world map as in Morden's Geography rectified, q.v., but with page number 86 & 
87 in the cartouche.  Does this mean it was printed after the 1702 Gordon, which lacked the numbers, but 





Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W38516 
 The American gazetteer, exhibiting, in alphabetical order,...the states, provinces, counties, cities, [etc]... on 
the American continent, also of the West-India Islands...and those newly discovered in the Pacific Ocean... 
Illustrated with seven new and neat maps.    Printed in Boston, at the presses of S. Hall, and Thomas & Andrews, 
and sold by E. Larkin, and the other booksellers in Boston; by Gaine & Ten Eyck, and S. Campbell, New-York; M. 
Carey, and W. Young, Philadelphia; by Messrs. Websters, and Thomas, Andrews & Pennyman, Albany; and 
Thomas, Andrews & Butler, Baltimore.  1797.     
[1] f t-p A new map of North America shewing all the new discoveries 1797.  
/Engraved for Morse's Gazetteer of America.  (TC,ab)  /Hill sc. 
(BR,bb) 
19 x 23 
[2] fp AMB A map of South America and the adjacent islands 1797  /Engraved for 
Morse's American Gazetteer. (BC,bb)  /Callender scp. (BR,bb) 
17 x 11 
[3] fp GEO A correct map of the Georgia Western Territory.  /Engraved... (as 
above)  /Callender sp. (BR,bb) 
18 x 16 
[4] fp NEW Map of the northern part of the United States of America by Abraham 
Bradley Junr.  /Engraved... (as above)  /Callender scp. (BR,bb) 
22 x 40 
[5] fp SOU Map of the southern parts of the United States of America by Abraham 
Bradley junr.  /drawn & engraved for Morse's American Gazetteer 
(BC,bb)  /S. Hill sc. (BR,bb) 
20 x 39 
[6] fp TOP Chart of the new discoveries east of New Holland and New Guinea 
1797.  /Engraved... (as maps 2,3,4)  /Callender scp. (BR,bb) 
17 x 25 
[7] fp WAT West Indies from the best authorities.  /Engraved... (as above)  /Hill sc. 
(BR,bb) 




Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC T21818 
 The American gazetteer...The second edition, corrected, illustrated with seven new and improved maps...    
Printed in Boston, New England.  London: Reprinted for J. Stockdale, Piccadilly; C. Dilly, Poultry; and T.N. 
Longman, Paternoster Row. 1798.  
 
NOTE: 7 maps, all close copies of those in American edition.        
    
[1] f t-p A new map of North America shewing all the new discoveries 1798.  
/London Publishd Augst. 1 1798 by C. Dilly Poultry. (BC,bb)  /J. 
Russell del. et sculp. (BL,bb) 
19 x 23 
[2] fp 9 A map of South America and the adjacent islands, 1798.  /London... 
(as above)  /Russell del. et sculp. (BL,bb) 
17 x 11 
[3] fp 188 A correct map of the Georgia Western Territory.  /London... (as 
above)  /Russell sculpt. (BR,bb) 
18 x 15 
[4] fp 337 Map of the northern part of the United States of America.  /London... 
(as above)  /I.C. Russell sculpt (BR,bb) 
21 x 40 
 
 
[5] fp 513 Map of the southern part of the United States of America.  /London... 
(as above)  /Russell sculpt. Constitution Row Grays Inn Road. 
(BR,bb) 
20 x 39 
[6] fp 549 Chart of the new discoveries east of New Holland and New Guinea.  
/London... (as maps 1,2,3)  /Russell del: et sculp. (BR,bb) 
17 x 22 
[7] fp 577 West Indies from the best authorities.  /London... (as above)  /Russell 
sculp. (BR,bb) 




Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W31206 
 An abridgment of the American Gazetteer... Illustrated with a map of North America...    Printed at Boston, 
by Thomas and Andrews.  Sold by them, by E. Larkin, and other booksellers in Boston... 1798.   
     
[1] f t-p A map of North America from the latest discoveries 1798.  /Published 
by Thomas & Andrews Boston 1798. (TC,ab) 




Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC T136136 
 The American geography: or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America. Containing 
astronomical geography. Geographical definitions. Discovery, and a general description of America...    
Elizabethtown: Printed by Shepard Kollock, for the author.  M,DCC,LXXXIX. [1789]    
   
[1] fp 1 A map of the northern and middle states; comprehending the Western 
Territory and the British Dominions in North America.  Compiled from 
the best authorities.  /delineated & engrav'd for Morses Geography by 
Amos Doolittle New Haven (BC,bb) 
32 x 37 
[2] fp 32 A map of the states of Virginia  North Carolina  South Carolina and 
Georgia comprehending the Spanish Provinces of East and West 
Florida exhibiting the boundaries as fixed by the late Treaty of Peace 
between the United States and the Spanish Dominions compiled from 
late surveys and observation by Joseph Purcell.  /Engrav'd for Morses 
Geography by Amos Doolittle at New Haven 1788 





Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC T136146 
 The American geography: or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America: containing 
astronomical geography.- geographical definitions, discovery, and general description of America and the United 
States...Second edition.    London: Printed for John Stockdale, Piccadilly, MDCCXCII. [1792]   
  
NOTE: 2 maps, both close copies of American originals. 




[1] f t-p A map of the states of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and 
Georgia; comprehending the Spanish Provinces of East and West 
Florida: exhibiting the boundaries as fixed by the late Treaty of Peace 
between the United States and the Spanish Dominions.  Compiled from 
late surveys & observations by Joseph Purcell.  /Engraved for Morse's 
Geography. Publish'd by John Stockdale Jany. 25th. 1792 (BC,bb)  /W. 
Harrison senr. & junr. sc. (BR,bb) 
31 x 37 
[2] fp 33 A map of the northern and middle states; comprehending the Western 
Territory and the British Dominions in North America. from the best 
authorities.  /Engraved... (as above)  /Engraved by G. Allen Sadlers 
Wells Row, Islington (BR,bb) 




Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC N29948 
          ESTC N29949 
 The American geography... A new edition, revised, corrected, and greatly enlarged, by the author, and 
illustrated with maps.    London: Printed for John Stockdale, Piccadilly. 1794 
   
NOTE: Stockdale published two editions of the American geography in 1794, one with three maps and an 
enlarged edition with 25.  Of the three maps in the smaller edition two were the same as 1792 edition, one 
new. 
[1] fp 272 Map of the states of Virginia... - same as 1792 edition  
[2] fp 475 Map of the northern and middle states... - same as 1792 edition  
[3] fp 505 A map of Kentucky drawn from actual observations. by John Filson.  
/Published Novr. 23, 1793 by John Stockdale Piccadilly. (BC,bb) 
  Inset: A plan of the rapids, in the River Ohio. 




Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC T136148 
 The American geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United States of America...and of 
Europe, Asia, and Africa...A new edition, revised, corrected, and greatly enlarged, by the author, and illustrated 
with twenty-five maps.    London: Printed for John Stockdale, Piccadilly. 1794.     
  
All of the maps carry Stockdale's imprint (BC,bb), which is given in full for the first map; date 
only is given for the rest. 
 
[1] fp 52 A new map of North America from the latest and best authorities 1794.  
/Published Octobr. 10th. 1794, by J. Stockdale, Piccasilly. (BC,bb)  
/Allen sculpt (BR,bb) 
19 x 24 
[2] fp 111 A new map of Upper & Lower Canada 1794.  /October 10, 1794...  
/Geor: Allen sculpt (BR,bb) 
17 x 23 
[3] fp 118 A new map of Novascotia New Brunswick and Cape Breton. 1794.  
/October 10, 1794...  /George Allen sculpt. (BR,bb) 
18 x 22 
 
 
[4] fp 122 A map of Newfoundland  /...Octr. 4th. 1794...(as above)  /J. Cooke, sct. 
Hendon (BR,bb) 
22 x 17 
[5] fp 272 A map of the northern and middle states... - same plate as 1792 and 
1793 eds. 
 
[6] fp 284 A map of Vermont.  /...Octr. 2d. 1794...  22 x 17 
[7] fp 290 A map of New Hampshire  / July 17, 1794...  22 x 17 
[8] fp 313 A map of Massachusetts from the best authorities.  / July 8, 1794...  /I 
Mutlow sc. 6 James St. Covt. Gardn. (BR,bb) 
18 x 23 
[9] fp 338 A map of Rhode Island.  / July 15, 1794...(BC,bb)  /I. Mutlow sculp 6 
James St. (BR,bb) 
23 x 17 
[10] fp 349 A map of Connecticut.  / Augt. 10th...(BC,bb)  /J. Roper sc. (BR,bb) 17 x 23 
[11] fp 372 A map of the State of New York.  /Augt. 20th 1794...  /J. Roper sc. 
(BR,bb) 
23 x 18 
[12] fp 403 A map of New Jersey from the best authorities.  /Sepr. 8th 1794... 23 x 17 
[13] fp 419 A map of Pensylvania from the best authorities.  /15th July 1794...  /W. 
Harrison junr. sc. (BR,bb) 
18 x 24 
[14] fp 464 A map of the states of Virginia... - same as 1792 and 1793 eds.  
[15] fp 468 Plan of the City of Washington  /...16th Septr. 1794 17 x 21 
[16] fp 475 Map of Virginia  Maryland and Delaware  /July 16. 1794...  /I. Mutlow 
sc 6 James St. Covt. Gardn. (BR,bb) 
26 x 48 
[17] fp 503 A map of the back settlements  /July 30 1794...  19 x 22 
[18] fp 505 A map of Kentucky - same as 1793 ed.  
[19] fp 514 A map of North Carolina from the best authorities. Harrison sc.  /July 
24th 1794... 
22 x 42 
[20] fp 527 A map of the Tennessee Government, 1794.  /Sep. 20 1794... 17 x 23 
[21] fp 536 A map of South Carolina from the best authorities.  /July 12, 1794...  /J. 
Roper sc. (BR,bb) 
24 x 25 
[22] fp 565 A map of East and West Florida.  /Octr. 18, 1794... 17 x 23 
[23] fp 580 A map of South America and the adjacent islands 1794.  /Octr. 14. 
1794... 
18 x 23 
[24] fp 608 A map of the West Indies from the best authorities.  /July 9. 1794...  
 
 




17 x 22 
303. 
 
Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W31208  
 The American universal geography; or, A view of the present state of all the empires, kingdoms, states, and 
republics in the known world, and of the United States of America in particular...     Printed at Boston, by Isaiah 
Thomas and Ebenezer T. Andrews.  Sold at their bookstore, Faust's statue, No. 45 Newbury Street; by said Thomas, 
in Worcester; by Berry, Rogers and Berry, in Newyork; by H. and P. Rice in Philadelphia; and by W.P. Young, in 
Charleston.  MDCCXCIII. [1793]        
 
Subtitle of Part I: Being a new edition of the American Geography, corrected and greatly enlarged; subtitle 
of Part II: Containing a geographical description of the eastern continent and islands. 
With this edition Morse  enlarged the scope of his Geography to include the whole world.   
 
Vol. I 
[1] f t-p The World from the best authorities.  /Published by Thomas & 
Andrews (TC)  /Engraved for Morses Geography by A. Doolittle N. 
Haven. (BC) 
20 x 38 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 309 Map of the northern and middle states - same plate as 1789 American 
edition; Published by Thomas & Andrews Boston added (TC,ab) 
 
[3] fp 345 The district of Main [sic] from the latest surveys O. Carleton delin. 27 x 21 
[4] fp 469 A map of Pensylvania, with part of the adjacent states. from the latest 
surveys O. Carleton del. 
18 x 20 
[5] fp 532 A map of the states of Virginia... - same plate as 1789 American 
edition; Published by Thomas & Andrews Boston. added (TC,ab), and 
1788 date poorly erased. 
 
[6] fp 642 South America  /Engraved for Morses American Geography by A. 
Doolittle N.H. (BC,bb)  /Published... (as above) 
16 x 21 
[7] fp 666 West Indies according to the best authorities  /Engraved for Morses 
American Geography by A. Doolittle N. Haven (BC,bb)   /Published... 
(as above) 
20 x 31 
Vol. II 
[1] fp 1 Europe  /Engraved for Morses American Geography (BC,bb)  /J. Allen 
ct. (BR,bb)  /Publish'd... as above) 
17 x 21 
 
 
[2] fp 384 Asia  /Engraved for Morses American Geography by A. Doolittle N.H.  
/Published... (as above) 
17 x 21 
[3] fp 485 Africa  /Engraved for Morses American Geography (BC,bb) /J. Allen 
sct. (BR,bb)  /Published...(as above) 




Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W31209 
The American universal geography... Illustrated with twenty-eight maps and charts...Third edition, corrected and 
considerably enlarged...    Printed at Boston, by Isaiah Thomas and Ebenezer T. Andrews... June, 1796.  2v. 
     
NOTE: Volume I is the third edition of the American Geography, and Volume II is the second edition of 
the volume covering the rest of the world.  Maps in Vol. II are copies of those in the 1794 London edition 
of Guthrie's geography. 
Vol. I 
[1] f t-p Map of the World from the best authorities  /Doolittle sculp: (bca)  
/Engraved for Morse's Universal Geography. Published by Thomas & 
Andrews Boson (BC) 
20 x 37 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 128 A general map of North America from the best authorities Doolittle 
sculp  /Published by Thomas & Andrews Boston (TC,ab) 
19 x 22 
[3] fp 348 A map of the states of New Hampshire and Vermont by J. Denison  
/Engraved... (as #1, TC,ab) 
19 x 23 
[4] fp 379 A map of the District of Maine with New Brunswick & Nova Scotia  
/Engraved... (as above) 
18 x 23 
[5] fp 393 A map of Massachusetts, from the best authorities by J. Denison  
/Published... (as # 2) 
19 x 25 
[6] fp 433 Rhode-Island and Connecticut. H. Harris delinvt.  /Hill sc. (bca)  
/Published... (as above) 
19 x 34 
[7] fp 476 Map of the State of New York by J. Denison  /A. Doolittle sc: (bca)  
/Published... (as above) 
19 x 24 
[8] fp 515 New Jersey  /Published... (as above) 19 x 14 
[9] fp 533 Pennsylvania drawn from the best authorities by Cyrus Harris 
Engraved by A. Doolittle  /Published by Thomas & Andrews (TC,ab) 
19 x 34 
[10] fp 566 Map of the states of Maryland and Delaware by J. Denison  /A. 
Doolittle sculpt (bca)  /Published... (as # 2) 
19 x 24 
[11] fp 573 A map of the North Western Territory  /S. Hill sc. (BL,bbr)  
/Published... (as above) 
19 x 24 
[12] fp 602 Virginia.  /Hill sc (BC,bb)  /Published... (as above) 15 x 19 
[13] fp 633 A map of the State of Kentucky and the Tennessee Government 
compiled from the best authorities by Cyrus Harris  Engraved by A. 
Doolittle  /Published... (as above) 
19 x 29 
 
 
[14] fp 640 Map of North and South Carolina by J. Denison  Doolittle sculp:  
/Engraved... (as #1, TC,ab) 
19 x 23 
[15] fp 693 A map of Georgia, also the two Floridas, from the best authorities.  
Doolittle sculp: /Engraved... (as above) 
19 x 31 
[16] fp 760 West Indies from the best authorities Doolittle sculp  /Published... (as 
#2) 
18 x 31 
[17] fp 786 Chart of the World on Mercators projection  /Doolittle sculp: New-
Haven (bca)  /Published... (as above) 
18 x 25 
 
 
Vol. II                                                                                                                                                          
[1] f t-p Europe from the best authorities.  /Engraved by A. Doolittle N.H. (bca)  
/Published... (as above) 
18 x 23 
[2] fp 98 England  Scotland  Ireland and Wales from the best authorities by 
Cyrus Harris  /Doolittle sculp (bca)  /Published... (as above) 
25 x 20 
[3] fp 254 Poland shewing the claims of Rusia Prussia & Austria from the best 
authorities  /Doolittle sc: (BL,inl)  /Published... (as above) 
18 x 22 
[4] fp 304 Switzerland with its subjects & allies from the best authorities  
/Doolittle sculp (bca)  /Published by Thomas & Andrews (TC,ab) 
17 x 23 
[5] fp 342 Netherlands from the best authorities  /Doolittle sc (bca)  /Published... 
(as # 1). 
18 x 23 
[6] fp 348 France divided into circles and departments  Doolittle sculp:  
/Published... (as above) 
19 x 22 
[7] fp 456 Asia from the best authorities. Engraved by Doolittle  /Published... (as 
above) 
19 x 23 
[8] fp 473 Palestine or the Holy Land  /Doolittle sculpt. (bca)  
/Published...(TL,inl) 
19 x 14 
[9] fp 532 Hindostan or India from the best authorities  /Doolittle sculpt (bca)  
/Published... (as above, TC,ab) 
19 x 21 
[10] fp 597 Africa from the best authorities  /Doolittle sc. (bca)  /Published... (as 
above) 










Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC T163586 
 The American geography... Third edition.    Dublin: Printed for John Jones, No. 111, Grafton-Street, 




NOTE: Maps are line-for-line copies of London edition. 
[1] f t-p A map of the states of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and 
Georgia; comprehending the Spanish Provinces of East and West 
Florida; exhibiting the boundaries as fixed by the late Treaty of Peace 
between the United States and the Spanish Dominions.  Compiled from 
late surveys & observations by Joseph Purcell.  /Taylor sculpt. 
Donnybrook near Dublin (bca)  /Engrav'd for Morse's Geography 
publish'd by John Jones July 25th. 1792 (BC,bb) 
31 x 36 
[2] fp 33 A map of the northern and middle states; comprehending the Western 
Territory and the British Dominions in North America. from the best 
authorities. G. Gonne sculpt.  /Engraved for Morse's Geography 
published by John Jones Dublin Augt. 6th. 1792 (BC,bb) 




    SCOTTISH EDITION 
306. 
 
Morse, Jedidiah.       ESTC N4899 
 A new and correct edition of the American Geography; or, A view of the present situation of the United 
States of America...With a particular description of Kentucky, the Western Territory, and Vermont...to which is 
added an abridgment of the geography of the British, Spanish... Illustrated with [seven] maps...    Edinburgh: 
Printed for R. Morison and son, booksellers Perth; and Vernor and Hood, Birchin Lane, London. 1795.  
  
 
  [1]         f t-p     A map of the states of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia;              30 x 35 
                          comprehending the Spanish Provinces of East and West Florida; exhibiting the 
                          boundaries as fixed by the late Treaty of Peace between the United States and  
                          the Spanish Dominions.  Compiled from the late surveys & observations by 
                          Joseph Purcell.  NOTE: close copy of map in London 1792 edition but not from 
                          same plates. 
  
[2]         fp 25    The World as known to the antients                                                                                25 x 31 
 
[3]         fp 25     A correct map of the World with the latest discoveries 1795. Neele sculp.                   19 x 27 
                                                                                                                                                                 (plate size) 
 [4]        fp 35     A map of the northern & middle states; comprehending the Western                            30 x 37 
                           Territory & the British Dominions in North America. from the best auth- 
                            orities  NOTE: same comment as for map #1 
 
 [5]        fp 489    An accurate map of Europe, compiled from the best authorities. 1795. /Neele            19 x 24 
                             sculp (bca) 
 
 [6]        fp 516     A new map of Asia drawn from the best authorities 1795 Neele scul.                         19 x 24 
 








Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W31848 
 Elements of geography: containing a concise and comprehensive view of that useful science, as divided 
into, 1. astronomical  2. physical or natural  3. political geography. On a new plan. adapted to the capacities of 
children and youth...Illustrated with a neat map of the United States, and a beautiful chart of the whole world...    
Printed at Boston, by I Thomas and E.T. Andrews...Dec. 1795.       
[1] f t-p Chart of the World on Mercators projection  /Published by Thomas & 
Andrews, Boston (BC,bb)  /Engraved for Morse's Elements of 
Geography. (TC,ab) 
12 x 16 
[2] fp 82 A map of the United States of America  /Engraved for Morse's 
Elements of Geography. Published by Thomas & Andrews, Boston 
(TC,ab) 









Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W31849 
 Elements of geography...Second edition, corrected.    Printed at Boston, by I. Thomas and E.T. 
Andrews...Feb. 1796.        
 





Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W31850 
 Elements of geography... Third edition, improved.    Printed at Boston, by I. Thomas and E.T. 
Andrews...Feb. 1798.        
NOTE: Map of the United States has same title as 1st and 2d eds., but is from entirely new plate. 
[1] 
 f t-p Chart of the World... - same plate as 1st and 2d editions, but 1798 
added to imprint line below map 
 
[2] fp 74 A map of the United States of America.  /Engraved for Morse's 
Elements of Geography (TC,ab)  /Published by Thomas & Andrews, 
Boston. 1798 (TC,bb) 






Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W23144 
  Geography made easy.  Being a short, but comprehensive system of that very useful and agreeable 
science...Calculated particularly for the use and improvement of schools in the United States...    New-Haven: 
Printed by Meigs, Bowen and Dana, in Chapel-Street. [1784] 
 
 
           
[1] f t-p The World  /Agreeable to the lat discoveries in the South Seas (BC)  7 x 10 





Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W31339 
 Geography made easy: being an abridgement of the American Geography. Containing, astronomical 
geography-discovery and general description of America-general view of the United States...Illustrated with eight 
neat maps and cuts...The second edition...    Printed at Boston, by Isaiah Thomas & Ebenezer T. Andrews. 
MDCCXC. [1790]  
[1] f t-p The World - same plate as 1st ed., with addition of /Doolittle sculp 
N.H. (BR,inl) 
 7 x 10 
[2] fp 13 [plate showing figure of the earth.  /No. II. (TL,ab)  /Doolittle sculp 
N.Haven (BR,bb) 
10 x 7 
[3] fp 15 The solar system  /No. III. (TL,ab)  /Doolittle sculpt. (BR,bb) 12 x 7 
[4] fp 37 United States - same plate as 1st ed., with addition of /No.IV. (TL,ab) 
and /A. Doolittle sc. (BR,bb)  
 
[5] fp 250 South America  /No.V. (TL,ab)  /Doolittle sc. N Haven (BR,bb) 10 x 7 
[6] fp 262 Europe  /No.VI. (TL,ab)  /Engrav'd for Morse's Geography by Doolittle 
N.Haven (B,bb) 
10 x 7 
[7] fp 300 Asia  /No.VII. (TL,ab)  /Doolittle sc. N Haven (BR,bb)  7 x 10 





Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W31340 
 Geography made easy: being an abridgement of the American Geography. . . Third edition, corrected...    
Boston: Printed by Samuel Hall, No. 53, Cornhill. MDCCXCI. [1791 
           
NOTE: New set of maps introduced, differing from those of both previous and later editions. 
[1] f t-p The World /Agreeable to the last discoveries in the South Seas (BC)  8 x 15 
[2] fp 37 A map of the United States of America  /Engraved for Morses 
Geography (TL,ab) 
20 x 23 
[3] fp 250 South America 15 x 8 
[4] fp 250 Europe 14 x 8 
[5] fp 300 Asia  8 x 14 







Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W31341 
 Geography made easy... Fourth edition, abridged, corrected and enlarged, by the author...    Printed at 
Boston, by I. Thomas and E.T. Andrews, Faust's Statue, No. 45, Newbury Street. 1794.    
      
[1] f t-p The World  /Published by Thomas and Andrews Boston (TC,ab)  9 x 15 
[2] fp 67 A map of the United States of America  /A Doolittle sc. (bca)  
/Published...(as above)  /Engraved for the abridgment of Morses 
America [sic] Universal Geography (BC,bb) 
20 x 24 
[3] fp 312 Europe 15 x 8 
[4] fp 364 Asia  8 x 15 
[5] fp 366 A map of the travels & voyages of St. Paul  /Doolittle sc? barely visible 
(BR,bb) 
 9 x 15 
[6] fp 367 The journeyings of our Saviour Jesus Christ  /Doolittle sc (BR,bb) 15 x 9 
[7] fp 393 Africa  /Doolittle sc (BR,bb; very faint, erased or worn?)  8 x 15 




Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W31342 
 Geography made easy...Fifth edition, corrected by the author...    Printed at Boston, by I. Thomas and E.T. 
Andrews...May, 1796. 
      




Morse, Jedidiah.        ESTC W31343 
 Geography made easy: being an abridgment of the American Universal Geography...Illustrated with a map 
of the world, and a map of North America...Sixth edition...    Printed at Boston, by I. Thomas and E.T. 
Andrews...1798.      
NOTE: this edition has only two maps, both new. 
 
[1] f t-p A new map of the World; with the latest discoveries. 1798.  /Engraved 
for Morse's Abridgment of Geography. Published by Thomas & 
Andrews, Boston (BC) 
15 x 26 
[2] fp 50 A map of North America from the latest discoveries 1798.  /Published 
by Thomas & Andrews,Boston. 1798. (TC,ab) 


















NOTE: 2 maps, both same as 6th ed., with date changed to 1800 on map of North America in both 








 The new gazetteer; or, Modern geographical index.  Containing a concise description of the Empires, 
Kingdoms, cities [etc.] in the known world... Illustrated with six elegant maps.    Edinburgh: Printed by David 
Ramsay.  And sold by the different booksellers in Great Britain.  MDCCXCIII. [1793] 
           
 
[1] f t-p A correct map of the World with the latest discoveries 1793  Neele 
sculp.  /Engraved for the New Gazetteer, & Modern Geographical 
Index 1793 (BC) 
17 x 27 
(plate size) 
[2] fp AFR A new map of Africa from the best authorities 1793.  /Neele scul. 
(bca)  /Engraved... (as above) 
19 x 23 
[3] fp AME An accurate map of North America with the new discoveries 1793.  
/Neele sculp. (bca)  /Engraved... (as above) 
19 x 24 
[4] fp AME A correct map of South America with the latest discoveries 1793 
Neele scul.  /Engraved... (as above) 
19 x 24 
[5] fp ASH A new map of Asia drawn from the best authorities 1793  Neele scul.  
/Engraved... (as above) 
19 x 24 
[6] fp EUR An accurate map of Europe, compiled from the best authorities 1793.  
/Neele sculp (bca)  /Engraved... (as above) 




 The new universal gazetteer; or , Modern geographical index... with considerable additions and 
improvements.    Edinburgh, printed for David Ramsay, for Bell & Bradfute, J. Dickson, W. Creech, and P. Hill.  
MDCCXCVI. [ 1796]         
NOTE: This is the second edition of the New gazetteer.  Six maps, all same as first edition; date on maps of 





 A new historical and commercial system of geography: containing a comprehensive history and description 
of the present state of all the kingdoms of the world... The whole compiled from the best authorities, and embellished 
with maps...    Manchester, Sowler and Russell, 1800. 
           
NOTE: 15 plates, mostly city views, and 15 maps. 
 
[1] fp xiii Map of the World from the best authorities  /C. Paas 53 Holborn 
(bca)   
20 x 37? 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 1 A map of Europe from the best authorities  /C. Paas sculp 53 Holborn 
(BR,bb) 
20 x 28 
 
 
[3] fp 70 The northern states of Europe. including Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
Russia, Prussia & Holland.  /C. Paas sc. 53 Holborn (bca) 
21 x 29 
[4] fp 101 A new and correct map of Scotland.  Drawn from the latest surveys 
of that part of Great Britain.  /C. Paas sc. No. 53 Holborn (bca) 
  Inset: Shetland Islands 
29 x 21 
[5] fp 116 A new map of England & Wales  /Paas sc. Holborn (BR,bb) 29 x 21 
[6] fp 191 A new and correct map of Ireland, from the latest survey's [sic] of 
that kingdom.  /Paas sc. Holborn (bca) 
28 x 21 
[7] fp 206 A map of the Netherlands.  /Paas sc. Holborn (BR,bb) 21 x 29 
[8] fp 215 Germany divided in its circles  /C. Paas sc. 53 Holborn (aca) 22 x 30 
[9] fp 271 An accurate map of Italy  /Paas sc. Holborn (bca) 21 x 29 
[10] fp 288 A new map of France  /Paas sc. Holborn (BR,bb) 21 x 29 
[11] fp 329 An accurate map of Asia.  /C. Paas sc. 53 Holborn (BL,bb) 21 x 29 
[12] fp 443 A map of Africa, from the best authorities.  /Paas sc Holborn (BR,bb) 21 x 29 
[13] fp 478 A correct map of North America.  /Paas sc. Holborn (bca) 
  Inset: Supplement to Carolina 
21 x 29 
[14] fp 520 The West Indies from the best authorities.  /Paas sc. Holborn (BR,bb) 21 x 29 
[15] fp 539 A map of South America from the latest discoveries.  /Paas sc. 
Holborn (bca) 






 A new moral system of geography, containing an account of the different nations ancient and modern: their 
situation and climate... The second edition...    London: Printed for G. Riley, No. 33, Ludgate-Street and sold by S. 
Hazard, Bath; Mrss. Watson and Elder, Edenburgh [sic] 1790. 
 
NOTE: First edition, also 1790, does not appear to have contained the map. 
[1] fp 249 The World, agreeable to the latest discoveries  /Published as the Act 
directs, May 20, 1790, by G. Riley, No. 33 Ludgate Street. (BC,bb)  
/T. Conder sculpt. (BR,bb) 







 A new moral system of geography... The third edition, much enlarged...    London: Printed for G. Riley, No. 
33, Ludgate-Street, and sold by S. Hazard, Bath.  1792.   
 







 The North American and the West-Indian gazetteer.  Containing an authentic description of the colonies 
and islands in that part of the globe... Illustrated with maps.   London, Printed for G. Robinson, Pater-Noster-Row.  
MDCCLXXVI. [1776]      
[1] f t-p A general map of North America; from the latest observations.  
/Printed according to Act of Parliament, Jany. 27th 1776. (BC,bb)  
/Engraved by Jn. Lodge from the late Mr. Jeffrys geographer to the 
King (BR,bb) 
28 x 38 






 The North American and the West-Indian gazetteer... The second edition.    London: Printed for G. 
Robinson, Pater-Noster-Row. MDCCLXXVIII. [1778]    
 
NOTE: Two maps, same as 1st edition, except that all information (BC,bb) on map of North America has 




Payne, John, fl. 1800.        ESTC T95863 
 Geographical extracts, forming a general view of earth and nature.  In four parts... Illustrated with maps...    
London: Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-Row, 1796. 
           
[1] fp 1 A map of the World according to Mercator's projection shewing the 
discoveries of Captn. Cook.  /Published May 2d. 1796 by G.G. & J. 
Robinson in Pater-noster-Row London. (BC,bb)  /Engraved for 
Payne's Geographical Extracts. (TC,ab) 
36 x 46 
[2] fp 17 The temperate and frigid zones both north & south, with the tracts 
[sic] of modern navigators 1796.  /Published... (BC,bb)  
/Engraved...(as above) 




Payne, John, fl. 1800.        ESTC T95864 
 Universal geography formed into a new and entire system; describing Asia, Africa, Europe, and America; 
with their subdivisions of Empires, Kingdoms, States, and Republics... With a set of maps, drawn from the best 
materials...  London: Printed for the author, and sold by J. Johnson, No. 72, St. Paul's Church Yard, and C. Stalker, 
Stationer's Court, Ludgate Street.    MDCCXCI. [1791]  2v. 
        
Vol. I 
[1] f t-p The World comprising the latest discoveries 1791  /Vol.I. to face the 
Introduction (TR)  /London: Published Jany. 1, 1791 by I Johnson 
(BL)  /St. Paul's Church yd & C. Stalker, Stationers Court (BR) 
30 x 52 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 5 Asia.   1791.  /Vol.I. page 5 (TR,ab) 35 x 37 
 
 
[3] fp 26 China, from D'Anville. 1791.  /Vol.1.page 26 (TR,ab)  
/London...Febr. 1d [sic]... (BC,bb)  /F. Vivares sculpt. (BR,bb) 
30 x 32 
[4] fp 179  India in general 1790.  /Vol.I.page 179 (TR,ab)  /London...Novr. 6th 
1790...(BC,bb)  /I. Haywood delt. No. 3 St. Martin's Churchyard 
(BL,bb)  /S. Neele sculpt 352 Strand (BR,bb) 
34 x 37 
[5] fp 227  Persia.  /Vol.1. page 227 (TR,ab) 27 x 33 
[6] fp 266 The Ottoman, Othman, or Turkish Empire in Europe, Asia and 
Africa. 1791  /Vol.1.page 266 (TR,ab)  /London..Feby.1d [sic]... 
(BC,bb)  /Haywood delt. (BL,bb)  /Woodman & Mutlow sc. Russel 
Court (BR,bb) 
34 x 37 
[7] fp 307 Africa [evidence of erasure below cartouche?] 34 x 37 
[8] fp 380 A map of the southern extremity of the continent of Africa, 
comprehending the Cape of Good Hope, the Dutch colonies & the 
Hottentot settlements.  /Vol.I.p.353 (TR,ab)  /Published March 1st by 
C. Stalker, Stationers Court (BC,bb)  /Palmer sc. (BR,bb) 
23 x 41 
[9] fp 480 The states of Barbary, comprehending the northern parts of Africa. 
by J. Payne. 1791.  /Vol.I.page 480 (TR,ab)  /Published August 1st 
1791 by J. Johnson, St. Paul's Church Yard (BC,bb)  /Mutlow & 
Woodman sculp. (BR,bb) 
21 x 41 
[10] fp 525 The Pacific Ocean.  The new discoveries there, and tracks of the 
navigators.  /Vol.I.pa.525 (TR,ab) 
18 x 33 
[11] fp 561 The World divided into the Torrid Zone; the Temperate & Frigid  
Zones, both north & south 1791.  /Vol.I.page 561 (TR,ab)  /Published 
as the Act directs Jany. 1st 1791 by I. Johnson St. Pauls Church Yard 
& C. Stalker Stationers Court. (BC)  
31 x 45 
(plate size) 
[12] fp 593 A map of the discoveries made by Capts. Cook & Clerke, in the years 
1778 & 1779 between the eastern coast of Asia and the western coast 
of North America, when they attempted to navigate the North Sea.  
Also  Mr. Hearn's discoveries to the north westward of Hudsons Bay  
/Vol.I.page593 (TR,ab)  /W. Palmer sculp. (BR,bb) 
19 x 29 
Vol. II 
[1] fp 3 Europe  /Vol.II.pa.3 (TR,ab) 33 x 36 
[2] fp 33 The Russian Empire in Europe, divided into governments.  1791.  
/Vol.II.page 33 (TR,ab)  /London...May 1st 1791... (BC,bb) 
40 x 32 
[3] fp 56 Poland shewing the claims of Austria Russia & Prussia by Thos. 
Kitchin geo. 
19 x 28 
[4] fp 76 Prussia, and Polish Prussia.  /89 (BR,bb) 21 x 30 
[5] fp 82 Sweden, Denmark and Norway.  1790.  /Vol.II page 82 (TR,ab)  
/Neele sculpt. 352 Strand (BR,bb)  /London...April 1st 1791... (BC,bb)  
/I. Haywood del No. 3 St. Martins Church Yard (BL,bb) 
  Inset: [Iceland] 
37 x 34 
 
 
[6] fp 125 The part of Europe eastward of Germany towards the Euxine or Black 
Sea, comprizing Hungary, Sclavonia, Dalmatia, Transilvania, 
Moldavia and Walachia.  /Vol.II pa.125 (TR,ab)  /Palmer sculp 
(BR,bb) 
19 x 28 
[7] fp 138 The Empire of Germany.  1791.  /Vol.II.page 138 (TR,ab)  /Published 
March 1st 1791...(BC,bb) 
34 x 36 
[8] fp 146 Circle of Austria. 19 x 29 
[9] fp 158 The Kingdom of Bohemia 1789 19 x 28 
[10] fp 162 Silesia.  1789.  /Vol.II.page 162 (TR,ab) 29 x 20 
[11] fp 170 Lower Saxony.  /Vol.II.page 170 (TR,ab) 19 x 28 
[12] fp 218 Circle of Franconia  /99 (BR,bb) 19 x 29 
[13] fp 247 Westphalia.  1791.  /B. Williams sculp. (BR,bb) 29 x 19 
[14] fp 272 The Seven United Provinces, and the Netherlands or Low Countries in 
general.  1790.  /London...Jany 1st 1790... (BC,bb)  /Neele sculpt. 352 
Strand (BR,bb) 
36 x 34 
[15] fp 299 Switzerland, containing the thirteen united cantons and their allies; 
from the latest & best authorities.  /Vol.II.pa.299 (TR,ab)  /Palmer 
sculpt (BR,bb) 
19 x 28 
[16] fp 331 Italy 19 x 29 
[17] fp 395 Naples and Sicily.  /107 (BR,bb) 31 x 20 
[18] fp 415 Spain and Portugal, from the latest authorities.  /Vol.II.page 415 
(TR,ab)  /London...May 1st 1791... (BC,bb)  /F. Vivares sculpt. 
(BL,bb) 
31 x 35 
[19] fp 448 France, from the latest and most accurate observations.  /Vol.II.page 
448 (TR,ab)  /London...March 1st 1791... (BC,bb) 
26 x 26 
[20] fp 496 England and Wales describing all the navigable rivers and canals.  
1791.  /Vol.II.page 495 (TR,ab)  /Published Oct. 1st 1791 by J. 
Johnson St. Paul's Church Yard (BC,bb) 
39 x 32 
[21] fp 598 Scotland from the best authorities by Thos. Kitchin geographer.  
/Vol.II.page 598 (TR,ab) 
27 x 18 
[22] fp 604 Ireland divided into provinces & counties.  By Thos. Kitchin geogr. 29 x 19 
[23] fp 625 North America, with the boundaries of the thirteen United States. as 
settled by the Treaty of 1783.  /Vol.II.page 625 (TR,ab) [traces of 
erasure, BC,bb] 
34 x 37 
[24] fp 664 The United States of america. 1791.  /Vol.II.Page 664 (TR,ab)  
/London, Published Aug.1st 1791, by J. Johnson, St.Paul's Church 
Yard (BC,bb) 
37 x 34 
[25] fp 692 West Indies.  1791.  /London...June 1st 1791... & C. Stalker, Stationers 
Court (BC,bb) 
26 x 37 






Payne, John, fl. 1800.        ESTC N35784 
 Universal geography  formed into a new and entire system... A new edition, improved.    London, printed 
for J. Johnson, 1796.  2v.     
 
NOTE:  38 maps in two volumes (12,26), all same as first edition, with minor date changes on maps and in 





[Payne, John].         ESTC N64010 
 A new and complete system of universal geography... In two volumes...     London: Printed for D. Ogilvy 
and son, No. 315, Holborn.  1797.     
 
NOTE: Many maps same as first Edinburgh edition; plate changes noted below.  Curiously, even 




[1] f t-p World map dated 1795, with Neele sculp.  
[2] fp 1 World...antients - same plate as Edinburgh ed.  
[3] fp 1 Europe - not seen  
[4] fp 3 Sweden - same plate as Edinburgh ed.  
[5] fp 83 Rusia - same plate as Edinburgh ed., but title reads: Map of Russia for the Philosophical Travels  
 &c. published by R. Morison & son booksellers Perth 1794.  
[6] fp 193 Poland - same plate as Edinburgh ed.  
[7] fp 232 Germany - same plate as Edinburgh ed.  
[8] fp 338 Scotland - same plate as Edinburgh ed.,but dated 1795 and attribution to D. Ogilvy has been  
 changed to: Eng'd for R. Morrison & son booksellers Perth   
[9] fp 383 England - same as Edinburgh ed.  
[10] fp 589 Ireland - same as Edinburgh ed.  




[1] fp 1 Spain - same as Edinburgh ed.  
[2] fp 41 Italy - same as Edinburgh ed.  
[3] fp 71 Greece - same as Edinburgh ed.  
[4] fp 83 North America - same as Edinburgh ed., but dated 1796, with Neele sculp (bca); no attribution  
 to D Ogilvy & son.  
[5] fp 105 Northern and middle states - same as Edinburgh ed.  
[6] fp 105 States of Virginia... - same as Edinburgh ed.  
[7] fp 537 South America - same plate as in Montrose edition of Guthrie, but not same plate as that used  
 in Edinburgh edition of Heron, which is a very close copy.  
[8] fp 653 Asia - same as Edinburgh ed.  
[9] fp 653 Asia Minor - same as Edinburgh ed.  
[10] fp 656 The East... - same as Edinburgh ed.     
[11] fp 687 A map to explain... - same as Edinburgh ed.  
[12] fp 775 Africa - same as Edinburgh ed.  
[13] fp 779 Egypt - same as Edinburgh ed.  






These are sometimes found catalogued under the name of Robert Heron; Heron was the author of an article 




[Payne, John].         ESTC T174284 
 A new and complete system of universal geography: containing a full survey of the natural and civil state of 
the terraqueous globe: exhibiting all the latest and most authentic information concerning Europe, Asia, Africa, and 
America... and a philosophical view of universal history; the last article written by Robert Heron. In two volumes...    
Edinburgh: Printed for R. Morison and son, booksellers, Perth. 1796.  2v. in 4; pagination continuous within 
volumes. 
           
NOTE: Many of the plates (marked with an asterisk) were used for the Montrose edition of 
Guthrie's New Geographical...Grammar, 1799, entry 176, with some name and date changes.  In 
various copies seen, maps have been found in different states, i.e. with date changes, names 
changed or erased.  Where they have been encountered these changes have been noted within 
square brackets.  Other variants may still be found. 
Vol. I 
[1]* f t-p A correct map of the World with the latest discoveries 1795.  Neele 
sculp  [copies found with date 1796, date 1799, without Neele's name, 
and with Geographical Index (BC,bh)  
17 x 29 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 1 The World as known to the antients 25 x 31 
[3]* fp 1 An accurate map of Europe, compiled from the best authorities. 1796.  
/Neele sculp. (bca)  /Geographical Index (BR,bb)  /4. (TR,ab)  [1793 
date; Engraved for the New Gazetteer & Modern Geographical Index 
1793 (BC,bb).  Another copy, 1795 date, no "4.", and no "Geographical 
Index"] 
19 x 23 
[4]* fp 3 Sweden, Denmark Norway and Finland 
  Inset: Iceland drawn to the same scale 
18 x 21 
[5]* fp 83 Map of Russia engraved for the New System of Universal Geography.  
Published by R. Morison & son booksellers Perth 1795.  [title reads: 
Map of Russia for the Philosophical Travels &c. published by R. 
Morison & son booksellers Perth 1794] 
23 x 25 
[6]* fp 193 A new map of Poland, Lithuana & Prussia. from the best authorities. 
1795.  /Engd. for R. Morison & son booksellers Perth (bca) 
18 x 22 
[7]* fp 232 Germany  engraved for Morisons geogr. 23 x 28 
[8]* fp 338 A new map of Scotland from the best authorities 1795.  /Engd. for 
Morison & son booksellers Perth (bca)  [1798 date; with /Engraved for 
D. Ogilvy & son Holborn]  
26 x 24 
[9]* fp 383 England and Wales from the best authorities.  /Engd. for Morison & 
son booksellers Perth (bca)  /McIntyre sculpt. Edinr. (BR,bb) 
20 x 23 
[10]* fp 589 A correct map of Ireland from the best authorities 1795.  /Engd. for R. 
Morison & son booksellers Perth (bca) 
18 x 22 
 
 
[11] fp 618 A new and accurate map of France, divided into departments with the 
Netherlands part of Germany &c. comprehending the present seat of 
war  engraved for Travels Through Russia. [ with R. Morison & son 
Perth; without "engraved for Travels Through Russia"] 
  Inset: Plan of Toulon &c. 
22 x 26 
Vol. II 
[1]* f t-p A new map of Spain and Portugal from the best authorities. 1795.  
/Engd. for R. Morison & son booksellers Perth (bca) 
19 x 22 
[2]* fp 41 Italy, engraved for Morison's Geography 23 x 24 
[3] fp 71 Greece with the northern provinces near the Danube, by Mr. D'Anville  
J. Rymer sc.  /Pl. XVIII (TL,ab) 
24 x 20 
[4]* fp  83 An accurate map of North America with the new discoveries 1796.  
/Neele sc. (bca) [1795 date. Another with 1799 date, /Engraved for D. 
Ogilvy & son Holborn (bca) instead of Neele sc., and with /5. (TR,ab) 
and /Geographical Index (BR,bb) 
19 x 24 
[5] fp 105 A map of the northern & middle states: comprehending the Western 
Territory & the British Dominions in North America.  From the best 
authorities. 
30 x 39 
[6] fp 105 A map of the States of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and 
Georgia; comprehending the Spanish provinces of East and West 
Florida: exhibiting the boundaries as fixed by the late Treaty of Peace 
between the United States and the Spanish Dominions.  Compiled...by 
Joseph Purcell. 
30 x 37 
[7]* fp 537 A correct map of South America with the latest discoveries 1795 Neele 
scul [1799 date and without Neele.] 
19 x 23 
[8]* fp 653 A new map of Asia drawn from the best authorities 1796 Neele scul  
/3. (TR,ab)  /Geographical Index. (BR,bb)  [1795 date; no 3. Another 
with no Geographical Index] 
19 x 24 
[9] fp 653 Asia Minor and the Euxine Sea, by Mr. D'Anville  /J. Rymer sc. 
(BR,bb)  /Pl XXII (TL,ab) 
25 x 31 
[10] fp 656 The East by Mr. D'Anville  J. Rymer sc.  /Pl XXI (TL,ab) 28 x 35 
[11] fp 687 A map to explain the history of the Assyrians Babylonians Medes and 
Persians.  Made by Mr. D'Anville, geographer to the French King 
engraved for Morison's geography 1739.  /Rymer sc (bca)  /Pl XIII 
(TL,ab) 







[12]* fp 774 [Two maps have been seen; one is from same plate as that in the 
Montrose edition of Guthrie's New Geographical... Grammar; the other 
is a very close copy, but not the same plate.] 
Montrose/Guthrie map: A new map of Africa from the best authorities 
1796.  /Neele scul  (bca) [1795 date]  /2. (TR,ab)  /Geographical Index 
(BR,bb) 
Variant map: A correct map of South America with the latest 
discoveries 1799. 






19 x 23 
 
 
[13] fp 778 Egypt with Lybia; design'd for Morison's Geography by Mr. D'Anville 
the king's geographer, 1738  /Rymer sc (BR,bb)  /Plate II (TL,ab) 
24 x 33 
[14] fp 787 The Carthaginian Empire in Africa, drawn for Morison's Geography by 
Mr. D'Anville the French king's geographer. 1738  /Rymer sc (bca)  /Pl 
X (TL,ab) 








Payne, John, fl. 1800.        ESTC T202828 
 Universal geography formed into a new and entire system...    Dublin: Printed by Zachariah Jackson, (No. 
5,) New Buildings, Sackville-Street. 1794- [1793] 3v.  
 
NOTE: Two copies seen, both defective.  Maps not seen listed from "Directions to Binder", but since those 
seen seem to be copied very directly from the London edition, is it safe to presume the same of the missing 
maps?  
Vol.I -  
[1] fp 1 Eastern hemisphere or The Old World/Engraved for Jacksons edition 
of Payne’s New System of Universal Geography                                     
Western hemisphere or The New World / Engraved . . . 
on two sheets, 
each 39 x 34 
[2] fp 12 Asia and its several islands and regions according to their most 
approved divisions, with Captain Cooks new discoveries.  By Thos 
Kitchin hydrographer to His Majesty (TL) /Published by Z. Jackson 
for Payne’s new System of Universal Geography (bca) 
43 x 52 
[3] fp 41 China, from D,Anville 1792 30 x 31 
[4] fp 264 India in General 1794  /Engraved... (TC,ab) 34 x 36 
[5] fp 333 Persia.  /Engraved for Jacksons edition of Payne's New System of 
Universal Geography (BC,bb) 
27 x 33 
[6] fp 390 The Ottoman Othman or Turkish Empire in Europe, Asia and Africa. 
1792.  /Engraved... (as above)  
34 x 36 
[7] fp 431 Africa.  Divided into its several regions, and laid down according to 
the most exact observations  Published by Z. jackson for Payne's new 
System of Universal Geography. 
46 x 57 
[8] fp 521 A map of the discoveries made by Capts. Cook & Clerke in the years 
1778 & 1779 between the eastern coast of Asia and the western coast 
of North America, when they attempted to navigate the North Sea.  
Also Mr. Hearn's discoveries to the north westward of Hudson's Bay.  
/Published... (as above, BC,bb) 
19 x 28 
[9] fp 555 Cape of Good Hope - not yet found; is this map below?  
[10] fp 557 A map of the southern extremity of the continent of Africa 
comprehending the Cape of Good Hope the Dutch colonies & the 
Hottentot settlements.  /Engraved... (as above) 
23 x 42 
 
 
[11] fp 701 The states of Barbary comprehending the northern parts of Africa. by 
J. Payne 1792.  /Engrav'd... (as above)  /Ferguson sculp (BR,bb) 
21 x 39 
Vol. II 
[1] fp 1 Europe and its empires kingdoms states &c. according to their modern 
divisions; by Thomas Kitchen [sic] hydrographer to His Majesty  
Ferguson sculp.  /Dublin, publish'd by Zachariah Jackson for Payne's 
new system of Universal Geography (bca) 
42 x 52 
[2] fp 45 The Russian Empire in Europe, divided into governments  Butler 
sculp.  /Engraved... (as above) 
39 x 31 
[3] fp 84 Poland shewing the claims of Austria, Russia and Prussia, by Thos. 
Kitchin geor.  Ferguson sc. 
21 x 29 
[4] fp 112 Prussia and Polish Prussia.  Ferguson sculp  /Engrav'd... (as above) 21 x 29 
[5] fp 120 Sweden, Denmark and Norway 1792.  /Taylor sculpt (BR,inl)  
/Publish'd... (as above) 
  Inset: [Iceland] 
36 x 34 
[6] fp 183 The part of Europe eastward of Germany towards the Euxine or Black 
Sea, comprizing Hungary, Sclavonia, Dalmatia, Transilvania, 
Moldavia and Walachia.  /Engraved... (as above) 
19 x 28 
[7] fp 201 The Empire of Germany 1793  /Engraved... (as above) 34 x 36 
[8] fp 213 Circle of Austria  /Engraved... (as above) 19 x 28 
[9] fp 230 The Kingdom of Bohemia 1792.  Ferguson sculp.  /Engrav'd... (as 
above) 
19 x 28 
[10] fp 236 Silesia  /Engraved...(TC,ab) 28 x 19 
[11] fp 248 Lower Saxony  /Publish'd by Z. Jackson for Payne's new System of 
Universal Geography. (BC,bb) 
19 x 28 
[12] fp 317 Circle of Franconia  /Engraved for Jackson's edition of Payne's new 
System of Universal Geography (BC,bb) 
19 x 29 
[13] fp 359 Westphalia.  1792.  /Engraved... (as above) 28 x 20 
[14] fp 394 The Seven United Provinces and the Netherlands or Low Countries in 
general 1792.  /Engraved... (as above) 
36 x 33 
[15] fp 415 Spain and Portugal from the latest authorities.  /Taylor sculpt. (BR,inl)  
/Published... (as no. 11) 
30 x 34 
[16] fp 433 Switzerland.  Containing the thirteen united cantons and their allies, 
from the latest & best authorities.  /Engraved... (as no. 12) 
19 x 28 
[17] fp 484 Italy  /Engraved... (as above) 19 x 29 
[18] fp 497 Italy and Sardinia from the best authorities.  /Engrav'd... (as above) 19 x 29 
[19] fp 582 Naples and Sicily  /Publish'd... (as no. 11) 30 x 20 
[20] fp 664 France divided into its military governments. with the Netherlands 
from actual survey 1793. (BL)/Engraved . . . (TC,ab) 





Vol. III.  
 
[1]        fp 1 An accurate map of England and Wales with the principal direct              34 x 32  
                                           and post roads.  From the best authorities (TR) / Engraved . . . 
 
[2]                fp 140            Scotland, with the principal roads, from the best authorities. /                  34 x 32 
                                           Ferguson sculp (BL).  Engraved . . . 
 
[3]                fp 172            Ireland from actual survey 1793 (BR) / Engraved . . . (TC,ab)                  34.5 x 33 
 
[4]                fp 193            A plan of Dublin 1793 (TL) / Publish’d by Z. Jackson for                        30 x 46 
                                           Payne’s New System of Universal Geography (BL) 
 
[5]                fp 265            America divided into North and South with their several sub-                  49 x 52.5 
                                           Divisions and the newest discoveries. / Published . . .(as above) 
                                           (BL) / Taylor sculpt. (BR,bbr) 
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Payne, John, fl. 1800.        ESTC W23177 
 A new and complete system of universal geography... In four volumes...    New-York: printed for, and sold 
by John Low, Book-Seller, at the Shakespeares Head, No. 332 Water-Street, 1798-[1800]. NOTE: imprint wording 
varies slightly from map to map; imprint has been given in full for first entry, locations only for others.  
    
Vol.I 
[1] f t-p The World from the best authorities  Rollinson sct  /Engravevd [sic] 
for Payne's Universal Geography published by Low & Willis New 
York. (BC) 
22 x 41 
(plate size) 
[2] fp v General chart on Mercators projection  /Engraved... (TC,ab) 18 x 25 
[3] fp 3 Asia, from the latest authorities  Rollinson sculpt   /Engrav'd... 
(BC,bb) 
19 x 22 
[4] fp 312 East Indies from the best authorities  /Rollinson sculpt (bca) 19 x 26 
Vol. II 
[1] f t-p Africa from the best authorities  Rollinson  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 18 x 22 
[2] fp 347 A correct map of the Mediterranean Sea with the countries adjacent  
/Engraved... (BC,bb) 
18 x 40 
 
Vol. III 
[1] fp 1 Europe  /A. Anderson (bca)  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 18 x 22 
[2] fp 22 Russia or Muscovy in Europe from the latest authorities.  /Engrav'd... 
(BC,bb) 
19 x 20 
[3] fp 63 Poland  /Tanner scul (BR,bb)  /Engraved... (TC,ab) 19 x 22 
 
 
[4] fp 74 Sweden Denmark & Norway from the latest authorities  /Engrav'd... 
(BC,bb) 
  Inset: Iceland Isle drawn to the same scale. 
19 x 21 
[5] fp 149 Germany and the Netherlands, from the latest authorities.  A. Doolittle 
sculpt.  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 
19 x 21 
[6] fp 224 Switzerland  /Engraved... (TC,ab) 16 x 21 
[7] fp 241 Italy.  /A. Anderson (BR,bb)   /Engraved... (BC,bb) 18 x 22 
[8] fp 298 Spain and Portugal.  /A. Anderson (BR,bb)  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 19 x 22 
[9] fp 358 The Seven United Provinces.  /Engraved... (TC,ab) 18 x 21 
[10] fp 377 A new map of Scotland from the best authorities 1800  /Doolittle sculp 
(bca)  /Engraved...(BC,bb) 
26 x 23 
[11] fp 414 England and Wales  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 19 x 21 
[12] fp 576 Ireland from the latest authorities  Scoles sc.  /Engraved...(BC,bb) 18 x 22 
[13] fp 607 A new and accurate map of France divided into departments, with the 
Netherlands &c. 1799.  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 
22 x 22 
[14] fp 699 Disposition of the English & French fleets, at the commencement of 
the action, August 1st. 1798.  /Tanner sc. (bca)  /New York, published 
by John Low for Payne's Geography (BC,bb) 
20 x 32 
[15] fp 700 Egypt from the best authorities.  /Tanner sc. (bca)  /New York... 
(BC,bb) 
30 x 19 
[16] fp 709 The Netherlands with the roads from the latest authorities Engraved by 
Amos Doolittle N. Haven, 1800.  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 
18 x 23 
Vol. IV 
[1] fp 11 A map of North America from the latest authorities 1799.  /Scoles 
sculp (BR,bb)  /Engraved..BC,bb) 
18 x 22 
[2] fp 50 The United States of America  /Engraved...(BC,bb) 25 x 31 
[3] fp 229 Vermont from the latest authorities  1799.  /Tiebout sculpt (BR,bb)  
/Engraved.. (BC,bb) 
23 x 19 
[4] fp 229 The State of New Hampshire compiled chiefly from actual surveys. 
1799.  /C. Tiebout sc. (BR,bb)  /A. Anderson del. (BL,bb)  
/Engraved... (TC,ab) 
29 x 19 
[5] fp 235 The State of Massachusetts from the best information. 1799.  /Tiebout 
sc. (BR,bb)  /Anderson del. (BL,bb)  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 
19 x 24 
[6] fp 253 The Province of Maine from the best authorities 1799  /Engraved... 
(TC,ab) 
27 x 19 
[7] fp 258 Rhode Island.  /W. Barker sculp. Philada. (BR,bb)  /Engraved... 
(BC,bb) 
24 x 19 
[8] fp 270 A new map of Connecticut from the best authorities. 1799  /A. 
Anderson del. (BL,bb)  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 
19 x 24 
 
 
[9] fp 296 The State of New-York from the best information 1800.  /A. Anderson 
(BR,bb)  /Engrav'd... (BC,bb) 
19 x 22 
[10] fp 320 State of New Jersey.  /W. Barker sculp Philada. (BR,bb)  /Engraved... 
(BC,bb) 
27 x 19 
[11] fp 329 The State of Pennsylvania from the latest surveys 1800.  /Engrav'd... 
(BC,bb) 
18 x 27 
[12] fp 344 The States of Maryland and Delaware from the latest surveys. 1799.  
/Anderson del. (left,ca)  Scoles sc. (right, ca)  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 
  Inset: Continuation of the Potowmac River from Cumberland 
19 x 24 
[13] fp 385 The State of Virginia from the best authorities. 1799.  /A. Anderson 
(BR,bb)  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 
19 x 26 
[14] fp 404 The State of Kentucky with the adjoining territories from the best 
authorities 1800  /Scoles sc (BR,bb)  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 
19 x 22 
[15] fp 414 North Carolina from the best authorities. 1800.  /A. Anderson (BR,bb)  
/Engrav'd... (BC,bb) 
19 x 32 
[16] fp 422 A map of the Tennassee Government from the latest surveys 1799.  
/Engraved.. (TC,ab) 
18 x 38 
[17] fp 429 The State of South Carolina from the best authorities 1799  /Scoles sc. 
(BR,bb)  /Engraved... (BC,bb) 
19 x 21 
[18] fp 438 Georgia from the latest authorities 1799  I. Scoles sc.  /Engraved... 
(BC,bb) 
20 x 38 
[19] fp 461 South America from the best surveys 1799.  /Scoles sc. (BL,inl)  
/Engraved... (BC,bb) 
19 x 22 
[20] fp 486 West Indies.  /Engraved... (TC,ab) 19 x 31 
[21] fp 521 A chart shewing the tract [sic] of Capt: Cook's last voyage. 1799  
/Engraved... (BC,bb) 





Perks, William.         ESTC T68992 
 The youth's general introduction to geography, being a complete pocket atlas: containing a description of 
the several empires, kingdoms, and states in the world...Accompanied with twenty-seven maps on a new plan...    
London: Printed for the author: and sold by Messrs. Robinson, Paternoster-Row; and Scatcherd and Whitaker, Ave-
Maria-Lane.  M.DCC.XCII. [1792] 
           
 
NOTE: Maps do not have place names; instead, they have numbers, keyed to the text.  Maps of World, 
Asia, Indostan, Africa, North America, West India Islands, and South America in variant copies in the 
British Library and University in Aberdeen lack page number designations.  Several variant title-pages 
have been seen: The youth's general introduction to Guthrie's geography...  Rest of title-page same as 
other. 
 
[1]             f t-p         Map of the World with the latest discoveries  /Neele sc 352 Strand.       
(BR) 
16 x 29 
(plate size) 
[2] f t-p Map of the World 13 x 24 
[3] fp 51 Europe  /(To face page 51) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[4] fp 63    Map of England  /(To face page 53) (TL,inl) 13 x 12 
[5] fp 143 Scotland  /(To face page 143) (TL,ab) 13 x 12 
[6] fp 157 Ireland  /(To face page 157) (TL,ab) 13 x 12 
[7] fp 171 Denmark  /(To face page 171) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[8] fp 179 Sweden and Norway  /(To face page 179) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[9] fp 192 Russia  /(To face page 192) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[10] fp 201 Holland  /(To face page 201) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[11] fp 215 States of Flanders and Brabant  /To face p. 215 (TR,ab) 11 x 13 
[12] fp 223 France  /(To face page 223) (TL,ab) 12 x 12 
[13] fp 247 Switzerland  /(To face page 247) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[14] fp 256 Germany  /(To face page 256) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[15] fp 273 Poland and Prussia  /(To face page 273) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[16] fp 285 Hungary  /(To face page 285) (TL,ab) 11 x 13 
[17] fp 289 Spain and Portugal  /(To face page 289) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[18] fp 309 Italy  /(To face page 309) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[19] fp 327 Turkey  /(To face page 327) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[20] fp 339 Asia  /(To face page 339) (TR,ab) 12 x 13 
[21] fp 343 Asiatic Turkey  /(To face page 343) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[22] fp 345 Indostan &c.  /(To face page 345) (TL,ab) 13 x 13 
[23] fp 377 Africa  /(To face page 377) (TL,ab ) 12 x 13 
 
 
[24] fp 389 North America  /(To face page 389) (TL,ab) 12 x 13 
[25] fp 403 West India Islands  /(To face page 403) (TR,ab) 12 x 13 




Perks, William.         ESTC T68991 
 The youth's general introduction to geography...Second edition enlarged and improved.    London: Printed 
for the author and G.G. and J. Robinson, Pater-Noster-Row. MDCCXCIII. [1793]                 
      
 NOTE: 26 maps, all but map of France same as 1st edition.  New map of France very similar, but slightly 
larger - 13 x 14 cm.  All but world chart (map # 1) have had page locations erased.  Flags and printed keys 
have been added to some maps, as listed below: 
Europe Key to numbers added 
England 17 English flags added 
Scotland Two Scotch flags added 
Ireland Irish flag added 
Denmark Four Danish flags added 
Sweden and Norway Flag of Norway and two Swedish flags added 
Russia 13 Russian flags added 
Holland 25 flags of provinces, etc. added 
Flanders and Brabant Six flags added 
France National flag added 
Switzerland Arms of the 13 cantons added 
Germany 13 flags added 
Poland and Prussia Seven flags added 
Hungary No changes 
Spain and Portugal Five Spanish and five Portuguese flags added 
Italy 15 flags added 
Turkey 11 flags added 
Asia ll flags of Asiatic countries added 
Asiatic Turkey Key to numbers added 
Hindostan Two flags and key to numbers added 
Africa 15 flags added 
North America Flag of United States added 







Rennell, James.         ESTC T147321 
 The geographical system of Herodotus, examined; and explained, by a comparison with those of 
other ancient authors, and with modern geography. . . The whole explained by eleven maps . . .   London: 





[1] btw xx/1 The World according to the idea of Herodotus; as far as can be 
collected from his History. 
25 x 37 
 
[2] btw xx/1 The World, as known to Herodotus, on a spherical projection; 
and with its parts in thjeir just relative positions, and 
proportions. 
39 x 43 
[3] btw 50/51 Western, or Euxine Scythia: with the surrounding countries, 
and the March of Darius Hystaspes. 
29 x 43 
[4] btw 116/17 Map of [sic] explain the positions of the bridges, over the 
Hellespont and Bosphorus, &c. 
21 x 31 
 
[5] btw 228/9 The twenty satrapies of Darius Hystaspes, in Asia and Africa: 
with the two Scythias, &c. &c. 
35 x 53 
 
[6] btw 334/5 Position and environs of ancient Babylon: with the median 
wall, the canals of communication between the Euphrates & 
Tigris, the Palacopa, &., &c. 
23 x 32 
[7] btw 448/9 Lower Egypt, ancient and modern: inscribed to John Charles 
Viscount Althorp, by his lordships faithful & obed,t servant, J. 
Rennell. 
21 x 42 
[8] btw 494/5 Map of [sic] 
 explain the position of Memphis, and the changes in the 
course of the Nile 
22 x 17 
[9] btw 544/5 The coast and country of Lybia: with the oases, and Egypt.  To 
which is added, a map of positions; exhibiting the authorities 
on which the oases, and particularly that of Ammon, are 
placed. 
32 x 38 
[10] btw 672/3 Map to explain the circumnavigation of Africa, and the courses 
of the principal streams of current, in the Atlantic Ocean, the 
Trade Winds, &c. 
23 x 29 
[11] btw 718/9 Map to explain the voyage of Hanno; and the particulars of the 
geography of the western coast of Africa: together with 
Ptolemy’s ideas of the latter. 







Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N22214 
The modern gazetteer: or, A short view of the several nations of the world.  Absolutely necessary for rendering 
the public news, and other historical occurrences, intelligible and entertaining... The fifth edition, with additions.    
London: Printed for S. and E. Ballard, D. Browne, C. Hitch and L. Hawes, A. Millar, J. Hinton, John Rivington, J. 
Robinson, R. Baldwin, S. Crowder and Co., W. Johnston, P. Davey and B. Law, T. Longman, and M. Cooper.  
MDCCLVIII. [1758]        
 
NOTE:  This popular little gazetteer went through a number of editions, of which this is apparently the first to 
contain maps, although many copies seen lacked the maps.  Maps have not been found in set locations; in many 
cases they are batched together at the beginning or end of the text; in other cases they are found randomly 
distributed; in only a few cases have they been found at the appropriate place in the text, so page locations have 








The World agreable to the latest discoveries.  T. Jefferys sculp. 
 






Europe  /T. Jefferys sculp (bca) 
 






Germany  T. Jefferys sculp 
 






Asia  T. Jefferys sculp 
 






Africa  T. Jefferys sculp 
 






North America  /T. Jefferys sculp 
 






South America  T. Jefferys sculp 
 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T70111 
The modern gazetteer... The sixth edition, with great additions, and a new set of maps, viz. the World, Europe, 
Asia, Africa, North America, South America, and Germany.    London: Printed for S. and E. Ballard, D. Browne, C. Hitch 
and L. Hawes, A. Millar, J. Hinton, John Rivington, J. Robinson, R. Baldwin, S. Crowder and Co., W. Johnston, P. 
Davey and B. Law, T. Longman, and M. Cooper. MDCCLIX. [1759] 
 
NOTE: The World Map is the same plate used subsequently in Demarville’s Young lady’s geography, 1765.  







A new map of the World drawn from the best authorities by T. Kitchin 
geo.   
 







Europe from the best authorities  by T. Kitchin geogr. 
 






Asia from the best authorities  by T. Kitchin geogr. 
 






Africa from the best authorities  by T. Kitchin geogr. 
 






North America from the best authorities.  by T. Kitchin geogr. 
 






South America from the best authorities  by T. Kitchin geogr. 
 






An accurate map of Germany drawn from the best authorities  by T. 
 








Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T70110 
The modern gazetteer... The seventh edition.    London: Printed for E. Ballard, C. Hitch and L. Hawes, A. 
Millar, H. Woodfall, J. Hinton, John Rivington, R. Baldwin, S. Crowder and Co., W. Johnston, G. Keith, B. Law and Co. 
T. Longman, T. Caslon, C. Henderson, G. Kearsley, and J. Hinxman,  MDCCLXII. [1762]   
  




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N22216 
The modern gazetteer... The eighth edition.    London: Printed for E. Ballard, J. Beecroft, J. Hinton, J. 
Rivington, R. Baldwin, W. Johnston, S. Crowder, G. Keith, B. Law, T. Longman, T. Cadell, T. Caslon, C. Henderson, T. 
Lownds, Johnson and Payne, Robinson and Roberts, and W. and J. Richardson.  M.DCC.LXIX. [1769]  
   




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N22217 
The modern gazetteer... The ninth edition, carefully corrected, with considerable improvements, by Mr. Potter... 
   London: Printed for E. Ballard, Bowyer and Nichols, J. Beecroft, W. Strahan, J. Hinton, J. Rivington, W. Johnston, T. 
Longman, G. Keith, Hawes, Clarke and Collins, S. Crowder, B. Law, T. Lowndes, T. Caslon, E. and C. Dilly, T. Becket, 
H. Baldwin, T. Cadel, G. Robinson, W. Domville, H.S. Woodfall, and R. Baldwin.  M.DCC.LXXIII. [1773] 
 
NOTE: 7 maps, all same as 6th-8th editions.   
 
339.                                                                                                                                                                                          
  
Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T209799 
[Modern gazetteer] 
The universal gazetteer: or, a short view of the several nations of the world... The tenth edition...with a new set 
of maps.    London, printed for J. Gardner, and R. Gray; and Patrick Anderson, Edinburgh.  1777.   
    
 
NOTE: Pirated edition?    Gardner and Gray have not been associated with this publication earlier, and 
there is only a brief mention of their names in Maxted; there is no listing for Patrick Anderson in 
Plomer.  The seven maps - World, Europe, Germany, Asia, Africa, North America, South America -  
seem to be a mixed set from the two variant Edinburgh editions of Salmon’s New geographical and 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T70109 
The modern gazetteer... The tenth edition...    London: Printed for E. Ballard, J. Rivington, and sons, W. 
Strahan, G. Keith, T. Longman, B. Law, T. Lowndes, T. Caslon, C. Dilly, H. Baldwin, T. Cadel, G. Robinson, W. 
Domville, H.S. Woodfall, W. Goldsmith, T. Beecroft, J. Bew, J. Nichols, and R. Baldwin.  MDCCLXXXII. [1782] 
 
NOTE: Some maps same as earlier editions, with changes as noted below.  Some are new plates, closely copied 
 
 






World; same plate as previous editions, with changes to show new 








Europe from the best authorities by T. Kitchin geogr.   [while this 
superficially resembles plate from earlier eds., it is new] 
 






Asia from the best authorities  by Tho. Kitchin geo.  [as above, this 
resembled previous plate but is new; many changes in Pacific area] 
 














North America; same plate as previous editions, with changes to 






















Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T197417 
[Modern gazetteer] 
The modern universal gazetteer; or, A general view of the several nations of the world...    London: Printed for 
J. Bruce, D. Burnet, R. Hopper, R. Pennington, L. Martin. MDCCLXXXV [1785] 
 
NOTE: A piracy?  None of the publishers names appear in Maxted.  All of the maps are from the same plates as 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N11642 
[Modern gazetteer] 
The modern universal gazetteer...with large additions and improvements...Embellished with a new set of maps.  
  London: Printed for W. Cavil, T. Martin, T. French, and J. Wren. 1796. 
 
NOTE: Another piracy?  Imprint names all seem to be spurious.  Maps in this edition seem to be close copies of 
those in the Glasgow edition, but not from the same plates; all lack Lumsden sculp.   For description of maps, 




 SCOTTISH EDITIONS 
343. 
 
Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N22212 
The modern gazetteer: or, A short view of the several nations of the world... The tenth edition, with considerable 
improvements and alterations.  By a gentleman in Edinburgh.  Together with a new set of maps...    Edinburgh: Printed 
for P. Anderson, Luckenbooths.  M,DCC,LXXVII [1777]       
   
NOTE: All maps same as those in 1767 Edinburgh editions of his New geographical and historical 







The World agreable to the latest discoveries  Thos. Phinn sculp. 
 
































South America  /T. Phinn sculpt. (BL,bbr) 
 














Germany  /Published by James Meuros Kilmarnock (R,ob) 
 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N35110 
[Modern gazetteer] 
Modern universal gazetteer; or, A general view of the several nations of the world... Brought down to the 
present time by J. Titler [sic].  Together with a new set of maps.    Edinburgh: Printed for James Spotiswood.  







The World, agreable to the latest discoveries: H. Gavin sculp 
 























Africa  /T. Phinn sculpt (BL,bbr) 
 






North America  [some copies have T. Phinn sculp] 
 






South America  /T. Phinn sculpt (BL,bbr) 
 





Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N11640 
[Modern gazetteer] 
The modern universal gazetteer...    Glasgow: Printed by J.and M. Robertson, for J. and M. Robertson, J. 







A new map of the World.  From the latest discoveries  Lumsden sc. 
 







Europe  /Lumsden sc. (BR,bbr) 
 






Asia  /Lumsden sc.  (BL,bbr) 
 






Africa  /Lumsden sculp. (BL,bbr) 
 






North America  /Lumsden sculp. (BR,bbr) 
 






South America  /Lumsden sculp. (BR,bbr) 
 






Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767. 
Modern history: or, The present state of all nations.  Describing their respective situations, persons, habits, 
buildings, manners, laws and customs... Vol. I...    London: Printed for James  Crokatt, at the Golden Key... 1725 [-38]  
31v.     
 
NOTE: This title, which went through several editions, first appeared in 31 separate volumes, over a period of 
13 years.  Only vols. 1-11, 13,14, 28, and 29 have maps, and only these are described below.  Crokatt appears 
as sole publisher for vols. 1-8, 1725-1728; Tho. Wotton, J. Shuckburgh, and T. Osborne, jun. published vols. 9-
27, 1729-1735.  Vols. 28-31 have imprint: Printed for the author: and sold by J. Roberts, in Warwick-Lane; and 
the booksellers in town and country, 1736-38.  Some copies have been seen designated as second or third 
edition, but no complete set so designated has been located.  The dates on volumes listed below are those of the 
first edition(?).  This first edition (including parts of the 31-v. edition noted as 2d or 3rd edition) is octavo; 
subsequent editions were quarto and, finally, folio. 
 






The Empire of China and Island of Iapan.  Agreable to Modern 
History.  By H. Moll geographer. 
 






India beyond Ganges.  Agreable to Modern History.  By H. Moll 
geographer. 
 






Philippine Islands.  Agreable to Modern History.  By H. Moll 
geographer. 
 
20 x 26 
 






The island of Celebes, or Macassar with the islands of Banda, 
Amboyna, and the Molucca's.  Agreable to Modern History.  By H. 
Moll geographer.  /Pag.1. (TR,inl) 
 






The Sunda Islands vitz Borneo, Sumatra and Iava &c.  Agreable to 
Modern History.  By H. Moll geographer.  /(Pag.105) (TR,bbr) 
 






A plan of the city and castle of Batavia  /vol:2 (TL,ab)  /Plate 5 
(TC,ab)  /Page 229 (TR,ab) 
 






India proper or the Empire of the Great Mogul.  Agreable to Modern 
History.  By H. Moll geographer.  /(Pag.331) (TR,bbr) 
 
26 x 20 
 
Vol.III 1726         ESTC T139586 






A plan of Fort St. George and the city of Madras.  /V.III. (TL,ab)  /P.5 
(TR,ab) 
 






Persia.  Agreable to Modern History.  By H. Moll geographer   /V.III. 
Page 321 (BR,bb) 
 
20 x 26 
 
Vol.IV  1726         ESTC T139587 






Arabia agreable to Modern History.  By H. Moll geographer  /Pag.162 
(TL,inl) 
 








Great or Asiatick Tartary.  Agreable to Modern History by H. Moll 
geographer  /Pag.227 (TL,inl) 
 






Turky in Asia or Asia Minor &c.  Agreable to Modern History.  By H. 
Moll geographer.  /Pag.265. (TL,inl) 
 
20 x 26 
 
Vol. V  1727         ESTC T139588 






The whole Turkish Empire with the countries and territories bordering 
upon it agreable to Modern History  /Vol.5. (TL,ab)  /Page.1. (TR,ab) 
 
47 x 43 
 
Vol. VI 1727         ESTC T139589 






Russia or Moscovy with its acquisitions &c. in Sweden agreable to 
Modern History.  By H. Moll geographer 1727.  /Place this facing 
Chap.1.No.31 (TL,bbr) 
 






Sweden and Norway agreable to Modern History.  By Herman Moll 
geographer 1727  /Place this Chap.1.No.33 (TL,bbr) 
  Inset: [North Cape and Spitsbergen] 
 






Denmark agreable to Modern History.  By Herman Moll geographer. 
1727  /P.271 (TL,bbr) 
 






A map of the North Pole with all the territories that lye near it... 
Agreable to Modern History.  By H. Moll geographer.  /p.364 (TL,inl) 
 
20 x 27 
 
Vol. VII 1728         ESTC T139590 






Poland. subdivided into its severall palatinates &c.  Agreeable to 
Modern History  by H. Moll geographer. 1728.  /Page 1. (TR,ab)  
/Vol.VII (TR,bbr) 
 






Hungary and Transilvania.  Agreeable to Modern History.  By H. Moll 
geographer. 1728.  /Page 201 (TR,ab)  /Vol. VII. (BR,bb) 
 






Germany.  divided into circles.  Agreeable to Modern History.  By H. 
Moll geographer.  /1728 (bca)  /Page 262. (TR,ab)  /Vol.VII. (BR,bbr) 
 
20 x 26 
 
Vol. VIII 1728         ESTC T172825 






The north west part of Germany.  Containing ye dominions of the 
Electors of Brunswick...[8 lines]  By H. Moll g. 1728  /Page 37 
Vol.III. (TR,ab) 
 






The United Provinces or Netherlands agreable to Modern History.  By 
H. Moll geographer. 1728.  /Page 215 Vol. VIII (TR,bbr) 
  Inset: A draught of Arx Britannica 
 






[2 engravings on 1 plate] Amsterdam [view]  Rotterdam  /p.255 
(TL,ab)  Vol.8 (TR,ab)  /Henry Burgh sculpt (BR,bb) 
 












Flanders or the Austrian Netherlands.  With ye Bishoprick of Liege. 
Distinguishing wath [sic] belongs to France. Holland &c. agreable to 
Modern History.  By H. Moll g. 1729. 
 






Suisse or Switzerland with their allies and subjects &c. agreable to 
Modern History.  By H. Moll geographer. 1729. 
 






Italy.  Distinguishing all the sovereignties in it &c.  Agreable to 
Modern History by H. Moll geographer. 1729 
 






The upper part of Italy comprehending ye Dutchies of Savoy, Milan, 
Parma, Mantua, Modena, Tuscany &c. the Republiques of Venice, 
Genoa, Luca &c.  Agreable to Modern History by H. Moll geograph. 
1729. 
 
20 x 27 
 







Hic jacent Puteolorum bajarum miseni cumarium...[15 lines]  /Vol.10 
(TL,inl)  /Page 346 (TR,inl) 
 
19 x 27 
 






France divided into all its provinces and acquisitions &c.  Agreable to 
Modern History by H. Moll g. 1729.  /Page 1. Vol XI. (TR,ab) 
 
20 x 26 
 






Spain and Portugal. dividid [sic] into all its kingdoms and 
principalities &c.  Agreable to Modern History by H. Moll g. 1731.  
/Page 1. Vol.13 (TR,ab) 
 






A compleat plan of the town castle and bay of Gibralter with an exact 
view of the enemyes approaches  /Vol.13. p.159 (TR,inl) 
  Insets: A chart from England to the Streights 
          The Bay of Gibraltar 
 






Portugal. Agriable [sic] to Modern History.  By H. Moll geographer.  
1731.  /Page 371 Vol.13. (TR,ab) 
 
26 x 20 
 






A general map of Great Britain and Ireland. with part of Germany, 
Holland, Flanders, France &c. 1731.  Agreable to Modern History  by 
H. Moll geographer.  /Page 1 Vol. XIV. (TL,bbr) 
  Inset: [Farro, Shetland and Orkney islands] 
 






A map of ye south part of Great Britain, called England  and Wales... 
[5 lines] / Agreable to Modern History (bca)  /Page 6. Vol.XIV. 
(TL,inl) 
 






Midlesex [sic] by H. Moll geographer.  /Agreable to Modern History 
(bca)  /(19) P. 198 Vol 14. (TL,bbr) 
 













A map of the Brittish [sic] plantations on the continent of America 
 






America  by H. Moll geographer  /45 (TR,ab) 
 






A view of the general trade-winds, monsoons or shifting-winds, & 
coasting-winds, through ye World, variations &c. by H. Moll. 
geographer 
 
18 x 51 
 






A map of the West-Indies &c. Mexico or New Spain.  Also ye trade 
winds, and ye several tracts [sic] made by ye galeons and flota from 
place to place.  By H. Moll geographer  /55 (TR,ab) 
 






A map of Terra Firma Peru, Amazone-Land, Brasil & the north p. of 
La Plata.  By H. Moll geographer  /61 (TR,ab) 
 






A map of Chili, Patagonia, La Plata and ye south part of Brasil.  By H. 
Moll geographer  /62 (TR,ab) 
 





Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N5082 
Modern history: or, the present state of all nations.  Describing their respective situations, persons, habits... 
Being the most complete and correct system of geography...extant in any language... Illustrated with cuts and maps...by 
Herman Moll.    London: Printed for Mesrs. Bettesworth and Hitch in Pater-noster Row; J. Clarke under the Royal 
Exchange in Cornhill; S. Birt in Ave Mary Lane; Tho. Wotton over against St. Dunstan's Church, and J. Shuckburgh next 
the Inner Temple Gate, both in Fleetstreet; and T. Osborne in Gray's-Inn.  M.DCC.XXXIX. [1739]  3v.  Quarto. 
       
NOTE: Most maps same as first edition, with changes as noted; page numbers have been crudely 








A new map of the whole World with the trade winds according to ye 
latest and most exact observations by H. Moll geographer  /Printed for 
Thos. Bowles print and map seller... and John Bowles print and map 
seller... (B,bb)  /To front the title to Vol.I. (TL,ab)  /1 (TR,ab) 
 














Asia by H. Moll geographer.  /Vol.I.p.I (TL,ab)  /30 (TR,ab) 
 









































Plan of Batavia; as earlier ed.  Plate 5 erased; Vol:2 changed to Vol:1; 

















Plan of Fort St. George; as earlier ed.  Vol.III changed to Vol.I; P.5 









































Turkish Empire; as earlier ed.  Vol.5 changed to Vol.1; Pag.1 changed 








Europe.  By H. Moll geographer.  /Vol.I.p.486 (TL,ab)  /3 (TR,ab) 
 






Russia or Moscovy; as earlier ed.  Date erased; location erased and 
Vol.I.P.694 (TL,ab) added.  /4 (TR,ab) added.  Descriptive text added 








Sweden and Norway; as earlier ed.  Location changed to Vol.I.P.740; 
considerable descriptive text added along right edge and in lower left 








Denmark; as earlier ed.  Date erased; P.271 erased; Vol.I.p.773 








North Pole; as earlier ed.  P.364 erased; Vol.I.p.805 (TL,ab) added. 
Descriptive text added in both lower corners of map. /Printed for Tho: 








Poland; as earlier ed.  Date erased; page and vol. numbers erased; 










Hungary and Transilvania; as earlier ed.  Date erased; Page 202 








Germany; as earlier ed.  Date erased; Page 262 changed to Vol.2.p.27; 
 /13 (TR,ab) added.  Vol.VII erased.  List of distances added in upper 








The north west part of Germany; as earlier ed.  Date erased, and H. 
Moll g. changed to H. Moll geographer; Page 37 Vol.VIII changed to 
Pag.35.Vol.II  /14 (TR,ab) added. 
 






The United Provinces; as earlier ed.  Page 215.Vol.VIII changed to 
Pag.148.Vol.II.  /20 (TR,ob) added.  Descriptive text added below 










Flanders; as earlier ed.  Date erased, and H. Moll g changed to H.Moll 








Suisse; as earlier ed.  Date erased. Vol.2 P.276 (TL,ab) added. /18 








Italy; as earlier ed.  Date erased. Vol.II.p.311 (TL,bbr) added. /25 








Upper part of Italy; as earlier ed.  Date erased.  Vol.2.p.313 (TL,ab) 








Hic jacent Puteolorum; as earlier ed.  Vol.10 changed to Vol.2; page 








France; as earlier ed.  Date erased, and H.Moll g changed to H. Moll 
geographer. Pag 1.Vol XI. changed to Vol.2.p.473.  /22 (TR,ab) added. 








Spain and Portugal; as earlier ed.  Date erased, and H. Moll g. changed 
to H. Moll geographer.  Page 1.Vol.13. changed to Vol.2.p.745.  /23 








[3 maps on one plate] 
 A map of part of Europe, Africa and Mediterranean Sea shewing the 
advantageous situation of Gibraltar and Port Mahon. 
 A map of the city and Bay of Gibraltar Taken by Sr.G. Rook Iuly 24 
1704 
 An exact plan of part of Gibraltar... 
 On same plate, above maps, are two views of Gibraltar 
 






Portugal; as earlier ed.  Date erased. Page 371 Vol.13. changed to 











Africa.  By H. Moll geographer.  /Vol.3.p.I. (TL,ab)  /40 (TR,ab) 
 















































Virginia and Maryland by H. Moll geographer.  /Vol.3.p.425 (TL,bbr) 
 /50 (TR,ab) 
 






New England, New York, New Jersey and Pensilvania.  By H. Moll 
geographer  /Vol.3.p.516 (TL,ab)  /49 (TR,ab) 
 






Carolina by H. Moll geographer  /Vol.3.p.589 (TL,bbr)  /51 (TR,ab) 
 
20 x 27 
    
 
 
[10] fp 606 The island of Jamaica divided into its principal parishes with the roads 
&c.  By H. Moll geographer  /Vol.3.p.606 (TR,bbr)  /56 (TR,ab) 






The island of Barbadoes. divided into its parishes, with the roads, 
paths, &c. according to an actual and accurate survey.  By H. Moll 
geographer  /Vol.3.p.618 (TL,ab)  /59 (TR,ab)  /Printed and sold by 
Tho: Bowles... (BR,inl) 
 





Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T62671 
Modern history: or, The present state of all nations... The third edition...    London: Printed for T. Longman, in 
Pater-noster-Row. T. Osborne, in Grays-Inn. J. Shuckburgh, in Fleet-street. C. Hitch, in Pater-noster-Row. S. Austen, in 
Newgate-street. And J. Rivington, in St Paul's Church-Yard.  MDCCX35V. [1744-46]  3v.  Folio.    









World; location information reengraved, now reads To front the Title 








The Empire of China and island of Japan, agreeable to Modern 
History.  By H. Moll geographer. /Vol 1.p 1 (TL,bbr)  /37 (TR,ab) 
NOTE: same title as 1739 edition, but entirely new plate 
 














The east part of India, or India beyond the R. Ganges.  By Herman 
Moll, geographer.  /Vol.I p 49 (TL,bbr) 
 






The Philippine Islands and others of the East Indies, according to ye 
newest observations.  By Herman Moll geographer.  Vol.I.p.94 
(TR,bbr) 
 






A plan of the city and Castle of Batavia. /Vol.I.Page 169 (TL,inl) 
NOTE: same title as 1739 edition, but entirely new plate 
 






India proper, or the Empire of the Great Mogul by H. Moll geographer. 
 /Page 193 (TR,ab) 
 






















Arabia, according to the newest and most exact observations.  By 
Herman Moll geographer.  /Pag.383. (TR,ab) 
 






Great Tartary, with the tract [sic] of the Moscovite ambassador's 
travels from Moscow to Pekin in China, above 4600 Eng.mi.  By H. 
Moll geographer. 1732  /Page 400 (TL,bbr) 
 






Turkey in Asia: or Asia Minor &c. agreeable to Modern History  by H. 
Moll geographer  /Page 409 (TL,bbr)  /66 (TR,ab, almost erased?) 
 






Turkish Empire.   
 
 
    
 
 









































Hungary and Transilvania by H. Moll geographer 
 















The north west part of Germany; containing ye dominions of ye Arch. 
and El: of Cologne. Westphalia, vitz the D's of Iuliers, Cleves, &c. ye 
B's of Munster, Osnabrug &c. ye C. of Emden &c. ye D's of Holstein 
and Bremen, the D. and Elec: of Hannover with all ye ter. of ye House 
of Lunenburg & Brunswick &c. and ye ter. of ye Landgr. of Hesse 
Cassel.  By H. Moll geographer.  /Vol.II. (TL,ab)  /P.31 (TR,ab) 
 






A new map of the United Provinces of Netherlands &c. by Herman 
Moll geographer.  /Vol.II. (TL,ab)  /P.135 (TR,ab) 
 






Flanders or the Spanish Netherlands with ye Archbishoprick of 
Cambresis and Bishoprick of Lyege.  By H. Moll g.  /Vol.II. (TL,bbr)  
/Pag.214 (TR,bbr) 
 






Suisse or Switzerland together with their allies & subjects &c.  By H. 
Moll geographer  /Vol.II (TL,ab)  /P.254 (TR,ab) 
 






Italy according to the newest observations.  By H. Moll geographer.  
/Vol.II. (TL,ab)  /P.273 (TR,ab) 
 






The north part of Italy comprehending the Dutchies of Savoy, Milan, 
Parma, Mantua, Modena, Tuscany &c. the Republiques of Venice, 
Genoa, Luca &c.  By H. Moll geographer.  /Vol.II (TL,ab)  /P.277 
(TR,ab) 
 






Hic jacent Puteolorum... /Vol.2. (TL,inl)  /Page 387 (TR,inl) 

























A new and exact plan of Gibraltar &c. with all its fortifications as they 
are at present.  Shewing the great strength and use of it. &c.  Humbly 
inscribed to ye Rt. Honble. the Earl of Portmore.  By H. Moll g.  
/Vol.II P.704 (TR,inl) 
 






Portugal according to the newest observations.  By H. Moll 
geographer.  /Vol.II (TL,bbr)  /P.775 (TR,bbr) 
 












Africa, according to ye newest and most exact observations.  By 
Herman Moll geographer.  /Vol.3.p.1 (TL,inl) 
 






A map of America. according to ye newest and most exact 
observations.  By Herman Moll geographer  /Vol.III (TL,ab)  /P.155 
(TR,ab) 
 














A view of ye general  coasting trade-winds, monsoons or ye shifting 
trade winds through ye world, variations &c.  According to the newest 
and most exact observations.  By H. Moll geographer.  /Vol.III.P.155 
(TR,inl) 
 






A map of Terra Firma, Guiana and the Antilles Islands.  By H. Moll 
geographer.  /Page 240 V.3. (TR,inl) 
 






A map of Chile. Patagonia. Part of La Plata &c.  By H. Moll 
geographer.  /V.3.p.343 (TR,bbr) 
 






A map of the Brittish Plantations.  Same plate as in vol.28 of first, 








A map of New France containing Canada, Louisiana &c. in Nth. 
America.  According to the patent granted by the King of France... By 
H. Moll geographer.  /V.3.p.406 (TR,inl) 
 













































 IRISH EDITION 
The Irish editions of Modern History have not been sorted out.  ESTC lists vols. 1-9 at Bowdoin College, 1724-1728 - to 
be investigated.  ESTC also notes existence of vols. 1,4 (two editions?) and 5, 1727-1739 at the NLI in Dublin. I did find 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTCT218862 
Modern history: or, The present state of all nations...In six volumes...with one hundred and forty five maps and 
cuts.  Vol.I. Containing the present state of Asia... Illustrated with thirty four curious copper-plates...by Herman Moll.    




NOTE: Imprint of vols. 2-5: Printed by and for George Grierson, printer to the King's most excellent majesty, at 
the King's-Arms and Two Bibles in Essex-street. 1739.  All maps are close copies of those in English edition, 
but not from same plates.  Two copies seen have slight differences, here distinguished as State A and State B as 
there is no way to order them chronologically.  In cases where two states have not been found, can we postulate 
that they existed?  Early state may have had volume and page location noted on maps; in a later state these were 
erased, and the two alphabetical series and plate numbers added.  Some plates have had descriptive text added, 
but it is not clear at what stage these descriptions were added.  Were several engravers involved?  Titles, letters 
and numbers seem done very crudely, but the descriptive texts have been done in a much more delicate, italic 
hand.  In two copies seen, most maps have been bound together, at end of each volume.  ESTC numbers have 








A map of the World corrected by ye latest observations.  /I. Gwim 
scul. (BR,inl) 
 






The Empire of China and island of Iapan.  Agreable to Modern 
History.  By H. Moll geographer 
 






A plan of the city and castle of Batavia  / G. Thornton sculp (RB,bb) 
 






A plan of Fort St. George and the city of Madras  /G. Thornton sculp  
UU (BR,bb)  / A (BC,bb)  /44 (TR,ab) 
 






State A: India beyond Ganges agreeable to Modern History by H.   
Moll geographer   
State B: /40 (TR,ab) added. 
 






State A: Philippine Islands agreable to Modern History by H. Moll  
geographer  
State B: /TT(BR,bb)  /43 (TR,ab) added 
 






The island of Celebes, or Macassar with the islands of Banda, 
Amboyna, and the Molucca's.  Agreable to Modern History.  By H. 
Moll geographer. 
 






The Sunda islands viz Borneo Sumatra and Iava &c.  Agreable to 
Modern History by H. Moll geographer.  /SS (BR,bb) /42 (TR,ab) 
 






India proper or the Empire of the Great Mogul agreable to Modern 
History by H. Moll geographer  / (Pag 331) (TR,bbr)  [erased in 
another copy seen]  /A (BC,bb)  /NN (BR,bb)  /37 (TR,ab) 
 






Persia.  Agreable to Modern History.  By H. Moll geographer  /G. 
Thornton sculp  MM (BR,bb)  /A (BC,bb)  /36 (TR,ab) 
 






Arabia agreable to Modern History by H. Moll geographer.  /A 
(BC,bb)  /LL (BR,bb)  /35 (TR,ab) 
 






State A: Great or Asiatick Tartary agreable to Modern History by   H. 
Moll geographer. 
State B: /A (BC,b b)  /II (BR,bb)  /33 (TR,ab) added. 
 






Turky in Asia or Asia Minor &c. agreable to Modern History by H. 
Moll geographer. 
 
20 x 26 
 
Vol.II          ESTC N64800 
    
 
 
[1] fp 1 A general map of Turky in Europe, Hungary &c. by H. Moll 
geographer  /27 (TR,ab) 






Europe.  By H. Moll geographer.  /3 (TR,ab) 
 






The north part of Turky in Europe Slavonia &c. 1726 by H. Moll 
geographer.  /A (BC,bb)  /DD (BR,bb)  /28 (TR,ab) 
 






Greece or the south part of Turky in Europe by H. Moll geographer.  
/A (BC,bb)  /EE (BR,bb)  /29 (TR,ab) 
 






Russia or Moscovy with its acquisitions &c. in Sweden and agreable to 
Modern History by H. Moll geographer 1727  /A (BC,bb)  /D (BR,ob) 
 /4 (TR,ab) 
 






The Caspian Sea done by the Czar's special command by Carl van 
Verden in the year 1719. 1720, and 1721.  This exact copy is done by 
H. Moll geographer 1727.  /A (BC,bb)  /HH (BR,bb)  /32 (TR,ab) 
  Insets: City of Turky 
           View of the city of Derbent 
           View of the city of Astracan 
 














State A: Sweden and Norway agreable to Modern History.  By       
Herman Moll geographer 1727  / A. Brooks sculp. (bca) /Place     this 
Chap I (TL,ab)  /P.199 (TR,ab) 
State B: Descriptive text added to right side of map, inside border,   
and to lower left corner.  Location information erased.  /A           
(BC,bb)  /F (BR,bb)  /6 (TR,ab) added. 
 






State A: Denmark agreable to Modern History by H. Moll             
geographer 1727  /A (BC,bb)  /G (BR,bb)  /7 (TR,ab) 
State B: Descriptive text added top left corner 
 






A map of the North Pole with all the territories that lye near it known 
to us &c. ...By H. Mooll [sic] geographer  /A Brooks sculp (BC,inl)  
/Printed and sold by Geo: Grierson... (BR,inl)  /A (BC,bb)  /B (BR,bb) 
 /2 (TR,ab)   
 






State A: Poland subdivided into its several palatinates &c.            
agreeable to Modern History by H. Moll geographer 
State B: Descriptive text added, lower left corner.  /A (BC,bb)  /E 
(BR,bb)  /5 (TR,ab) added. 
 






Hungary and Transilvania agreable to Modern History by H. Moll 
geographer  /A (BC,bb)  /T (BR,ob)  /19 (TR,ab) 
 






Germany divided into circles agreeable to Modern History by H. Moll 
georapher [sic]  /A (BC,bb)  /N (BR,bb)  /13 (TR,ab) 
 






State A: The north west part of Germany containing ye dominions of 
the Electors of Brunswick. Lunenburg and Cologne. with Westphalia. 
and the Duthy of Holstein, Iuliers &c. the Landgraviat of Hessen 
Cassel. Bishopricks of Munster & Osnabrug &c. agreable to Modern 
History by H. Moll g. 1728. /Vol.9th Page 321 8o (TL,ab)  /Page 506 
Vol.2d 4o. (TR,ab) 
 
26 x 21 
 
 







The N.E. part of Germany containing the dominions of the Electors of 
Brandenburg and Saxony, the Dutchy of Meklenburg Pomerania and 
Silesia &c.  By H. Moll geographer 1725.  /A (BC,bb)  /P (BR,bb)  /15 
(TR,ab) 
 






The south west part of Germany: containing ye dominions of ye 
Archbishops and Electors of Mentz & Treves; and of ye Elec: Palatine 
of ye Rhine: with Franconia, Swabia, Alsace and ye Dutchy of Lorrain 
&c. by H. Moll geographer 1725.  /A (BC,bb)  /Q (BR,bb)  /16 
(TR,ab) 
 






The south east part of Germany containing ye dominions of the Elector 
of Bavaria the Archbishop: of Saltzburg. and the estates of ye House 
of Austria, viz Bohemia, Moravia Austria, Styria, Carinthia, Carniola, 
the Bishop of Brixen. Trent. and the County of Tirol &c. by H. Moll g. 
1726  /A (BC,bb)  /B (BR,bb)  /17 (TR,ab) 
 








The United Provinces or Netherlands agreable to Modern History by 
H. Moll geographer 1728  /A (BC,bb)  /U (BR,bb)  /20 (TR,ab)  /Page 
[signs of erasure] (TR,bbr) 
  Inset: A draught of Arx Britannica 
 






[2 engravings on 1 plate] Amsterdam [view]  Rotterdam  /Vol: 3d page 
580 4o (TR,inl) 
 
 






Hic jacent Puteolorum...  /Page 346 (TL,inl)  /Vol 10 (TR,inl) 
NOTE: copy, in reverse, of English counterpart 
 






State A:  Flanders or the Austrian Netherlands with ye Bishoprick of 
Liege distinguishing what belongs to France, Holland &c. agreable to 
Modern History.  By H. Moll g 1729  /P.720 Vol.2 (TR,ab) 
State B: Location information erased. /A (BC,bb)  /W (BR,bb)  /21 
(TR,ab) added. 
 






Suisse or Switzerland with their allies and subjects &c. agreable to 
Modern History by H: Moll geographer  /A (BC,bb)  /S (BR,bb)  /18 
(TR,ab) 
 






Italy.  Distinguishing all the sovereignties in it &c.  Agreable to 
Modern History by H. Moll geographer 1729  / Brooks sculp (BR,bbr) 
 /A (BC,bb)  /AA (BR,bb)  /Pa 25 (TR,ab) [badly erased?] 
 






The upper part of Italy comprehending ye Dutchies of Savoy Milan 
Parma Mantua, Modena, Tuscany, & the Republiques of Venice 
Genoa Luca &c.  Agreeable to Modern History by H. Moll geograp 
1729  /A (BC,bb)  /BB (BR,bb)  /26 (TR,ab) 
 






France divided into all its provinces and aquisitons [sic] &c.  Agreable 
to Modern History by H. Moll geographer  /A (BC,bb)  /X (BR,bb)  
/22 (TR,ab) 
 














State A: Spain and Portugal.  Dividid [sic] into all its kingdoms and 
principalities &c.  Agreable to Modern History by H. Moll g. 1731. 
State B: /A (BC,bb)  /Y (BR,bb)  /23 (TR,ab) added. 
 






Portugal agreable to Modern History by H. Moll geographer 1731.  /A 
(BC,bb)  /Z (BR,bb)  /24 (TR,ab) 
 






State A: A general map of Great Britain and Ireland with part of 
Germany Holland Flanders France &c. 1731.  Agreable to Modern 
History by H. Moll geographer 
State B: /A (BC,bb)  /H (BR,bb)  /8 (TR,ob) added. 
 






State A: The roads of the south part of Great Britain called England 
and Wales.  Containing all ye cities, market towns... by Herman Moll 
geographer. Printed and sold by George Grierson at the Two Bibles in 
Essex St Dublin (bca) 
State B: /A (BC,bb)  /I (BR,bb)  /9 (TR,ob) added. 
 






A new and correct map of Scotland & the isles containing all ye cities, 
market towns... by Herman Moll geographer  /A (BC,bb)  /L (BR,bb)  
/11 (TR,ab) 
 






A cart [sic] of part of the sea coast of England, Holland & Flanders 
&c. shewing the sands, banks... by Herman Moll geographer according 
to Capt. G. Collins  /A (BC,bb)  /K, [expected to be engraved (BR,bb)] 
and /10, [expected to be engraved (TR,ab)] have been engraved with 
the plate turned upside down, thus the K appears upside down (TL,ab) 
and the 10 upside down (BL,bb) 
 






A compleat plan of the town castle and bay of Gibraltar with an exact 
view of the enemyes approaches  /Vol 13 p. 159 (TR,inl)  /T.B. fecit 
(BR,inl) 
 
29 x 36 
 
Vol. V          ESTC N35085 
ESTC N64792 






Africa by H. Moll geographer  /A (BC,bb)  /WW (BR,bb)  /45 (TR,ab) 
 






[two maps on one sheet] 
St. Helena  This island belongs to the English... By H. Moll 
geographer [1728? almost erased] 
The bay of Agoa de Saldanha  This bay is 70 miles north of ye Cape of 
Good Hope... By H. Moll geographer [date erased] 
/A (BC,bb)  /ZZ (BR,bb)  /48 (TR,ab) 
 
 
14 x 20 
 






America.  By H. Moll geographer.  /A (BC,bb)  /BBB (BR,bb)  /50 
(TR,ab) 
 






A map of the West Indies &c. Mexico or New Spain also ye trade 
winds... by H: Moll g: 1727  /A (BC,bb)  /MMM (BR,bb)  /60 (TR,ab) 
 






A map of Terra Firma Peru Amazone Land Brasil & the north P. of La 
Plata by H. Moll geographer 1709 [sic]  /A (BC,bbr)  /SSS (BR,ob)  
/66 (TR,ab) 
 








A map of Chili, Patagonia, La Plata and ye south part of Brasil.  By H. 
Moll geographer, 1729  /A (BC,bb)  /TTT (BR,bb)  /67 (TR,ab) 
 






State A: Florida calle'd [sic] by ye French Louisiana &c.  By H. Moll 
geographer 1728. 
State B: /A (BC,bb  /LLL (BR,bb)  /59 (TR,ab) added. 
 
20 x 27 
 






Virginia and Maryland by H. Moll geographer. 1729 
 






New England, New York, New Jersey and Pensilvania.  By H. Moll 
geographer  /A (BC,bb)  /EEE (BR,bb)  /54 (TR,ab) 
 






The Scots settlement in America called New Caledonia. A.D. 1699. 
latd. 8 30 north according to an origenat [sic] draught by H. Moll 
geographer [1729? almost erased]  /A (BC,bb)  /RRR (BR,bb)  /65 
(TR,ab) 
 






Carolina by H. Moll geographer  /A (BC,bb)  /HHH (BR,bb)  /56 
(TR,ab) 
 






A plan of Port Royal harbour in Carolina... H. Moll  /A (BC,bb)  /III 
(BR,bb)  /57 (TR,ab) 
 






The island of Jamaica divided into its principal parishes with the roads 
&c.  By H. Moll geographer  /A (BC,bb)  /NNN (BR,bb)  /61 (TR,ab) 
 






The island of Barbadoes.  Divided into its parishes, with the roads, 
paths, &c. according to an actual and accurate survey.  By H. Moll 
geographer  /A (BC,bb)  /QQQ (BR,bb)  /64 (TR,ab) 
 






The island of St. Christophers alias St. Kitts by H. Moll geographer 
1729.  /A (BC,bb)  /OOO (BR,bb)  /62 (TR,ab) 
 






The island of Antego  /A (BC,bb)  /PPP (BR,bb)  /68 (TR,ab) 
 






A map of the British Plantations on the continent of America  /A 
(BCbb)  /??? (BR,bb, erased)  /68 (TR,ab) 
 






New Found Land, St. Laurens Bay, the fishing banks, Acadia, and part 
of New Scotland.  By H. Moll geographer.  /A (BC,bb)  /DDD (BR,bb) 
  /52 (TR,ab) 
 






A description of the Bay of Fundy...[4 lines]  /A (BC,bb)  /EEE 
(BR,bb)  /56 (TR,ab) 
  Inset: The harbour of Annapolis Royal by Nathaniel Blackmore          
   Esqr. 
 




Salmon's most enduring publication was his New Geographical and Historical Grammar, which first appeared in 1749 
and went through 14 London, 8 Scottish, and 3 Irish editions by the end of the century.  Enumerating the maps in the 
English editions is straight-forward.  The maps in Scottish editions are more complex, doubtless due to the less 
comfortable economic climate,  perhaps making it necessary to scrounge for available maps. Surprisingly, there has been 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T69005 
The new geographical and historical grammar: wherein the geographical part is truly modern; and the present 
state of the several kingdoms of the world is so interspersed, as to render the study of geography both entertaining and 
instructive... Illustrated with a set of twenty-two new maps...by the direction of Mr. Salmon, and ingraved by Mr. 
Jefferys...    London: Printed for William Johnston, at the Golden Ball in St. Paul's Church-Yard.  MDCCXLIX [1749]  







The World. T. Jefferys sculp. 
 






Europe  /T. Jefferys sculp (bca) 
 






Spain and Portugal  /T. Jefferys sculp. (BR,bb)  /Page 3 (TL,ab) 
 






France  T. Jefferys sculp.  /p. 38 (TR,ab) 
 






Italy  /T. Jefferys sculp. (BL,inl) 
 






The Seven United Provinces, with the Austrian, French and Dutch 
Netherlands.  T. Jefferys sculp. 
 






Germany  T. Jefferys sculp 
 






Hungary &c. with Turky in Europe T. Jefferys sculp. 
 






Poland  Lithuania  and Prussia.  T. Jefferys sculp. 
 






Russia, or Muscovy in Europe  T. Jefferys sculp. 
 






Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland. /T. Jefferys sculp. (BL,bbr) 
  Inset: [North Cape and Spitsbergen] 
 






England and Wales  /T. Jefferys sculp. (BR,bb) 
 






Scotland  /T. Jefferys sculp. (BR,bbr) 
 














Asia T. Jefferys sculp 
 






Turky in Asia.  /T. Jefferys sculp. (BL,bbr) 
 






East Indies  /T. Jefferys sculp. (BL,inl) 
 






Africa  T. Jefferys sculp 
 






North America  T. Jefferys sculp 
 






South America  T. Jefferys sculp 
 






West Indies  T. Jefferys sc. 
 






Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T69006 
A new geographical and historical grammar...The second edition, with very great additions and improvements   
 London, Printed for William Johnston... MDCCLI [1751]  
 
NOTE: 21 maps, all same as 1st edition ; in some copies on  map of North America Louisiana has 
been mistakenly re-engraved as Louisania.  [Were there two plates, or extra sheets of this map, 
available for some years?  Copies between 1751-1762 have been found with maps in both states]  




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N20267 
A new geographical and historical grammar... With a set of twenty-three new maps...The third edition...    
London: Printed for William Johnston... M DCC LIV. [1754]      
 







The World agreable to the latest discoveries.  T. Jefferys sculp. 
 






China  T. Jefferys sculp. 
 





Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N20269 
A new geographical and historical grammar...The fourth edition...    London: Printed for William Johnston... 
MDCCLVI. [1756]                                                
 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T106470 
A new geographical and historical grammar... The fifth edition...    London: Printed for William Johnston... 
MDCCLVII. [1757]                                               
 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T69007 
A new geographical and historical grammar... The sixth edition...    London: Printed for William Johnston... 
MDCCLVIII. [1758]                                              
 
NOTE: 22 maps, all same as 3d, 4th, and 5th eds. 
NOTE: variant copies seen with imprint: London: Printed for William Johnston, in Ludgate-street; and 
P. Davey and B. Law, in Ave-Mary-Lane.  MDCCLVIII.                      ESTC N20270 







Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N20271 
A new geographical and historical grammar... The seventh edition...    London: Printed for W. Johnston in 
Ludgate Street; H. Woodfall, J. Hinton, R. Baldwin, W. Strahan, J. Richardson, B. Law, and S. Crowder and Co.  1760.   
                                                




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N41776 
A new geographical and historical grammar... The eighth edition...    London: Printed for W. Johnston in 
Ludgate Street; H. Woodfall, J. Hinton, R. Baldwin, W. Strahan, J. Richardson, B. Law, and S. Crowder and Co.  1762.   
                                                




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T106464 
A new geographical and historical grammar... The ninth edition...    London: Printed for W. Johnston in 
Ludgate-Street; H. Woodfall, J. Hinton, R. Baldwin, W. Strahan, J. Richardson, B. Law, S. Crowder, J. and T. Pote, and 
W. Nicholl.  1764.                          
 
NOTE: First appearance of a new set of maps, very similar to previous set but from new plates.  Changes 







The World, agreable to the latet discoveries.  T. Jefferys sculp  
 






Europe.  T. Jefferys sc. 
 






Spain and Portugal 
 






















The Seven United Provinces with the Austrian, French & Dutch 
Netherlands.  /T. Jefferys sculp (BR,bb) 
 














Hungary with Turky in Europe  /T. Jefferys sculp (BR,bb) 
 






Poland  Lithuania and Prussia  /T. Jefferys sculp (bca) 
 






Russia or Muscovy in Europe  T. Jefferys sculp 
 






Sweden Denmark Norway & Finland.  /T. Jefferys sculp. (BL,bb) 
  Inset: East Greenland [Spitsbergen] 
 






England and Wales  /T. Jefferys sculp. (bca) 
 






Scotland  /T. Jefferys sculp. (BR,bb) 
 






Ireland  T. Jefferys sculp. 
 






Asia.  T. Jefferys sculp. 
 








Turky in Asia. 
 






East Indies  /T. Jefferys sculp (BR,bb) 
 






China  /T. Jefferys sculp (BL,inl) 
 














North America  /T. Jefferys sculp. (bca) 
 




















Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N20273 
A new geographical and historical grammar... The tenth edition...    London: Printed for W. Johnston, in 
Ludgate Street; H. Woodfall; W. Strahan; J. Hinton; R. Baldwin; L. Hawes, W. Clarke, and R. Collins; S. Crowder; T. 
Caslon; T. Longman; B. Law; T. Lowndes; J. and T. Pote; Z. Stuart; W. Nicoll; G. Robinson and J. Roberts; and T. 
Cadell.  1766. 
                                                                                                           




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T69009 
A new geographical and historical grammar... Eleventh edition...    London: Printed for W. Johnston, in 
Ludgate Street; W. Strahan; J. Hinton; R. Baldwin; L. Hawes, W. Clarke, and R. Collins; S. Crowder; T. Caslon; T. 
Longman; B. Law; T. Lowndes; J. and T. Pote; Z. Stuart; W. Nicoll; G. Robinson and J. Roberts; T. Cadell, and S. 
Bladon, 1769.       
 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N20276 
A new geographical and historical grammar... The twelfth edition, with great amendments and improvements, 
by Mr. Robertson.   London: Printed for W. Johnston, in Ludgate-street; W. Strahan; J. Hinton; L. Hawes, W. Clarke, and 
R. Collins; S. Crowder; T. Caslon; T. Longman; B. Law; T. Lowndes; J. and T. Pote; Z. Stuart; W. Nicoll; G. Robinson; 
T. Cadell; S. Bladon; and C. Bathurst.  1772.                                                                    
 
NOTE: 22 maps, all same as 9th-11th eds. with some changes on world map to reflect new 
geographical discoveries. 
NOTE: Variant imprint: Printed for C. Bathurst; W. Strahan; J. and F. Rivington; W. Johnston; J. Hinton; L. 
Hawes; W. Clarke, and R. Collins; T. Davies; S. Crowder; T. Longman; T. Caslon; B. Law; T. Lowndes; J. and 
T. Pote; Z. Stuart; W. Nicoll; G. Robinson; T. Cadell; and R. Baldwin. ESTC T69010 
362. 
 
Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T181840 
[New geographical and historical grammar] 
The new universal geographical grammar...Brought down to the present time by J. Tytler.  The  Second 




NOTE: Odd group of publishers, not all of whom could be found in Maxted - pirated edition?    Probably a 
spurious London imprint, possibly printed in Edinburgh, the maps are a mixed set of plates used in the 








The World agreable to the latest discoverie 
 














Spain and Portugal 
 






















The Seven United Provinces with the Austrian French & Dutch 
Netherlands 
 














Hungary with Turky in Europe T. Phinn sculpt 
 






Poland Lithuania and Prussia 
 






Russia or Moscovy in Europe 
 






Sweden Denmark Norway & Finland / Inset: [Spitsbergen] 
 






England and Wales Thos. Phinn sculp 
 






Scotland /H Gavin sculpt (BR,bb) 
 














Asia T. Phinn sculp 
 






Turky in Asia /H. Gavin sculp (BL,bb) 
 






East Indies /T. Phinn sculpt.  (BR,bbr) 
 






China /H. Gavin sculp. (BL,bb) 
 






Africa /T. Phinn sculpt.  (BL,bbr) 
 














South America /T. Phinn sculpt. (BL,bbr) 
 






Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T69013 
[New geographical and historical grammar] 
Salmon's  geographical and astronomical grammar, including the ancient and present state of the world... The 
thirteenth edition; with considerable corrections and additions...to the year 1785...    London, Printed for C. Bathurst, W. 
 
 
Strahan, J.F. and C. Rivington, S. Crowder, T. Longman, B. Law, J. and T. Pote, C. Dilly, G.G. and J. Robinson, T. 
Cadell, R. Baldwin, J. Nichols, J. Sewell, W. Goldsmith, W. Nicoll, J. Murray, J. Bew, W. Lowndes, Scatcherd and 
Whitaker, and W. Stuart.  MDCCLXXXV. [1785]                                  
 
NOTE: 23 maps - new map of United States added between maps of South America and the West Indies; others 







Map of the United States in North America: with the British, French 
and Spanish dominions adjoining, according to the Treaty of 1783.  By 
Thos. Kitchin Senr. hydrographer to his Majesty  /Published by T. 
Cadell according to Act of Parliament May 1st 1783. (BC,bb) 
 









 SCOTTISH EDITIONS OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL GRAMMAR 
 
There seems to be some variation in the copies seen of the Scottish editions of the Geographical Grammar as compared 
to the English.  This variation has also been noticed in other Scottish geographical publications and has been noted in 
their descriptions.  Was the book trade less well organized than the trade in England?  Were economic considerations 
behind using different maps in different copies of the same title?  Sorting out the "standard corpus" of maps has proven 
difficult and frustrating.  The answer may be that there was no "standard corpus",  and maps used in any publication were 
those that came to hand. 
 
364. 
Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.      ESTC T69008 
  A new geographical and historical grammar... Illustrated with a new set of maps of the countries 
described, and other copper-plates, ten whereof were not in any former edition.  A new edition, with 
large additions...    Edinburgh: Printed by Sands, Murray, and Cochran, for James Meuros, bookseller 
in Kilmarnock.  MDCCLXVII. [1767]   
 
NOTE: Copies of this edition have been found with differing sets of maps, close copies of each other, 







Set A: The World agreable to the latest discoveries H. Gavin sculp 
Set B: The world agreable to the latest discoveries Thos. Phinn sculp. 
 






Set A: Europe 
Set B: Europe  /Published by James Meuros Kilmarnock (R,ob) 
 






Set A: Spain and Portugal 
Set B: Spain and Portugal  /Published... (as above, BC,bb) 
 






Set A: France 
Set B: France 
 






Set A: Italy 
Set B: Italy  /Published... (as above, R,ob 
 






Set A: The Seven United Provinces with the Austrian French & Dutch 
Netherlands 
Set B: The Seven United Provinces with the Austrian French & Dutch 
 
18 x 18 
 
 






Set A: Germany 
Set B: Germany  /Published... (as above, R,ob) 
 






Set A: Hungary with Turky in Europe T. Phinn sculpt 
Set B: Hungary with Turky in Europe 
 






Set A: Poland Lithuania and Prussia 
Set B: Poland Lithuania and Prussia 
 






Set A: Russia or Moscovy in Europe 
Set B: Russia or Moscovy in Europe  /Published... (as above, R,ob) 
 






Set A: Sweden Denmark Norway & Finland  /Inset: [Spitsbergen] 
Set B: Sweden Denmark Norway & Finland  /Inset: [Spitsbergen] 
 






Set A: England and Wales Thos. Phinn sculp 
Set B: England and Wales 
 






Set A: Scotland 
Set B: Scotland  /H. Gavin sculpt (BR,bb) 
 






Sets A and B: [Strip map, four segments] A plan for the tract of 
country betwixt the Forth & Clyde proper for a canal of 
communication by way of the rivers Carron Kilven &c. together with a 
projection thereof by T. Smeaton Engineer /A Bell sculpt (BR) 
 






Sets A and B: A general map of the country betwixt Forth & Clyde 
extracted from a map of Stirling Shire &c. shewing the course of the 
intended canals by T. Smeaton  /A Bell sculpt. (BR,inl) 
 






Set A: Ireland 
Set B: Ireland 
 






Set A: Asia  T. Phinn sculp 
Set B: Asia  /Published...(as above, R,ob) 
 






Set A: Turky in Asia  /T. Phinn sculpt (BL,bbr) 
Set B: Turky in Asia  /H. Gavin sculp (BL,bb)  /Engraved for Mr. 
Salmon's geography published by James Meuros Kilmarnock 1766 
(R,ob) 
 






Sets A and B: The antient city of Jerusalem and places adjacent  /H. 








Set A: East Indies  /T. Phinn sculpt. (BR,bbr) 
Set B: East Indies  /Engraved for Mr. Salmon's geography... (as above, 
R,ob) 
 






Set A: China 
Set B: China  /H. Gavin sculp (BL,inl)  /Published... (as above, R,ob) 
 






Set A: Africa  /T. Phinn sculpt (BL,bbr) 
Set B: Africa /H. Gavin sculp. (BL,bb)  /Engraved for Mr. Salmon's 
geography... (as above, L,ob) 
 






Sets A and B: /A map of ancient Aegypt from Celarius 
 
29 x 20 
    
 
 
[24] fp 505 Set A: North America 
Set B: North America 






Set A: South America  /T. Phinn sculpt. (BL,bbr) 
Set B: South America  /Published...1766. (as above, L,ob) 
 






Set A: West Indies 
Set B: West Indies  /Engraved for Mr. Salmon's geography... (as 
above, R,ob) 
 






Sets A and B: New England New York New Jersey and Pensilvania. 
 






Sets A and B: A map of Virginia and Maryland  /H. Gavin sc. (bca) 
 






Sets A and B: A correct map of Jamaica  /H. Gavin sculp. (BR,bb) 
 
11 x 19 
   
365. 
 
Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N20331 
 A new geographical and historical grammar... The fourteenth edition...    Edinburgh: Printed by Willison and 
Darling... MDCCLXXI. [1771]                                     
 
NOTE: 22 maps, all same as maps in 1767 eds., in various combinations, omitting the two maps of the 
Clyde area, Jerusalem, Aegypt, New England, Virginia, and Jamaica.  None of the three copies seen 
had exactly the same mixture of Sets A and B.  The attributions to James Meuros Kilmarnock have 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T207150 
[New geographical and historical grammar] 
A new universal geographical grammar... The whole being an improvement and continuation of Mr. Salmon's 
grammar.  Brought down to the present time by J. Tytler.    Edinburgh: Printed and sold by W. Darling; W. Anderson, 
Stirling, and most other booksellers in Great Britain.  M.DCC.LXXVII. [1777]                                                                  
NOTE: ESTC lists two other variant Edinburgh imprints:  
Printed by W. Darling; sold by him, J. Dickson, and C. Elliott, 1777            ESTC T178281 
Printed by W. Darling; and sold by him, J. Spotiswood... 1777                    ESTC N5067 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T69011 
[New geographial and historical grammar] 
The new universal geographical grammar...    Edinburgh: Printed and sold by W. Darling; J. Milliken, 
Whitehaven, and most other booksellers in Great Britain. M.DCC.LXXVIII [1778] 
 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N64974 
A new geographical and historical grammar... A new edition, with large additions, which bring the history 
down till towards the end of the year 1779.    Edinburgh: Printed by and for Murray and Cochran, sold by them and by 
the booksellers in town and country.  MDCCLXXX. [1780] 
NOTE: 22 maps, mixed set, same as other 22-map editions.      
 
 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N41696 
[New geographical and historical grammar] 
The new universal geographical grammar... The second edition...    Edinburgh: Printed for J. Spottiswood, 
bookseller. M.DCC.LXXI. [1781]                                      
 




Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T69012 
[New geographical and historical grammar] 
The new universal geographical grammar... The second edition...    Edinburgh: Printed for J. Spottiswood, 
bookseller. M.DCC.LXXXI. [1782]                             
 
NOTE: 22 maps, mixed set, same as other 22-map editions.  Is this a reprint of 1781 ed.?  Both say 





Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC: N22608 
[New geographical and historical grammar] 
The new universal geographical grammar... A new edition... Brought down to the present year by Robert 
Alves...    Edinburgh: Printed for Charles Elliot. MDCCLXXXVI [1786] 
 










Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC N20266 
A new geographical and historical grammar... Illustrated with a set of twenty-two new maps...drawn by the 
direction of Mr. Salmon, and ingraved from the copies of Mr. Jefferys...The third edition...    Dublin: Printed for P. 
Wilson, J. Exshaw, J. Esdall, R. James, S. Price, and M. Williamson. M DCC LII [1752]                             
     







The World  John Ridge sculp 
 






Europe  /D. Pomarede sculp (bca) 
 






Spain and Portugal 
 






















The Seven United Provinces, with the Austrian French and Dutch 
Netherlands 
 






Germany  D. Pomarede sculp 
 






Hungary with Turky in Europe 
 






Poland  Lithuania and Prussia 
 






Russia or Muscovy in Europe  D. Pomarede sculp 
 






Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland 
  Inset: [North Cape and Spitsbergen] 
 






England and Wales 
 














Ireland  /D. Pomarede sculp (BR,bb) 
 














Turky in Asia  /D. Pomarede sculpt. (BL,bbr) 
 






















Africa  D. Pomarede sculp. 
 































Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.           ESTC T171069 
A new geographical and historical grammar... The ninth edition...    Dublin: Printed for P. Wilson, J. Exshaw, 
A. James, S. Price, and M. North.  M,DCC,LX. [1760] 
 





Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T186607 
A new geographical and historical grammar... The twelfth edition...    Dublin: Printed for P. Wilson, J. Exshaw, 
T. Dyton, H. Bradley, and M. North. M.DCC.LXVI. [1766]  
 









Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.       ESTC T126647 
The universal traveller: or, A compleat description of the several nations of the world.  Shewing, I. the situation 
boundaries.. II. Number of Provinces... III. The genius, temper and habits... IV. Their religion, government... V. Their 
trafick, produce... VI. An abstract of the history of each nation.  Illustrated with a great variety of charts and maps...    
London: Printed for Richard Baldwin, at the Rose in Pater-Noster-Row.  M.DCC.LII [-M.DCC.LIII. 1752-53]  2v. 
 
NOTE: Maps marked with an asterisk (*) later used in Brice, q.v.  The world map plate also used in Smollet's 








The World  /J. Gibson sculpt (BR).  Some copies found with /Plate 
126.No.59.Page 1 (BL), or with J. Gibson erased and the Plate 126... 
erased, For Smollett's Present State of the World (BC,bca) and 
cartouche frame simplified. 
 







Asia.  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,inl)  /Plate 48. No. 18. Page 1. (BL,bb) 
 






China as surveyed by the Jesuit missionaries between the years 1708 
& 1717 with Korea & the adjoining parts of Tartary  /Thos. Kitchin 
sculpt. (BR,inl)  /Plate.3.No.2 (BL,bb) 
 






A map of Quan-Tong or Lea-Tonge Province; and the kingdom of 
Kau-li or Corea  /Thos. Kitchin sculpt. (BC,inl)  /Plate 33.No.14.Page 
7. (BL,bb) 
 






A chart of the bay of Chin-Chew or Chang-Chew in China.  /G. Child 
sculpt. (BC,bb)  /Plate 38 No.15. (BL,bb) 
 






Plans from Du Halde [3 small maps on one plate] 
 
20 x 28 
    
 
 
[7] fp 40 A map of eastern Tartary as surveyed by the Jesuits in 1709 10 & 11.  
/Thos. Kitchin sculp. (BR,inl)  /Plate 45.No.16.p.40. (BL,bb) 






A map of Little Bochara and the adjacent countrys drawn from the 
survey of the Jesuits and Mr. Kyrillows map of the Russian Empire.  
/T. Kitchin sculp. (BC,bb)  /Plate 77.No.28.p.41 
 






A map of Great Tibet, drawn from that made by Lama mathematicians 
in 1717.  /G. Child sculp. (BC,bb)  /Plate 53. No.20 (BL,bb) 
 






A map of western Tartary drawn from the survey of the Jesuits, and 
Mr. Kyrillow's map of the Russian Empire.  /Thos. Kitchin sculp. 
(BC,bb)  /Plate 47.No.17.p.41 (BL,bb) 
 






The East Indies.  /F. Garden sculp. (BR,bb)  /Plate 85 No.30 page 152 
(BL,bb) 
 






A chart of the coast of Persia, Guzarat, & Malabar drawn from the 
French chart of ye Eastern Ocean, publish'd in 1740, by order of the 
Count de Maurepas... /G. Child sculpt. (BC,bb)  /Plate 93.No.34.page 
149. (BL,bb) 
 






[two plans on one sheet; two separate plates] 
Plan of ye city of Cochin  /Plate 88.No.32.p.150 (BL,bb) 
City of Diu  /G.Child sculpt. (BC,bb)  /Plate 89.No.32.p.150 (BL,bb) 
 
 
15 x 21 






Isld. of Harmuz or Ormus.  /Plate 95 No. 35.p.249 (BL,bb) 
 






Persia.  /J. Gibson sculp: (BL,inl)  /Plate 86 No.31.Page 249. (BL,bb) 
 






A map and chart of Arabia, the Red Sea, & Persian Gulf, drawn from 
the chart of the Eastern Ocean, publish'd in 1740, by order of ye Count 
de Maurepas... /G. Child sculpt. (BC,bb)  /Plate 97.No.36.page 319. 
(BL,bb) 
 






Turkey in Asia  /J. Gibson sculp: (BL,inl)  /Plate 102.No.42.Page 337. 
(BL,bb) 
 






Turkey in Europe.  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,inl)  /Plate 105.No.45.Page 
381 (BL,bb) 
 






The south part of Germany.  /J. Gibson sculp: (BL,inl)  /Plate 
117.No.53.page 461 (BL,bb) 
 






The north part of Germany  /J. Gibson sculp: (BL,inl)  /Plate 
116.No.52.page 461. (BL,bb) 
 






A new map of His Majesty's Hanover dominions  /Plate 106.No.46 
page 475. (BL,bb) 
 






Hungary  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,inl)  /Plate 118.No.54.page 557. 
(BL,bb) 
 






Poland.  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BL,inl)  /Plate 119 No.55 Page 567. 
(BL,bb) 
 






Russia  /Plate 120 No. 56 page 589 (BL,bb) 
 






Sweden and Norway.  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BR,inl) /Plate 
 
32 x 28 
 
 
123.No.57.Page 637. (BL,bb) 






Denmark  /I. Gibson sculp: (bca)  /Plate 124.No.57.Page 663 (BL,bb) 
 








The World  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR)  /Plate 126.No.59. Page 1. (BL) 
 







Europe  /J. Gibson sculpt: (BR,inl) [ /Plate 127.No.60.page 3. (BL,bb) 
 /Plate 127 No. 60 p.3, added in one copy seen] 
 






A new & exact map of the Provinces of Holland, Utrecht, Gelderland, 
Zeeland, Dutch Flanders and Dutch Brabant &c. exhibiting a view of 
the parts of late invaded by the French... By Thos. Kitchin geographer. 
 /Plate.125.No.58.Page.18. (BL,bb) 
 






Austrian and French Netherlands  /J. Gibson sculp: (BL,inl)  /Plate 
128.No.66.page 75 (BL,bb) 
 






Italy.  /J. Gibson sculp: (BL,inl)  /Plate 129.No.67.page 87. (BL,bb) 
 






Switzerland.  /J. Gibson sculp: (BL,inl)  /Plate 130.No.70.page 135. 
(BL,bb) 
 






France.  /J. Gibson sculp: (BL,inl)  /Plate 131.No.74.page 159. (BL,bb) 
 






Spain and Portugal. /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,inl) /Plate 
136.No.78.Vol:2.page 235. (BL,bb) 
 






A chart of the western coast of Africa, from the Straits of Gibraltar to 
eleven degrees of north latitude...[12 lines]  /Thos. Kitchin sculpt. 
(BR,inl)  /Plate 144.No.84.Vol.2.page 327 (BL,bb) 
 






Africa  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,inl)  /Plate 173.No.99.Page 327. (BL,bb) 
 






Island of Madera  /G. Child sculpt. (BC,bb)  
/Pl.145.No.85.Vol.2.p.351 (BL,bb) 
 






[two maps on one plate] 
Island of Teneriffe  /Fig.I. (TL,inl) 
View of the town & road of Santa-Cruz. /Fig.II. (TL,inl)  /G. Child 
sculpt. (BC,bb)  /Pl.148.No.86.Vol.2.p.355 (BL,bb) 
 
 
12 x 14 






A map of the River Gambia from Eropina to Barrakunda by Capt; John 
Leach in 1732.  /Thos. Kitchin sculpt. (bca)  /Plate 
150.No.87.Vol.2.p.357 (BL,bb) 
 






A map of the River Gambia from it's [sic] mouth to Eropina by captn. 
John Leach in 1732.  /T. Kitchin sculpt. (BR,inl)  
/P,.149.No.87.Vol.2.p:356. (BL,bb) 
 






A map or chart of the Cape de Verde Islands drawn chiefly from that 
of Captn. Roberts which is corrected and improved  /T. Kitchin sculpt. 
(BR,inl)  /Pl.155.No.90.Vol.2.p.360 (BL,bb) 
 






A chart of the western coast of Africa, from the twelfth degree of 
 
20 x 25 
 
 
latitude...[10 lines]  /T. Kitchin sculp (BL,inl)  /Plate 







A map of the Gold Coast, from Issini to Alampi, by M. D'Anville 
April 1729.  /G. Child sculpt. (BC,bb)  /Plate 174.No.100.Vol.2. p.362. 
(BL,bb) 
 






Bay of Sierra Leone  /Plate 166.No.95.Vol.2.p.363. (BL,bb) 
 






A mapof the coast and country about Sierra Lione and Sherbro river  
/Plate 177.No.101.Vol.2.p.386 (BL,bb) 
  Inset: Map of the River Sierra Lione by Mr. Smith  
 






A map of the kingdoms ofKoto, Popo, Fida or Whidah, and Ardra 
being a continuation of the former by Mr. D'Anville, 1727  /G.Child 
sculpt. (BC,bb)  /Plate 184.No.105.Vol.2.p.394. (BL,bb) 
 






[three maps on one plate]  
A general map of the River Sanaga from the falls of Govina to the 
ocean; taken by a French engineer in 1718, & drawn by the Sr. 
d'Anville...Publish'd by Labat. 
Map of ye entrance of the Sanaga. 
Island of Sanaga or St. Louis  /G. Child sculpt. (BC,bb)  /Plate 186. 
No.106.Vol.2.p.400 (BL,bb) 
 






A map of the Kingdoms of Kongo, Angola, & Benguela with the 
adjacent countries  /from Del'Isle & others (bca)  /Plate 187.No.107. 
Vol.2.p.404. (BL,bb) 
 






A map of the country of the Hottentots towards the Cape of Good 
Hope. from Kolben  /G. Child sculp. (BC,bb)  /Plate 200.No.115. 
Vol:2.page 404. (BL,bb) 
 






South America  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BR,inl)  /Plate 225.No.120. 
Vol:2.page 535 (BL,bb) 
 






North America  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BC,inl)  /Plate 226 No.121. 
Vol:2.page 669. (BL,bb) 
 
28 x 32 
 
376. 
Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.      ESTC: N6001 
  The universal traveller...    London, Printed for Richard Baldwin, 1755  [-1759]  2v.  
 
NOTE: All maps same as first edition, and at same locations. 
 
377. 
Salmon, Thomas, 1679-1767.      ESTC: T211024 
  The universal traveller...    London: Printed for Richard Baldwin, 1762 [-1759]  2v. 
 






Scott, Joseph.         ESTC W13834 
The new and universal gazetteer; or, Modern geographical dictionary.  Containing a full and authentic 
description of the different empires, kingdoms...in the known world... Including the new political divisions of Europe, and 
several hundred places in the United States of America never before published...and wherein upwards of five hundred 
errours are corrected in the Encyclopedia Britannica, and in Millar, Payne, Guthrie, Watson, Brooks, Walker, Morse, 
&c...  Philadelphia: Printed by Francis & Robert Bailey, at Yorick's Head, No. 116, High street. 1799 [-1800]  4v.         
        
NOTE: Imprint in vols. 3-4: Printed by Patterson & Cochran, No. 108, Race-Street.  Maps marked with an 








A new map of the World with the latest discoveries 
 







A new map of Africa from the best authorities 
 






A new map of North America shewing all the new discoveries 
 






A new map of South America from the latest discoveries 
 






A new map of Asia drawn from the best authorities 
 
21 x 24 







Connecticut; updated with changes and additions 
 






Delaware; no changes 
 






An accurate map of Europe compiled from the best authorities 1797 
 






Georgia; no changes 
 








Kentucky; some changes and additions 
 






Maine; few additions 
 






Maryland; no changes 
 






Massachusetts; minor change between Springfield and Boston 
 








Newhampshire [sic]; very minor changes 
 






New Jersey; no changes, some retouching? 
 






New York; no changes, some retouching? 
 






North Carolina; no changes 
 






Pennsylvania; few changes 
 






Rhode Island; few changes 
 
19 x 16 
    
 
 














N.W. Territory; very minor retouching 
 






The United States of America.  W. Barker sculp. Philadelphia 
 






Virginia; very minor retouching 
 






State of Vermont drawn and engraved; some deletions on cartouche 
 




Scott, Joseph.         ESTC W29640 
The United States gazetteer: containing an authentic description of the several states... Together with the extent, 
boundaries and population of their respective counties... Illustrated with nineteen maps...    Philadelphia: Printed by F. 






A map of the United States 
 






















































































































N. W. Territory 
 






S. W. Territory 
 






State of Vermont drawn and engraved [signs of erasure below 
wording] 
 



















Seally, John.         ESTC N472573 
A complete geographical dictionary, or Universal gazetteer; of ancient and modern geography: containing a 
full, particular, and accurate description of the known world: in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America: comprising 
a complete system of geography...    London: Printed for John Fielding, Numb.23, Pater-noster-Row. [1783-
84?]  2v.   
 
NOTE:  ESTC dates [1780-1789] “Date conjectured by cataloguer”  Maps marked with an asterisk (*) were 
later used in Guthrie's Universal Geography Improved, 1795, see entry 187; those marked with plus (+) were 
used again in Adam’s New Royal Geographical Magazine, [1794?], see entry 3.   In this first appearance all of 
the maps carry imprint of I. Fielding, (BC,bb), given  in full for first entry, dates only thereafter.  Some 








The World in three sections describing the polar regions to the tropics 
with all the tracks of Lord Mulgrave and Captain Cook towards the 
north and south poles and the torrid zone or tropic regions with the 
new discoveries in the South Sea.  /J. Cary sculpt (bca)  /Published 
Septr. 29, 1781; by I Fielding No. 23, Paternoster Row. 
 






A map of Africa from the best authorities.  /J. Cary sculpt. (bca)  
/...Dec. 28, 1782... 
 






A map of South America from the latest discoveries.  /J. Cary sc. (bca) 
 /...March 2d 1782... 
 






Part of North America, comprehending the course of the Ohio, New 
England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, 
Carolina & Georgia.  /J. Cary sculpt. (bca)  /Published Jany. 19 1782... 
  Inset: Supplement to Carolina 
 






Part of North America, containing Canada, the north parts of New 
England and New York; with Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.  /J. 
Cary sculp (bca)  /...Novr. 24, 1781... 
  Inset: Supplement for the lakes of Canada 
 






An accurate map of Asia  J. Cary sculp  /...March 29 1783... 
 






Chart of the road of Brest with the new fortifications.  /J. Cary sculp 
(BR,bb)  /...Decr. 8 1781... 
 






Plan of the bay and roads of Cadiz.  /J. Cary sculp (BR,bb)  /...Jany 1, 
1783... 
 






A map of the Empire of China  /J. Cary sculp. (bca)  /...Augt. 31, 
1782... 
 






The British Channel including the coasts of England and France  /J. 
Cary sc. (bca)  /...Octr. 13, 1781... 
  Inset:[cross-section of channel] 
 






A map of Europe from the best authorities.  /J. Cary sculp (bca)  
 
20 x 28 
 
 






The northern states of Europe, including Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
Russia, Prussia & Holland.  /J. Cary sc (bca)  /...May 17, 1783... 
 






An accurate map of France  J. Cary sc.  /...April 19, 1783... 
 






Coast of France from Calais to Fecamp.  /J. Cary sc. (bca)  /...May 24, 
1782... 
 






Coast of France from Ostend to Ambleteuse.  /J. Cary sc. (BR,bb)  
/...27th April, 1782... 
 






Chart of the coast of France, including the Bay of Biscay, with the 
soundings taken by command of the French King from Port Louis to 
Cape Finisterre.  /J. Cary sculp (bca)  /...March 30, 1782... 
 






The coast of France, from Isle Pelee to Isles de Brehat including  
Guernsey, Jersey, &c.  /J. Cary sc. (bca)  /...Feby. 16, 1782... 
 






Coast of France, from the Isles de Brehat to l'Orient.  /J. Cary sculp. 
(BC,bb)  /...Decr. 22, 1781... 
 






Coast of France, from Fecamp to Cape Barfleur.  /J. Cary sculpt. 
(BR,bb)  /...Octr. 17, 1781... 
 






Germany divided in its circles.  /J. Cary sculp (BR,bb)  /...Febry. 2, 
1782... 
 






A map of Great Britain and Ireland, with all the adjacent isles.  /J. 
Cary sc. (bca)  /...Novr. 10, 1781... 
 








The Electorate of Hanover.  J. Cary sculp.  /...March 15, 1783... 
 






A new & accurate map of the Seven United Provinces.  /J. Cary sculp. 
(bca)  /...May 3, 1783... 
 






The island of Jamaica divided into its Parishes.  /J. Cary sculp. (bca)  
/...July 20, 1782... 
  Inset: Chart of the Windward Passage 
         Port Royal Harbour 
 






The West Indies from the best authorities.  /J. Cary sc. (bca)  /...Feby. 
8, 1783... 
 






The East Indies, from the best authorities.  /J. Cary sc. (bca)  /...June 
22, 1782... 
 






An accurate map of Italy.  /J. Cary sc. (bca)  /...May 24, 1783... 
 






A new and accurate map of the Netherlands from the best authorities.  
/J. Cary sculp. (bca)  /...Febry. 22, 1783... 
 






Plan of St. Petersburg with its fortifications  /J. Cary sc. (bca)  /...July 
6,1782... 
 






Poland shewing the claims of Austria, Russia & Prussia  /J. Cary 
 
19 x 28 
 
 






A map of Pomerania and Brandenburg with the frontiers of Poland.  /J. 
Cary sculp. (BR,bb)  /...Augt. 3, 1782... 
 






Praya Bay, in the island of St. Iago, lat. 14:35o N.  /Terry sculp No. 54 
(BL,bb)  /Paternoster Row. (BR,bb)  /...Augt. 17, 1782... 
 






The Russian Empire in Europe and Asia; from the best authorities.  /J. 
Cary sculp. (BR,bb)  /...Septr. 28, 1782... 
 






An accurate map of the Kingdoms of Spain and Portugal  /J. Cary 
sculp (bca)  /...Septr. 14, 1782... 
 






Turky in Europe, from the best authorities  /J. Cary sc. (bca)  /...May 
11, 1782... 
 






An accurate map of Tuscany and the Ecclesiastical State from M. 
D'Anville and Robert.  /J. Cary sc. (bca)  /...April 13, 1782... 
 




Seally, John.         ,ESTC T112946 
A complete geographical dictionary, or universal gazetteer...comprising a complete system of geography...    
London: Printed for Scatcherd and Whitaker, Ave-mary-Lane. MDCCLXXXVII. [1787]  2v.                             
                                      




Seally, John.         ESTC T151062 
A complete geographical dictionary, or universal gazetteer... The second edition.    London: printed for J. 
Scatcherd and J. Whitaker; and John Fielding. [1790?]  2v.      
 
NOTE: ESTC states "Frontispiece dated 1781, but probably a reissue of 1787 edit."  There is some 





Seally, John.         ESTC T124906 
The lady's encyclopedia: or, A concise analysis of the belleslettres, the fine arts, and the sciences, in three 
volumes.  Illustrated with ...thirty-four maps...    London: Printed for J. Murray, No. 32 Fleet Street, and W. Creech, 
Edinburgh, M.DCC.LXXXVIII [1788]  3v.                                            
  
NOTE: All maps in vol. III, and although title-page of vol. I calls for thirty-four maps,   the title-page for vol. III 
calls for only 16; 17 were actually included.  All have imprint: Publish'd Augst. 29th 1783 by J. Fielding No. 29 
Pater-Noster-Row (BC,bb).  The maps are very close copies of those by J. Cary for Seally's Complete 
Geographical Dictionary, but redone by J. Lodge and simplified for a schoolgirl's use - almost outline maps, 








A map of Europe from the best authorities.  /J. Lodge sc. (BR,bb) 
 






A map of Great Britain and Ireland, with all the adjacent isles.  /J. 
 
28 x 23 
 
 






An accurate map of France.  /J. Lodge sc (BR,bb) 
 














An accurate map of the Kingdoms of Spain and Portugal  /J. Lodge sc 
(BR,bb) 
 






An accurate map of Italy.  /J. Lodge sc. (BR,bb) 
 






Turky in Europe, and Hungary.  /J. Lodge sc (BR,bb) 
 






The northern states of Europe including Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
Russia, Prussia & Holland.  /J. Lodge sc (BR,bb) 
 






The Russian Empire in Europe and Asia: from the best authorities.  /J. 
Lodge sc (BR,bb) 
 






Poland shewing the claims of Austria, Russia, & Prussia.  /J. Lodge sc 
(BR,bb) 
 






A new and accurate map of the Netherlands from the best authorities.  
/J. Lodge sc (BR,bb) 
 






An accurate map of Asia.  /J. Lodge sc (BR,bb) 
 






A map of Africa from the best authorities.  /J. Lodge sc (BR,bb) 
 






Part of North America, comprehending the course of the Ohio, New 
England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, 
Carolina & Georgia.  /J. Lodge sc (BR,bb) 
  Inset: Supplement to Carolina 
 






A map of South America from the latest discoveries  /J. Lodge sc 
(BR,bb) 
 






Part of North America, containing Canada, the north parts of New 
England and New York: with Nova Scotia and Newfoundland  /J. 
Lodge sc (BR,bb) 
  Inset: Supplement for the lakes of Canada 
 






The West Indies, from the best authorities.  /J. Lodge sc (BR,bb) 
 





A short way to know the world: or, A compendium of modern geography, according to the latest discoveries and 
improvements: by way of question and answer...    London: Printed for T. Osborne, in Gray's Inn; C. Hitch, and T. 







A new map of the World drawn from the  best authorities and 
regulated by astronoml. observa:ns 1743  /T. Kitchin sculpt (BC,bh)  
/Before the Title (TL) 
 







Europe drawn from the best maps and regulated by astronl. observatns. 
1743.  /T. Kitchin sculpt. (BR,inl)  /p.43. (TR,ab) 
 






Asia drawn from the best maps and regulated by astronl. observatns. 
1743.  /T. Kitchin sculpt (bca)  /p.201 (TR,ab) 
 






Africa drawn from the best maps and regulated by astronl. 
observations  1743.  /T. Kitchin sculpt (BR,inl)  p.201 (TR,ab) 
 






Nth. America drawn from the best maps and regulated by astronl. 
observations  1743.  /T. Kitchin sculpt (BR,inl)  /p.330 (TR,ab) 
 






Sth. America drawn from the best maps and regulated by astronl. 
observations  1743.  /T. Kithin sculpt (BR,inl)  /p.357 (TR,ab) 
 







Smith, Charles, 1768-1808.       ESTC W11552 
The American gazetteer, or Geographical companion.  Containing a general and concise account 
alphabetically arranged of the states, principal cities, post-towns...[etc.] of the American Union.    New-York: Printed by 
Alexander Menut, for Charles Smith, No. 51, Maiden Lane.  1797.                                                                            
 
NOTE: The single map is same as that appearing in his Universal geography . . ., see following entry, with 






The United States of America  B. Tanner sculpt.  /Published by C. 
Smith New-York (BC,bb) 
 





Smith, Charles, 1768-1808.       ESTCW28476 
Universal geography made easy; or, A new geographical pocket companion: comprehending, a description of 
the habitable world, with maps...    New York: Printed by Wayland & Davis, Water-street for the author and L. Wayland. 















































The United States of America.  /Scoles sc. (BR,bb) 
 















Smollett, Tobias George, 1721-1771.      ESTC T55361 
The present state of all nations.  Containing a geographical, natural, commercial, and political history of all the 
countries of the known world...The second edition...    London: Printed for R. Baldwin; W. Johnston: S. Crowder; and 
Robinson and Roberts.  MDCCLXVIII. [-MDCCLXIX, 1768-69]  8v.                                                                                
NOTE: In some copies seen, many maps have "Engraved for Smollett's Present State of all Nations either 
(TC,ab) or (BC,bb).   The ESTC notes a second edition of vol. 1 only, ESTC N21041, with many sheets 









The World  /Engrav'd for Smollett's Present State of the World (BC) 
 






Europe  by Thos. Kitchin 
 






Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland  /Engrav'd for Smolletts 
Present State of all Nations (TC,ab) 
 






Russia or Moscovy in Europe.  /T. Kitchin sculp (bca)  /Engrav'd...(as 
above) 
 








Scotland by Thos. Kitchin  
 






England and Wales.  /T. Kitchin sculp. (BR,inl) 
 






 fp 412 
 
Ireland from the best authorities. /T. Kitchin sculp. (BR,bb) 
 








An accurate map of Poland, Prussia & Lithuania from the best 
authorities 
 






An accurate map of Turkey in Europe with Hungary, Transilvania and 
Little Tartary.  /G. Rollos sculp. (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of Germany, divided into its circles from the best 
authorities  /G. Rollos sculp. (BL,inl) 
 








The VII United Provinces, with the Dutch, Austrian & French 
Netherlands: from the best authorities 
 








An accurate map of France.  Drawn from the best authorities  /G. 
Rollos sculp (BR,inl) 
 






An accurate map of Spain and Portugal, laid down from the best 
authorities 
 











An accurate map of Asia, according to the best authorities 
 






An accurate map of the East Indies laid down from the best authorities 
 /G. Rollos sculp. (BL,inl) 
 






An accurate map of Turky in Asia Arabia &c. drawn from the best 
authorities  /G. Rollos sculp. (BL,inl) 
 








An accurate map of Africa drawn from the best authorities  /G. Rollos 
sculpt. (BL,inl) 
 









[Taylor, Charles].        ESTC T96662 
  The general genteel preceptor: part the first.  Being a summary introduction to geography, adapted to the 
service and instruction of youth of both sexes... By Francis Fitzgerald, Esq. [pseudonym]  The second edition...    
London: Printed for C. Taylor, No. 105, Hatton Garden, MDCCXCVII. [1797]                             
  
NOTE: Most maps carry imprint of C. Taylor, given in full in first entry; dates only thereafter.  







The terraqueous globe.  /London Publish'd by C. Taylor Holborn 
October 1st 1795 (BC,bb)  /General Preceptor, page 7 (TR,ab)  
[Outline map] 
 






Europe.  /General Preceptor, page 9 (TR,ab)  /...Novr. 1 1795... 
 






[Asia]  /General Preceptor, page 11 (TR,ab)  /...December 1st 1795...  
[Outline map] 
 






[Africa]  /Fitzgeralds General Preceptor pa. 12 (TR,ab)  [Outline map] 
 






[South America.  Outline map] 
 






[North America.  Outline map]  /Fitzgeralds General Preceptor, 
Vol.I.pa:14 (TR,ab)  /...April.2.1796... 
 






The World.  /p.24 (C,bh) 
 







British Empire  /Fitzgeralds General Preceptor, Vol:  pa: [blank] 
(TR,ab)  /...March 1, 1796. 
 






England and Wales.  /General preceptor page [blank] (TR,ab)  /...Jany 
1. 1796... 
 






Asia.  /General Preceptor Vol.I.pa:117 (TR,ab)  /...April 1 1796... 
 






Africa.  Fitzgeralds General Preceptor Vol.II.page 71 (TR,ab) /...Novr 
1.1795... 
 






[Europe.  Outline map]   
 






North America.  /General Preceptor page [blank] (TR,ab) /...Novr. 
1.1795... 
 






South America.  /General Preceptor page [blank] (TR,ab)  /...Decr 
1.1795... 
 






West Indies.  /General Preceptor.Vol.I page [blank] (Tr,ab)  /...Decr 
1.1795... 
 








Trusler, John, 1735-1820.        ESTC T120079 
  The habitable world described, or The present state of the people in all parts of the globe, from north to south; 
shewing the situation, extent, climate,... including all the new discoveries... With a great variety of maps and copper-
plates...    London, printed for the author, at the Literary-Press, No. 62, Wardour-Street... 1788-97.  20v.                           
NOTE: vols. 16-18 have imprint: Printed for the author and sold by J. Parsons; vols. 19-20 have imprint: Printed 
for the author, and sold by L. Legoux.  Vols. 3 and 4 have no maps.  Most maps have imprint (BR,bb) with date. 
 Full citation will be given for first entry, dates only thereafter.  Some map locations vary in copies seen, and 
from those given in the tables of content. 
 






A map of the country thirty degrees round the north-pole  /S.J. Neele 
sculpt. No. 352 Strand (BC) 
 







A map of Sweden, Norway and Denmark.  /Neele sculpt 352 Strand 
(BR,bb) 
 
19 x 23 
 






A map of the Russian dominions from the last survey of Dr. Pallas.  
/Neele sculpt 352 Strand (BR,bb)  /Published by Dr. Jn. Trusler 
October 1788 (BL,bb) 
 






Plan of the city of Moscow  /Neele sculpt. 352 Strand (bca) 
 
21 x 22 
 






A map comprehending Bherings Straits, with the adjoining coasts of 
Asia and America.  /Neele sculpt. 352 Strand (BR,bb)  /....August 1st 
1789... 
 






Plan of the city of St. Petersburgh  /S.J. Neele sc. 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/...July 1789... 
 






A map of the Empire of China.  /S.I. Neele sc. 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/...Jany. 1790... 
 






Plan of the city of Pekin the metropolis of China.  /Neele sculp. 352 
Strand (BR,bb)  /...January 1790... 
 
21 x 20 
 






A map of Tibet, with the adjacent country.  /Neele sculpt 352 Strand. 
(BR,bb)  /...June 1st 1790... 
 






Plan of the city of Stockholm.  /S.J. Neele sc. 352 Strand (BL,inl)   
/...July 1790... 
 
21 x 19 
 







Map of the city of Quebec.  /Neele sc. Strand (BR,bb)  /...April 1st 
1792... 
 






A map of Denmark.  /Engraved by S. Neele 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
 









Plan of the city of Copenhagen.  /Engraved by S.J. Neele 352 
Strand.(BR,bb)  /...September 1790... 
 






Map of part of North America from lat.40 to lat.62.  /Engraved by S.J. 
Neele 352 Strand (BL,bb)  /...Decr. 1, 1790... 
 






Map of America with the new discovered islands.  /Neele sculpt Strand 
(BR,bb)  /...June 1, 1793... 
 






A map of Persia.  /Engraved by S. Neele No. 352 Strand. (BL,bb)  
/...Feby. 1791... 
 
17 x 18 
 
 






A map of Poland, with its dismembered provinces  /Engraved by S. 
Neele No. 352 Strand (BL,bb)  /...Feby. 1791... 
 






A map of Hungary &c.  /Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. (BR,bb)  /...April 
1st 1791... 
 
17 x 18 
 






A map of Germany Bohemia &c.  /S.I. Neele sculpt. (BR,bb)  /April 
1791... 
 






Map of the circle of Austria.  /Neele sculpt. 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/...April 1st 1792... 
 






Plan of the city of Vienna  /Neele sculpt 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/...Decr.1st 1791... 
 






Map of the circle of Upper Saxony  /Neele sculpt. Strand (BR,bb)  
/...June 1st 1791... 
 






Plan of the city of Dresden.  /S.J. Neele sculpt 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/...March 1st 1792... 
 






Map of the circle of Lower Saxony &c.  /Neele sculpt 352 Strand 
(BR,bb)  /...April 1st 1792... 
 






A map of the Baltic Sea with the surrounding countries.  /Engraved by 
S. Neele, No. 352 Strand (BR,bb)  /...July 1st 1791... 
 






Plan of the city of Hanover.  /S. Neele sculpt. 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/...Feby. 1st.1792... 
 






Map of the circles of the Upper and Lower Rhine.  /S.I. Neele sculpt. 
352 Strand (BR,bb)  /...May 1st 1792... 
 






Map of the circle of Franconia  /Neele sc. 352 Strand (BR,bb)  /...June 
1792... 
 











Map of the circle of Bavaria.  /Neele scupt. 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/...Novr.1st.1791... 
 






Plan of the city of Munich.  /Neele sculpt.352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/...Novr.1st.1791... 
 






Map of the circle of Swabia  /S. Neele sculpt. 352 Strand London 
(BR,bb)  /...July 1st 1792... 
 






Map of the circle of Westphalia.  /Neele sculpt 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/...June 1st.1792... 
 






A map comprehending the circle of Burgundy or the Austrian 
possessions in the Netherlands &c.  /Neele sculpt 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/...Sepr.1st 1792... 
 






The Seven United Provinces.   /Neele sculpt 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/...July 1st 1791... 
 






Plan of the city of Amsterdam  /Engrav'd by S. Neele (BR,bb)  
/...Augt.9th 1791... 
 






Plan of the city of Rotterdam  /Neele sc. Strand (BR,bb)  /...August 1st 
1792... 
 
16 x 20 
 






Map of Europe  /Neele sculpt. 352 Strand (BR,bb)  /...Octr. 1st 1792... 
 






Map of Turkey in Europe, from D'Anville.  /Neele sculpt. 352 Strand 
(BR,bb)  /...Decr. 1st 1792... 
 






Plan of Constantinople and its environs.  /S. Neele sc. Strand (BR,bb)  
/...Novr. 1st 1792... 
 






Plan of the city of Constantinople.  /S. Neele. sculpt.352 Strand. 
(BR,bb)  /...Decr. 1st 1792... 
 
17 x 23 
 






Map of Asia  /Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. (BR,bb)  /...Novr.1st 1792... 
 






Map of the Crimea &c. from D'Anville.  /S Neele sculpt Strand. 
(BR,bb)   /...April 1, 1793... 
 






Map of Greece &c.  /S. Neele sculpt. 352 strand. (BR,bb)  /...Jany.1st 
1793... 
 
20 x 16 
 






Map of the islands in the Archipelago.  /S. Neele sculpt. 352 Strand. 
(BR,bb)  /...Jany.1st 1793... 
 
19 x 16 
 
 








Map of Turkey in Asia from D'Anville  /S.I. Neele sculpt 352 Strand 
(BR,bb)  /...April 1, 1793... 
 






Map of Asia Minor &c.  /S.I. Neele.sculpt.352.Strand. (BR,bb)  
/...April 1 1793... 
 






Map of Judea, Syria &c.  /S.J. Neele sculpt.352 Strand. (BR,bb)  
/...April 1 1793... 
  Insets: The Tribes 
           Jerusalem 
 






Map of Egypt, with the course of the River Nile  /Neele sculpt 352 
Strand (BR,bb)  /...June 1st 1793... 
 
22 x 17 
 






Map of Africa.  /Neele sc. Strand (BR,bb)  /...Feb.1 1793... 
 






Map of Italy, with the islands of Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica.  /Neele 
sc. Strand (Br,bb)  /...Sept.1 1793... 
 






Map of the Kingdom of Naples and Sicily.  /S. Neele sculpt. Strand. 
(BR,bb)  /..Feb.1.1794... 
 






Plan of the city of Naples  /Neele sc.Strand. (BR,bb)  /..Augt.1 1794... 
 
17 x 23 
 






A plan of the city of Malta.  /Neele sculpt. (BR,bb)  /...Sept.1,1793... 
 






A map of the Popes territories from Monsr. D'Anville.  /Neele 
sculpt.352 Strand. (BR,bb)  /...April 1.1794... 
 






Plan of the city of Rome.  /Neele sculpt.352.Strand (BR,bb)  
/...Febr.1st.1795... 
 
19 x 24 
 






Map of the King of Sardinias [sic] dominions in Italy.  /S. 
Neele.sculpt.352.Strand. (BR,bb)  /...Sepr. 1 1795... 
 






Map of the Grand Dutchy of Tuscany.  /Neele sculpt.352 Strand. 
(BR,bb)  /...April 1, 1794... 
 






Map of the Republic of Venice, with the surrounding states.  /Neele sc. 
Strand. (BR,bb)  /..Sept.1.1795... 
 






Plan of the city of Venice  /Neele sc.Strand. (BR,bb)  /..May 15th 
1794... 
 






Map of the island of Sardinia.  /Neele sc. Strand. (BR,bb)  /...April 1, 
1796... 
 
22 x 16 
 
 






Plan of the city of Turin.  /Neele sculpt.352 Strand (BR,bb)  
 









Plan of the city of Genoa  Neele sc. Strand  /...May 23.1794... 
 






Map of Switzerland  /Neele sculpt. Strand (BR,bb)  /...April 1st 1796... 
 
16 x 22 
 






Plan of the city of Geneva.  /Neele sculp.Strand (BR,bb)  /...Feby. 1 
1796... 
 






Map of the island of Corsica.  /Neele sc. Strand (BR,bb)  /...June 
1st.1796... 
 






Map of Spain, and Portugal  /Neele sc. Strand. (BR,bb)  /...June 
1st.1796... 
 
18 x 24 
 






Plan of the city of Madrid.  /Neele sc. Strand (BR,bb)  /...June 
1st.1796... 
 






Chart of the Straits of Gibraltar.  /Neele sculpt. Strand (BR,bb)  
/...Jany.2d.1797... 
 






Plan of the city of Lisbon.  /Neele sculpt.Strand (BR,bb)  
/...Jany.2d.1797... 
 






Turner, Richard, 1724?-1791.       ESTC T118041 
  A view of the earth: being a short, but comprehensive system of modern geography... To which is added, a 
description of the terrestrial globe... Addressed to the young gentlemen and ladies of Great Britain and Ireland...    
London: Printed for S. Crowder, and Co. in Pater-noster-Row; and S. Gamidge, bookseller, in Worcester. MDCCLXII. 







The World agreeable to the latest discoveries.  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR) 
 







Europe  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) 
 






Asia  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) 
 






Africa  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) 
 






Nth. America  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) 
 






Sth. America  /J. Gibson sculp (BR,bb) 
 




Turner, Richard, 1724?-1791.       ESTC T10654 
A view of the earth: being a short, but comprehensive system of modern geography... The second edition, with 
additions and improvements...    London: Printed for S. Crowder, in Pater-noster-Row, and S. Gamidge, in Worcester. 
MDCCLXVI. [1766]               
 







The world agreeable to the latest discoveries  /I. Gibson sculp (BC,bh) 
 





Turner, Richard, 1724?-1791.       ESTC T200238 
   View of the earth: being a short but comprehensive system of modern geography... The third edition...    
London, Printed for S. Crowder; and S. Gamidge in Worcester. MDCCLXXI. [1771] 
 







British Empire  /Thos. Bowen sculpt. (BR,bb) 
 





Turner, Richard, 1724?-1791         ESTC: T66092. 
A view of the earth: being a short but comprehensive system of modern geography... The fourth edition...   
London: Printed for S. Crowder, M DCC LXXXVII. [1787] 
 
NOTE: 7 maps, all same as 3rd ed, 1771, with changes as noted. 
 
    
 
 
[1] f t-p World; I. Gibson changed to T.K. Powell; numerous changes 






















































Turner, Richard, 1724?-1791.       ESTC N64732 
A view of the earth: being a short but comprehensive system of modern geography... The fifth edition...    
London: Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster-Row; MDCCXCVIII. [1798] 
 





Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T63515 
 An easy introduction to the arts and sciences: being a short, but comprehensive system of useful and polite 
learning...    London: Printed for S. Crowder, No. 12 paternoster-Row. M.DCC.LXXXIII. [1783]                                 








The World /Agreeable to the last discoveries in the South Seas 
(BC,inl)  /Terry sculp. Paternoster Row (BR,bb)  /Turner delin (BL,bb) 
 






Europe  /Turner delin (BL,bb)  /Terry sculp. Pater-noster Row (BR,bb) 
 





Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T129294 
An easy introduction to the arts and sciences... The second edition.    London: Printed for S. Crowder, 1787.   




Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T118747 
An easy introduction to the arts and sciences . . . The third edition . . .  London: Printed for S. Crowder, 
M.DCC.XCI [1791] 
 






Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T187325 
An easy introduction to the arts and sciences... The fourth edition...    London: Printed for S. Crowder, Pater-
noster-Row. [1793?]                                                    
 





Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T63522 
An easy introduction to the arts and sciences... The fifth edition...    London: Printed for S. Crowder, 
paternoster-Row. 1795.                                                        
 
NOTE: 2 maps, same as 1st and 4th eds., but wording below hemispheres on world map erased?  just worn?  




Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T60084 
An easy introduction to the arts and sciences... The sixth edition...    London: Printed for C. Dilly, J. Johnson, 
G.G. and J. Robinson, F. and C. Rivington, G. Wilkie, J. Scatcherd, T.N. Longman, and C. Law.  1797.                            
        





Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T119178 
An easy introduction to the arts and sciences... The seventh edition...    London: Printed for J. Johnson, G.G. and 
J. Robinson, F. and C. Rivington, G. Wilkie, J. Scatcherd, T.N. Longman  and O. Rees, C. Law, and J. Mawman.  1800.  
                                      
 





Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T68492 
A new and easy introduction to universal geography.  In a series of letters to a youth at school... Illustrated with 
copper-plates, and a new set of pocket maps...    London: Printed for S. Crowder, No. 12, Pater-Noster-Row.  
M,DCC,LXXX. [1780]                 
 
NOTE: This collection of small maps and geographical diagrams seems to have been the model for Jedidiah 






The World. . . same map as in 1783 edition of Turner’s Easy 
introduction to the arts and sciences . . 
 






Europe  /Turner delin (BL,bb)  /Terry sculp. Paternoster Row (BR,bb) 
 
















10 x 7 
    
 
 
[5] fp 62 Germany divided into circles  /Terry sculpt. paternoster Row (BR,bb)  
/Turner delin (BL,bb) 






The United Provinces.  /Turner delin (BL,bb)  /Terry sculpt 
Paternoster Row (BR,bb) 
 














Spain and Portugal 
 






Switzerland with its allies  /Turner delin (BL,bb)  /Terry sculp. Pater 
noster Row (BR,bb) 
 






Poland and Prussia 
 






Denmark  /Turner delin. (BL,bb)  /Terry sculp Paternoster Row 
(BC,bb) 
 






Sweden and Norway  /Turner delin (BL,bb)  /Terry sculp Paternoster 
Row (BR,bb) 
 






Russia in Europe  /Turner delin (BL,bb)  /Terry sculp Paternoster  Row 
(BR,bb) 
 






Hungary  /Turner delin (BL,bb)  /Terry sculp Paternoster Row (BR,bb) 
 






Turky in Europe.  /Turner delin (BL,bb)  /Terry sculp Paternoster Row 
(BR,bb) 
 






G. Britain and Ireland.  /Turner delin. (BL,bb)  /Terry sculp 
Paternoster Row (BR,bb) 
 






















North America  /Turner delin. (BL,bb)  /Terry sculp Paternoster Row 
(BR,bb) 
 













Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC ??? 
A new and easy introduction to universal geography... The third edition. . .   London: Printed for S. Crowder, 
No. 12 Pater-Noster-Row, M.DCC.LXXXVI [1786] 
 
NOTE: There is no ESTC listing for either a second or third edition.  The title-page listed above has been seen 











Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T112301 
ESTC N4834  
A new and easy introduction to geography... The fourth edition, improved and considerably enlarged by the 
author.  To this edition is now first added, a large map of the world...    London: Printed for S. Crowder, Pater-Noster-
Row. MDCCLXXXIX. [1789]  
NOTE: 21 maps, all same as first edition, with large map of world added; some slight additions have been made 







The World, including the late discoveries, with Captain Cook's 
voyages delineated.  /Engrav'd by G. Terry. 54 Paternoster Row 
(BC,along eastern hemisphere) 
 






Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T65402 
A new and easy introduction to universal geography... The fifth edition...    London: Printed for S. Crowder, 
Pater-Noster-Row. MDCCXCII. [1792]                            
 
NOTE: 21 maps, all same as 1789 ed. 
 
406.  
Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T174469 
A new and easy introduction to universal geography... the sixth edition...    London: Printed for S. Crowder, 
1794.                                                                      




Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC N50115 
  A new and easy introduction to universal geography... The seventh edition...    London: Prined for C. 
Crowder, [1795?]                                                                   
 




Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T65403 
  A new and easy introduction to universal geography... The eighth edition...    London: Printed for C. 
Dilly, J. Johnson, G.G. and J. Robinson, F. and C. Rivington, G. Wilkie, J. Scatcherd, T.N. Longman, 
and C. Law.  1797.                                                     
 




Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T174491 
  A new and easy introduction to universal geography... The ninth edition...    London: Printed for J. 
Johnson, G.G. and J. Robinson, F. and C. Rivington, G. Wilkie, J Scatcherd, Longman and Rees, C. 
Law, and J. Mawman.  1800.  
 
 
NOTE: 21 maps but from a new set of plates, very close copies of those in earlier editions; Turner and Terry 
names lacking, cartouche frames simplified. 
 
Variant imprint: Cork, Printed by Michael Harris , 1800                            ESTC N4838 
 






Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T65398 
A view of the earth, as far as it was known to the ancients.  Being a short but comprehensive system of classical 
geography...    London: Printed for J. Dodsley, in Pall-Mall. M.DCC.LXXIX. 1779.                             







The World as far as known to the ancients.  Frontispiece  /T. Kitchin 
senr. sculpt. (BR.bb) 
 






Ancient Europe  /T. Kitchin senr. sculpt. (BR.bb)  /Page 8 (TR,ab) 
 






Ancient Asia  /T. Kitchin senr. sculpt. (BR,bb)  /page 27 (TR,ab) 
 






Ancient Africa  /T. Kitchin senr. sculpt. (BR,bb)  /Page 41 (TR,ab) 
 






The voyage of Aeneas  /T. Kitchin senr. sculpt. (BR,bb)  /Page 51 
(TR,ab) 
 






The voyage of Ulysses  /T. Kitchin senr. sculpt. (BR,bb)  /Page 91 
(TR,ab) 
 






The voyage of St. Paul.  /T. Kitchin senr. sculpt. (BR,bb)  /Page 91 
(TR,ab) 
 











Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T118996 
An easy introduction to the arts and sciences: being a short, but comprehensive system of useful and polite 
learning...    Dublin: Printed for J. Exshaw, L. White, J. Beatty, T. Walker, R. Burton, and J. Cash. M.DCC.LXXXIII. 
[1783]                                   







The World  /agreeable to the last discoveries in the South Seas. 
/(BC,inl)  /Plate 1. (TL,ab) 
 






Europe  /Plate 3. (TL,ab) 
 






Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T202344 
An easy introduction to the arts and sciences... The fifth edition.   Dublin: Printed by Graisberry & Campbell, 
Back-Lane.  1796.                                           
 
NOTE: 2 maps; same plates as 1783 ed.,  and reused in New and Easy Introduction..., 1787 ed., see below.  
Plate numbers have been erased, cartouche for map of Europe recut, and on world map, shape of North America 





Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T199335 
A new and easy introduction to universal geography.  In a series of letters to a youth at school... The fourth 
edition...    Dublin: Printed by P. Byrne, No. 108, Grafton-Street.  M,DCCLXXXVII. [1787]                             
                  
NOTE: 17 maps, all close copies of English originals.  World map and map of Europe from same plates as those 
in Dublin editions of the Easy Introduction to the Arts and Sciences.  The shape of North America in the world 







The World  /agreeable to the late discoveries in the South Seas  
(BC,inl)  /No. (TL,ab)  /1 (TR,ab) 
 






Europe  /No. (TL,ab)  /2 (TR,ab) 
 






France  /No. (TL,ab)  /6 (TR,ab) 
 






Germany divided into circles  /No. (TL,ab)  /7 (TR,ab) 
 






The United Provinces  /No. (TL,ab)  /8 (TR,ab) 
 






Spain and Portugal  /No. (TL,ab)  /9 (TR,ab) 
 






Switzerland with its allies  /No. (TL,ab)   /10 (TR,ab) 
 






Denmark  /No. (TL,ab)  /11 (TR,ab) 
 






Sweden and Norway  /No. (TL,ab)  /12 (TR,ab) 
 






Russia in Europe  /No. (TL,ab)  /13 (TR,ab) 
 






Hungary  /No. (TL,ab)   /14 (TR,ab) 
 






Turky in Europe  
 






G. Britain and Ireland.  /No. (TL,ab)  /16 (TR,ab) 
 






















North America  /No. (TL,ab)  /19 (TR,ab) 
 
















Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T123218 
A new and easy introduction to universal geography... The fifth edition...    Dublin: Printed by P. Byrne, No. 108 
Grafton-Street. M.DCC.XCI. [1791]                        
 





Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC N4835 
A new and easy introduction to universal geography... The ninth edition...    Dublin: Printed by D. Graisberry, 
33, Capel-Street.  1799.                                             
 
NOTE: 20 maps; three new maps have been added, as described below; none have plate numbers.  All other 























Poland and Prussia 
 






Turner, Richard, 1753-1788.       ESTC T174489 
  [A new and easy] introduction to universal geography... The ninth edition...   Dublin, printed by P. 
Wogan, 1800.     
 
NOTE: 21 maps; new large world map added, all others have same titles and sizes as previous Dublin editions, 
but are from new plates; none have plate numbers.  The small world map has been altered to show new 







The world, including the late discoveries, with Captain Cook’s 
voyages delineated. 
 







Turner, Richard, 1753-1788       ESTC N4838 
A new and easy introduction to universal geography. . . The ninth edition . . . Cork: Printed by Michael Harris, 
Castle-Street.  1800. 
 
NOTE: ESTC mistakenly cites this as having been printed in York. 










Tytler, James.          ESTC T68977 
A new and concise system of geography; containing a particular account of the empires, kingdoms...in the 
known world... By the author of the continuation of Salmon's geographical grammar.  Embellished with a set of accurate 
maps engraved purposely for the work.    Edinburgh: Printed for Peter Hill, Edinburgh  MDCCLXXXVIII. [1788]       
NOTE: variant title-page: Printed for John Murray, London; and Peter Hill, Edinburgh. 







The Northern Hemisphere  /Pl. I (TL) 
 







The Southern Hemisphere 
 







Europe from the latest discoveries 
 






North America from the latest discoveries. 
 






The East Indies from the latest discoveries 
 






Africa from the latest discoveries 
 






Asia from the latest discoveries 
 






South America from the latest discoveries 
 






The West Indies from the latest discoveries 
 
 17 x 28 



















 The universal gazetteer: or, A description of the several empires, kingdoms...in the known world... To 
which is prefixed, a copious introduction to geography... Illustrated with four large and accurate maps of Europe, 
Asia, Africa, and America.    London: Printed for James Rivington and J. Fletcher, J. Richardson, J. Hinton, S. 
Crowder, P. Davey and B. Law, and A. Donaldson at Edinburgh.  M.DCC.LIX. [1759]                                                                            
NOTE: Maps obviously from some other source, as yet unidentified 
 
[1] fp AAK A new and accurate map of Europe, laid down from the latest 
discoveries and astronomical observations.  /To face page 1,Vol.I. 
(TR,ab)  /J. Ellis sculp. (BR,bb) 
27 x 36 
[2] fp GAB A new & correct map of Asia drawn and engrav'd from the latest & 
best authorities and astronomical observatns. by J. Gibson.  /To face 
page 1, Vol.II (TR,ab) 
29 x 38 
[3] fp NOR A new map of Africa from the best authorities and astron. observatns.  
by T. Kitchin geogr.  /To face page 1, Vol.III (TR,ab) 
28 x 36 
[4] fp ZWI A new map of N & S Am from the best auths & astr obs by T. Kitchin 
Geogr. 





 The universal gazetteer: Or, a description of the several empires, kingdoms... in the known world... 
Illustrated with seven accurate maps... The second edition, corrected and enlarged.    London: Printed for C. Hitch 
and L. Hawes, John Rivington, R. Baldwin, W. Johnston, J. Richardson, S. Crowder, B. Law, T. Lownds, T. Caslon, 
and G. Kearsley.  And A. Donaldson at Edinburgh.  M.DCC.LX. [1760] 
 
 NOTE: A new set of maps 
           
[1] f t-p A new and accurate map of the World drawn & engrav'd from the best 
authorities.  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BR) 
15 x 27 
(plate size) 
[2] fp AGA A new and accurate map of Africa drawn & engrav'd from the best 
authorities.  /J. Gibson sculp: (BR,bb) 
15 x 19 
[3] fpAMO A new and accurate map of South America drawn & engrav'd from the 
best authorities  /J. Gibson sculp. (BR,bb) 
15 x 19 
[4] fpAMO A new and accurate map of North America drawn & engrav'd from the 
best authorities  /J. Gibson sculp (BR,inl) 
14 x 19 
[5] fp ASP A new and accurate map of Asia drawn & engrav'd from the best 
authorities  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BR<bb) 
14 x 18 
[6] fp EVO A new and accurate map of Europe drawn & engrav'd from the best 
authorities  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BR.bb) 
15 x 18 
[7] fp GER A new and accurate map of Germany drawn & engrav'd from the best 
authorities.  /J. Gibson sculpt. (BR,bb) 









 The universal gazetteer: or, a description of the several empires, kingdoms...in the known world... The third 
edition...    London: Printed for W. Strahan, J. and F. Rivington, Hawes, Clarke and Collins, W. Johnston, T. Caslon, 
S. Crowder, T. Lowndes, R. Withy, Robinson and Roberts, and R. Baldwin.  And A. Donaldson at Edinburgh.  
M.DCC.LXXI. [1771]                                
 





 IRISH EDITION 
 
422. 
          ESTC T199589 
 The universal gazetteer: or, a description of the several empires, kingdoms...in the known world... To which 
is prefixed, a copious introduction to geography... Illustrated with four large and accurate maps of europe, Asia, 
Africa, and America... The second edition, in which several necessary corrections, and material additions have been 
made...    Dublin: Printed for Peter Wilson, In Dame-street.  M.DCC.LIX.  [1759]                                                                                      





 The universal pocket-book; being the most comprehensive, useful, and compleat book of the kind, ever yet 
publish'd:... containing...I. A map of the world, with a geographical description of the same...    London: Printed for 
T. Cooper, at the Globe, in Pater-Noster-Row. MDCCXL [1740]  
 
[1] fp 1 Map of the World  /Page 1 (TL,ab) 14 x 25 
[2] fp 23 A map of England & Wales. 22 x 25 
[3] fp 238 A plan of the cities of London and Westminster with the borough of 
Southwark. /Page 238 (TL,ab) 
21 x 41 
   
424. 
ESTC T209353 
 The universal pocket-book; being the most comprehensive, useful, and compleat book of the kind, ever yet 
publish'd... The second edition corrected and enlarged.    London: Printed for T. Cooper, at the Globe, in Pater-
Noster-Row.  1740.                                  
 
NOTE: ESTC does not list any copy as containing maps.  Is this a reprint, without maps? 
 
425. 
          ESTC T194953 
 The universal pocket-book; being the most comprehensive, useful, and compleat book of the kind, ever 
publish'd... The third edition...    London: Printed for T. Cooper, at the Globe, in Pater-Noster-Row.  1741.                                 
NOTE: No copy found with maps, although title-page indicates the book should include World map and 







 The universal pocket-book; being the most comprehensive, useful, and compleat book of the kind, ever yet 
publish'd... The fourth edition...    London: Printed for J. and J. Fox, R. Ware, C. Hitch, T. Astley and J. Hawkins, J. 
Hodges, Edw. Withers, and C. Ward and R. Chandler at York and Scarborough. 1742.                                                           
NOTE: Three maps, all same as first 1740 edition. 
 
427. 
          ESTC T129338 
 The universal pocket book: being a more useful, instructive, comprehensive, and complete book, than any 
of the like kind, ever yet published... The fifth edition.    London: Printed for J. and J. Fox, R. Ware, C. Hitch, T. 
Astley, J. Hodges, C. Ward, E. Withers, J. Osborne, B. Dod, and T. Harris.  1745                                                                                 
NOTE: 3 maps, all same as previous editions, but from new plates. 
 
[1] fp 1 Map of the World  /B. Cole sculp (BR,inl)  /To face p 1 (TL,inl) 14 x 25 




22 x 24 
[3] fp 33 A plan of the cities of London and Westminster with the borough of 






 The universal pocket companion: being a more useful, instructive, comprehensive, and complete book, than 
of the like kind, ever yet published...    London: Printed for J. and J. Fox, R. Ware, C. Hitch, T. Astley, J. Hodges, C. 
Ward and R. Chandler, Ed. Withers, and J. Hawkins.  MDCCXLI. [1741]                                                                         




 The universal pocket companion: being a more useful, instructive, comprehensive, and complete book, than 
any of the like kind, ever yet published... The second edition.    London: Printed for J. and J. Fox, R. Ware, C. Hitch, 
T. Astley, J. Hodges, C. Ward, E. Withers, J. Osborne, B. Dod, and T. Harris.  1745.                                                                
NOTE: 3 maps, all same as previous edition; title-page of 1745 edition of The Universal Pocket 
Book, and this edition are identical, even to imprint, except for substitution of Pocket Companion 
for Pocket Book. 
430. 
ESTC T188743 
 The universal pocket companion: containing, among many other necessary and entertaining particulars, I. 
A geographical description of the world; with an account of the different parts thereof... The third edition...    
London, Printed for C. Hitch, and L. Hawes, G. Keith, John Rivington, R. Baldwin, S. Crowder and Co. B. Law and 
Co. H. Woodgate and S. Brookes, C. and R. Ware, J. Fox, T. Hope, and E. Withers. 1760.                               
 
NOTE: 3 maps, all same as previous edition; B Cole’s name erased on world map.  The copy seen in the 
Guildhall Library, London, varies in several minor respects. 
431. 
ESTC T194855 
 The universal pocket companion: containing, among many other necessary and entertaining particulars, I. 
 
 
A geographical description of the world...The third edition...    London, Printed for L. Hawes and Co., G. Keith, 
John Rivington, R. Baldwin, S. Crowder, B. Law, C. and R. Ware.  MDCCLXVII. [1767]                                                             





[Universal pocket companion]  
 The young man's universal companion.  Containing, among many other necessary and entertaing [sic] 
particulars. I. A geographical description of the world... The fourth edition...  London: Printed for P. Hill, S. Payne, 
and D. Davidson, 1766.                   
 
A pirated edition?  The booksellers/printers are fictitious.  The two maps of England and London 
seem to be same as those in  previous editions, but are in poor condition in the only known copy 





 Varenius, Bernardus.        ESTC T118931 
 . . . Geographia generalis, in qua affectiones generales telluris explicantur.  Adjecta est appendix...    
Cantabrigiae, typis academicis.  Impensis Cornelii Crownfield... MDCCXII. [1712] 
                                                                                                            
[1] fp 30 
append. 




Varenius, Bernardus.        ESTC T113737 
  [Geographia generalis 
 A compleat system of general geography: explaining the nature and properties of the earth... And now 
translated...by Mr. Dugdale...    London: Printed for Stephen Austen, 1733.  2v. 
           
NOTE: one map, at end of vol. 2.  Similar to map in 1712 ed., but from new plate.   
[1]  [Untitled wind chart of the world]  /J. Wigley sculp (BR,inl)  /See 
page 494 Vol.1 Plate VII (TR,ab) 
 
 





Varenius, Bernardus.        ESTC T114256 
  [Geographia generalis] 
  A compleat system of general geography: explaining the nature and properties of the earth...  The second 
edition.. . .     London: Printed for Stephen Austen, 1734.  2v.        
 






Varenius, Bernardus.        ESTC 113838 
  [Geographia generalis] 
 A compleat system of general geography: explaining the nature and properties of the earth... The third 
edition...    London: Printed for Stephen Austen, 1736.                
 




Varenius, Bernardus.        ESTC T142172 
 [Geographia generalis] 
  A complete system of general geography: explaining the nature and properties of the earth... The fourth 
edition...    London, Printed for L. Hawes, W. Clarke, and R. Collins, at the Red Lion in Pater-Noster-Row.  
M.DCC.LXV. [1765]  2v.                                
 






Vint, John.         ESTC N27048 
 A concise system of modern geography, or, A description of the terraqueous globe...[with] A rich apparatus 
of maps...    Newcastle upon Tyne: Printed by K. Anderson, in the Side. 1800 [1801]. 2v.  Vol. II has imprint: 
Printed by Vint & Anderson, in the Side.   
  
 NOTE: Most of the plates are same as in the Scottish edition of Payne's New and complete system of  universal geograp
Vol.I 
[1] f t-p The World, from the best authorities. 22 x 41 
[2] fp 5 The World. as known to the antients.  /Pubd. by Vint & Anderson. 
Newcastle. (bca) 
25 x 31 
[3] fp 43 Europe from the best authorities: 1802. 19 x 23 
[4] fp 51 Sweden Denmark Norway and Finland Pubd. by Vint & Anderson, 
NCastle 
17 x 21 
[5] fp 120 Map of Russia Engraved for the New System of Universal Geography. 
Pubd. by Kenh. Anderson, New Castle. 1801. 
22 x 25 
[6] fp 184 A new map of Poland, Lithuania &. Prussia. from the best authorities.  
/Pub. by Vint & Anderson Newcastle (bca) 
19 x 22 
[7] fp 226 Germany Pubd. by Vint & Anderson. 23 x 27 
[8] fp 293 A new map of Spain and Portugal from the best authorities.  /Pubd. by 
Vint & Anderson Side Newcastle (bca) 
19 x 22 
[9] fp 334 Italy Pubd. by Vint & Anderson Newcastle. 23 x 24 
[10] fp 439 A new map of Scotland from the best authorities  /Pub. by Vint & 
Anderson Side N.Castle (bca) 
26 x 24 
 
 
[11] fp 487 England and Wales from t he best authorities.  /Pub. by Vint & 
Anderson Side Newcastle  (bca) 
20 x 23 
[12] fp 713 A correct map of Ireland from the best authorities. /Engraved for Vint 
& Anderson Newcastle 
18 x 22 
[13] fp 778 A new and accurate map of France, divided into departments with the 
Netherlands part of Germany &c. comprehending the present seat of 
war.  Engraved for Vint & Anderson Newcastle 
  Inset: Plan of Toulon &c. 
22 x 26 
 
Vol. II 
[1] fp 3 A new map of Asia drawn from the best authorities 23 x 19 
[2] fp 132 A new map of Africa from the best authorities.  /Pubd. by Vint & 
Anderson. (bca) 
19 x 23 
[3] fp 137 Egypt with Lybia; By Mr. D'Anville the King's geographer.  /Plate II 
(TL,ab)  /Rymer sc (BR,bb) 
24 x 32 
[4] fp 205 An accurate map of North America with the new discoveries. 20 x 23 
[5] fp 248 Map of the Northern & Middle States; comprehending the Western 
Territory & the British Dominions in North America from the best 
authorities.  /Pubd. by Vint & Anderson Side Newcastle. (bca) 
31 x 39 
[6] fp 275 A map of the States of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and 
Georgia; comprehending the Spanish provinces of East and West 
Florida: exhibiting the boundaries as fixed by the late Treaty of Peace 
between the United States and the Spanish Dominions.  Compiled 
from late surveys & observations by Joseph Purcell.  /Published by 
Vint & Anderson. (bca) 
30 x 36 
[7] fp 305 A correct map of South America with the latest discoveries  /6. 
(TR,ab)  /Geographical Index. (BR,bb) 
19 x 23 
[8] fp 322 Map of the West Indies from the latest authorities  /J.A.Kidd N.Castle 
(bca)  /Pub. by Vint & Anderson Side N.Castle (BR,bb) 






  A new and complete geographical grammar...[first edition, London? 1774?] 
NOTE: only one copy, defective, seen in LC. Not on ESTC. 




Vyse, Charles.         ESTC N41814 
  A new geographical grammar: containing a comprehensive system of modern geography, after a 
new and curious method... Illustrated with maps and other copper-plates.  Addressed to the young 
ladies and gentlemen of Great Britain... The second edition, corrected.    London: Printed for G. 




NOTE: maps differ completely in the two copies seen, although texts seem to be from same setting of type. 
Set 1. 
[1] f t-p The World 15 x 27 
[2] fp i Europe by Thos. Kitchin 18 x 22 
[3] fp 319 Asia from the best authorities by T. Bowen geogr. 18 x 22 
[4] fp 370 Africa from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen geogr. 18 x 22 
[5] fp 391 South America from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen geogr. 18 x 22 
[6] fp 393 North America from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen geogr. 18 x 22 
   
Set 2. 
[1] f t-p World; same as Set 1  
[2] fp 1 An accurate map of Europe, laid down from the best authorities. 17 x 22 
[3] fp 319 An accurate map of Asia, according to the best authorities. 18 x 22 
[4] fp 370 An accurate map of Africa drawn from the best authorities  /G. Rollos 
sculp (BL,inl) 
18 x 22 
[5] fp 391 An accurate map of North. America drawn from the best authorities.  
/G. Rollos sculp. (BL,inl) 
g17 x 22 





Vyse, Charles.         ESTC T196288 
 A new geographical grammar: containing a comprehensive system of modern geography, after a new and 
compendious method... The third edition...    London: Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, by R. 
Noble, Great Shire Lane. 1800.        
 
 NOTE: A new set of six maps.       
 
  
[1] f t-p The World with the latest discoveries of Cooke, La Perouse & 
Vancouver.  /Neele sc. Strand (bca)  /to face the title (TR)  /Published 
as the Act directs Decr. 2d 1799 by G.G. and J. Robinson Pater noster-
Row (BC) 
17 x 32 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 65 Europe  /to face p. 65 (TR,ab)  /Neele sculp strand (BR,bb)  
/Published... (as above) 
16 x 20 
[3] fp 343 Asia  /P.343 (TR,ab)  /Neele sculp strand (BR,bb)  /Published... (as 
above) 
16 x 19 
 
 
[4] fp 395 Africa with the routes of the modern travellers Parke, Browne & le 
Vaillant  /P.395 (TR,ab)  /S.I. Neele sc. 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/Published... (as above) 
  Inset: Chart of Sierra Leone 
19 x 16 
[5] fp 435 North America  /P.435 (TR,ab)  /Neele sc 352 Strand (BR,bb)  
/Published... (as above) 
16 x 19 
[6] fp 528 South America  /p.528 (TR,ab)  /Neele sc (BR,bb)  /Published... (as 
above) 
19 x 16 





Walker, John, 1759-1830.       ESTC N31498 
 Elements of geography, and of natural and civil history.  Containing, I. The order of the spheres... Second 
edition.    London: Printed and sold by Darton and Harvey; sold also by H.D. Symonds; Vernor and Hood; and C.D. 
Piguenit. 1795.                             
 
NOTE: Is this is called second edition because it follows the first Dublin edition of 1788? See entry 447.  
Or is there an as yet undiscovered London first edition?  Curiously, neither copy seen contains a map of the 
United States although the Dublin edition, in which all of the maps were copies of this London edition, 
does. 
 
[1] f t-p World  /Engraved for Walker's Geography (BC,bh)  /Plate I (TL) 20 x 37 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 151 General chart on Mercator's projection  /Plate VII. (TL,ab)  
/Engraved... (TC,ab) 
18 x 25 
[3]  fp ? United States of America agreeable to the Peace of 1783 / Plate VII 
(TL,bbr) 
20 x 23  
[4] fp 331 Europe  /Plate IX (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 18 x 23 
[5] fp 345 England and Wales.  /Plate X (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 19 x 22 
[6] fp 359 Scotland  /Plate XI (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 19 x 22 
[7] fp 367 Ireland  /Plate XII (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 19 x 22 
[8] fp 379 Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland.  /Plate XIII (TL,ab)  
/Engraved...(as above) 
  Inset: Iceland Isle drawn to the same scale 
18 x 22 
[9] fp 389 Northern part of Russia in Europe.  /Plate XIV (TL,ab)  /Engraved... 
(as above) 
19 x 21 
[10] fp 389 Southern part of Russia in Europe.  /Plate XV  (TL,ab)  /Engraved... 
(as above) 
19 x 22 
[11] fp 393 Poland.  /Plate XVI (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 
variant copy seen: Poland as divided  /Plate XVI (TL,ab) 
19 x 22 
[12] fp 399 Germany.  /Plate XVII (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 18 x 22 
[13] fp 405 Switzerland.  /plate XVIII (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 17 x 22 
[14] fp 409 The Seven United Provinces.  /Plate XIX (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as 
above) 
19 x 21 
[15] fp 417 Netherlands.  /Plate XX (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 17 x 23 
[16] fp 421 France  /Plate XXI (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 
variant copy seen: France in departments  /Plate XXI (TL,ab) 
19 x 22 
[17] fp 455 Spain and Portugal  /Plate XXII (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 20 x 23 
[18] fp 463 Italy.  /Plate XXIII (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 19 x 22 
 
 
[19] fp 467 Turkey in Europe and Hungary.  /Plate XXIV (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as 
above) 
18 x 22 
[20] fp 473 Asia.  /Plate XXV. (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 19 x 23 
[20] fp 481 Hindoostan or India. /Plate XXVI (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 19 x 21 
[22] fp 493 Africa  /Plate XXVII (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 19 x 21 
[23] fp 521 West Indies.  /Plate XXVIII (TL,ab) 19 x 32 
[24] fp 523 North America  /Plate XXIX (TL,ab)  /Engraved... (as above) 18 x 22 





          ESTC T119511 
Walker, John, 1759-1830.       ESTC T194927 
 Elements of geography, and of natural and civil history... Third edition.    London: Printed for Darton and 
Harvey, Longman and Rees, H.D. Symonds, Vernor and Hood, J. Walker, J. Cuthell, J. Scatcherd, Lackington, 
Allen and Co. Otridge and son, R. Faulder, R. Lea, Ogilvy and son, C. Law, T. Hurst, J. Wright, Crosby and 
Letterman, J. Wallis, and West and Hughes.  1800. 
                    




Walker, John, 1759-1830.       ESTC T50476 
 The universal gazetteer; being a concise description, alphabetically arranged, of the nations, kingdoms...in 
the known world... Illustrated with a complete set of maps...    London: Printed and sold by Darton and Harvey, 
Gracechurch-Street; sold also by H.D. Symonds; Vernor and Hood; and C.D. Piguenit. 1795.                                                          
NOTE: 24 maps, all same as in editions of his Elements of Geography, omitting the Mercator 
world chart.  Maps are arranged alphabetically within the text.  Since plate numbers have not been 





Walker, John, 1759-1830.       ESTC T50477 
 The universal gazetteer: being a concise description, alphabetically arranged, of the nations, kingdoms...in 
the known world... Illustrated with fourteen maps... The second edition...    London: Printed for Ogilvy and son; J. 
Walker; J. Scatchard; J. Cuthell; H.D. Symonds; R. Lea; Darton and Harvey; Vernor and Hood; Lackington, Allen, 
and Co.; B. Crosby; J. Wright; Lee and Hurst; and James Wallis.  1798.                                                    
 
NOTE: all maps same as first ed., but only fourteen used: World, Africa, North America, South 
America, Asia, England and Wales, Europe, France, Germany, Hindoostan or India, West Indies, 
Ireland, Scotland, Spain and Portugal.  Cartouches have been reworked and plate numbers erased - 











 IRISH EDITIONS OF WALKER'S Elements of Geography and Universal Gazetteer 
 
446. 
        
Walker, John, 1759-1830.       ESTC T122326 
 Elements of geography, with the principles of natural philosophy, and sketches of general history.  
Containing I. The figure of the earth...    Dublin: Printed for the author, and sold by Robert Jackson, Meath-street. 
also, by James Phillips, George-Yard,Lombard Street, London, and Joseph Crukshank, Philadelphia. 
MDCCLXXXVIII. [1788] 2bks. in 1 vol.    
 
 NOTE: A set of very crude maps. 
[1] f t-p World 20 x 39 
(plate size) 
[2] fp 87 A general chart on Mercator's projection representing the world as 
diversified by different natural productions and as inhabited by man 
and brute under large and general divisions. 
18 x 31 
[3] fp 165 Ancient geography Ist century [map occupies only lower half of plate, 
with chronological line above] 
10 x 21 
[4] fp 1 Europe 18 x 22 
[5] fp 103 Asia 18 x 22 
[6] fp 131 Africa 18 x 22 
[7] fp 145 North America 18 x 22 
[8] fp 145 South America 18 x 22 




Walker, John, 1759-1830.       ESTC T185819 
 Elements of geography, and of natural and civil history... Third edition.    Dublin: Printed and sold by 
Thomas Morton Bates, 89 Coombe... 1797.                                  
 
NOTE: A new set of maps, closely copied from those of the London 1795 edition of the Elements. 
See entry 442.  Note to binder states : "The maps will be most convenient for consultation if bound 
up by themselves, separately..."  and are generally to be found in atlases titled An atlas to Walker's 
geography and gazetteer.  Dublin: Printed by Thomas Morton Bates, 89 Coombe. 1797.  
 
[1]  World /Plate I. (TL) 20 x 35 
[2]  General chart on Marcator's projection.  /Plate VII (TL,ab) 18 x 24 
[3]  United States of America agreeable to the Peace of 1783  /Plate VIII 
(TL,bbr) 
20 x 23 
 
 
[4]  Europe.  /Plate IX (TL,ab) 18 x 22 
[5]  England and Wales.  /Plate X (TL,ab) 19 x 21 
[6]  Scotland.  /Plate XI (TL,ab) 19 x 21 
[7]  Ireland.  /Plate XII (TL,ab) 19 x 21 
[8]  Sweden. Denmark, Norway and Finland.  /Plate XIII.  (TL,ab) 18 x 21 
[9]  Northern part of Russia in Europe.  /Plate XIV. (TL,ab) 19 x 21 
[10]  Southern part of Russia in Europe.  /Plate XV. (TL,ab) 19 x 21 
[11]  Poland as divided.  /Plate XVI. (TL,ab) 19 x 21 
[12]  Germany.  /Plate XVII (TL,ab) 19 x 22 
[13]  Switzerland.  /Plate XVIII. (TL,ab) 16 x 21 
[14]  The Seven United Provinces.  /Plate XIX (TL,ab) 19 x 21 
[15]  Netherlands.  /Plate XX. (TL,ab) 17 x 22 
[16]  France in departments.  /Plate XXI (TL,ab) 19 x 21 
[17]  Spain and Portugal.  /Plate XXII. (TL,ab) 19 x 22 
[18]  Italy.  /Plate XXIII (TL,ab) 19 x 22 
[19]  Turkey in Europe and Hungary.  /Plate XXIV.  (TL,ab) 18 x 21 
[20]  Asia.  /Plate XXV (TL,ab) 18 x 22 
[21]  Hindoostan or India.  /Plate XXVI (TL,ab) 19 x 21 
[22]  Africa.  /Plate XXVII (TL,ab) 19 x 21 
[23]  West Indies.  /Plate XXVIII (TL,ab) 19 x 32 
[24]  North America.  /Plate XXIX. (TL,ab) 19 x 21 





Walker, John, 1759-1830.       ESTC N51030 
  The universal gazetteer; being a concise description, alphabetically arranged, of the nations, 
kingdoms...in the known world... The second edition...    Dublin: Printed and sold by Thomas 
Morton Bates, 89, Coombe... 1797.                                                     
  
NOTE: No copy seen contained maps.  Apparently the gazetteer was published in conjunction with an atlas  





Watson, Frederick.        ESTC N6094 
          ESTCT174286 
 A new and complete geographical dictionary.  Containing a full and accurate description of the several 
parts of the known world, as divided into continents, islands...  Illustrated with an accurate set of maps...    London, 
Printed for the authors, and sold by G. Kearsly, No. 46, Fleet-street, and all other booksellers in Great Britain and 
Ireland.  MDCCLXXII5. [1773]                                                                                                              
 
 NOTE: Some variant maps found; these are designated as Set B. 
 
[1] f t-p Set A: The World 
Set B: The World by Thos. Kitchin geographer 
27 x 48 
27 x 47 
(plate sizes) 
[2] fp AFR Set A: An accurate map of Africa drawn from the best authorities  /G. 
Rollos sculp (BL,inl) 
Set B: Africa from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen geogr. 
18 x 22 
 
18 x 22 
[3] fp AME Set A: An accurate map of North. America drawn from the best 
authorities  /G. Rollos sculp. (BL,inl) 
Set B: Nth. America from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen geogr. 
17 x 22 
 
18 x 22 
[4] fp AME Set A: An accurate map of South America drawn from the best 
authorities 
Set B: South America from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen. 
geogr. 
18 x 22 
 
18 x 22 
[5] fp ASS Set A: An accurate map of Asia according to the best authorities 
Set B: Asia from the best authorities by T. Bowen geogr. 
17 x 23 
18 x 22 
[6] fp ENG England and Wales.  /T. Kitchin sculp. (BR,inl) 18 x 20 
[7] fp EUR Set A: An accurate map of Europe laid down from the best authorities. 
Set B: Europe by Thos. Kitchin  
18 x 23 
 
18 x 22 
[8] fp FRA France from the best authorities by Thos. Bowen geogr. 18 x 22 
[9] fp GER Germany from the best authorities by Tho. Bowen geogr. 18 x 22 
[10] fp IND East Indies by Thos. Bowen geogr. 18 x 28 
[11] fp IND Set A: West Indies from the best authorities.  By T. Bowen geog: 
Set B: An accurate map of the West Indies drawn from the latest and 
most approved maps & charts 
18 x 29 
18 x 30 
[12] fp IRE Ireland from the best authorities.  /Thos. Kitchin sculp. (BR,bb) 18 x 19 
[13] fp ITA Italy, from the best authorities by T. Bowen geogr. 18 x 26 
[14] fp POL Poland, Lithuania and Prussia by Thos. Bowen geogr. 18 x 22 
[15] fp RUS Set A: Russia or Moscovy in Europe.  /T. Kitchin sculp. (bca) 
Set B: Moscovy or Russia in Europe by T. Bowen geog. 
18 x 23 
18 x 23 
[16] fp SEM Scotland by Thos. Kitchin 18 x 20 
 
 
[17] fp SPA Spain and Portugal by Thos. Bowen, geogr. 18 x 22 
[18] fp SUS Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland.  /T. Kitchin sculp. (BL,bb) 
  Inset: [Spitsbergen and North Cape] 







Watts, Isaac, 1674-1748.        ESTC T81775 
 The knowledge of the heavens and the earth made easy: or, The first principles of astronomy and 
geography exlain'd by the use of globes and maps...    London: Printed for J. Clark and R. Hett, at the Bible and 
Crown in the Poultry near Cheapside; E. Matthews at the Bible in Pater-noster Row, and R. Ford at the Angel in the 
Poultry near Stocks-Market.  M,DCC,XXVI. [1726]           
NOTE: The following map is found in all of the editions known; location varies.                                                                        




Watts, Isaac, 1674-1748.        ESTC T81776 
 The knowledge of the heavens and the earth made easy: or, The first principles of astronomy and 
geography. The second edition, corrected...    London: Printed for J. Clark and R. Hett at the Bible and Crown in the 
Poultry near Cheapside; E. Matthews at the Bible in Pater-noster-Row, and R. Ford at the Angel in the Poultry near 
Stocks-Market.  M,DCC,XXVIII. [1728] 




Watts, Isaac, 1674-1748.        ESTC T81779 
 The knowledge of the heavens and the earth made easy: or, The first principles of astronomy and 
geography... The third edition...    London: Printed for Richard Ford, at the Angel; and Richard Hett, at the Bible and 




Watts, Isaac, 1674-1748.        ESTC T122329 
 The knowledge of the heavens and the earth made easy: or, The first principles of astronomy and 
geography... The fourth edition...    London: Printed for T. Longman and T. Shewell, at the Ship in Pater-noster-
Row; and J. Brackstone, at the Globe in cornhill.  MDCCXLV. [1745] 




Watts, Isaac, 1674-1748.        ESTC T82977  
 The knowledge of the heavens and the earth made easy: or, The first principles of astronomy and 
geography... The fifth edition...    London: Printed for T. Longman at the Ship, and J. Buckland at the Buck, in Pater-
noster-Row; J. Oswald at the Rose and Crown in the Poultry; J. Waugh, at the Turk's Head in Lombard-Street, and J. 
Ward, at the King's Arms in Cornhill. MDCCLII. [1752]  
 
455. 
Watts, Isaac, 1674-1748.        ESTC T82709 
 The knowledge of the heavens and the earth made easy: or, The first principles of astronomy and 
geography... The sixth edition...    London: Printed for T. Longman, J. Buckland, and W. Fenner, in Pater-noster-









Watts, Isaac, 1674-1748.        ESTC T82973 
 The knowledge of the heavens and the earth made easy: or, The first principles of astronomy and 
geography... The seventh edition...    London: Printed for T. Longman, and J. Buckland, in Pater Noster Row; J. 




Watts, Isaac, 1674-1748.        ESTC T81768 
 The knowledge of the heavens and the earth made easy: or, The first principles of astronomy and 
geography... The eighth edition...    London: Printed for T. Longman, and J. Buckland, in Pater-Noster-Row; T. 




Watts, Isaac, 1674-1748.        ESTC N33268 
 The knowledge of the heavens and the earth made easy: or, The first principles of astronomy and 
geography... The eighth [sic] edition ...    London: Printed for J. Buckland, J.F. and C. Rivington, T. Longman, T. 
Field, C. Dilly, and S. Bladon. M,DCC,LXXXII. [1782]              





Wells, Edward, 1667-1727.       ESTC T117686 
 An historical geography of the Old Testament: in three volumes...    London, Printed for James Knapton, at 
the Crown in St. Paul's Church Yard. M DCC XI [1711] 3v.       
 
 NOTE: Vol.III dated 1712, with imprint: Printed by W. Botham; for James Knapton. 
NOTE: Although maps are not signed, they are in the style of Herman Moll. 
 
Vol.I 
[1] fp 1 A map of the situation of the Garden of Eden as also of Mt. Ararat, 
whereon the Ark rested.  /Place this map facing pag.1 (bca) 
17 x 22 
[2] fp 108 A map of the isles of the Gentiles, that is, of ye countries peopled or 
planted by ye descendents of Japhet, eldest son of Noah: shewing ye 
first of original plantations of ye seven sons of Japhet in ye lesser 
Asia... /Place this map facing Chap.3.Sec.2 (TL,bbr) 
17 x 22 
[3] fp 175 A map of the first plantations of ye sons of Shem: as also of the 
countries planted or peopled by colonies descended from them.  /Place 
this facing Chap.3.sec 3. (TL,inl) 
17 x 22 
[4] fp 189 A map of the first plantations of the sons of Ham: as also of the 
countries planted or peopled by colonies descended of them.  /Place 
this facing Chap.3.Sect.4. (TL,inl) 
17 x 22 
[5] fp 219 A map of the conquests or Kingdom of Nimrod.  /Place this before 
Chap.4 (TR,bbr) 
17 x 11 
 
 
[6] fp 219 A map of ye land of Canaan and of the adjacent parts, as they were at 
the time of Abraham's coming to sojourn... 
  Inset: This draught shews ye countries above Sidon & Damascus 
18 x 22 
 
Vol. II 
[1] fp 1 A map of ye places of Egypt mention'd in the Old Testament  /Place 
this map facing pag.1.Vol.2. (BL,inl) 
17 x 11 
[2] fp 79 A map of ye journeyings of ye Israelites from Rameses in Egypt, to 
their last encampment on the east side of the River Jordan... /Place this 
map before Chap.2.Vol.2. of Geogr. of O.Test. (BL,inl) 
16 x 21 
[3] fp 163 A map shewing ye divisions of ye Holy Land, among ye Twelve 
Tribes of Israel, and more remarkable places mentioned in ye books of 
Ioshua & Iudges.  /Place this map before Ch.3.Vol.2. (bca) 
21 x 16 
 
Vol. III 
[1] fp 1 A map shewing the two Kingdoms of Iudah & Israel, and ye most 
remarkable places lying within ye said two Kingdoms, or ye Holy 
Land... /Place this map facing pag.1.Vol.3. Geogr. of O.T. (TC,inl) 
13 x 16 
[2] fp 109 [two maps on one plate] 
A map shewing ye extent of ye dominions of ye two succeeding kings 
of all israel viz David & Solomon... /Place this map facing 
pag.110.vol.3.Geogr. of O.T. (TL,inl) 
This draught shews such places as are mention'd in this Vol.3d. and ly 
most remote from the Holy Land. 
 
13 x 16 
 
 




Wells, Edward, 1667-1727.       ESTC N17766 
 An historical geography of the Old Testament, in three volumes... The second edition.    London, Printed for 
James Knapton, at the Crown in St. Paul's Church-Yard. MDCCXXI [1721-1728] 3v.      




Wells, Edward, 1667-1727.       ESTC T117723 
 An historical geography of the New Testament: in two parts. Part I. The journeyings of our Lord and 
Saviour Jesus Christ.  Part II. The travels and voyages of St. Paul, &c. ...    London, printed by W. Botham; for 
James Knapton, and John Stephens, in Oxford, 1708. 2v.    
 
Part I 
[1] fp 1 A map of the journeyings of our Saviour Jesus Christ and of the other 
places mentioned or referred to, in ye four Gospels.  /Place this facing 
Pag.I. (TL,inl) 









[1] f t-p A map of the travels & voyages of St. Paul, and of ye other places that 
are mention'd or referred to in the books of ye New Testament that 
follow the Gospels.  /pt.2 facing p 1 (TR,bbr) 
  Inset: This draught shews ye situation of such places...most                  
remote from ye Holy Land. 




Wells, Edward, 1667-1727.       ESTC T145487 
 An historical geography of the New Testament in two parts... The second edition.    London, Printed by W. 
Botham; for James Knapton, at the Crown in St. Paul's Church-Yard.  1712. 2v. 
           




Wells, Edward, 1667-1727.       ESTC N17764 
 An historical geography of the New Testament in two parts... The third edition, with some additions and 
other improvements.    London, Printed for James Knapton, at the Crown in St. Paul's Church Yard. 1718. 2v.    
 





Wells, Edward, 1667-1727.       ESTC N17767 
 An historical geography of the New Testament in two parts... The fourth edition...    London, Printed for 
James, John and Paul Knapton. MDCCXXXIV. [1734] 2v.     
 





   
Workman, Benjamin.        ESTC W17209 
[Early American Textbooks, Washington, DC, U.S. Dept. of Education, 1985, (p. 167) indicates Workman 
is a name made up by the printer, John M'Culloch, who is really responsible] 
 
Elements of geography, designed for young students in that science. In six sections. Section I. Of the solar system. 
Sect. II.  Of the earth in particular... Illustrated with, 1. A map of the world. 2. A plate of the solar system. 3. A map 
of the United States.  The second edition.    Philadelphia: Printed and sold by John M'Culloch, in Third-Street, the 
third door above Market-Street, M,DCC,XC. [1790] 
 
 Note: title page calls for map of the world, but no copies have been found with the world map. 
 







Workman, Benjamin        ESTC W33488 
 Elements of geography, designed  for young students in that science.  In seven sections... The third edition. 
Illustrated with, 1. A map of the world. 2. A plate of the solar system. 3. A map of North America. 4. A map of the 
United States. 5. A map of South America. 6. A map of Europe. 7. A map of Asia. 8. A map of Africa.    Philadelphia: 
Printed  and sold by John M'Culloch, in Third-Street, No. 1, above Market-Street. M,DCC,XC. [1790] 
 
 Nothing is known about Benjamin Workman; the name may be a pseudonym for the publisher. 
  f t-p World  7 x 10 
[2] fp 64 North America 10 x 7 
[3] fp 66 The United States of America. 17 x 22 
[4] fp 89 South America 10 x 7 
[5] fp 93 Europe 10 x 7 
[6] fp 111 Asia  7 x 10 
[7] fp 115 Africa  7 x 10 




Workman, Benjamin.         ESTC W17210  
 Elements of geography designed for young students in that science.  In seven sections... The fourth edition.    
Philadelphia, Printed and sold by John M'Culloch, no. 1, North Third-Street.  1793. 
 




Workman, Benjamin.        ESTC W 17211 
 Elements of geography, designed for young students in that science.  In seven sections... The fifth edition.    




Workman, Benjamin.        ESTC W 23132 
 Elements of geogaphy, designed for young students in that science.  In seven sections... The sixth edition...    
Philadelphia, Printed and sold by John M'Culloch, No. 1, North Third-street.  1796.       
 Seven maps, all same as previous editions. 
 
470. 
             
Workman, Benjamin.        ESTC W 25318 
 Elements of geography, designed for young students in that science.  In seven sections... the seventh 
edition...    Philadelphia: Printed and sold by John M'Culloch, No. 1, North Third-Street. 1799.      
        
 Seven maps, all same as previous editions. 
 
 CARTOGRAPHER/ENGRAVER INDEX 
 
 Entry numbers are followed by the range of dates covering the pertinent publications. 
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GEOGRAPHIC INDEX 
 
Arrangement of this index is geographical/chronological.  Main entry number is in bold.  
In the case of works which have gone through several editions, the map location given is 
for the first edition; map locations in later editions may vary.  World ch rts and maps of 
the ancient world are indexed, but other world maps are not since virtually every work 





AREA DATE ENTRY 
  
Abyssinia   1700   294: 53 
Abyssinia   1701  291:  ii:11 
Abyssinia   1709-1723  292,293:  ii:12 
Abyssinia  1711 9:IV:10 
Abyssinia   1744/1747  17,18: ii:16  
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Achaia, Ancient   1711  58: 30 
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Aenaeus voyages   1775-1799  15,16: 22,23 
Aenaeus' voyages   1779  410: 5 
Africa   1700   294: 47 
Africa   1700-1713  89-92: 2 
Africa   1701  291: 2:9,12 
Africa   1702-1760  133-153:  
Africa   1703  193: 4 
Africa    1704-1761   68-73: 10 
Africa   1709-1723   292,293:  ii:10,13 
Africa   1711   9:IV: 2 
Africa    1711   58: 40 
Africa   1739-1746   347-349: iii:1 
Africa  1742-1777 197-202: 25      
Africa    1744-1747  17,18: ii:15 
Africa   1745  384: 4 
Africa   1748-1793  77-87:  4 
Africa   1749-1785  350,351: 18 
Africa   1752-1759  375-377: ii:10,17 
Africa   1752-1783  352-363,372-374: 19 
Africa   1754  150: 19    
Africa   1757  64: ii:5 
Africa  1758-1785 334-345: 5 
Africa   1758  195: 3 
Africa   1759  419,422: 3 
Africa   1759  19: 2 
Africa   1759-1763  13-14: i:3 
Africa   1760-1761  420,421: 2 
Africa   1762-1766  390,391: 4 
Africa   1762-1796  20-35: 2  
Africa   1763  94: 4
Africa   1764-1769   256,263: 17 
Africa   1765  93: 17 
Africa   1765  65: 5 
Africa   1767-1786  364,371: 22 
Africa   1768/69  387: viii:1 
Africa   1770-1798  96: 4 
Africa   1770-1797  155-180: 15 
Africa  1770 5: 6
Africa   1771-1782  365-370: 19 
Africa   1771-1798  392-394: 5 
Africa   1772  203: ii:5 
Africa  1773 449: 2 
Africa   1777  95: 3,3a 
Africa   1777-1782  280: i:6 
Africa   1779   37: 4 
Africa   1779-1800  440,441: 4 
Africa  1780-1792 281-286: 7  
Africa   1780-1800  402-409: 18 
Africa   1782-1797  127-130: 7 
Africa   1782-1785  281-283: 7 
Africa   1782-1794  268-271: i:11 
Africa   1783-1790  380-82: i:2 
Africa   1764-1787  104-111:i:7 
Africa   1786  87: 3 
Africa   1787-1791  413-417: 15 
Africa   1787-1800?  11: 7 
Africa   1788  446: 6 
Africa   1788   383: 13 
Africa   1788   418: 6 
Africa   1789  154: 8 
Africa   1789  250:  5 
Africa   1789-1800  404-409: 18 
Africa   1790  311: 8 
Africa   1790-1792  208,209: ii:13 
Africa   1790-1799  466-470: 7 
Africa   1791  35: 3 
Africa   1791  312: 6 
Africa   1791,1796  325,326: i:7 
Africa   1791-1795  26-28: 2 
Africa   1792-1793  331,332: 23 
Africa   1762  114: 3 
Africa  1793 303: ii:3 
Africa   1794  3,4: 3 
Africa    1793,1796  317,318: 2 
Africa   1793-1795  60,61: 2 
Africa   1794  389: xv:1 
Africa   1794   304:  ii:10 
Africa  1794/1793 329: i:7 
Africa   1794/95  189: 22 
Africa   1794-1797  1: 11 
Africa   1794?  10: 6 
Africa   1794-1798  313-314: 7 
Africa   1795  187:  6 
Africa   1795  57: 4,4a 
Africa   1795  88: 4,4a 
Africa   1795  386: 4 
Africa    1795  115:  4,4a 
Africa  1795 306: 7 
Africa   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 22 
Africa   1796  31: 2 
Africa   1796  102: 5 
Africa   1796-1797  327,328: ii:12 
Africa   1797  248:  8 
Africa   1797  103: 6 
Africa  1797 388: 4 
Africa   1797-1800  29-30: 2 
Africa   1798  6: 12 
Africa   1798  445: 2 
Africa  1798/1800 330: ii:1 
Africa    1799  116:  5,5a 
Africa   1799  210:  ii:14 
Africa   1799/1800  378: i:2 
Africa   1799-1800  415-417: 18 
Africa   1800  438: ii:2 
Africa   1800  319: 12 
Africa, Ancient   1704-1761  68-73: 9 
Africa, Ancient   1708  74: 2 
Africa, Ancient   1711  58: 40 
Africa, Ancient  1711 9: IV:1 
Africa, Ancient   1711-1728  459,460: i:4 
Africa, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 4,6,26,27 
Africa, Ancient   1712  125:  1 
Africa, Ancient   1712,1717  75,76: 1 
Africa, Ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 14-16 
Africa, Ancient  1721-1784 284-290: 18 
Africa, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 24,26 
Africa, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 29,30,33 
Africa, Ancient   1775,1799  15,16: 13   
Africa, Ancient   1775,1799  15,16: 28,29 
Africa, Ancient   1779  410: 4 
Africa, Ancient   1800  333: 9,10 
Africa, North, Ancient   1775,1799  15,16: 12,13 
Africa, south   1742-1777  197-202: 28 
Africa, south   1744,1747  17,18:  II:19 
Africa, south  1785/86 110-111: ii:19 
Africa, south   1787-1797  128-130: 9 
Africa, south   1797  130: 14 
Africa, south coast, Chart   1795-1799  151-253: i:2 
Africa, Southeast  1711 9: iv:9 
Africa, southern   1739   349: v:2 
Africa, southern   1791,1796  325,326: i:8 
Africa, southern   1794/1793  329: i:9-10 
Africa, Southwest   1711  9: iv:8 
Africa, west  1744,1747 17,18: ii:18 
Africa, west coast   1759-1764  255: ii:8 
Africa, west coast, Chart  1752-1759 375-377: ii:9,16,17,22
Africa, west coast, Chart   1795-1799  251-253: i:3 
Africa-Ancient   1742-1786  211-220: 33 
Agde   1759-1763  13-14: i:4 
Albania, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 19 
Alexander the Great, Expedition   1712-1747  117-124: 29  
Alexander the Great, Expedition  1721-1784 284-290: 7 
Alexander the Great, Expedition   1775, 1799  15-16: 17-19 
Algieria   1700   294: 50 
Amazon River   1717  9: v:10 
Amazonia   1737  346: xxix:2 
Amazonia   1739   349: v:5 
Amboina   1725-1755  346-34 
America   1700   294: 62 
America   1700-1713  89-92: 2 
America   1701  291: ii:13 
America   1702-1719  133-138: 16 
America  1703 193: 5 
America   1709-1723  292,293: ii:14 
America   1711  58: 48 
America   1717  9: v:2 
America   1736-1746  346-349: xxviii:2 
America   1744-1747  17,18: ii:21 
America   1759-1761  419,422: 4 
America   1762  7: i:1 
America   1765  65: 6 
America   1777  95: 4,4a 
America   1782  127: 8 
America   1787   128: 10 
America   1789  250: 6 
America   1790  389: vii:5 
America   1792  114: 3  
America   1794/1793   329: iii:5 
America   1794-97  1,2: 13 
America   1795  57: 5,5a  
America   1795  88: 5,5a 
America   1795  115: 5 
America   1797  248: 9 
America   1799  116  6,6a 
Amsterdam   1728  346: viii:3 
Amsterdam   1739   349: iii:2 
Amsterdam   1791  389: x:7 
Anatolia   1711  9: iii:4 
Anatolia - see Asia Minor    
Anian   1711  9: iv:10 
Annapolis Royal   1739   349: v.pt2:12  
Antigua   1739   349: v/pt2:9 
Antigua   1744-1747  17,18: ii:37 
Antilles Islands   1717  9: v:11 
Arabia   1700   294: 34 
Arabia   1726-1755  346-349: iv:1 
Arabia   1711  9: iii:8 
Arabia   1744-1747  17,18: ii:4 
Arabia   1752-1759  375-377: i:16 
Arabia, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 25 
Arabia, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 26 
Argentina   1737-1746  346-349: xix:3,4 
Armenia    1700  294: 31 
Armenia, Ancient   1711  9: iii:9 
Armenia, Ancient    1711  58: 41 
Asia   1700   294: 28 
Asia   1700-1713  89-92: 1 
Asia   1701  291-293: ii:1 
Asia     1702-1760  133-153: 14 
Asia   1703  193: 3 
Asia   1704-1761  68-73: 12 
Asia   1711  58: 36  
Asia   1711  9: iii:2 
Asia   1732/28  247: 2 
Asia   1739-1746  347,348: i: 3 
Asia   1742-1777  197-209: 19 
Asia   1744-1747  17,18: ii:3 
Asia   1745  384: 3 
Asia   1748-1793  77-87: 3 
Asia   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 15 
Asia   1752-1759  375-377: i:2 
Asia     1754  150: 15 
Asia   1757  64: ii:4 
Asia   1758  195: 2 
Asia   1758-1785  334-345: 4 
Asia   1759-1763  419,422: 2 
Asia   1759  19: 5 
Asia   1759-1796  335-345: 3 
Asia   1759-63  13-14: i:7 
Asia   1760-1761  420,421: 5 
Asia   1762  36: i:6 
Asia   1762-1766  390,391: 3 
Asia   1763  94: 3 
Asia   1764-1769   256,263: 15 
Asia   1764-1787  104,107-109: i:2 
Asia   1765  93: 14 
Asia   1765  65: 4 
Asia   1767-1786  364,371: 17  
Asia   1768/69  387: vii:1 
Asia   1770  5: 4 
Asia   1770-1797  96-103: 3 
Asia     1770-1800  155-180: 13 
Asia   1771-1782  364-370: 17 
Asia   1771-1798  392-394: 4 
Asia   1772  203: ii:3 
Asia   1773  449: 5 
Asia   1776  34: 4 
Asia   1776-1778  280: i:3 
Asia   1777  95: 2,2a 
Asia   1778  109: i:2 
Asia   1778-1786  23-25: 5 
Asia   1779  37: 2 
Asia   1779-1798  97-100: 4 
Asia     1779-1800  440,441: 3 
Asia   1780-1792  181-186: 14 
Asia   1780-1800  402,409: 17 
Asia     1782-1797  127-130: 6 
Asia   1782-1785  281-283: 2 
Asia   1782-1794  268-271: i:6 
Asia   1783-1790   380-382: i:6  
Asia   1785-1800  110-111: i:1 
Asia   1786  87: 4 
Asia     1787-1790  128,129:  7 
Asia   1787-1791  413,414: 14 
Asia   1787-1800?  11: 4 
Asia   1788  418: 7 
Asia   1788  446: 5 
Asia   1788  383: 12 
Asia   1789  250: 4 
Asia     1789  154: 6 
Asia   1789-1800  404-409: 18 
Asia   1790  311: 7 
Asia   1790-1792  208,209: ii:8 
Asia   1790-1799  466-470: 6 
Asia   1791  35: 6 
Asia   1791  312: 5 
Asia   1791,1796  325,326: i:2 
Asia   1791-1795  26-28: 5 
Asia   1792  114: 3 
Asia   1792  389: xii:1 
Asia   1792-1793  331,332: 20 
Asia   1793  303: ii:2 
Asia   1793  3,4: 2 
Asia   1793- 1795  60,61: 5 
Asia   1793,1796  317,318: 5 
Asia   1794  1,2: 8 
Asia   1796  304: ii:7 
Asia   1794/1793  329: i:2 
Asia   1794/95  189: 19 
Asia   1794?  10: 3 
Asia   1794-1798  313-314: 4 
Asia   1795  115:  3,3a 
Asia   1795  88: 3,3a 
Asia   1795  187: 3 
Asia   1795  306: 6 
Asia   1795  386: 3 
Asia   1795  57: 3,3a 
Asia     1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 20 
Asia   1796  31: 5 
Asia   1796  102: 4 
Asia   1796-1797  327,328: ii:8,10 
Asia   1797  388: 10 
Asia     1797  130: 11 
Asia   1797  388: 3 
Asia   1797  248: 7 
Asia   1797  103: 5 
Asia   1797-1800  29-30: 5 
Asia   1798  6: 15 
Asia     1798  445: 5 
Asia   1798/1800  330: i:3 
Asia   1799  210: ii:7 
Asia   1799  116: 4,4a 
Asia   1799/1800  378: i:5 
Asia   1799-1800  415-417: 17 
Asia   1800  438: ii:1 
Asia   1800  319: 11 
Asia Minor    1726-1755  346-349: iv:3 
Asia Minor     1744-1747  17,18: ii:5,6 
Asia Minor    1793  389: xiv:2 
Asia Minor, Ancient   1704-1761  68-73: 13 
Asia Minor, Ancient   1709-1723  292,293: ii:2 
Asia Minor, Ancient   1711  58: 42 
Asia Minor, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 11 
Asia Minor, Ancient   1712-1747  117-124:23 
Asia Minor, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 17,18 
Asia Minor, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 22.25 
Asia Minor - Ancient   1791  8: 8 
Asia Minor - Ancient   1794  1,2: 9 
Asia Minor, Ancient   1796-1797  327,328: ii:9 
Asia, Ancient   1704-1761  68-73: 11 
Asia, Ancient   1708  74: 5 
Asia, Ancient   1711  58: 36 
Asia, Ancient   1711  9: iii:1 
Asia, Ancient   1711-1728  459,460: i:3 
Asia, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 2,23 
Asia, Ancient   1712  125: 4 
Asia, Ancient   1712,1717  75,76: 4 
Asia, Ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 15 
Asia, Ancient   1721-1784  284-290: 30 
Asia, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47:18 
Asia, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 25 
Asia, Ancient   1779  410: 3 
Asia, Ancient   1790-1799  208-210: i:3 
Assyria, Ancient   1711  58: 41 
Assyria, Ancient   1711  9: iii:9 
Assyria, Ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 24 
Assyria, Ancient   1721-1784  284-290: 3 
Assyria, Ancient   1775-1799  15,16: 14  
Athens, Ancient   1711  58: 30 
Atlantic Ocean   1787-1800?  11: 9 
Atlantic Ocean, Chart   1764-1769   256,263: 19 
Atlantic Ocean, Chart   1777-1782  280: ii:14 
Australia   1717  9: v:20 
Australia   1799  210: ii:21 
Australia   1794?  10: 2 
Austria   1742-1777  197-202: 13 
Austria   1759-1763  13-14: i:8 
Austria   1762  36: iv:3 
Austria   1764-1787  104-111: ii:6 
Austria   1771-1773  107,108: ii:8  
Austria   1785/86  111: ii:10 
Austria   1791  389: ix:2 
Austria   1791-1796  325,326: ii:8 
Austria   1794/1793  329: ii:8 
Azores    1700   294: 57 
Azores, Chart   1782-1785  281-283: 8 
Babylonia, Ancient   1711  9: iii:9 
Babylonia, Ancient   1800  333: 6 
Back settlements - see Western Territory     
Baetica - see also Spain, Ancient  
Baetica, Ancient   1721-1784  284-290: 21 
Baltic Sea Area   1791  389: ix:7 
Baltic Sea, Chart   1795-1799  251-253: i:7 
Banda   1755  349: i:7 
Banda   1725-1739  346,347: ii:1 
Barbados   1717  9: v:13 
Barbados   1744-1747  17,18: ii:39 
Barbados   1739-1746  347-349: iii:11  
Barbados   1700   294: 69 
Barbary   1700   294: 48 
Barbary   1701  291: ii:10 
Barbary   1742-1777  197-202: 26 
Barbary   1709-1723  292,293: ii:11 
Barbary   1791,1796  325,326: i:9 
Barbary   1794/1793  329: i:11 
Barbary  1764-1787 104-111:  i:9 
Barbary   1744-1747  17,18: ii:17 
Barbary, Ancient   1711  58: 47 
Barbary, Eastern   1711  9: iv:3 
Barbary, Western   1711  9: iv:5 
Batavia   1725-1755  346-349: ii:3 
Bavaria   1791  389: x:1 
Bavaria   1762  36: v:3 
Bavaria  1742-1777 197-202: 13 
Bay of Biscay, Chart   1795-1799  251-253: i:8 
Bay of Funday   1739  349: v pt 2:12 
Behring Straits   1790-1792  208,209: ii:21 
Behring Straits   1799  210: ii:22 
Belgium   1790-1799  208,209: ii:1 
Belgium   1711  58: 8 
Belgium   1799  210: i:14 
Belgium   1711  9: i:21 
Belgium, Ancient   1703  48: 4 
Belgium, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 5 
Belle Isle   1759/64  255: iv:1 
Bermuda   1700   294: 70 
Bermuda   1744-1747 17,18: ii:34 
Bermuda   1717  9: v:18 
Bildulgerid - see Barbary  
Boetica - see Spain, ancient   
Bohemia   1742-1777  197-202: 15 
Bohemia   1759-1763  13-14: i:9 
Bohemia   1762  36: iv:2 
Bohemia   1764/65  104: ii:7 
Bohemia   1771-1773  107,108: ii:9 
Bohemia   1785/86  111: ii:11 
Bohemia   1791?  12: 10 
Bohemia   1791  388:ix:1 
Bohemia   1791-1796  325,326: ii:9 
Bohemia   1794/1793  329: ii:9 
Bokhara   1752-1759  375-377:i:8 
Borneo   1725  346:ii:2 
Borneo   1739  347: i:7 
Borneo   1755  349: i:8 
Bosnia   1700   294: 25 
Boston   1790-1792  281-283: 27 
Botany Bay   1787-1800?  11: 1 
Boulogne   1759-63  13-14: i:10 
Brandenburg   1783-1790   380-82: ii:10 
Brazil   1700   294: 65 
Brazil   1701  291: ii:18 
Brazil   1709-1723  292,293: ii:20 
Brazil   1717  9: v:9 
Brazil   1737  346: xxix:2,3 
Brazil   1739   349: v:5,6 
Brazil   1744-1747  17,18: ii:22 
Brazil   1759/64  255: i:3, ii:6 
Brest, Chart   1783-1790   380-82: i:7 
British Colonies in North America   1701-1723  291-293: ii:15 
British Colonies in North America   1736  346: xxviii:1 
British Colonies in North America   1739   349: v2 pt 2:10 
British Colonies in North America   1742-1777  197-202: 31 
British Colonies in North America   1744/46  348: iii:7 
British Colonies in North America   1759/64  255: i:1 
British Colonies in North America  1780-1792 181-186: 18 
   
British Colonies in North America   1786-1792  183-185: 20 
British Colonies in North America   1790-1792  281-283: 25 
British Colonies in North America   1794/95  189: 23 
British Colonies in North America   1798-1800  174,175: 22, 24 
British Empire - see Great Britain 
British Isles - see Great Britain     
British Isles, Ancient   1703  48: 5 
British Isles, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 5 
Brittany   1759/64  255: iii:6 
Bulgaria   1700   294: 26,13 
Burgundy   1762  36: iv:4 
Burgundy   1791  389: x:5 
Byzacium, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47:24 
Cadiz   1790  126: i:2 
Cadiz, Chart   1783-1790   380-82: i:8 
California   1700   294: 72 
California   1701-1723  291-293: ii:14  
California   1717  9: v:16 
Canaan - see Palestine      
Canada   1700   294: 74 
Canada   1701-1723  292-293: ii:14,15  
Canada   1717  9: v:17 
Canada   1744/46  348: iii:8 
Canada   1744-1747  17,18: ii:28,32 
Canada   1759-68  13-14: i:11 
Canada   1762  7:II: 1 
Canada   1783-1790   380-82: i:5 
Canada   1788  383: 16 
Canada   1794  302: 2 
Canada   1795  187:  7 
Canary Islands   1700   294: 58 
Canary Islands, Chart   1782-1785  281-283: 8 
Cape Breton   1794  302: 3 
Cape of Good Hope   1752-1759  375-377:ii:23 
Cape Verde Islands   1700   294: 59 
Cape Verde Islands   1711  9: iv:5 
Cape Verde Islands   1752-1759  375-377: ii:15 
Cape Verde Islands   1782-1785  281-283: 8 
Caribbean Islands   1744-1747  17,18: ii:26 
Caribbean Islands - see West Indies       
Carolina   1700   294: 74 
Carolina   1717  9: v:18 
Carolina   1739-1746  347-349: iii:9 
Carthaginian Empire   1796-1797  327,328: ii:14 
Caspian Region, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 22 
Caspian Sea   1739  349: ii:6 
Caspian Sea   1744-1747  17,18: ii:9 
Celebes    1725-1755  346-349: ii:1 
Ceylon  1700 294: 42,43 
Charles Town   1790-1792  281-283: 27 
Cherbourg   1759-63  13-14: i:12 
Chersonesus - see Asia Minor       
Chile   1700   294: 64 
Chile   1701  291: ii:21 
Chile   1709-1723  292,293: ii:22 
Chile   1717  9: v:6 
Chile   1737-1746  346-1746: xxix:23 
Chile   1744-1747  17,18: ii:24 
China   1700   294: 40 
China   1701-1723  291-293:ii:5 
China   1711  9: iii:15 
China   1711  58:38 
China   1725-1755  346-349:i:1 
China   1742-1777  197-202: 23 
China   1744-1747  17,18: ii:11 
China   1749-1751  352-363,372-374:18 
China   1752-1759  375-377: i:3-6 
China   1754  150: 16 
China   1759-63  13-14: i:13 
China   1764-1787  104-111: i:3 
China   1767-1786  364,371: 21 
China   1771  177: 17 
China   1771-1782   365-370: 18 
China   1782-1785  281-283: 4 
China   1782-1794  268-271: i:10 
China   1783-1790   380-82: i:9 
China   1786-1792  183-187: 17 
China   1789  389: v:3 
China   1789-1794  179-180: 18 
China   1791,1796    325,326: i:3 
China   1794/1793  329: i:3 
China   1794/95  189: 20 
China   1799  210: ii:10 
Cilicia, Ancient        1711-1797  272-279: 9 
Cisalpine Republic - see Switzerland       
Climate zones   1796  324: 2 
Cochin (city)   1752-1759  375-377: i:13 
Colchis, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 19 
Congo   1700   294: 54 
Connecticut   1794  302: 10 
Connecticut   1794/95  189: 30 
Connecticut   1795  379: 2 
Connecticut   1796  304: i:6 
Connecticut   1798/1800  330: iv:8 
Connecticut   1799/1800  378: ii:1 
Constantinople   1792  389: xi:3,4 
Copenhagen   1790  389: vii:3 
Corsica    1794  389: xv:2 
Corsica    1794?  10: 16 
Corsica    1796  389: xix:2 
Corsica, Ancient   1711  58: 24 
Corsica, Ancient   1711  9: ii:17 
Corsica, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 16 
Country, example   1726-1782  450-458: 1 
Country, example   1765-1773  65-67: 2 
Country, example   1773-1775  190-192: 1 
    1787-1790  128-130: 2 
Courland - see Lithuania              
Crete, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 18 
Crete, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 16 
Crimea   1792  389: xii:2 
Croatia   1700   294: 25 
Croatia   1782-1794  268-271: ii:13 
Cuba   1744-1747  17,18: ii:35 
Cyclades, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 10,18 
Cyclades, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 16 
Cyprus   1700   294: 32 
Cyprus, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 9 
Cyrene, Ancient   1711  58: 46 
Cyrene, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 7 
Dacia, Ancient   1703  48: 9 
Dacia, Ancient   1711  58: 46 
Dacia, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 9 
Dalmatia   1700   294: 25 
Delaware   1794/95  189: 34 
Delaware    1794   302: 16 
Delaware    1795  379: 3 
Delaware    1796  304: i:10 
Delaware    1798/1800  330: iv:12 
Delaware    1799/1800  378: ii:2 
Delaware River   1790-1792  281-283: 27 
Denmark   1700  294: 8 
Denmark   1701-1723  291-293: i:13-14 
Denmark   1711  9: i:11 
Denmark   1711  58: 15 
Denmark   1727-1739  346-349: vi:3  
Denmark   1742-1777  197-292: 15 
Denmark   1744/46  348: i:16 
Denmark   1744-1747  17,18: i:24 
Denmark   1752-1759  375-377:i:26 
Denmark   1759-63  13-14: i:14 
Denmark   1762  36: i:2 
Denmark   1764-1787  104-111: ii:4 
Denmark   1770  155: 3 
Denmark   1771-1777  157,158,161: 3 
Denmark   1780-1800  402-409: 11 
Denmark   1782-1794  268-271: ii:3 
Denmark   1787-1791  413,414: 8 
Denmark   1789-1800  404-409: 12 
Denmark   1790  389: vii:2 
Denmark   1791?  12: 16 
Denmark   1792-1793  331,332: 7 
Denmark   1799-1800  415-417: 11 
Denmark - see also Sweden, Denmark and  
Dieppe   1759-63  13-14: i:15 
Diu (city)   1752-1759  375-377: i:13 
Dresden   1791  389: ix:5 
Dublin   1794/1793   329: iii:4 
East Indies   1700  294: 39 
East Indies   1701-1723  291-293: ii:6 
East Indies   1711  9: iii:16 
East Indies   1725-1755  346-349:i:2 
East Indies   1742-1777  197-202: 24 
East Indies   1744-1747  17,18: ii:14 
East Indies   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 17 
East Indies   1752-1759  375-377: i:11 
East Indies   1754  150: 18 
East Indies   1759/64  255: ii:4 
East Indies   1759-63  13-14: ii:4 
East Indies   1764-1769   256,263: 16 
East Indies   1767-1786  364,371: 20 
East Indies   1768/69  387: vii:2 
East Indies   1770-1800  155-180: 14 
East Indies   1771  177: 18 
East Indies   1771-1782  365-370:17 
East Indies   1772  203: ii:4 
East Indies   1773  449: 10 
East Indies   1777-1782  280: i:5 
East Indies   1779  37: 3 
East Indies   1779-1788  162-168: 15 
East Indies   1780-1792  181-186: 15 
East Indies   1782-1785  281-283: 6 
East Indies   1782-1794  268,271: i:9 
East Indies   1783-1790   380-82: ii:5 
East Indies   1787-1800?  11: 6 
East Indies   1788   418: 5 
East Indies   1789  154: 7 
East Indies   1789-1794  179-180: 19 
East Indies   1790-1792  208,209: ii:11 
East Indies   1793  3.4: 3 
East Indies   1794?  10: 4 
East Indies   1795  59: 2 
East Indies   1795  187: 5 
East Indies   1797  130: 12 
East Indies   1797,1800   29-30: 7 
East Indies   1798/1800  330: i:4 
East Indies   1799  210: ii:11 
Eastern Hemisphere   1731  38: 1 
Eastern Hemisphere   1777  95: 7,7a  
Eastern Hemisphere   1794/1793  329: i:1 
Eastern Hemisphere   1795  115: 6 
Eastern Hemisphere, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 1 
Egypt     1700   294: 51 
Egypt     1701-1723  291-293: ii:11 
Egypt     1742-1777  197-202: 27 
Egypt     1793  389: xiv:4 
Egypt     1796-1797  327,328: ii:13 
Egypt     1798/1800  330: iii:15 
Egypt     1800  438:ii:3 
Egypt, Ancient     1711  58: 46 
Egypt, Ancient     1711-1728   459,460: ii:1 
Egypt, Ancient     1711-1797  272-279: 8 
Egypt, Ancient     1712-1747  117-124: 19 
Egypt, Ancient     1721-1784  284-290: 18 
Egypt, Ancient     1731-1797  38-47: 22.23 
Egypt, Ancient     1742-1799  211-220:29.30 
Egypt, Ancient     1767-1786  364.371: 23 
Egypt, Ancient     1775-1799  15,16: 29 
Egypt - Ancient  1791  8: 10 
Egypt - Ancient   1794  1,2: 12 
Egypt, Ancient     1800  333: 7,8  
England    1700  294: 4 
England    1702-1760  133-155: 12 
England   1757  64: i:3   
England    1758   257: 2 
England    1770-1899  155:180: 6 
England    1777-1782  280: ii:9 
England   1790-1792  129,130: 6 
England    1792-1793  331,332: 4 
England    1797  248: 4 
England and Wales   1731   346:xiv:2 
England and Wales   1740-1767  423,426-432: 2 
England and Wales   1742-1777  197-202: 5 
England and Wales   1744-1747  17,18: i:5 
England and Wales   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 12 
England and Wales   1754  150: 12 
England and Wales   1759-63  13-14: i:16 
England and Wales   1762  36: iii:2 
England and Wales   1762-1773  20-22: 6 
England and Wales   1764-1787  104-111: ii:16 
England and Wales   1764-1769  256,263: 11 
England and Wales   1765  93: 4 
England and Wales   1767-1786  364-371: 12 
England and Wales   1768/69  387: ii:2 
England and Wales   1770  5: 3 
England and Wales   1771  177: 6 
England and Wales   1772  203: i:2 
England and Wales   1773  449: 6 
England and Wales   1776  34: 5 
England and Wales   1778-1786  23-25: 6 
England and Wales    1779   37: 13 
England and Wales    1779-1788  162-168: 6 
England and Wales   1782  127: 5 
England and Wales   1782-1785  281-283: 20 
England and Wales   1782-1794  268-271: ii:15 
England and Wales   1785/86  111: ii:23 
England and Wales   1787-1790  128,129:  6 
England and Wales   1790-1799  208-210: i:10 
England and Wales   1791-1796  325,326: ii:20 
England and Wales   1795  115:  1 
England and Wales    1795  57: 7,7a 
England and Wales    1795  187: 15 
England and Wales   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 5 
England and Wales   1796  102: 9 
England and Wales   1796-1797  327,328: i:9 
England and Wales   1797  388: 9 
England and Wales   1797  103: 3 
England and Wales   1797  130: 10 
England and Wales   1798  445: 6 
England and Wales   1798  6: 17 
England and Wales   1798/1800  330: iii:11 
England and Wales   1799  176: 6 
England and Wales   1800  319: 5 
England and Wales   1800  438: i:11 
England and Wales, roads   1739   349: iv:4 
England and Wales, roads   1771-1776  156,159-160: 1:4 
England and Wales, roads   1773-1775  190-192: 4 
England and Wales, roads   1780-1795  181-186: 6 
England and Wales - roads   1789  154: 4 
England and Wales, roads   1791  35: 2 
England and Wales, roads   1794/1793  329: iii:1  
England and Wales, roads   1794/95  189: 7 
English Channel   1794  3,4: 11 
English Channel, Chart   1759/64  255: ii:5 
English Channel, Chart   1782-1794  268-271: ii:16 
English Channel, Chart   1783-1790   380-82: i:10 
English Channel, Chart   1782-1785  281-283: 21 
English Channel, Chart   1795-1799  251-253: i:9 
English Empire in America - see British Colonies     
Epirus, Ancient   1703  48: 18 
Epirus, Ancient   1711  58: 28  
Epirus, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 14 
Epirus, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 11 
Ethiopia   1700   294: 53 
Ethiopia, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 25 
Europe   1700  294: 2 
Europe   1700-1713  89-92:1 
Europe   1701-1723  291-293: i:2 
Euope   1702-1760  133-150: 2 
Europe   1703  193: 2 
Europe   1704-1761  68-73: 5 
Europe   1711  9: i:3 
Euope   1739  347: i:16 
Europe   1739-1760  151-153: 2 
Europe   1742-1777  197-202: 2 
Europe   1744-1747  17,18: i:3 
Europe   1745  384: 2 
Europe   1748-1793  77-87:2 
Euope   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 2 
Euope   1752-1759  375-377:ii:2 
Europe   1754  150: 2 
Europe   1757   64:i:2 
Europe   1758  195: 1 
Europe   1759  419,422: 1 
Europe   1759  19:6 
Europe   1759-1796  335-345: 2  
Europe   1759-63  13-14: i:17 
Europe   1760-1761  420,421: 6 
Europe   1762  36: i:1 
Europe   1762-1773  20-22: 7 
Europe   1762-1798  390-394: 2 
     
Europe   1763  94: 1 
Europe   1764-1787  104-111: ii:1 
Europe   1764-1769  256,253: 2 
Europe   1765  32: 3 
Europe   1765  65: 3 
Europe   1765  93: 2 
Euope   1767-1786  364-371: 2 
Europe   1768/69  387: i:2 
Europe   1770  5: 2 
Europe   1770-1797  96-103: 2 
Europe   1770-1800  155-180: 2 
Europe   1771  177: 2 
Europe   1771-1773  107,108: ii:1 
Europe   1771-1798  392-394: 2 
Europe   1772  203: i:3 
Europe   1773  449: 7 
Europe   1773-1775  190-192: 3 
Europe   1777  95: 1,1a 
Europe   1777-1782  280: ii:1 
Europe   1778-1786  23-25: 7 
Europe   1779  37: 5 
Europe   1779  440: 2 
Europe   1779-1798  97-100: 2 
Europe   1780-1792  181-186: 2 
Europe   1780-1800  402-409: 2 
Europe   1782-1797  127-130: 2 
Europe   1782-1785  281-283: 9 
Europe   1782-1794  268-271: ii:1 
Euope   1783-1790   380-82: i:11 
Europe   1783-1796  411,412: 2 
Europe   1783-1800  395-401: 2 
Europe   1785/86  110,111: ii:1 
Europe   1786    87a: 5 
Europe   1787-1797  128-130: 3 
Europe   1787-1800  413-417: 2 
Europe   1787-1800?  11: 13 
Europe   1788  383: 1 
Europe   1788  446: 4 
Europe   1788  418: 3 
Europe   1789  250: 2 
Europe   1789  154: 2 
Europe   1789-1794  179-180: 2 
Europe   1789-1800  404-409: 3 
Europe   1790  311: 6 
Europe   1790-1799  208-210: i:6 
Europe   1790-799  466-470: 5 
Europe   1791  35: 7 
Europe   1791,1796  325,326: ii:1 
Europe   1791?  12: 1    
Europe   1791-1795  26-28: 6 
Euope, Eastern   1791-1796  325,326: ii:6 
Europe   1792  389: xi:1 
Europe   1792  114: 2,2a 
Europe   1792-1793  331,332: 3 
Europe   1793  303: ii:1 
Europe   1793  3,4: 9 
Europe   1793,1796  317,318: 6 
Europe   1793-1795  60,61: 6 
Europe   1794  1,2: 2 
Euope   1794/1793  329: ii:1 
Europe   1794/95  189: 3 
Europe   1794?   10: 7 
Europe   1794-1798  313-314: 3 
Europe   1794-1800  171-175: 2 
Europe   1795  57: 2,2a  
Europe   1795  386: 2 
Europe   1795  306: 5 
Europe   1795  187: 11 
Europe   1795  115:  2,2a 
Europe   1795  88: 2,2a 
Europe   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 4 
Europe   1795-1800  440,441: 2 
Europe   1796  31: 6 
Europe   1796  102: 3 
Europe   1796   304: ii:1 
Euope   1796-1797  327,328: i:3 
Europe   1797  248: 2 
Europe   1797  103: 2 
Europe   1797  388: 2,12 
Europe   1797,1800  29-30: 6 
Europe   1798  445: 7 
Europe   1798  6: 18 
Europe   1798/1800  330: iii:1 
Europe   1799  116: 2,2a 
Euope   1799/1800  378: ii:3 
Europe   1800  438: i:3 
Europe   1800  319: 2 
Europe, ancient   1712  125: 2 
Europe, ancient   1704-1761  68-73: 4 
Europe, ancient   1708  74: 3 
Europe, ancient   1711  58: 2 
Europe, ancient   1711-1728  459,460: i:2 
Europe, ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 3 
Europe, ancient   1712,1717  75,76: 2 
Europe, ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 15 
Europe, ancient   1775-1799  15,16: 12  
Europe, ancient   1779  410: 2 
Europe, central   1799  116: 3,3a 
Europe, coasts, Chart   1758  257: 1 
Europe, eastern   1732/28  247: 3 
Europe, eastern   1785/86  110,111: ii:7 
Europe, eastern   1794/1793  329: ii:6 
Europe, middle   1797  130: 4 
Europe, northern   1783-1790   380-82: i:12 
Europe, northern   1788  383: 8 
Europe, northern   1795  187: 12 
Europe, northern   1800  319: 3 
Europe, western   1731   346: xiv:1 
Europe, western   1732/28  247: 4 
Europe, western   1797  130: 6 
Europe,west coast, Chart   1790-1792  281-283: 21 
Falkland Islands   1771  33: 4 
Ferroe   1711  9: i:12 
Fez   1700   294: 49 
Finland  1770 155: 3 
Finland   1771-1777  157,158,161: 3 
Finland   1779  37: 9 
Flanders - see Netherlands      
Florida   1700   294: 73 
Florida   1701-1723  291-293: ii:16 
Florida   1717  9: v:16 
Florida   1739   349: v:7 
Florida   1762  7: i:2 
Florida   1794   302: 22 
Florida   1796  304: i:15 
Fort Du Quesne   1759/64  255: i:2 
Fort Frederick   1759/64  255: i:2 
Fort Oswego   1759/64  255: i:2 
Fort St. George   1726-1755  346-349: iii:1 
Fortunate Islands - see Canary Islands      
France     1700   294:18 
France     1701-1723  291-293: i:6 
France   1702-1760  139-150: 5 
France     1711  58: 4 
France   1711  9: ii:3 
France   1730-1746  346-349:xi:1 
France     1742-1777  197-202: 4 
France   1744-1747  17,18:i:8 
France   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 4 
France   1752-1759  375-377: ii:7 
France   1754  150: 5 
France     1757   64: 7 
France   1759-63  13-14: i:19 
France   1762  36: ii:5 
France   1762-1773  20-22: 8 
France     1764-1769  256,263: 9 
France   1765  32: 5 
France     1765  93: 7 
France   1767-1786  364-371: 4 
France   1768/69  387: i:1 
France   1770-1800  155-180:7 8 
France   1771  33: 4 
France   1771-1787  107-111: ii:19 
France     1772  203: i:10 
France   1773  449: 8 
France     1777-1782  28: ii:6 
France   1778-1786  23-25: 8 
France   1779  37: 10 
France     1780-1792  181-186: 8 
France   1780-1800  402-409: 3 
France     1782-1785  281-283: 15 
France     1782-1794  268-271: ii:9 
France   1783-1790   380-82: i:13 
France   1785/86  110,111: ii:17 
France   1787-1800  413-417: 3 
France   1787-1800?  11: 18 
France   1788  383: 3 
France   1789-1800  404-409: 4 
France     1790-1799  208-210: i:12 
France   1791?  12: 4 
France   1791-1796  325,326: ii:19 
France    1792 209-210: i:13 
France   1792-1793  331-332: 12 
France   1794  10: 10 
France     1796  304: ii:6 
France   1794/1793  329: ii:20 
France     1794/95  189: 12,13 
France     1795  187: 24  
France     1795  59: 4 
France   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 16 
France   1796-1797  327,328: i:11 
France   1797  130: 7 
France     1797  48: 6 
France   1798  445: 8 
France   1798/1800  330: iii:13 
France   1800  438: i:13 
France    1800 319: 10 
France,  Ancient   1703  48: 3 
France,  Ancient  1711 58: 4
France ,  Ancient   1711  9: ii:2 
France,  Ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 12 
France,  Ancient   1721-1784  284-290: 22 
France,  Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 4 
France,  Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 4 
France,  Ancient   1775-1799  15,16: 25 
France,  Ancient   1791   8: 3 
France, Ancient  1794-1797  1-2: 7 
France, coast   1798/1800  330: iii:14 
France, coast, Chart   1783-1790   380-82: i:14-19 
France, Northern   1711  9: ii:4 
France, rivers   1711  9: ii:6 
France, Southern   1711  9: ii:5 
Franconia   1759-63  13-14: i:20 
Franconia   1762  36: v:4 
Franconia   1764-1787  104-111: ii:10 
Franconia   1791  389: ix:10 
Franconia   1791-1796  325,326: ii:12 
Franconia   1794/1793  329: ii:12 
French Colonies in North America   1795-1797  255: i:1 
Gallapagos Islands   1701  291: ii:20 
Gallapagos Islands   1709-1723  292,293: ii:19 
Gallia antiqua - see France, Ancient     
Gambia River   1752-1759  375-377: ii:13,14 
Garden of Eden - see Middle East, Ancient   
Gaul - see France, Ancient    
Geneva   1796  389: xix:1 
Genoa   1795  389: xviii:2 
Geographic projections   1790-1792  208,209: ii:22  
Geographical terms   1787-1799  205-207: 2 
Geographical terms   1791-1800  236-243: 1 
Geographical terms   1793  54: 2 
Georgia    1700   294: 31 
Georgia    1762  7: I:2 
Georgia    1794/95  189: 39 
Georgia     1795  379: 4 
Georgia     1796  304: i:15 
Georgia     1797-1798  296,297: 3 
Georgia     1798/1800  330: iv:18 
Georgia     1799/1800  378: ii:4 
German Ocean   1795-1799 251-253: ii:6 
Germany    1700  294: 15 
Germany    1701-1723  291-293: i:9 
Germany    1702-1760  133-153: 6 
Germany     1711   58:14 
Germany    1711   9: i:13,16 
Germany    1728-1755  346-349: vii:3 
Germany    1742-1777  197-202: 10 
Germany     1744-1747   17,18: i:13 
Germany    1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 7 
Germany    1754   150: 7 
Germany    1757   64: i:8 
Germany    1758-1777   334-343: 3 
Germany     1759-63  13-14: i:21 
Germany    1760-1761  420,421: 7 
Germany    1762  36: iv:1 
Germany    1762-1773  20-22: 9 
Germany    1764-1787  104-111: ii:5 
Germany    1764-1769  156,263: 6 
Germany    1765  93: 9 
Germany    1765  32: 6 
Germany    1767-1786  364-371: 7 
Germany    1768/69  387: iv:3 
Germany    1770-1800  155-180: 9 
Germany    1771-1773  107,108: ii:7 
Germany    1772  203: i:9 
Germany    1773  449: 9 
Germany    1777-1782  280: ii:4 
Germany    1778-1786  23-25: 9 
Germany    1779  37: 6 
Germany    1780-1792  181-186: 9 
Germany    1780-1800  402-409: 5 
Germany    1782-1785  281-283: 13 
Germany    1782-1794  268-271: ii:6 
Germany    1783-1790   380-82: i:20 
Germany    1785/86  110-111: ii:8 
Germany    1787-1791  413,414: 4 
Germany     1787-1800?  11: 16 
Germany    1788  383: 4 
Germany    1789-1800  404-409: 6 
Germany    1790  126: ii:2 
Germany    1790-1792  208,209: ii:2 
Germany    1791  389: ix:1 
Germany     1791?  12: 9 
Germany    1791-1796  325,326: ii:7 
Germany    1792-1793  331,332: 14 
Germany    1793  3,4: 12 
Germany    1794  132: ii:1 
Germany    1794/1793  329: ii:7 
Germany    1794/95  189: 11 
Germany    1795  59: 8 
Germany    1795  187: 19 
Germany    1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 12  
Germany    1796-1797  327,328: i:7 
Germany     1797  247: 3 
Germany    1798  6: 19 
Germany    1798  445: 9 
Germany    1798/1800  330: iii:5 
Germany    1799-1800  415-417: 5 
Germany    1800  438: i:7 
Germany    1800  319: 8 
Germany, Ancient     1703  48: 6 
Germany, Ancient     1711  58: 5,10,11 
Germany, Ancient     1711  9: i:14,15 
Germany, Ancient     1711-1797  272-279: 21 
Germany, Ancient    1717  9: i:14 
Germany, Ancient     1731-1797  38-47: 6 
Germany, Ancient     1742-1799  211-220: 6 
Germany, north     1759  19: 8 
Germany, northeast    1711  9: i:18 
Germany, northeast    1739   349: ii:15 
Germany, northeast    1744-1747  17,18: i:16 
Germany, northeast    1759/64  255: i:7   
Germany, northern    1752-1759  375-377: i:20 
Germany, northwest    1711  9: i:17 
Germany, northwest    1728-1755  346-349: viii:1 
Germany, northwest    1744-1747  17,18: i:17 
Germany, northwest    1759/64  255: i:5 
Germany, seat of war    1799  210: ii:26 
Germany, south     1759  19: 7 
Germany, southeast    1711  9: i:19 
Germany, southeast    1739   349: ii:17 
Germany, southeast    1744-1747  17,18: i:15 
Germany, southeast    1759/64  255: i:6 
Germany, southern    1752-1759  375-377: i:19 
Germany, southwest    1711  9: i:20 
Germany, southwest    1739   349: ii:16 
Germany, southwest    1744-1747  17,18: i:14 
Germany, southwest   1759/64  255: ii:1 
Gibraltar   1731-1746  346-349: xiii:2 
Gibraltar   1790  126: i:3 
Gibraltar, Straits, chart   1797  389: xx:2 
Great Britain    1700  294: 3 
Great Britain    1701-1723  291-293: i:3 
Great Britain    1704-1761  68-73: 16 
Great Britain   1711  58: 9 
Great Britain    1731  346: xiv:1 
Great Britain    1739   349: xiv:3 
Great Britain    1744-1747  17,18: i:4 
Great Britain    1771-1798  392-394: 3 
Great Britain   1779-1798  97:100: 3 
Great Britain    1780-1800  402-409: 16 
Great Britain    1783-1790   380-82: i:21 
Great Britain    1787-1791  413,414: 13 
Great Britain    1787-1800?  11: 21 
Great Britain    1788  383: 2 
Great Britain    1789-1800  404-409: 17 
Great Britain    1791?  12: 2 
Great Britain   1792  114: 1,1a 
Great Britain    1793  3,4: 10 
Great Britain   1794  132: iii:1 
Great Britain   1795  59: 12 
Great Britain    1796   304: ii:2 
Great Britain    1797  388: 8 
Great Britain   1799  116: 1,1a 
Great Britain    1799-1800  415-417: 16 
Great Britain - Ancient   1731  38: 5 
Great Britain - Ancient   1791  8: 4 
Great Britain - Ancient   1794  1,2: 6 
Great Britain, Ancient   1703  48: 5 
Great Britain, Ancient   1711  58: 9 
Great Britain, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 20 
Great Britain, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 2 
Greece     1700   294: 27 
Greece     1711  58: 26 
Greece     1739  349: ii:4 
Greece     1792  389: xii:3 
Greece     1796-1797  327,328: ii:3 
Greece, Ancient   1703  48: 17,19 
Greece, Ancient   1704-1761  68-73: 8 
Greece, Ancient   1708  74: 4 
Greece - Ancient   1711  9: ii:21,22 
Greece, Ancient   1711  58: 27 
Greece, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 14 
Greece, Ancient   1712  125: 3  
Greece, Ancient   1712,1717  75,76: 3 
Greece, Ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 6,16,17,20-22 
Greece, Ancient   1721-1784  284-290: 6,8,14-17 
Greece, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 15 
Greece, Ancient   1742-1799   211-220: 10 
Greece, Ancient   1751  196: 3 
Greece ,Ancient   1775-1799  15,16: 3,4,24,27 
Greece, Ancient   1790-1792  208-209: ii:7 
Greece, Ancient   1782-1785  281-283: 19 
Greece ,Ancient   1791  8: 6 
Greece ,Ancient   1794?  10: 16 
Greece, Ancient   1794-1797  1,2: 5 
Greece, Ancient   1799  210: ii:6 
Greece, Ancient   1800  333: 4,5 
Greenland   1744-1747  17,18: ii:41 
Greenland   1786-1792   183-185: 2 
Guadeloupe   1759/64  255: iii:3 
Guiana   1700   294: 52, 61 
Guinea   1701-1723   291-293: ii:10 
Guinea   1711  9: iv:7 
Guinea   1742-1777  197-202: 26 
Guinea   1764-1787  104-111: i:8 
Guiana   1717  9: iv:7 
Hannibal, Expedition   1712-1747  117-124: 10 
Hannibal, Expedition   1721-1784  284-290: 25 
Hannibal, Expedition   1775-1799  15,16: 11  
Hanno, Travels   1800  333: 11 
Hanover   1752-1759  375-377:i:21 
Hanover   1782-1785  281-283: 14 
Hanover   1783-1790  380-82: ii:1 
Hanover   1791  389: ix:8 
Hanover   1794?  10: 9 
Havana   1790-1792  281-283: 27 
Hawaii   1782-1794  268-271: ii:23 
Helvetia - see Switzerland   
Hindostan - see India     
Holland - see United Provinces     
Holy Land - see Palestine     
Hormuz   1752-1759  375-377:i:14 
Hungary   1700   294: 14 
Hungary   1701-1723  291-293: i:18 
Hungary   1711  9: ii:19 
Hungary   1728-1755  346-349: viii:2 
Hungary    1742-1777  197-202: 13 
Hungary   1744-1747  17,18: i:28 
Hungary   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 8 
Hungary   1752-1759  375-377: i:22 
Hungary   1759-63  13-14: ii:3 
Hungary   1762  36: ii:1 
Hungary   1765  93: 13 
Hungary   1767-1786  364-371: 8 
Hungary   1768/69  387: iv:2 
Hungary   1780-1800  402-409: 14 
Hungary   1782-1792  181-186: 15 
Hungary   1782-1794  268-271: ii:13 
Hungary   1787-1791  413,414: 11 
Hungary   1788  383: 7 
Hungary   1789-1800  404-409: 15 
Hungary   1790  389: viii:2 
Hungary   1791?  12: 11 
Hungary   1792-1793  331,332: 16 
Hungary   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 19 
Hungary   1799-1800  415-417: 14 
Hungary - see also Turkey in Europe     
Hungary and Turkey in Europe   1771-1777  157,158,161: 13 
Hungary and Turkey in Europe   1789-1794  179,180: 15 
Iberia - see also Spain, Ancient      
Iceland   1711  9: i:12 
Iceland   1711-1797  272-29: 24 
Iceland   1779-1788  162-168: 3 
Iceland   1782-1794  268-271: ii:4 
Iceland   1786-1792   183-185: 2 
Iceland   1790-1799  208-210: i:7 
Iceland   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 8 
Iceland   1796-1797  327,328: i:4 
Iceland   1798/1800  330: iii:4 
Illyria, Ancient   1703  48: 9 
Illyria, Ancient   1711  58: 25 
Illyria, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 15 
Illyria, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 8 
Illyria, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 9 
India   1700   294: 38 
India  1701-1723 291-293: ii:7 
India   1711  58: 39 
India   1725-1755  346-349: ii:4 
India   1742-1777  197-202: 22 
India   1744-1747  17,18: ii:13 
India   1764-1787  104-109: i:4 
India   1778  109: i:4 
India   1782-1785  281-283: 5 
India   1785/86  110: ii:16 
India   1785/86  111: i:4 
India   1786-1797  183-187: 18 
India   1790-1792  208,209: ii:12 
India   1791,1796  325,326: i:4 
India   1792-1793  331,332: 22 
India   1794   304: ii:9 
India   1794/1793  329: i:4 
India   1794/95  189: 21 
India   1794?  10: 5 
India   1794-1798     171-174: 19 
India   1795-1800   442,443,447,448: 21 
India   1798  445: 10 
India   1798  6: ii:1 
India   1799  210: ii:12 
India   1799  176: 15 
India   1800  175: 20 
India beyond Ganges - see East Indies       
India, Ancient   1712-1747  272-279:24 
India, coasts, Chart   1795-1799  251-253: ii:2 
India, Eastern   1711  9: iii:14 
India, Western   1711  9: iii:13 
Indian Ocean, Chart   1752-1759  375-377: i:12 
Indian Ocean, Chart   1795-1799  251-253: ii:5 
Ireland   1700  294: 7 
Ireland   1701-1723  291-293: 
Ireland   1702-1760  133-150: 13  
Ireland   1742-1777  197-202: 7 
Ireland   1744---1747  17,18: i:7 
Ireland   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 14 
Ireland   1757  64: i:5 
Ireland   1759-63  13-14: ii:5 
Ireland   1762  36: III: 4 
Ireland   1764-1787  104-111: ii:18 
Ireland   1764-1769   256-263: 13 
Ireland   1765  93: 3 
Ireland   1767-1786   364,371: 16 
Ireland   1768/69  387: iii:1 
Ireland   1770-1800  155-180: 7 
Ireland   1771-1773  107,108: ii:22 
Ireland   1772  203: i:4 
Ireland   1773  449: 12 
Ireland   1776  34: 6 
Ireland   1777-1782  280: ii:11 
Ireland   1779  37: 15 
Ireland   1782-1795  281-283: 23 
Ireland   1782-1798  127-130: 3 
Ireland   1782-1797  268-271: ii:18 
Ireland   1786-1792  183-185: 7 
Ireland   1787-1800?  11: 22 
Ireland   1790  131: 3? 
Ireland   1790-1792  281-283:23 
Ireland   1790-1799  208-210: i:11 
Ireland   1791  35: 8 
Ireland   1791?  12: 3 
Ireland   1791-1796  325,326: ii:22 
Ireland   1792-1793  331,332: 6 
Ireland   1794  132: iii:2 
Ireland   1794/95  189: 8 
Ireland   1795   57: 8,8a 
Ireland   1795  187: 16 
Ireland   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 7 
Ireland   1796  102: 8 
Ireland   1796-1797  327,328: i:10 
Ireland   1797  103: 4 
Ireland   1797  248: 5   
Ireland   1798  6: ii:2   
Ireland   1798  445: 12 
Ireland   1798/1800  330: iii:12 
Ireland   1800  438: i:12 
Ireland   1800  319: 6 
Ireland - see also Great Britain    
Ireland, roads   1771-1776  156-159,60: i:5 
Ireland, roads   1780-1792  181,186: 7 
Ireland, roads   1789  154: 5 
Ireland, roads   1794/1793   329: iii:3 
Irish Sea, Chart   1795-1799  251-253: i:11 
Islands, Africa   1744-1747  17,18: ii:20   
Islands, Mediterranean   1744-1747  17,18: ii:20 
Israelites journeys   1711-1728   459,460: ii:2 
Israelites journeys   1721-1784  284-290: 31 
Israelites journeys   1775-1799  15,16: 30 
Italy   1700   294: 21 
Italy   1701-1723  291: i:11 
Italy    1702-1760  133-153: 9 
Italy    1704-1761  68-73: 7 
Italy   1709-1723  292,293: i:12 
Italy   1711  9: ii:15,16 
Italy   1711  58: 21 
Italy    1722-1749  149-149: 9 
Italy   1729-1746  346-349: ix:3 
Italy    1739-1760  151-153: 9 
Italy   1742-1777  197-202: 9 
Italy   1744-1747  17,18: i:20 
Italy   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 5 
Italy   1752-1759  375-377: ii:5 
Italy    1754  150: 10 
Italy   1757  64: ii:2 
Italy   1759-63  13-14: ii:6 
Italy   1762  36: iii:1 
Italy    1764-1787  104-111: ii:13 
Italy   1764-1769  256-263: 7  
Italy    1765  93: 10 
Italy   1767-1786  364-371: 5 
Italy    1770-1800  155-180: 12 
Italy    1771-1773  107,108: ii:16 
Italy   1772  203: ii:2 
Italy   1773  449: 13 
Italy   1777-1782  280: ii:8  
Italy   1779  37: 11 
Italy   1780  402: 4  
Italy    1780-1792  181-186: 12 
Italy   1782-1785  281-283: 18 
Italy   1782-1794  268-271: ii:12 
Italy   1783-1790   380-82: ii:6 
Italy    1785/86  110-111: ii:14 
Italy   1786-1792  442,443,447,448: 18 
Italy   1788  383: 6 
Italy   1788-1797  11: 20 
Italy    1789-1794  179,180: 14 
Italy   1789-1800  404-409: 5 
Italy    1790  126: ii:1 
Italy   1790-1792  208,209: ii:5 
Italy   1790-1792  281-283: 18 
Italy   1791?  12: 7 
Italy   1791-1796  325,326: ii:16   
Italy   1792-1793  331,332: 18 
Italy   1794  389: xvii:1 
Italy   1794  389: xvi:2 
Italy   1794  389: xv:2 
Italy    1794  132: ii:1 
Italy   1794/1793  329: ii:17,18 
Italy   1794/95  189: 16 
Italy   1795   59: 5 
Italy   1795  187: 22 
Italy   1795-1800  442-444: 18 
Italy   1796-1797  327,328: ii:2 
Italy   1798  6: ii:3    
Italy   1798/1800  330: iii:7 
Italy   1799  210: ii:4 
Italy   1799-1800  415-417: 4 
Italy   1800  319: 9 
Italy   1800  438: i:9 
Italy   1780-1786  402,403: 4 
Italy, Ancient   1703  48: 10-15 
Italy, Ancient   1704-1761  68-73: 6 
Italy, Ancient   1711  58: 17-20 
Italy, Ancient   1711  9: ii:12 
Italy, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 16 
Italy, Ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 6,18  
Italy, Ancient   1721-1784  284-290: 2,16,17 
Italy, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 9,10 
Italy, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 14,16,19 
Italy - Ancient   1791  8: 5 
Italy - Ancient   1794  1,2: 3 
Italy and Sardinia   1794/1793  329: ii:18 
Italy, Northern   1711  9: ii:11,13 
Italy, Northern  1729-1839 346,349: i:4 
Italy, Northern   1739-1746  347,348: ii:8 
Italy, Northern   1744-1747  17,18: i:19,21 
Jamaica   1700   294: 68 
Jamaica   1717  9: v:15 
Jamaica   1739-1746  347-349: iii:10 
Jamaica   1744-1747  17,18: ii:36 
Jamaica   1767-1786  364,371: 29 
Jamaica   1799  210: ii:20 
Jamaica   1783-1790   380-82: ii:3 
Japan   1700   294: 41 
Japan   1711  9: iii:17 
Japan   1725  346: i:1 
Japan   1742-1777  197-202: 23 
Japan   1744-1747  17,18: ii:12 
Japan   1755  349: i:2 
Java   1725  346: ii:2 
Java   1739  347: i:7 
Java   1755  349: i:8 
Jerusalem   1767-1786  364,371: 19 
Jesus Christ, journeys   1708-1734   461-464: i:1 
Jesus Christ, journeys   1790-1792  208,209: ii:9 
Jesus Christ, journeys   1794-1798  313-314: 6 
Jesus Christ, journeys   1799  210: ii:9 
Judea - see Palestine    
Kentucky   1794  301: 3 
Kentucky   1794   302: 18 
Kentucky   1794/95  189: 40 
Kentucky   1795  379: 5 
Kentucky   1796  304: i:13  
Kentucky   1798/1800  330: iv:14 
Kentucky   1799/1800  378: iii:1 
Korea   1752-1759  375-377: i:3,4 
La Plata  - see Argentina     
LaHogue   1759-1763  13-14: ii:1 
La Rochelle   1759-63  13-14: ii:14 
Lapland   1701  291: i:13 
Lapland   1709-1723  292,293: i:14 
Latium, Ancient   1703  48: 13 
Latium, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 11  
Latium, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 16,17 
Leipzig, [wide area]   1759/64  255: ii:7 
Libya - see also Africa      
Libya - see also Africa, ancient   
Libya, Ancient   1712-1747  117-124:18 
Libya, Ancient   1721-1784  284-290: 19,20 
Liege, Bishopric   1729  346: ix:1 
Lisbon   1797  389: xx:3 
Lithuania - see also Poland & Lithuania   
London and Westminster   1740-1767  423,426-432: 3 
London, area   1759/64  255: ii:3  
Louisburg   1759/64  255: ii:9 
Louisiana   1701  291: ii:14 
Louisiana   1709-1723  292,293: ii:15 
Louisiana   1717  9: v:16,17 
Louisiana   1744-1747  17,18: ii:28 
Louisiana   1739   349: v:7 
Lower Saxony   1759-63 13-14: II: 15,16 
Lusatia   1742  197: 15 
Lybia, Ancient   1775-1799  15,16: 28  
Lybia, Ancient   1800  333: 9 
Macedonia, Ancient   1703  48: 18 
Macedonia, Ancient   1711  58: 31 
Macedonia, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 13 
Macedonia, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 14 
Macedonia, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 11 
Madagascar   1700   294: 60 
Madeira Islands   1752-1759  375-377: ii:11 
Madeira Islands, Chart   1782-1785  281-283: 8 
Madras, city   1726  346: iii:1 
Madras, city   1739  347: i:10 
Madras, city   1744/46   348: i:8 
Madras, city   1755  349: i:4 
Madrid   1797  389: xx:1 
Magellan Straits   1717  9: v:3 
Magellan Straits   1790-1799  208-210: i:2 
Magellanica   1701  291: ii:21 
Magellanica   1700   294: 63 
Magellanica   1709-1723  292,293: ii:22 
Magna Graecia - see Sicily, Ancient    
Maine   1793    303: i:3 
Maine   1794/95  189: 27 
Maine   1795  379: 7 
Maine   1796  304: i:4 
Maine   1798/1800  330: iv:6 
Maine   1799/1800  378: iii:2 
Maldive Islands   1700   294: 42 
Malta   1700   294: 61 
Malta   1701-1723  291-293: ii:11 
Malta   1794  389: xvi:1 
Marseille   1759-63  13-14: ii:8 
Martinique   1759/64  255: iii:1 
Maryland   1717  9: v:19 
Maryland   1739-1746  347-349: iii:7 
Maryland   1762  7: iii:3 
Maryland   1767-1786  364,371: 28 
Maryland   1794   302: 16 
Maryland   1794/95  189: 35 
Maryland   1795  379: 8 
Maryland   1796  304: i:10 
Maryland   1798/1800  330: iv:12 
Maryland   1799/1800  378: iii:3 
Massachusetts   1794  302: 8 
Massachusetts   1794/95  189: 28 
Massachusetts   1795    379: 9 
Massachusetts   1796  304: i:5 
Massachusetts   1798/1800  330: iv:5 
Massachusetts   1799/1800  378: iv:4 
Mauritania, Ancient   1711  58: 47 
Mauritania, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 5 
Mauritania, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 25 
Mauritania, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 32 
Mediterranean Sea   1704-1761  68-73: 3 
Mediterranean Sea Area   1798/1800  330: ii:2 
Mediterranean Sea Area, Ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 26 
Mediterranean Sea Area, Ancient   1721-1724  284-290: 9 
Mediterranean Sea Area, Ancient   1775-1799  15,16: 10 
Mediterranean Sea, Chart   1795-1799  251-253: ii:3 
Mesopotamia, Ancient   1711  58: 41 
Mesopotamia, Ancient   1711  9: iii:9 
Mesopotamia, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 20 
Mexico   1700   294: 71 
Mexico   1701  291: ii:16 
Mexico   1709-1723  292,293: ii:17 
Mexico   1717  9: v:16 
Mexico   1737  346: xix:1 
Mexico   1739   349: v:4 
Mexico   1742-1777  197-202: 30 
Mexico   1744-1747  17,18: ii:7 
Middle East, Ancient   1711-1728  459,460: i:1,5 
Middle East, Ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 25,26 
Middle East, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 27 
Middle East, Ancient   1796-1797  327,328: ii:10,11 
Middlesex   1731   346: xiv:3 
Mid-east, Ancient   1775-1799  15,16: 10,14 
Minorca   1759/64  255: i:4 
Mississippi River   1701  291: ii:14 
Mississippi River   1709-1723  292,293: ii:15 
Moesia, Ancient   1703  48: 9 
Moesia, Ancient   1711  58: 32  
Moesia, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 8 
Moesia, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 9 
Mogul Empire   1700  294: 37 
Moldavia   1700  294: 13 
Molucca Islands   1700   294: 46  
Molucca Islands   1725  346: ii:1 
Molucca Islands   1739  347: i:6 
Molucca Islands   1755  349: i:7 
Monomotapa   1700   294: 55 
Moravia   1742-1777  197-202: 15 
Moravia   1759-63  13-14: ii:9 
Moravia   1762  36: iv:2 
Morocco   1700   294: 49 
Moscow   1788  389: ii:2 
Munich   1791  389: x:2 
Muscovy - see Russia   
Naples and Sicily   1744-1747  17,18: i:22 
Naples and Sicily   1759-63  13-14: ii:19 
Naples and Sicily   1764-1787  104-111: ii:14 
Naples and Sicily   1785/86  111: ii:20 
Naples and Sicily   1791-1796  325,326: ii:17 
Naples and Sicily   1794  389: xv:3 
Naples and Sicily   1794/1793  329: ii:19 
Naples, City   1794  389: xv:4 
Negroland - see Guinea   
Netherlands   1700   294: 17 
Netherlands   1701-1723  291-293: i:7 
Netherlands   1711  9: i:22;ii:1 
Netherlands   1728-1755  346-349: viii:2 
Netherlands   1742-1777  197-202: 8 
Netherlands   1744-1747  17,18: i:11 
Netherlands   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 6 
Netherlands   1752-1759  375-377: ii:4 
Netherlands   1759-63  13-14: i:8;ii:10 
Netherlands   1762  36: iii:5 
Netherlands   1764-1787  104-111: ii:12 
Netherlands   1767-1786  364-371: 6 
Netherlands   1771-1787  104-111: ii:12 
Netherlands   1780-1792  181-186: 8 
Netherlands   1780-1800  402-409: 7 
Netherlands   1782-1795  281-283: 17 
Netherlands   1782-1794  268-271: ii:8 
Netherlands   1783-1790   380-82: ii:7 
Netherlands   1785/86  111: ii:16 
Netherlands   1787-1800?   11: 17 
Netherlands   1788   383: 11 
Netherlands   1789-1800  404-409: 8 
Netherlands   1790-1792  208,209: ii:2 
Netherlands   1790-1792  169-170: 9 
Netherlands   1791  389: x:5 
Netherlands   1791-1796  325,326: ii:14 
Netherlands   1792-1793  331,332: 11 
Netherlands   1794/1793  329: ii:14 
Netherlands   1794/95  189: 10 
Netherlands   1794?  10: 14 
Netherlands   1794-1798     171-174: 12 
Netherlands   1795  187: 18 
Netherlands   1795   59: 6 
Netherlands   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 15 
Netherlands   1796   304: ii:5 
Netherlands   1798/1800  330: iii:16 
Netherlands   1799-1800  415-417: 7 
Netherlands   1800  319: 7 
Netherlands   1800  175: 12 
Netherlands   1800  438: i:13 
New Britain   1717  9: v:1 
New Brunswick   1796  304: i:4 
New Brunswick   1794  302: 3 
New Caledonia  - see Nova Scotia   
New England   1700   294: 77  
New England   1717  9: v:20 
New England   1739-1746  347-349: iii:8 
New England   1759-63  13-14: i:11;ii:2 
New England   1762  7: ii:1 
New England   1767-1786  364,371: 27 
New England   1795  187: 7 
New England   1795-1797  255: i:2 
New France - see Canada   
New Guinea   1717   9: v:1 
New Hampshire   1794   302: 7 
New Hampshire   1794/95  189: 26 
New Hampshire   1795   379: 10 
New Hampshire   1796  304: i:3 
New Hampshire   1798/1800  330: iv:4 
New Hampshire   1799/1800  378: iv:1 
New Holland   1717  9: v:1 
New Holland - see Australia   
New Jersey   1700    294: 76 
New Jersey   1717  9: v:20 
New Jersey   1739-1746  347-349: iii:8 
New Jersey   1762  7: iii:3 
New Jersey   1767-1786  364,371: 27 
New Jersey   1794  302: 12 
New Jersey   1794/95  189: 32 
New Jersey   1795   379: 6 
New Jersey   1796  304: i:8 
New Jersey   1798/1800  330: iv:10 
New Jersey   1799/1800  378: iv:2 
New Mexico   1700   294: 72  
New Mexico   1701  291: ii:14 
New Mexico   1709-1723  292,293: ii:15  
New Scotland - see Nova Scotia   
New Spain - see Mexico   
New York   1700   294: 77 
New York   1717  9: v:20 
New York   1739-1746  347-349: iii:8 
New York   1759-1760  13-14: i:11 
New York   1762  7: ii:1 
New York   1767-1786  364,371: 27 
New York   1794  302: 11 
New York   1794/95  189: 31 
New York   1795  187: 7 
New York   1795   379: 11 
New York   1796  304: i:7 
New York   1798/1800  330: iv:9 
New York   1799/1800  378: iv:3 
New York City   1790-1792  281-283: 27 
New Zealand   1787-1800?  11: 1 
Newfoundland   1717  9: v:21 
Newfoundland   1739   349: v pt2:11 
Newfoundland   1762  7: iii:2 
Newfoundland   1794  302: 4 
Nile River   1711  9: iv:4 
Noricum, Ancient   1703  48: 8 
Noricum, Ancient   1711  58: 13 
Noricum, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 7 
Noricum, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 7 
North & South Carolina  1762 7: i:2
North America    1700   294: 78 
North America    1704-1761  68-73: 14 
North America   1717  9: v:12 
North America    1722-1760  139-153: 16 
North America    1742-1777  197-202: 29 
North America   1745  384: 5 
North America    1748-1793  77-84: 5 
North America    1749-1751  350,351: 19 
North America    1752-1759  375-377: ii:25 
North America    1752-1785  352-363,372-374: 20  
North America    1757  64: ii:7 
North America    1758-1787  334-345: 6 
North America    1758  195: 4 
North America    1759  19: 3 
North America   1759-63  13-14: I:5: ii:2 
North America   1760-1761  420,421: 4 
North America   1762-1766  390,391: 5 
North America    1762-1796  20-35: 3 
North America    1763   94: 5 
North America    1764-1787  110-111:  ii:19 
North America    1764-1769   256-263: 18 
North America    1765  93: 19  
North America    1767-1786  364,371: 24 
North America    1770  96: 6 
North America    1770-1800  155-180: 16 
North America    1771-1782  365-370: 20 
North America   1771-1798  392-394: 6 
North America    1772  203: ii:6  
North America   1773  449: 3 
North America    1776,1778  322,323: 1 
North America    1777-1782  280: ii:13 
North America    1779  37: 17 
North America    1779-1798  97-100: 7 
North America   1779-1800  440,441: 5  
North America    1780-1792  181-186: 17 
North America   1780-1800  402-409: 19 
North America   1782-1785  281-283: 26 
North America    1782-1794  268-271: ii:19 
North America    1785/86  110-111: ii:15 
North America    1786  87a: 2 
North America   1787-1791  413,414: 16 
North America   1787-1800?  11: 8 
North America   1788  383: 14,16 
North America   1788  446: 7    
North America    1788  418: 4   
North America     1789  154: 9 
North America    1789-1800  404-409: 20 
North America     1790-1797  129,130: 10 
North America     1790-1792  281-283: 26 
North America     1790-1792  208,209: ii:15 
North America     1790-1792  169,170: 19 
North America    1790-1799  466-470: 1 
North America     1791-1795  26-28: 4 
North America     1791-1796  325,326: ii:23 
North America     1792-1793  331,332: 24 
North America    1793,1796  317,318: 3 
North America     1793-1795  60,61: 3 
North America     1794  302: 1 
North America    1794?  10: 19 
North America    1795  386: 5 
North America     1795  187: 7 
North America    1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 24 
North America     1796  31: 4 
North America     1796  304: i:2 
North America     1796   102: 6 
North America     1796-1797  327,328:ii:4 
North America    1797  388: 6,13 
North America     1797-1798  296,297: 1 
North America     1797-1800  29-30: 3 
North America    1798  445: 3 
North America     1798  298: 1 
North America    1798  6: i:3 
North America     1798/1800  330: iv:1 
North America     1798-1800  315,316: 2 
North America     1799  210: ii:16 
North America     1799/1800  378: i:3 
North America     1799/1800  378: iv:4 
North America    1799-1800  415-417: 19 
North America     1800  319:13 
North America    1800  438: ii:4 
North America (northeast)    1793  3.4: 5 
North America (southeast)    1793  3,4: 6 
North America, eastt coast, Chart    1795-1799  251-253: i:5 
North America, harbors    1744,1747  17,18: ii:33 
North America, north     1790  389: vii:4 
North America, northeast    1744-1747  17,18: ii:30,31 
North America, southeast    1744-1747  17,18: ii:28,29 
North America, southwest    1744-1747  17,18:  II:27 
North America, West Coast    1794?  10: 2 
North America, west coast, Chart    1795-1799  251-253: i:4 
North Britain - see Scotland   
North Carolina    1762  7: i:2 
North Carolina    1794   302: 19 
North Carolina    1794/95  189: 37 
North Carolina   1795 379: 12 
North Carolina    1796  304: i:14 
North Carolina    1798/1800  330: iv:15 
North Polar Area    1727-1746  346-349: vi:4 
North Polar Area    1788  389: i:1 
North Polar Area    1794/95  189: 44 
North Pole    1744-1747  17,18: ii:40 
North Sea - see Pacific ocean 
North Sea, chart   1739   349: iv:6 
    1795-1799  251-253: ii:4 
Northern Hemisphere   1777  95: 5,5a 
Northern Hemisphere   1788  418: 1 
Northern Hemisphere   1790-1792  208,209: ii:19 
Northern Hemisphere   1799  210: ii:23 
Northwest Territory   1795   379: 16 
Northwest Territory   1799/1800  378: iv:9 
Norway - see also Sweden, Denmark and Norway   
Norway    1700  294: 9 
Norway    1701  291: i:13,15 
Norway    1702-1719  133-138: 3 
Norway    1709-1723  292,293: i:114,116 
Norway    1727  346: vi:2 
Norway    1739  349: ii:8 
Norway    1752-1759  375-377: i:25 
Norway     1762  36: i:3 
Norway    1770  155: 3 
Norway    1771-1773  107,108: ii:5 
Norway    1771-1777  157,158,161: 3 
Norway    1780-1800  402-409:12 
Norway    1782-1794  268-271: ii:4 
Norway    1785/86  110: ii:5 
Norway    1785/86  111: ii:6 
Norway    1787-1791  413,414: 9 
Norway    1789-1800  404-409: 13 
Norway   1791?  12: 17 
Norway    1792,1793  331,332: 8 
Norway    1799-1800  415-417: 12 
Nova Scotia   1717  9: v:21 
Nova Scotia  1739 349: v,pt2:3,11 
Nova Scotia   1759-1763  13-14: i:11 
Nova Scotia   1762  7: iii:2 
Nova Scotia   1794  302: 3 
Nova Scotia   1796  304: i:4 
Nubia - see also Abyssinia   
Numidia, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 5 
Numidia, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 25 
Numidia, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 32 
Ottoman Empire   1700   294: 33 
Ottoman Empire   1727-1745  346-349: v:1 
Ottoman Empire   1777-1782  280: i:4 
Ottoman Empire   1787-1800?  11: 5 
Ottoman Empire   1791,1796  325,326: i:6 
Ottoman Empire   1794/1793  329: i:6 
Pacific Ocean   1778-1787  109-111: ii:? 
Pacific Ocean   1782-1794  268-271: i:5 
Pacific Ocean   1794/95  189: 45 
Pacific Ocean   1797-1798  296,297: 6 
Pacific Ocean, Chart   1782-1794  268-271: i:4;ii:22 
Pacific Ocean, Chart   1791,1796  325,326: i:10,12 
Pacific Ocean, Chart   1792-1793  330: iv:21 
Pacific Ocean, Chart   1794/1793  329: i:8 
Pacific Ocean, Chart   1799  210: ii:25 
Pacific Ocean, northern   1799  210: ii:24 
Pacific Ocean, northern, Chart   1782-1785  218-283: 8 
Palestine   1700   294: 30 
Palestine   1701  291: ii:3 
Palestine   1708-1734   459,460: iii:1,2 
Palestine   1709-1723  292,293: ii:3 
Palestine   1765  93: 16 
Palestine   1773  204: 2 
Palestine   1790-1792  208,209: ii:14 
Palestine   1793  389: xiv:3 
Palestine   1794   304: ii:8 
Palestine   1794-1798  313-314: 8 
Palestine   1799  210: ii:15 
Palestine - Ancient   1711  9: iii:6 
Palestine, Ancient     1711  58: 43.45 
Palestine - Antient   1711-1728  459-460: i:6;ii:3 
Palestine, Ancient     1731-1797  38-47: 21  
Palestine, Ancient     1742-1799  211-220: 24 
Palestine, Ancient     1744-1747  17,18: ii:7 
Palestine - Ancient   1770  5: 5 
Palestine - Ancient   1791  8: 9 
Palestine - Antient   1794  1.2: 10 
Pamphylia, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 9 
Pannonia, Ancient   1703  48: 9 
Pannonia, Ancient   1711  58: 25 
Pannonia, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 8 
Pannonia, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 9 
Paraguay   1700  294: 64 
Paraguay   1744-1747  17,18: ii:23 
Paraguay   1759/64  255: i:3 
Patagonia   1717  9: v:6 
Patagonia   1737-1746  346-349: xxix:3 
Peking   1789  389: 4 
Peleponnesus, Ancient   1711  58: 29 
Peleponnesus, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 15 
Pennsylvania   1700   294: 75 
Pennsylvania   1717  9: v:20 
Pennsylvania   1739-1746  347-349: iii:8 
Pennsylvania   1762  7: iii:3 
Pennsylvania   1767-1786  364,371: 27 
Pennsylvania   1793  303: i:4 
Pennsylvania   1794  302: 13 
Pennsylvania   1794/95  189: 33 
Pennsylvania   1795  379: 13 
Pennsylvania   1796  304: i:9 
Pennsylvania   1798/1800  330: iv:11 
Pennsylvania   1799/1800  378: iv:5 
Persia   1700  294: 35 
Persia   1701  291: ii:8 
Persia   1709-1723  292,293: ii:5 
Persia   1711  9: iii:10 
Persia   1726-1755  346-349: iii:2 
Persia   1742-1777  197-202: 21 
Persia   1744-1747   17,18: ii:8 
Persia   1752-1759  375-377: i:15 
Persia   1764-1778--87  104,107-109: i:5 
Persia   1782-1785  281-283: 3 
Persia   1782-1794  268-271: i:8 
Persia   1785/86  110-111: i:5 
Persia   1790  389: vii:6 
Persia   1791,1796  325,326: i:5 
Persia   1794/1793  329: i:5 
Persia, Ancient   1711  58: 41 
Persia, Ancient   1711  9: iii:9 
Persia, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 25 
Persia, Ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 27,28 
Persia, Ancient   1721-1784  284-290: 4,5 
Persia, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 28 
Persia, Ancient   1775-1799 15,16: 15,16 
Persian Gulf, Chart   1752-1759  375-377: i:16 
Peru   1700   294: 66 
Peru   1701  291: ii:20 
Peru   1709-1723  292,293: 2:19 
Peru   1717  9: v:7,8 
Peru   1737  346: xxix:2 
Peru   1739   349: v:5 
Peru   1744-1747  17,18: ii:25 
Phillipine Islands   1700   294: 45 
Philippine Islands   1725-1755  346-349: i:3 
Phoenicia, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47:20 
Poland    1700  294: 11 
Poland    1701  291: i:16 
Poland    1702-1760  133-153: 7 
Poland    1709-1723   292,293: i:17 
Poland    1711  9: i:7 
Poland     1728-1755  346-349: vii:1 
Poland    1752-1759  375-377: i:23 
Poland    1757   64: i:9 
Poland    1762  36: i:8 
Poland    1765  93: 12 
Poland    1780-1792  181-186: 10 
Poland    1780-1800  402-409: 10 
Poland    1782-1794  268-271: ii:5 
Poland    1783-1790   380-82: ii:9 
Poland    1785-87  110-111: ii:4 
Poland    1788  383: 10 
Poland    1790  389: viii:1 
Poland    1791,1796  325,326: ii:3 
Poland    1791?  12: 14 
Poland     1792-1793  331,332: 15 
Poland    1794/1793  329: ii:3 
Poland    1794/95  189: 18 
Poland    1794?  10: 8 
Poland    1794-1798     171-174: 13 
Poland    1795   59: 9 
Poland    1795  187: 20 
Poland    1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 11 
Poland    1796   304: ii:3 
Poland    1798/1800  330: iii:3 
Poland    1799-1800  415-417: 8 
Poland & Lithuania    1711  9: i:6 
Poland & Lithuania    1744-1747  17,18: i:27 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1711  58: 34 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1742-1777  19-202: 14 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 9 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1754  150: 8 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1759/64   255: ii:2 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1764-1769  256-263: 5 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1767-1786  364-371: 9 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1768/69    387: iv:1 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1770-1800  155-180: 10 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1773  449: 14 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1779  37: 7 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1790-1792  208,209: ii:3 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1796-1797  327,328: i:6 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1798  6: ii:4 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1799  210: ii:2 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania    1800  438: i:6 
Poland, Prussia & Lithuania, Ancient     1711  58: 34 
Polar Regions   1793  3.4: 1 
Pomerania   1783-1790   380-82: ii:10 
Port Mahon   1759/64  255: i:4 
Port Royal Harbor   1739   349: v pt2:5 
Portugal   1700   294: 20 
Portugal   1711  9: ii:9 
Portugal   1731-1746  346-349: xiii:3 
Portugal   1744-1747  17,18: i:10 
Portugal   1762  36: ii:3 
Portugal   1791?  12: 6 
Portugal - see also Spain and Portugal   
Portugal coast, Chart   1795-1799  251-253: ii:1 
Praya Bay   1783-1790   380-82: ii:11 
Projections   1773  204: 3-5 
Projections   1782-1794  268-271: i:1-3 
Projections   1790  208: 22 
Prussia   1711  58: 35 
Prussia   1711  9: i:8 
Prussia   1759-63  13,14: ii:11 
Prussia   1762  36: i:7 
Prussia   1764-1781  104-111: ii:2 
Prussia   1770  155: 10 
Prussia   1780-1800  402-409:10 
Prussia   1791?  12:15 
Prussia   1791-1796  325,326: ii:4 
Prussia   1792-1793  331,332: 15 
Prussia   1794/1793  329: ii:4 
Prussia   1795  59: 9 
Prussia   1799-1800  415-417: 8 
Prussia - see also Prussia and Lithuania             
Puerto Rico   1744-1747  17,18: ii:35 
Puteola   1729-1746  346-349: x:1 
Quebec City   1759/64  255: iii:3 
Quebec City   1790  389: vii:1 
Ragusa   1700   294: 25 
Red Sea, Chart   1752-1759  375-377: i:16 
Rhaetia, Ancient   1703  48: 8  
Rhaetia,  Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 7 
Rhaetia, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 7 
Rhine region   1742-1777  197-292: 11 
Rhine, Lower Circle   1759-63  13,14: ii:12,13 
Rhine, Lower Circle   1762  36: v:1 
Rhine, Upper Circle   1762  36: iv:6;v:1 
Rhineland   1791  389: ix:9 
Rhode Island   1794   302: 9 
Rhode Island   1794/95  189: 29 
Rhode Island   1795  379: 14 
Rhode Island   1796  304: i:6 
Rhode Island   1798/1800  330: iv:7 
Rhode Island   1799/1800  378: iv:6 
Rio de la Plata   1701  291: ii:19 
Rio de la Plata   1709-1723  292,293: ii:21 
Rochelle   1759-1763  13,14: ii:14 
Roman Empire   1711  58: 22 
Roman Empire   1711  9: ii:14 
Roman Empire   1712-1747  117-124: 7-9,11 
Roman Empire   1721-1784  284-290: 23,24,26-29 
Roman Empire   1751  196: 2 
Roman Empire   1775  249: 2 
Roman Empire   1775-1799  15,16: 5-9 
Roman Empire   1789  250: 3 
Roman Empire   1790-1799  208-210: i:4 
Roman Empire   1791  8: 7   
Roman Empire   1794  1,2: 4 
Romania   1700   294: 26 
Rome   1794  389: xvi:2,3 
Rotterdam   1728  346: viii:3 
Rotterdam   1739   349: iii:2 
Rotterdam   1791  389: x:8 
Russia   1700  294: 10 
Russia   1701  291: i:17 
Russia   1702-1760  133-153: 4 
Russia   1709-1723  292,293: i:18 
Russia   1711  9: i:4,5 
Russia   1702-1750  133-153: 4 
Russia   1727  346: vi:1 
Russia   1739  349: ii:5I 
Russia   1739  347: i:17 
Russia   1742-1777  197-202: 17 
Russia   1744/46   348: i:14 
Russia   1744-1747  17,18: i:26 
Russia   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 10 
Russia   1752-1759  375-377: i:24 
Russia   1754  150: 4 
Russia   1762  36: I:5 
Russia   1764-1769  256-263: 4 
Russia   1767-1786  364-371: 10 
Russia   1768/69  387: i:4 
Russia   1770-1800  155-180: 4 
Russia   1772  203: i:7,8 
Russia   1773  449: 15 
Russia   1779  37: 8 
Russia    1780-1792  181-186: 4 
Russia   1780-1800  402-409: 13 
Russia   1782-1794  268-271: ii:2 
Russia   1787-1791  413,414: 10 
Russia   1787-1800?  11: 15 
Russia   1790-1799  208-210: i:8 
Russia   1791?  12: 19 
Russia   1792-1793  331,332: 9 
Russia   1795  59: 10 
Russia   1796-1797  327,328: i:5 
Russia   1797  130: 5 
Russia   1798  6: ii:5 
Russia   1798/1800  330: iii:2  
Russia   1799-1800  415-417: 13 
Russia   1800  438: i:5 
Russia, northern   1794-1800     171-175: 4 
Russia, northern   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 9 
Russia, southern   1794-1800     171-175: 5 
Russia, southern   1795-1800   442,443,447,448: 10 
Russian Empire   1744-1747  17,18: ii:10 
Russian Empire   1771-1787  107-111: ii:3 
Russian Empire   1777-1782  280: ii:3 
Russian Empire   1782-1785  281-283: 10 
Russian Empire   1783-1790   380-82: ii:12 
Russian Empire   1785/86  110,111: ii:3 
Russian Empire   1788  389: ii:1 
Russian Empire   1788  383: 9 
Russian Empire   1791,1796  325,326: ii:2 
Russian Empire   1794/1793  329: ii:2 
Russian Empire   1794/95  189: 5 
Russian Empire   1795  187:13 
Sahara   1701  291: ii:10 
Sahara   1711  9: iv:6 
Sandwich Islands - see Hawaii      
Santa Cruz   1752-1759  375-377: ii:12 
Sardinia    1786-1797  183-187: 14 
Sardinia    1790  126: ii:1 
Sardinia    1794  389: xv:2 
Sardinia    1794/1793  329: ii:18 
Sardinia    1794/95  189: 16 
Sardinia    1795  389: xvii:5 
Sardinia, Ancient   1711  9: ii:17 
Sardinia, Ancient  1711  58: 24 
Sardinia, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 16 
Sarmatia, Ancient   1703  48: 7 
Sarmatia, Ancient   1711  58: 33 
Sarmatia, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 12,21 
Sarmatia, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 19 
Sarmatia, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 8 
Sauromata, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 12 
Savoy   1765  93: 10 
Savoy and Piedmont   1700   294: 23 
Savoy and Piedmont   1701-1723  291: i:10 
Savoy and Piedmont   1709-1723  292,293: i:11 
Saxony, Lower   1742-1777  197-202: 11 
Saxony, Lower   1759-1763  13.14: ii:16 
Saxony, Lower   1762  36: vi:1 
Saxony, Lower   1764-1787  104-111: ii:9 
Saxony, Lower   1791  389: ix:6 
Saxony, Lower   1794/1793  329: ii:11 
Saxony, Lower   1791-1796  325,326: ii:11 
Saxony, Upper   1759-1763  13,14: ii:15 
Saxony, Upper   1762  36: v:5 
Saxony, Upper   1791  389: ix:4 
Scandinavia   1701-1723  291: i:13 
Scandinavia   1709-1723  292,293: i:14 
Scandinavia   1722-1760  139-150: 3 
Scandinavia   1744-1747  17,18: i:23 
Scandinavia   1757  64: i:6 
Scandinavia   1771  177: 3 
Sclavonia   1700   294: 25 
Sclavonia   1782-1794  268-271: ii:13 
Scotland    1700  294: 6 
Scotland    1701-1723  291-293: i:4 
Scotland    1702-1760  133-153: 11 
Scotland    1739   349: iv:5 
Scotland    1742-1777  197-202: 6 
Scotland    1744-1747  17,18: i:6 
Scotland    1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 13  
Scotland    1757  64: i:4 
Scotland    1759-63  13,14: ii:17 
Scotland    1762  36: iii:3 
Scotland    1764-1787  104-111: ii:17 
Scotland    1764-1769  256-263: 12 
Scotland    1765  93: 5 
Scotland    1767-1786  364-371: 13 
Scotland     1768/69  387: ii:1 
Scotland    1770-1800  155-180: 5 
Scotland    1771-1773  107,108: ii:21 
Scotland    1772  203: i:5 
Scotland     1773  449: 16 
Scotland    1776  34: 7 
Scotland    1777-1782  280: ii:10 
Scotland    1779  37: 14 
Scotland    1782-1797  127-130: 4 
Scotland    1782-1785  281-283: 23 
Scotland    1782-1794  268-271: ii:17 
Scotland    1785/86  111: ii:24 
Scotland    1787-1790  128,129: 5 
Scotland    1789  154: 3 
Scotland     1789-1794  179-180: 5 
Scotland    1790-1792  281-283: 22 
Scotland    1790-1799  208-210: i:9 
Scotland    1791-1796  325,326: ii:21 
Scotland    1792-1793  331,332: 5 
Scotland    1795  187: 14 
Scotland    1795  57: 6,6a 
Scotland     1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 6 
Scotland    1796  102: 10 
Scotland    1796-1797  325,326: i:8 
Scotland    1797  130: 9  
Scotland     1798  445: 13 
Scotland    1798  6: ii:6 
Scotland    1798/1800  330: iii:10 
Scotland    1800  319: 4 
Scotland     1800  438: i:10 
Scotland, canals   1767-1786 364,371: 14,15 
Scotland, roads    1771-1776  156,159,60:  i:3 
Scotland, roads    1786-1795  181-186: 3 
Scotland, roads    1794/1793  329: iii:2 
Scotland, roads    1794/95  189: 6 
Scythia, Ancient   1711  58: 37 
Scythia, Ancient   1711  9: iii:11 
Scythia, Ancient   1711     58: 33 
Scythia, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 12 
Scythia, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 21  
Scythia, Ancient   1800  333: 3 
Seine River   1759/64  255: iii:4 
Serbia   1700   294: 26 
Serica, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 21 
Servia - see Serbia      
Seven  United Provinces - see United Provinces      
Shetland Islands   1765  93: 5 
Shetland Islands   1779  37: 14 
Shetland Islands   1787-1797  128-130: 5 
Shetland Islands   1800  319: 4 
Sicily    1700    294: 24 
Sicily   1794  389: xv:2 
Sicily - see also Naples and Sicily     
Sicily, Ancient   1703  48: 14,16 
Sicily, Ancient   1711  58: 23 
Sicily, Ancient   1711  9: ii:18 
Sicily, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 19 
Sicily, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 12,13 
Sicily, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 18,20 
Sierra Leone   1752-1759  375-377: ii:18.19 
Silesia   1742-1777  197-202: 15 
Silesia   1759-63  13,14: ii:18 
Silesia   1762  36: vi:2 
Silesia   1764-1787  104-111: ii:8 
   
   
Silesia   1785/86  110,111: ii:9,12 
Silesia   1791-1796  325,326: ii:10 
Silesia   1794/1793  329: ii:10 
South America    1701  291: ii:17,21 
South America    1704-1761 68-73: 15 
South America    1709-1723  292,293: ii:18 
South America    1717  9: v:4 
South America     1722-1760  139-150: 17 
South America    1737-1746  346-349: xix:2 
South America     1739-1760  151-153: 17 
South America     1742-1777  198-202: 32 
South America    1745  384: 6 
South America     1748-1793  77-84: 6 
South America    1749-1751  350,351:20 
South America    1752-1759  375-377: ii:24 
South America    1752-1785   352-363,372-374: 21 
South America     1754  150: 21 
South America     1757  64: ii:6 
South America     1758  195: 5   
South America    1758-1785  334-345: 7 
South America     1759  19: 4 
South America    1759-63  13,14: i:6 
South America    1760-1761  420,421: 3 
South America    1762-1766  390,391: 6 
South America     1762-1796  20-35: 4 
South America     1763  94: 6 
South America     1764-1787  104-111: ii:20 
South America    1764-1769   256-263: 21 
South America     1765  93: 18 
South America    1767-1786  364,371: 25 
South America     1770-1798  96-103: 5 
South America    1770  5: 8 
South America     1770-1800  155-180: 18 
South America    1771-1782  365-370: 21 
South America    1771-1798  392-394: 7 
South America     1772  203: ii:8 
South America     1772/3  108: ii:25 
South America     1773  449: 4 
South America    1777-1782  280: ii:15 
South America     1779  37: 16 
South America     1779-1798  97-100: 6 
South America    1779-1800  440,441: 6 
South America    1780-1800  402-409: 20 
South America    1782-1785  281-283: 24 
South America    1782-1794  268-271: ii:20 
South America     1783  446: 8 
South America    1783-1790   380-82: i:3 
South America     1785/86  111: ii:28 
South America     1786  87a: 1 
South America     1786-1792  183-185: 23 
South America    1787-1791  413,414: 17 
South America    1787-1800?  11: 12 
South America    1788  383: 15 
South America    1788  418: 8 
South America    1788  446: 8 
South America    1789-1800  404-409: 21 
South America     1790  129: 11 
South America    1790  311: 5 
South America     1790-1792  208,209: ii:17 
South America    1790-1792  281-283: 24 
South America     1790-1799  466-470: 4 
South America    1791  312: 3 
South America    1791-1796  325,326: ii:26 
South America    1793  302: i:6 
South America    1793  3,4: 8 
South America     1793,1796  317,318: 4 
South America     1793-1795  60,61: 4 
South America    1794   302: 23 
South America     1794/95  189: 42 
South America    1794? 10: 18 
South America    1795  386: 7 
South America     1795  187: 10 
South America     1796  102: 7 
South America    1796-1797  327,328: ii:7 
South America    1797  388: 5 
South America     1797  103: 8 
South America     1797  130: 16 
South America    1797  388: 14 
South America    1797-1798  296,297: 2 
South America     1797-1800  29-30: 4 
South America     1798  442,443,447,448: 25 
South America    1798  6: i:4 
South America     1798  445: 4 
South America     1798  174: 26 
South America    1798/1800  330: iv:19 
South America     1799  210:  ii:18 
South America    1799/1800  378: i:4 
South America    1799-1800  415-417: 20 
South America    1800  319: 15 
South America, coasts, Chart    1717  9: v:15 
South America    1800  331,332: 26 
South America    1800  438: ii:7 
South America, coasts, Chart   1795-1799  251-253: i:6 
South America, north   1739   349: v:5 
South America, north   1744-1747  17,18: ii:26 
South Carolina   1762  7: i:2   
South Carolina   1794   302: 21 
South Carolina   1794/95  189: 38 
South Carolina   1795  379: 15 
South Carolina   1796  304: i:14 
South Carolina   1798/1800  330: iv:17 
South Carolina   1799/1800  378: iv:7 
South Seas - see Pacific Ocean   
Southern Hemisphere   1777  95: 6,6a 
Southern Hemisphere   1788  418: 2 
Southern Hemisphere   1790-1792  208,209: ii:20 
Southern Hemisphere   1799  210: ii:22 
Spain    1739-1760  151-153: 8 
Spain    1757  64: ii:1 
Spain    1762  36: ii:4 
Spain    1790-1794  131,132: 2 
Spain    1791?  12: 5 
Spain - see also Spain and Portugal   
Spain and Portugal   1700   294: 199 
Spain and Portugal   1701-1723  291: i:12 
Spain and Portugal   1702-1760  133-153: 8 
Spain and Portugal   1709-1723   292,293: i:13 
Spain and Portugal   1711  9: ii:8 
Spain and Portugal   1722-1749  139-149: 8 
Spain and Portugal   1731-1746  346-349: xiii:1 
Spain and Portugal   1742-1777  197-202: 3 
Spain and Portugal   1744-1747  17,18: i:9 
Spain and Portugal   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 3 
Spain and Portugal   1752-1759  375-377: ii:8 
Spain and Portugal   1754  150: 9 
Spain and Portugal   1759-63  13,14: ii:20 
Spain and Portugal   1764-1787  104-111: ii:15 
Spain and Portugal   1764-1769  256-263: 8 
Spain and Portugal   1765  93: 6 
Spain and Portugal   1765  32: 7 
Spain and Portugal   1767-1786  364-371: 3 
Spain and Portugal   1768/69  387: v:2 
Spain and Portugal   1770-1800  155-180: 11 
Spain and Portugal   1771  33: 8 
Spain and Portugal   1772  203: ii:1 
Spain and Portugal   1773  449: 17 
Spain and Portugal   1777-1782  280: ii:7 
Spain and Portugal   1779  37: 12 
Spain and Portugal   1780-1792  182-186: 11 
Spain and Portugal   1780-1800  402-409: 8 
Spain and Portugal   1782-1794  268-271: ii:10 
Spain and Portugal   1783-1790  380-82: ii:13 
Spain and Portugal   1785/86  111: ii:21 
Spain and Portugal   1786-1795  183-187: 13 
Spain and Portugal   1787-1791  413,414: 6 
Spain and Portugal   1787-1800?  11: 19 
Spain and Portugal   1788  383: 5 
Spain and Portugal   1789-1800  404-409: 9 
Spain and Portugal   1790  126: i:1 
Spain and Portugal   1790-1792  208,209: ii:4 
Spain and Portugal   1782-1792  281-283: 16 
Spain and Portugal   1791-1796  325,326: ii:18 
Spain and Portugal   1792-1793  331,332: 17 
Spain and Portugal   1794/1793  329: ii:15 
Spain and Portugal   1794/95  189: 15 
Spain and Portugal   1795   59: 3       
Spain and Portugal   1795    187: 21 
Spain and Portugal   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 17 
Spain and Portugal   1796  389: xix:3 
Spain and Portugal   1796-1797  327,328: ii:1 
Spain and Portugal   1798  445: 14 
Spain and Portugal   1798  6: ii:7 
Spain and Portugal   1798/1800  330: iii:8 
Spain and Portugal   1799  210: ii:3 
Spain and Portugal   1799-1800  415-417: 9 
Spain and Portugal   1800  438: i:8 
Spain, Ancient    1703  48: 2 
Spain, Ancient    1711  58: 3 
Spain, Ancient    1711-1797  272-279: 17 
Spain, Ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 13 
Spain, Ancient    1731  38: 3 
Spain, Ancient    1731-1797  38-47: 3,19  
Spain, Ancient    1742-1799  211-220: 3 
Spain, Ancient    1775-1799  15,16: 26 
Spain, Ancient and Modern   1711  9: ii:7 
Spanish Provinces - see Netherlands       
Spitsbergen   1771  177: 3 
Spitsbergen   1772  203: i:6 
Spitsbergen   1786-1792  183-185: 2 
St. Christopher   1717  9: v:14 
St. Christopher   1739   349: v pt2:8 
St. Christopher   1744-1747  17,18:  II:34 
St. Helena Island   1739   349: v:2 
St. Malo   1759-63  13,14: ii:7 
St. Paul's travels   1708-1734   461-464: ii:1 
St. Paul's travels   1721-1784  284-290: 32 
St. Paul's travels   1751  196: 6 
St. Paul's travels   1775-1799  15,16: 31 
St. Paul's travels   1779  410: 7 
St. Paul's travels   1790-1792  208,209: ii:9 
St. Paul's travels   1794-1798  313,314: 5 
St. Paul's travels   1799  210: ii:8 
St. Petersburg   1783-1790   380-82: ii:8 
St. Petersburg   1789  389: v:2 
Stockholm   1790  389: vi:2 
Straits of Gibraltar   1759/64  255: i:4;iii:5 
Sumatra   1725  346: ii:2 
Sumatra   1739  347: i:7 
Sumatra   1755  349: i:8 
Sumbo whirlpool   1711  9: i:12 
Sumbo whirlpool  1744-1747  17,18: ii:41 
Sunda   1700   294: 44 
Sunda   1725  346: ii:2 
Sunda   1739  347: i:7 
Sunda   1755  349: i:8 
Swabia   1762  36: v:2 
Swabia   1791  389: x:3 
Swabia, Ancient   1711  58: 12 
Sweden   1700  294: 9 
Sweden   1701  291: i:13,14 
Sweden   1702-1719  133-138: 3 
Sweden   1709-1723  292,293: i:14,16 
Sweden   1727  346: vi:1,2 
Sweden   1739  349: ii:5,8 
Sweden   1739  347: i:17,18 
Sweden    1744-1747  17,18: i:25 
Sweden   1747-1752  258,259: 2 
Sweden   1752-1759  375-377: i:25 
Sweden   1759-1788  260-262: iii:1 
Sweden    1762  36: i:4 
Sweden    1770  155: 3 
Sweden   1771-1773  107,108: ii:5 
Sweden    1771-1777   157,158,161: 3 
Sweden   1780-1786  402,403: 12 
Sweden   1782-1794  268-271: ii:4 
Sweden   1787-1791  413,414: 9 
Sweden   1789-1800  404-409: 13 
Sweden    1791?  12: 18 
Sweden   1792-1793  331,332: 8 
Sweden   1799-1800  415-417: 12 
Sweden - see also Sweden, Denmark and Norway   
Sweden and Norway   1711  9: i:9,10 
Sweden and Norway   1744/46  348: i:15 
Sweden and Norway   1759-63 13,14: ii:21 
Sweden and Norway   1764-1787  104-111: ii:3 
Sweden, Denmark , Norway and Finland   1768/69  387: i:3 
Sweden, Denmark , Norway and Finland   1767-1786  364-371: 11 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway   1765  93: 11 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway    1771  177: 3 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway   1798/1800  330: iii:4 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway   1779-1788  162-168: 3 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway   1790-1792  169-170: 3 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway   1787-1800?  11: 14 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway   1788  389: i:2 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway   1795  59: 11 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway   1791-1796  325,326: ii:5 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway    1782-1785  281-283: 12 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway    1790-1799  208-210: i:7 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway    1777-1782  280: ii:2 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway    1742-1777  197-202: 16 
Sweden, Denmark and Norway    1764-1769  256-263: 3 
Sweden, Denmark, and Norway   1794/1793  329: ii:5 
Sweden, Denmark, and Norway   1711  58: 16 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland     1770-1800  155-180: 3 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland   1772  203: i:6 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland     1779  37: 9 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland   1780-1792  181-186: 3 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland   1794/95  189: 4 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 11 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland     1773  449: 18 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland     1794-1800  171-175: 3 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland     1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 8 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland     1796-1797  327,328: i:4 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland     1800  438: i:4 
Switzerland   1700   294: 22 
Switzerland   1709-1723  292,293: i:10  
Switzerland   1711  9: ii:10 
Switzerland   1729-1746  346-349: ix:2 
Switzerland   1742-1777  198-202: 12 
Switzerland   1744-1747  17,18: i:18 
Switzerland   1752-1759  375-377: ii:6 
Switzerland   1762  36: iii:6 
Switzerland   1765  93: 9 
Switzerland   1780-1800  402-409: 9 
Switzerland   1782-1794  268-271: ii:11 
Switzerland   1772-1787  108-111: ii:13 
Switzerland   1787-1791  413,414: 7 
Switzerland   1789-1794  179-180: 12 
Switzerland   1789-1800  404-409: 10 
Switzerland   1790-1792  169-170: 12 
Switzerland   1791?  12: 8 
Switzerland   1791-1796  325,326: ii:15 
Switzerland   1792-1793  331,332: 13 
Switzerland   1794  132: ii:1 
Switzerland   1794/1793  329: ii:16 
Switzerland   1794/95  189: 11,17 
Switzerland   1794-1798      171-174: 14 
Switzerland   1795   59: 8  
Switzerland   1795  389: xviii:2 
Switzerland   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 13 
Switzerland   1796   304: ii:4 
Switzerland   1798  6: i:6 
Switzerland   1798/1800  330: iii:6 
Switzerland   1799  176: 13 
Switzerland   1799-1800  415-417: 10 
Switzerland   1800  175: 15 
Switzerland, Ancient   1711  58: 7 
Syria - Ancient   1711  58: 44 
Syria - Ancient   1711  9: iii:5 
Syria - Ancient   1711-1797  272-279: 9 
Syria - Ancient   1712-1747  117-124: 24 
Syria - Ancient   1721-1784  284-290: 3  
Syria - Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 20 
Syria - Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 23 
Syria - Ancient   1775-1799  15,16: 14 
Syria - Ancient   1794  1,2: 9 
Syria - see also Palestine   
Syrtes, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 24 
Tartary   1700  294: 12 
Tartary   1701  291-293: ii:4 
Tartary   1711  9: iii:12 
Tartary   1711  58: 33 
Tartary   1726-1755  346-349: iv:2 
Tartary   1742-1777  197-202: 23 
Tartary   1752-1759  375-377: ii:12 
Tartary   1755  349: i:12 
Tartary   1771  177: 14 
Teneriffe   1752-1759  375-377: ii:12 
Tennessee   1794   302: 20 
Tennessee   1794/95  189: 41 
Tennessee   1796  304: i:13 
Tennessee   1798/1800  330: iv:16 
Tennessee   1799/1800  378: iv:8 
Terra firma - see South America   
Terra Sancta - see Palestine   
Thessaly, Ancient   1703  48:18 
Thessaly, Ancient   1711  58:31 
Thessaly, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47:14 
Thessaly, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220:11 
Thrace, Ancient   1703  48:20 
Thrace, Ancient   1711  58:32 
Thrace, Ancient   1711-1797  272-279:13 
Thrace, Ancient   1731-1797  38-47: 8 
Thrace, Ancient   1742-1799  211-220: 12 
Tibet   1752-1759  375-377: i:9 
Tibet   1790  389: vi:1 
Trade Winds   1712-1765  433-437: 1 
Trade Winds   1736-1746  346-348: xxviii:3 
Trade Winds   1747-1752  258-262: 1 
Transylvania    1700  294: 13 
Transylvania   1711  9: ii:19 
Transylvania    1728-1755  346-349: vii:2 
Transylvania   1742  197: 13 
Transylvania    1754  150:  11 
Transylvania    1768/69  387: iv:2 
Transylvania    1782-1794  268-271: ii:13 
Transylvania - see also Hungary   
Trojan War   1712-1747  117-124: 2 
Trojan War   1721-1784  284-290: 10 
Turin   1795  389: xviii:1 
Turkey in Asia   1700   294: 29 
Turkey in Asia   1701-1723  291-293: ii:2 
Turkey in Asia   1711   9: iii:3 
Turkey in Asia   1726-1755  346-349: iv:3 
Turkey in Asia   1742-1777  197-202: 20 
Turkey in Asia   1744-1747  17,18: ii:4 
Turkey in Asia   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 16 
Turkey in Asia   1752-1759  375-377: i:17 
Turkey in Asia   1754  150: 17 
Turkey in Asia   1764-1787  104-111: i:6  
Turkey in Asia   1765  93: 15 
Turkey in Asia   1767-1786  364,371: 18 
Turkey in Asia   1768/69  387: vii:3 
Turkey in Asia   1771  177: 15 
Turkey in Asia   1771-1782  365-370: 16 
Turkey in Asia   1778  109: i:6 
Turkey in Asia   1782-1794  268-271: i:7 
Turkey in Asia   1785/86  110,111: i:6 
Turkey in Asia   1789-1794  179,180: 17 
Turkey in Asia   1792-1793  331,332: 21 
Turkey in Asia   1793  389: xiv:1 
Turkey in Europe    1700   294: 36 
Turkey in Europe    1701  291: i:19 
Turkey in Europe   1702-1760  133-150: 10 
Turkey in Europe    1709-1723  292,293: i20 
Turkey in Europe   1711  9: ii:20 
Turkey in Europe    1739  349: ii:1 
Turkey in Europe    1739-1760  151-153: 10 
Turkey in Europe   1742-1777  197-202: 18 
Turkey in Europe   1744-1747  17,18: ii:1 
Turkey in Europe   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 8 
Turkey in Europe   1752-1759  375-377: i:18 
Turkey in Europe   1757  64: ii:3 
Turkey in Europe   1759-63  13,14: ii:22 
Turkey in Europe   1762  36: ii:2 
Turkey in Europe    1764-1769   256-263: 14 
Turkey in Europe   1765  93: 13 
Turkey in Europe   1767-1786  364-371: 8 
Turkey in Europe   1768/69  387: iv:2 
Turkey in Europe   1771-1787  107-111: ii:2 
Turkey in Europe  1780-1792  181-186: 13 
Turkey in Europe   1780-1800  402-409: 15 
Turkey in Europe    1782-1794  268-271: ii:14 
Turkey in Europe   1783-1790   380-82: ii:14 
Turkey in Europe   1785/86  110-111: ii:2 
Turkey in Europe   1787-1791  413,414: 12 
Turkey in Europe   1788  383: 7 
Turkey in Europe   1789-1794  179,180: 15 
Turkey in Europe  1790-1792 169-170: 15 
Turkey in Europe   1791?  12: 13 
Turkey in Europe   1792  389: xi:2 
Turkey in Europe    1792-1793  331,332: 19 
Turkey in Europe   1795  187: 23 
Turkey in Europe   1799-1800  415-417: 15 
Turkey in Europe with Hungary   1754  150: 11 
Turkey in Europe and Hungary   1771  177: 14 
Turkey in Europe and Hungary   1779-1788  162-168: 13 
Turkey in Europe and Hungary   1780-1792  181-185: 13 
Turkey in Europe and Hungary  1790-1792 208,209: ii:6 
Turkey in Europe and Hungary   1794/95  189: 14 
Turkey in Europe and Hungary   1794-1798     171-174: 17 
Turkey in Europe and Hungary   1795-1800  442,443,447,448: 19 
Turkey in Europe and Hungary   1799  210: ii:5 
Turkey in Europe and Hungary   1800  175: 18 
Turkey in Europe, Northern   1739  349: ii3 
Turkey in Europe, Southern    1739  349: ii:4 
Turkish Empire - see Ottoman Empire     
Tuscany   1783-1790   380-82: ii:15 
Tuscany   1795  389: xvii:2 
Ulysses' voyages   1712-1747  117-124: 3 
Ulysses' voyages   1721-1784  284-290: 11 
Ulysses' voyages   1751  196: 4 
Ulysses' voyages   1775-1799  15,16: 21 
Ulysses' voyages   1779  410: 6 
United Provinces   1700   294: 16 
United Provinces   1701-1723  291-293: i:8  
United Provinces   1711  9: i:22 
United Provinces   1728-1755  346-349: viii:2 
United Provinces   1742-1777  197-202: 8 
United Provinces   1744-1747  17,18: i:12 
United Provinces   1749-1785  350-363,372-374: 6 
United Provinces   1752-1759  375-377: ii:3 
United Provinces   1754  150: 6 
United Provinces   1757   64: i:10 
United Provinces   1759-63  13,14: ii:23 
United Provinces   1764-1769  256-263: 10 
United Provinces   1765  93: 8 
United Provinces   1767-1786  364-371: 6 
United Provinces   1768/69  387: v:1 
United Provinces   1771  177: 9 
United Provinces   1771-1787  107-111: ii:15 
United Provinces   1777-1782  280: ii:5 
United Provinces   1780-1782  181,182: 9 
United Provinces   1780-1800  402-409: 6 
United Provinces   1782-1794  268-271: ii:7 
United Provinces   1782-1785  281-283: 17 
United Provinces   1783-1790   380-82: ii:2 
United Provinces   1785/86  110.111: ii:12 
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